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Ultrasonography (US) was introduced in the thyroid field in the 1980s to guide the
biopsy of palpable, scintigraphically cold nodules. Within a few years, US-guided fashion
became the only modality to perform an optimal sampling of a thyroid lesion, and a
significant decrease of unnecessary surgeries was recorded [1]. Subsequently, with the
technological advancements of medical devices, the US examination of both thyroid and
neck rapidly diffused and all thyroidologists, endocrinologists first, began to visit their
patients with US alongside the physical examination and laboratory tests. US allows us to
estimate the thyroid size, evaluate its echostructure and echogenicity, investigate visible
and/or palpable thyroid nodules, and detect non-palpable ones. More importantly, the
risk of malignancy of any thyroid lesion and the presence of neck lymph nodes metastases
from thyroid cancer could be assessed [2]. Then, it seemed clear to all thyroidologists that
US, due to its characteristics, had the potential to become the “extension” of their hands
much more than the other imaging tools. At the turn of the 2000s, US examination was
also integrated by color-flow Doppler analysis, elastosonography, and contrast-enhanced
modality (CEUS) with the aim to detect thyroid carcinoma with higher accuracy [3–5].
Overall, since then, it came to light that US was essential to achieve an optimal standard of
care of thyroid patients [6] and there was a terrific increase of studies reporting excellent
reliability of US to diagnose thyroid cancer. Based on this literature, the US presentation
of thyroid cancer is now well recognized and the presence of specific US features (i.e.,
strong hypoechogenicity, taller-than-wide shape, irregular or blurred margins, internal
microcalcifications, apparent extrathyroidal extension) represent an important warning
requiring biopsy. More recently, several attempts have been made to further improve the
performance of US evaluation and some US-based risk stratification systems (RSSs) have
been proposed by the most important international societies. These RSSs, often referred to
as thyroid imaging reporting and data system (TIRADS), have been developed to establish
a standard lexicon to describe the thyroid nodules, assign nodules to a malignancy risk
class, and identify nodules requiring biopsy. The evidence-based studies indicate that the
performance of RSSs is close to optimal [7,8]. However, some weaknesses might be present
with their rigorous use and further improvements are needed. Particularly, the RSSs have
been conceived starting from 20-year literature mainly focused on the US presentation of
papillary carcinoma [9] and whether they are reliable to identify follicular and medullary
thyroid cancers remains to be proven. Moreover, what will be the role of color-flow Doppler,
elastosonography, and CEUS in the era of RSSs has to be defined.

Soon, thyroid US RSSs/TIRADSs will be used by all thyroidologists. Endocrinologists,
surgeons, radiologists, nuclear medicine physicians, and cytopathologists focused on
thyroid disease will have to be familiar with RSSs/TIRADSs terminology, as was the case
when the cytological systems were introduced in clinical practice in 2000s. However,
before using RSSs/TIRADSs in a multidisciplinary modality, we need further proofs and
this special issue will try to address many of the current questions. Highly experienced
thyroidologists focused on US are asked to contribute to this honorable aim.
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Features to TIRADS
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Simple Summary: Thyroid nodules are a frequent clinical issue. Their incidence has increased

mainly due to the widespread use of neck ultrasound scans. Most thyroid nodules are asymptomatic,

incidentally discovered, and benign at cytology. Thyroid ultrasound is the most sensitive diagnostic

tool to evaluate patients with nodular thyroid disease. It is therefore important to use the ultrasound

features to select nodules that require a fine-needle aspiration cytology.

Abstract: Thyroid nodules are common in iodine deficient areas, in females, and in patients un-

dergoing neck irradiation. High-resolution ultrasonography (US) is important for detecting and

evaluating thyroid nodules. US is used to determine the size and features of thyroid nodules, as

well as the presence of neck lymph node metastasis. It also facilitates guided fine-needle aspiration

(US-FNA). The most consistent US malignancy features of thyroid nodules are spiculated margins,

microcalcifications, a taller-than-wide shape, and marked hypoechogenicity. Increased nodular

vascularization is not identified as a predictor of malignancy. Thyroid elastosonography (USE) is also

used to characterize thyroid nodules. In fact, a low elasticity of nodules at USE has been related to a

higher risk of malignancy. According to their US features, thyroid nodules can be stratified into three

categories: low-, intermediate-, and high-risk nodules. US-FNA is suggested for intermediate and

high-risk nodules.

Keywords: thyroid nodule; thyroid cancer; ultrasonography; elastosonography; fine-needle aspiration

1. Introduction

Thyroid nodules are detected in 50–65% of healthy individuals, the majority being
asymptomatic and discovered incidentally [1,2]. Most are benign and do not require treat-
ment [1,2]—less than 5% being malignant. Thyroid nodules are more common in iodine
deficiency areas, in females, and in patients undergoing neck irradiation. In rare cases, a thy-
roid nodule can cause compressive symptoms or hyperthyroidism, thus requiring treatment.

The risk factors associated with a higher probability of malignancy include a history
of neck irradiation, a family history of medullary thyroid carcinoma or multiple endocrine
neoplasia (MEN2), age < 20 years or >60 years, male sex, rapid growth, a firm and hard
consistency, and the presence of suspicious cervical lymph nodes [3–8].

US is the most important diagnostic tool for detecting thyroid nodules [1,2,9,10]. In
addition, US can be used to determine the size and features of palpable and nonpalpable
nodules, to guide fine-needle aspiration (FNA), and to diagnose lymph node metastasis.

Although thyroid US has been considered as the cornerstone for the management of
thyroid nodules, there is no clear consensus on nodule selection for US-guided FNA [11–14],
on a standardized terminology for US features [15–20]. Due to their increased detection,
thyroid nodules represent a clinical challenge [15–20]. Initial evaluation should include
physical examination and investigation of risk factors, such as previous radiation exposure,
family history of thyroid diseases, lump growth rate, and signs and symptoms of compres-
sion [1,2]. When there is a suspicion that a nodule is functioning (i.e., low TSH), thyroid
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scintigraphy is mandatory. US examination should always be recommended [1,2]. Several
endocrine societies have developed various US-based guidelines and recommendations for
managing thyroid nodules [16–22].

2. Real-Time US Findings of Thyroid Nodules

Size: Although the size of a thyroid nodule is not helpful in predicting malignancy, the
size should be measured in all three dimensions and recorded for follow-up. Malignant
nodules grow faster than benign nodules, but 90% of the latter grow by 15% during a 5-year
follow-up period [23–25]. Cystic nodules show a slower growth than solid nodules [25].
Sudden growth of solid nodules may be a clinical manifestation of high-grade malignancy,
such as anaplastic thyroid carcinoma or lymphoma [1,2].

There is no clear consensus on the definition of nodule growth. According to the
American Thyroid Association (ATA) guidelines, a definition of growth is a 20% increase
in the diameter of the nodule with a minimum 2 mm increase in 2 diameters [1]. Some
authors prefer a 15% increase in lump volume as a definition of nodule growth [25,26].
However, inter-observer variability has been observed in small nodules, especially for a
volume increase of less than 50%. Nodule growth is therefore defined as a 20% increase in
diameter or a 50% increase in volume [1,27,28].

Aspect: Thyroid cancer is rare in cystic nodules, although 13–26% of thyroid cancers
may have a cystic component [29,30]. Rarely, partially cystic nodules can be malignant [31].
In this case, papillary thyroid carcinoma may have an eccentric solid component with vas-
cularization, or the presence of microcalcifications [29,31,32]. A lump is called spongiform
when a microcystic appearance occupies more than 50% of the lump and is considered a
sign of benignity with high specificity [33–35]. A nodule can be classified according to the
ratio between the solid component and the cystic one as: solid (≤10% of the cystic portion),
predominantly solid (from >10% to ≤50% of the cystic portion), predominantly cystic (from
>50% to ≤90% of the cystic portion), and cystic (>90% of the cystic portion) [33].

Shape: The shape of a nodule has gained diagnostic importance for the differentiation
between benign and malignant nodules since the first observation by Kim et al. [36–38],
who reported that a taller-than-wide shape had 93% specificity for diagnosing malignancy.
In a larger multicenter study, a taller-than-wide shape was shown to be highly suggestive
of malignancy with a specificity of 89% and a positive predictive value of 86% [33]. These
results are explained by the growth pattern, because malignant nodules grow through
the normal tissue plane in a centrifugal way, while benign nodules grow along the tissue
plane in a parallel fashion [36–39]. In benign nodules, the shape can therefore be ovoid
to round (the antero–posterior diameter is less or equal to its transverse diameter on a
transverse plane).

Halo sign: Nodules may have a thin or thick halo. A halo or hypoechoic rim surround-
ing a nodule consists of a pseudocapsule due to fibrous connective tissue, compressed
thyroid tissue, and chronic inflammatory process [40]. Although a completely uniform
halo is suggestive of benignity with a specificity of 95% [41], more than half of benign
nodules are devoid of a halo [30–40]. An uneven thick or incomplete halo due to a fibrotic
pseudocapsular structure and inflammatory and necrotic process is observed in 10–12% of
papillary thyroid carcinomas and is frequently associated with an irregular shape. On the
other hand, 10–24% of papillary carcinomas have a complete or incomplete halo [29,30,41].

Margins: Previous studies have reported that both spiculated or microlobulated mar-
gins and poorly defined margins are suggestive of malignancy [36,42]. Nodule margins are
ill-defined when they lack clear demarcation from the surrounding perinodular tissue for
most of (>50%) their edge [33].

When the tumor infiltration of the margin is minimal, it manifests as an ill-defined
margin. However, benign thyroid nodules are sometimes incompletely encapsulated and
poorly marginated, and they can merge with normal tissue [43]. Therefore, an ill-defined
margin is a nonspecific finding that can be observed in both benign and malignant nodules.
Conversely, a spiculated margin is highly suggestive of malignancy with a specificity of
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92% and a positive predictive value of 81% [33]. We thus suggest that the margin of a
nodule is classified as follows: smooth, spiculated/microlobulated, or ill-defined.

Echogenicity: Marked hypoechogenicity is highly specific for malignancy with a speci-
ficity of 92–94% [33,36]. Although the thyroid parenchymal echogenicity is different in
different individuals, it is used as a reference for nodule echogenicity. Neck strap muscles
(the sternothyroid, sternocleidomastoid), characterized by very low echogenicity, are also
used as a reference tissue [33,36]. The salivary glands may also be used as a standard of
normal thyroid echogenicity in patients with hypoechogenicity. Nodule echogenicity is
classified as follows: marked hypoechoic (nodule echogenicity is similar to that of the
adjacent neck strap muscles), hypoechoic, isoechoic, or hyperechoic, compared with the
echogenicity of the normal thyroid parenchyma.

Calcifications: A calcification is defined as an echogenic focus with or without back
shadow. The absence of posterior shadow does not exclude calcification as some cal-
cifications are too small to produce a posterior shadow. Punctate echogenic foci with
reverberation artifacts are due to colloid materials and can be easily differentiated from
calcifications on US. Some studies report that all types of calcifications seen on US increase
the likelihood of malignancy. In particular, comet-tail artifacts can represent dense colloid,
fibrin deposits and even microcalcifications. The presence of comet-tail artifacts in a cystic
nodule is highly suggestive of benignity but may not rule out malignancy if present in a
solid component. Moreover, the punctate echogenic foci do not necessarily represent the
psammoma bodies that are observed in papillary thyroid carcinoma but may be dystrophic
calcifications or microdeposit of dense colloid.

Calcifications can be observed in both benign and malignant nodules. We suggest
classifying calcifications as follows: (i) microcalcifications—small dotted echogenic foci
of 1 mm or less either with or without posterior shadow; (ii) macrocalcifications—dotted
echogenic foci larger than 1 mm; (iii) coarse or peripheral and border calcifications.

At histology, microcalcifications correspond to psammoma bodies, which are round,
laminar, crystalline, calcific deposits 10–100 µm, specific to papillary thyroid carcinoma.
Microcalcifications are highly suggestive of malignancy with a specificity of 86–95% and a
positive predictive value of 42–94% [33,36,42,44,45]. Large and irregular shaped dystrophic
calcifications may be due to tissue necrosis and can be observed in benign and malignant
nodules. The significance of peripheral, eggshell, or rim calcification is still debated in terms
of differentiation between benign and malignant nodules. In longstanding hyperplastic
nodules peripheral rim calcification may be present. However, the focal disruption of the
eggshell structure associated with the presence on a thick and markedly hypoechoic halo
can be predictive of malignancy [34,46–48].

3. Accessory Features

US in Lymph nodes: US examen of the cervical lymph nodes should be performed in
all patients with thyroid nodules. The US appearance of a typical normal lymph node is
hypoechogenicity, an oval shape and presence of the central hyperechoic streak correspond-
ing to the hilum. On the other hand, a pathological lymph node can be cystic or solid,
iso or hyperechoic, round or irregular in shape, and without the hilum [49]. The position
of the described lymph nodes must be precisely located following Robbins’ scheme [50].
In suspicious lymph nodes, an US-guided FNA should be performed for cytology and
thyroglobulin or calcitonin measurement in the needle washout.

Extrathyroidal extension (EE): EE is characterized by protrusion into adjacent structures
and/or rupture of the capsular margin of the thyroid neoplasm. In small tumors, the
presence of EE is very important in deciding the type of surgery: lobectomy versus total
thyroidectomy. The presence of minimal EE is not associate to a worse prognosis of the
tumor. The US features that define EE are contact, degree of contact, and interruption of
the capsule. Kwak reports that a greater than 25% contact between the thyroid nodule and
the adjacent capsule is a useful US marker for predicting the presence of EE [51]. Capsular
abutment has less specificity. On the other hand, the presence of more than 2 mm normal
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thyroid parenchyma between the nodule and a continuous capsule reduces the risk of
microscopic extrathyroidal extension to less than 6% [51–54].

4. Color Doppler Flow Imaging (CDFI), Power Doppler US, and Superb
Micro-Vascular Imaging (SMI)

US color Doppler or US power Doppler provide information on the vascularization
of the nodules. Although vascularity is a nonspecific finding in thyroid cancer, it is found
in 69–74% of cases [29]. Benign nodules are characterized by a perinodular flow which,
however, can also be observed in 22% of carcinomas [29]. Intranodular vascularization
is observed in carcinoma but has a low specificity, while chaotic vascularization is more
specific, but with a very low sensitivity [35]. Some studies report that the resistance index,
maximum systolic velocity, and vascularization pattern on a Doppler US do not differ
between benign nodules and carcinomas [55–57]. Color and power Doppler only provide
complementary information and are even less reliable for small nodules (<5 mm) due to
the misinterpretation of perinodular vessels as an intranodular vascular signal. Therefore,
several authors advise against the routine use of color and power Doppler US for thyroid
nodules [1].

CDFI uses low-frequency, low-speed flow signals, while contrast-enhanced ultrasound
(CEUS) detects low-frequency flow signals with a diameter of 10–30 µm and a flow rate of
approximately 1 mm/s. CEUS is expensive and can cause an allergic reaction [58–61]. SMI
is a recently introduced, non-invasive, inexpensive exam that highlights microflows and
detects tissue signals, thus minimizing artifacts. There are few data in the literature on the
usefulness of this investigation for the characterization of thyroid nodules [61].

In CEUS analysis, a high perfusion indicates an extensive microvasculature, whereas a
low perfusion suggests a lower degree of microvasculature. Some reports have shown that
malignant nodules had mainly hypo-enhancement [62–66], which can be due to fibrosis
and neovascular damage by tumor cells, while benign nodules had hyper-enhancement or
iso-enhancement, similar to normal tissue. Zang et al. reported a higher sensitivity and
lower specificity of CEUS + SMI in 75 suspicious nodules, compared with CEUS or SMI
alone [67].

5. US Elastosonography (USE)

USE determines the elasticity of tissue. Given that a carcinoma is harder than a normal
thyroid parenchyma or a benign nodule, a high stiffness on USE has been suggested as
a good predictor of malignancy [68–73]. Our group showed that low elasticity scores,
indicative of a hard consistency, were associated with malignancy with a specificity of 100%
and sensitivity of 97% [69]. The predictivity of the USE measurement was independent
of the nodule size. In fact, a high sensitivity and specificity were found even in nodules
with the largest diameter of 0.8–1 cm. In a large series of patients with indeterminate and
non-diagnostic cytology, our group confirmed that high nodular stiffness is associated
with malignancy. In this paper, we also simplified the classification of USE into 3 groups:
score 1—nodules with uniform high elasticity, probably benign; score 3—nodules with
uniform low elasticity, probably malignant; score 2—nodules with a non-homogeneous
distribution of elasticity, suspicious. Since the vast majority of nodules with indeterminate
and non-diagnostic cytology had a score of 1, they had a low probability of malignancy [74].
Our findings may limit the indications for surgical treatment to the subgroup of patients
with the highest risk of cancer. We also showed that in 115 patients who underwent surgery
for a suspicious cytology, or large nodules with suspicious US features and non-diagnostic
cytology, low elasticity at USE was highly correlated with malignancy and also with the
presence of fibrosis and expression of Gal-3 and FN-1 in the histological specimens [75]. A
few pitfalls limit the diagnostic usefulness of USE, which is operator dependent. Moreover,
cystic lesions, nodules with calcified shell and multinodular goiter with coalescent nodules
are not suitable for USE evaluation.
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6. US Risk Stratification Systems: The TIRADS

US-guided FNA is the main diagnostic tool for detecting malignancy in thyroid
nodules. Its use should be restricted to thyroid nodules suspicious for malignancy. In fact,
most scientific societies agree that US features should support the indications to perform
US-guided FNA. Several classification systems have been proposed aimed at stratifying
the risk of cancer in thyroid nodules [17–21].

However, apart from the well-recognized advantage, thyroid US also has drawbacks
such as the poor reproducibility, due to the different equipment used, lack of a standardized
US report and inter- and intra-operator variability. To address these main points, several US
risk stratification systems (i.e., thyroid imaging reporting and data systems—TIRADS) have
been developed to stratify the malignancy risk of a nodule and then suggest the need for
US-guided FNA [76–82]. These systems are called TIRADS because they were modeled in
line with the American Committee of Radiology BIRADS, which has been widely accepted
in breast imaging.

The TIRADS classification is a point scale that categorizes the US of thyroid nodules
from low to high suspicion, based on the number and combination of the predictors of
malignancy [17]. Initially, Horvath et al. in 2009 [17] proposed a classification system,
which assigned levels of malignancy risk to different patterns, involving 10 features. On
the other hand, Park et al. devised an equation to predict the probability of malignancy
based on 12 variables. Kwak proposed a simplified system in which nodules were stratified
only on the basis of five US patterns [18].

So far, many professional societies have proposed US-based risk stratification systems.
The Chinese-TIRADS was recently proposed from Chinese professional society and the
revised 2021 Korean-TIRADS was very recently published [19,20]. The TIRADS classifica-
tions have been slightly modified over the years and different versions have been suggested
by different guidelines, including EU-TIRADS provided by the European Thyroid Asso-
ciation [79], ACR-TIRADS by the American College of Radiology [22], and K-TIRADS by
the Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology [20,21]. These different versions of TIRADS have
been validated and have shown great diagnostic value in predicting thyroid malignancy.
However, most of those studies were retrospective and the results heterogeneous, limiting
their applicability in clinical practice. In a recent meta-analysis, Castellana et al. assessed
the prevalence of malignancy in each EU-TIRADS, class 5 compared to classes 2, 3, and 4.
The authors found that the prevalence of malignancy was 16% in class 2, 5.5% in 3, 20.6% in
4, and 83.3% in 5 [83,84]. These findings were very close to the estimates of the ETA experts.
EU-TIRADS should therefore be considered as an accurate way of stratifying the risk of
malignancy of thyroid nodules and performing US-guided FNA is not recommended in EU-
TIRADS class 2 nodules. However, the risk of malignancy is greater in highly specialized
centers than in primary care centers. This is linked to the fact that selected patients come to
highly specialized centers. This explains why in EU-TIRADS there is an overestimation of
the risk of malignancy.

A recent consensus of the Italian Thyroid Association, the Italian Society of Endocrinol-
ogy, the Italian Society of Ultrasonography in Medicine and Biology, and the Ultrasound
Chapter of the Italian Society of Medical Radiology considered that the main limitation
of US is the poor reproducibility, due to the varying experience of the operators and the
different performance and settings of the equipment. A simplified nodule risk stratification
was therefore proposed, which is based on the predictive value of each US sign, classified
and evaluated according to the strength of association with malignancy, but also to the
estimated reproducibility between different operators [85]. The risk score was classified
into four categories on the basis of the estimated specificity and reproducibility among
different operators for each US feature (Table 1). The risk score is the sum of the single
scores attributed to each US pattern.
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Table 1. Stratification of the risk score based on the predictive value of each US feature associated
with malignancy.

US Features Associated
with Malignancy

Low Specificity/High Reproducibility Hypoechogenicity Thick Halo Score Value 1

High specificity/poor reproducibility
Microcalcifications irregular, disrupted,
spiculated or lobulated margins, high

stiffness at USE
Score Value 2

High specificity/high reproducibility
Marked hypoechogenicity irregular

shape, taller-than-wide
Score Value 3

Very high specificity/high
reproducibility/Accessory features

Extracapsular extension, suspicious
lymph nodes

Score Value 4

Risk category

1. Low risk
Nodules with at least 2 US features
associated with benignity * and no

features associated with malignancy

2. Intermediate risk Nodules with total risk score 1–3

3. High risk Nodules with total risk score ≥4

Modified by Rago et al. [85]. The risk score is the sum of the single scores attributed to each ultrasound feature.
* Purely cystic nodules, mixed nodules with liquid content, spongiform nodules, oval shape, isoe-
choic/hyperechoic nodules with complete halo sign, isoechoic/hyperechoic nodules with complete halo sign and
lamellar macrocalcifications, hyperechoic pseudonodular areas in thyroid autoimmune diseases.

7. Indication for FNA According to US Risk Stratification Systems

As noted above, the recommendation as to whether or not to perform US-guided
FNA depends on US features associated with malignancy, size, and patient’s history. US-
FNA has a high sensitivity in small nodules with suspicious US features, while in large
nodules, the sensitivity is reduced. Furthermore, considering that the prognosis of some
tumors (such as follicular or Hurthle cell carcinoma) is related to the size of the nodule,
it is important to recommend US-FNA in nodules > 2 cm in size, or in those that grow
over time. Thus, most guidelines recommend FNA in solid nodules > 2 cm even when
devoid of US signs suggestive of malignancy. A point of discussion is the size below which
FNA is not indicated. In fact, the mortality and recurrence rate of thyroid cancer is directly
proportional to the size of the nodules [1,2,19]. The ATA and ETA guidelines recommend
US-guided FNA in sub-centimetric nodules only when suspicious features are present and
in patients with a history of radiation exposure or familial thyroid cancer [1,2]. Thyroid
carcinoma smaller than 5 mm compared with 6–10 mm diameter has a better survival
and less recurrence at 5 years (<3% versus 14%) [1]. Recent studies thus recommend not
performing US-guided FNA (Table 2) in nodules smaller than 5 mm, also due to the high
rate of false positive US findings and the high rate of inadequate cytology [8].

In nodular goiter, US-guided FNA cannot be performed in all nodules. The risk of
malignancy for patients with multiple thyroid nodules is not very different from the risk
for patients with a single thyroid nodule [9,86]. According to the guidelines [1,2,78], in
the presence of 2 or more nodules equal or greater than 1–1.5 cm, US-guided FNA is
recommended for those with suspicious US features. If none of the nodules have suspicious
US features, FNA of the largest nodule should be performed. All the guidelines agree that
US-guided FNA should be advised in high and intermediate risk category nodules, and
not the low-risk category.

In summary, the three main aims of using US risk stratification systems are the fol-
lowing: (i) to contribute to the optimal management strategy; (ii) to reduce the number
of unnecessary investigations; (iii) to select those patients who should be operated on.
The secondary objectives are to facilitate communication between professionals and pa-
tients, facilitate a cross-dialogue between clinicians and pathologists, and improve the
inter-observer agreement of US reports.
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Table 2. US risk stratification for malignancy and indication for US-FNA.

French [77] 2013 ATA [1] 2016 ACE/ACE-AME [2] 2016 Korean [20] 2021 ETA [79] 2018

Risk Category M.R. (%) FNA Size (cm) M.R. (%) FNA Size (cm) M.R. (%) FNA Size (cm) M.R. (%) FNA Size (cm) M.R. (%) FNA Size (cm)

High 100 ≥1 70–90 >1 50–90 ≥1 >60 >1–1.5 26–87 >10
Intermediate 69 ≥1 10–20 ≥1 5–15 >2 15–40 >2 6–17 >15

Low 6 ≥1.5 5–10 ≥1.5 1 ≥2 3–10 ≥1.5 2–4 >20
Very low 0.25 ≥2 ≥3 >2 <3
Benign 0 NA <1 NA NA 0 NA

No Nodule

M.R.—malignancy risk; N.A—not advised.
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8. Conclusions

Today thyroid nodules are frequently detected by imaging techniques. Only a minority
of these nodules will cause significant harm to health. Thyroid US is primarily responsible
for this frequent detection, and is also the primary tool for stratifying the risk of cancer and
the strength of US-guided FNA indication.
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Simple Summary: This study is aimed at raising the question of the use of several TIRADS systems

that stratify the risk of thyroid nodule malignancy. Approximately 5–20% of thyroid nodules are

malignant, but most nodules are benign, and they are scored by FNA biopsy. One of the goals is to

reduce the number of unnecessary FNA and the associated with-it possible complications for the

patient and financial cost. Most TIRADS systems are based on the fact that one suspicious feature

of a thyroid nodule classifies it as malignant, but there is a modified Kwak et al. system that is

based on the count of malignant features. Therefore, this study is intended to estimate the specificity,

sensitivity, and accuracy of the systems and, in the future, think about reducing the number of FNA

biopsies. The result of this study can be important for all doctors who face thyroid changes, such as

radiologists, ultrasonography specialists, and endocrinologists, those who must decide about the

need for an FNA.

Abstract: Background: Various Thyroid Imaging and Reporting data systems (TIRADS) are used

worldwide for risk stratification of thyroid nodules. Their sensitivity is high, while the specificity is

suboptimal. The aim of the study was to compare several TIRADS systems and evaluate the effect of

hypoechogenicity as a sign of risk of malignancy on the overall assessment of diagnostic accuracy.

Methods: The prospective study includes 274 patients with 289 thyroid nodules to whom US and risk

of malignancy were assessed according to four TIRADS systems—European (EU-TIRADS), Korean

(K-TIRADS), TIRADS by American College of Radiology (ACR TIRADS), and modified Kwak et al.

TIRADS (L-TIRADS) systems, in which mild hypoechogenicity is not included in malignancy risk

suggestive signs. For all thyroid nodules, a fine needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy was performed and

evaluated according to the Bethesda system. For all systems, diagnostic accuracy was calculated.

Results: Assessing the echogenicity of the thyroid nodules: from 81 of isoechogenic nodules, 2 were

malignant (2.1%), from 151 mild hypoechogenic, 18 (12%) were malignant, and from 48 marked

hypoechogenic nodules, 16 (33%) were malignant. In 80 thyroid nodules, mild hypoechogenicity was

the only sign of malignancy and none appeared malignant. Assessing various TIRADS systems on the

same cohort, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy, firstly for EU-TIRADS, they were 97.2%;

39.9%; 18.7%; 99.0%, and 73.3%, respectively; for K-TIRADS they were 97.2%; 46.6%; 20.6%; 99.2%,

and 53.9%; for ACR-TIRADS they were 97.2%; 41.1%, 19.0%; 99.0%, and 48.0%, respectively; finally,

for L-TIRADS they were 80.6%; 72.7%; 29.6%; 96.3%, and 73.3%. Conclusions: This comparative

research has highlighted that applying different TIRADS systems can alter the number of necessary

biopsies by re-categorization of the thyroid nodules. The main pattern that affected differences was

inconsistent hypoechogenicity interpretation, giving the accuracy superiority to the systems that

raise the malignancy risk with marked hypoechogenicity, at the same time with minor compensation

for sensitivity.
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1. Introduction

The thyroid nodules are very common in the general population, and with the increase
of imaging techniques, more thyroid nodules are accidentally detected [1]. Comparing the
clinical examination with ultrasonographic examination, it was found that 46% of nodules
(with a diameter >1 cm) detected with ultrasound (US) were not detected during the
physical thyroid examination [2,3]. Therefore, nowadays the ultrasound (US) is the primary
diagnostic method for patients with thyroid nodules. However, with the implementation
of ultrasonography in the diagnosis of thyroid nodules, overdiagnosis and overtreatment
occurs, which entails an increase in surgical operations and possible complications, as well
as financial costs for the treatment of thyroid replacement therapy.

Nodular thyroid disease is relatively common. Most of the thyroid nodules are benign
and asymptomatic, and their prevalence varies and accounts for about 85–93% in the
population; in addition, 20% of them decrease in size over a lifetime [4]. About 80% of
nodular thyroid diseases are caused by glandular hyperplasia, which occurs in up to 5%
of the population. Its etiology includes iodine deficiency (endemic), hormonal diseases
(congenital family forms) and poor iodine absorption because of certain medications [2].
Calcifications, which are often rough and perinodular, can occur during cyst degeneration.
Pure cystic formation is rarely cancerous, but malignancy probability in the nodules with
solid and cystic components reaches the prevalence of cancer in solid nodules [5].

Adenomas account for only 5% to 10% of all nodular thyroid diseases. In most cases,
thyroid dysfunction is not observed, and less than 10% have hyperfunction, which can
lead to thyrotoxicosis. Usually adenomas are solitary, but they can also develop as part of a
multinodular formation [2].

Benign follicular adenoma is a true neoplasm characterized by compression of adjacent
tissues and fibrous encapsulation. Cytologically, the features of follicular adenoma are
usually indistinguishable from those of follicular carcinoma. Signs of follicular carcinoma
are vascular and capsule infestations that can be detected during histology, so fine needle
aspiration (FNA) is not considered as a reliable method to distinguish adenoma from
carcinoma; therefore, tumors are usually removed surgically [6].

However, thyroid cancer is rare and accounts for less than 1% of all malignancies [4].
It accounts for 5% to 10% of all thyroid nodules and there are differentiated thyroid carcino-
mas, i.e., papillary, follicular, Hürthle cell carcinomas, as well as medullary and anaplastic
thyroid carcinomas. Papillary thyroid carcinoma is the most common malignancy of the
thyroid gland and accounts for about 80–85% of all thyroid cancers [7]. However, papillary
carcinoma has an excellent prognosis with a 10-year survival rate of about 90% [8]. There
are many histological subtypes of papillary carcinoma, but ultrasound features that are
suggestive of this type of cancer are nodule hypoechogenicity, microlobulated or spiculated
margins, microcalcifications in the structure, and taller-than-wide orientation [9].

Follicular carcinoma is the second most common thyroid cancer type and accounts
for 10 to 15% of all thyroid cancer [10]. The challenge for the ultrasound specialist is to
differentiate follicular carcinoma from follicular adenoma, but ultrasonographic features
such as large, hypoechogenic nodule, lack of halo and absence of cystic component are
more associated with follicular carcinoma than with adenoma [11].

Medullary thyroid carcinoma accounts for 3.5 to 10% of all thyroid cancers and
is characterized by early lymphatic metastatic spread, aggressive invasion in adjacent
tissues and organs, and has a poor prognosis. On the ultrasound examination, medullary
carcinoma usually looks like papillary carcinoma and is perceived as a solid, hypoechogenic
nodule, often with calcifications, which may look more visually coarser than in papillary
carcinoma. Calcifications are observed in the primary tumor as well as in the metastatic
lymph nodes [6].
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Anaplastic thyroid carcinoma usually affects elderly people and is one of the deadliest
solid thyroids tumors. It accounts for less than 2% of all thyroid cancers but has the worst
prognosis, with 5-year mortality above 95%. The tumor manifests with a rapidly growing
mass that extends beyond the gland and grows into adjacent structures. It does not tend to
lymphogenic dissemination, but it aggressively grows in adjacent muscles and fat tissue.
Sonographically, anaplastic cancer is usually hypoechogenic and often surrounds or grows
into blood vessels and neck muscles. Often, these tumors cannot be properly evaluated by
the ultrasound due to their large size. In this case, the extent of damage can be assessed
more accurately by computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging [6].

In this regard, the clinical challenge is to distinguish clinically significant malignant
thyroid nodules and thus to identify patients who will require surgery for benign thyroid
nodules and who will require long-term observation. That is why the main purpose of US
thyroid nodule examination is to differentiate malignant nodules from benign [12–14].

In the past decade, several professional societies and research groups have imple-
mented guidelines to provide a standardized assessment of ultrasonographic features of
thyroid nodules, such as Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System (TIRADS), to assess
the need for fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNA) [15].

Initially, in 2009, Horvath et al. introduced a thyroid malignancy risk stratification
system—TIRADS [16], but it was difficult to implement, and as a result, several national
thyroid associations introduced their own thyroid assessment models—American College
of Radiology, European and Korean TIRADS systems.

Most variants of the TIRADS systems include mild hypoechogenic nodules in the
potential risk group or TIRADS 4, however, several studies report that most thyroid nodules
are mild hypoechogenic, both benign and malignant [17–20].

Several studies have been performed comparing thyroid malignancy risk assessment
systems. The sensitivity of these systems is high enough, but specificity is quite low. There-
fore, in this study we compare four TIRADS systems—Kwak et al., hereafter, referred to
as L-TIRADS, European TIRADS (EU-TIRADS), Korean TIRADS (K-TIRADS) and Ameri-
can College of Radiology TIRADS (ACR-TIRADS) systems—including the sensitivity and
specificity and evaluate the effect of hypoechogenicity as a sign of risk of malignancy on
the overall assessment of diagnostic accuracy.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design

This was a prospective multicentre study that was conducted in the period from 2019 to
2021. In total, 274 patients with 289 thyroid nodules underwent the conventional ultrasound
(US) examination and all patients with clinical indication for fine needle aspiration biopsy
(FNA) were included in the study. The study was approved by the institutional review
boards and the responsible ethics committee.

2.2. Acquisition of Data

Without a regular clinical description of ultrasonographic examination, a standard
protocol was additionally developed, with included patient data, suspicious ultrasound
features of thyroid nodules, as well as all the necessary features for such systems as the
TIRADS system used in Latvia (L-TIRADS), European (EU-TIRADS), Korean (K-TIRADS),
and ACR TIRADS system. In addition, the protocol included such indicators as multin-
odular goiter, thyroiditis, suspicious lymph nodes in four groups of the neck—lateral and
medial lymph node groups of right and left side.

2.3. US Examination

In the study, thyroid ultrasonography was performed with an ultrasonography device
“Canon Aplio i800” with a linear probe i18LX5 (5–18 MHz), and with “Philips EPIQ 5G”
with a linear probe eL 18-4. The ultrasound examination was performed by one of five
certified radiologists with five and more years of experience. All ultrasound and biopsies,
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as well as documentation, were carried out by one radiologist. After ultrasound, the
description documented the localization of the thyroid nodules, its size, contour, borders,
shape, internal components, echogenicity, calcifications, vascularization, as well as the
appearance of the thyroid parenchyma and lymph nodes of the neck.

2.4. Qualification of Thyroid Nodules by Modified Kwak et al. TIRADS, European TIRADS,
Korean TIRADS, and ACR TIRADS Systems

Based on ultrasonographic features, each thyroid nodule was evaluated according to
four TIRADS systems.

The modified Kwak et al. TIRADS system [21] that is used in Latvia (L-TIRADS) is
based on the count of suspicious signs of ultrasound, which include marked hypoechogenic-
ity, microcalcifications, taller than wide shape, irregular or microlobulated/ spiculated
margins and metastatic lymph nodes. TIRADS 1—normal thyroid tissue without nodules.
TIRADS 2 includes simple cysts, spongiform nodules, hyperechogenic nodules in patients
with chronic autoimmune thyroiditis; multinodular hyperplastic goiter without separate
bounded nodules; isolated macrocalcifications. TIRADS 3 includes partly cystic nodules;
solid nodules with isoechogenic, hyperechogenic, moderately hypoechogenic structure,
without any independent sign of malignancy (Figures 1 and 2). TIRADS 4A—one ultra-
sonographic sign of malignancy, 4B—two ultrasonographic signs of malignancy, 4C—three
ultrasonographic signs of malignancy, and 5—four and more ultrasonographic signs of
malignancy.

vice “Canon Aplio i800” with a linear probe i18LX5 ( – MHz), and with “Philips EPIQ 
5G” with a linear probe eL 1

—

— —
— —

 

—
—

Figure 1. Hypoechogenic, ovoid, smooth, non-homogeneous solid thyroid nodule with cystic component and macrocalcifi-
cation in its structure—categorized as TIRADS 3 by modified Kwak et al. (L-TIRADS), TIRADS 4 by European and Korean
TIRADS, TIRADS 5 (5 points) by ACR TIRADS systems. FNA results—Bethesda 2 (benign).
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Figure 2. Hypoechogenic nodule, ovoid shape, smooth margins, non-homogeneous solid thyroid nodule with cystic
component and macrocalcification in its structure—TIRADS 3 by modified Kwak et al. (L-TIRADS), TIRADS 4 by European
and Korean TIRADS, TIRADS 5 by ACR TIRADS systems. FNA biopsy results—Bethesda 2.

According to the European TIRADS system [22] (EU-TIRADS), thyroid nodules were
classified as EU-TIRADS 2 if it was a simple cyst or entirely spongiform nodule, EU-
TIRADS 3—ovoid, smooth isoechogenic/ hyperechogenic nodule without high suspicion
features, TIRADS 4—ovoid, smooth, mild hypoechogenic nodules without high suspicion
features, and thyroid nodules were classified as TIRADS 5, if at least one of the following
features of high suspicion were included—marked hypoechogenicity, irregular shape, and
margins, microcalcifications, with the presence of solid component.

In accordance with the Korean TIRADS system [23] (K-TIRADS), thyroid nodules
were classified as K-TIRADS 2 if it was a simple cyst, partially cystic nodule with comet
tail artifact, or spongiform nodule. Partially cystic, iso/hyperechoic nodules without any
suspicion features were classified as TIRADS 3, and with any suspicious US features such
as microcalcification, non-parallel orientation, or spiculated/microlobulated margin such
as TIRADS 4. Furthermore, as TIRADS 4 were classified thyroid nodules if they were
solid, hypoechogenic without any suspicion US features. TIRADS 5 were classified as
solid, hypoechogenic nodules with any suspicious US features—non-parallel orientation,
spiculated/ microlobulated margin, and microcalcification in nodule structure.

American College of Radiology TIRADS (ACR TIRADS) [24] is based on points
throughout the following categories: composition, echogenicity, shape, margin, and
echogenic foci. Composition (select 1): cystic or almost completely cystic—0 points,
spongiform—0 points, mixed cystic and solid—1 point, solid or almost completely solid—2
points. Echogenicity (select 1): anechogenic—0 points, hyperechogenic or isoechogenic—1
point, hypoechogenic—2 points, very hypoechogenic—3 points. Shape (select 1): wider-than-
tall—0 points, taller-than-wide—3 points. Margin (select 1): smooth—0 points, ill-defined—0
points, lobulated or irregular—2 points, extrathyroidal extension—3 points. Echogenic foci
(select all that apply): none or large comet-tail artifacts—0 points, macrocalcifications—1
point, peripheral (rim) calcifications—2 points, punctate echogenic foci—3 points. To de-
termine ACR TIRADS level points from all categories need to be added—ACR-TIRADS
1—0 points, ACR-TIRADS 2—2 points, ACR-TIRADS 3—3 points, ACR-TIRADS 4—4 to 6
points, ACR-TIRADS 5—7 points and more.
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2.5. Fine Needle Aspiration Biopsy (FNA)

The US-guided FNA biopsy was performed with a 23-gauge needle, three aspira-
tions were performed according to the local standards, and the material was applied
onto glass slides and sent for cytology evaluation [25,26]. Samples were analyzed by
certified histopathologists with experience in thyroid pathologies, and thyroid nodule
FNA materials were classified into Bethesda classification categories: I—non-diagnostic or
unsatisfactory, II—benign, III—atypia of undetermined significance or follicular lesion of
undetermined significance, IV—follicular neoplasm or suspicious of a follicular neoplasm,
V—suspicious of malignancy, VI—malignant [27,28].

2.6. Statistical Analysis

IBM SPSS software, 22.0 version (IBM Corm., Armonk, NY, USA), MS Excel 2010
software were used to analyse statistical data and create graphs. Pearson correlation
was used for correlation between Bethesda categories and all four TIRADS systems that
were included in the study. Sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), positive predictive value
(PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), accuracy (ACC), 95% confidence interval (CI), area
under curve (AUC) were calculated for each TIRADS system—L-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS,
K-TIRADS, and ACR-TIRADS. Cronbach’s Alpha was calculated for reliability between
L-TIRADS and EU-TIRADS, L-TIRADS and K-TIRADS, L-TIRADS and ACR-TIRADS. The
statistical significance level of this study was assumed to be p-value < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of the Study Population

For a duration of 18 months, 289 thyroid nodule ultrasounds and fine-needle aspira-
tions in 274 patients were analysed. Most patients were women (233; 85.1%), and only 41
(14.9%) men were included in this study. Using the binomial test, it was concluded that in
our study the proportion of women and men (85.1%/14.9%) was statistically significantly
different (p < 0.001). The age of the patients included ranged from 23 to 85 years, with a
mean age of 55 years. The mean age was 55 years for women and 52 years for men. Most
patients were in the age group from 60 to 69 years—69 patients (23 %).

3.2. Characteristics of the Thyroid Nodules

All 289 thyroid nodules included in the study underwent FNA biopsy, and the result-
ing cytological material was evaluated according to the Bethesda cytological classification,
as shown in Figure 3. All 26 malignant nodules were surgically treated and proved to be
papillary carcinomas.

In the study, 151 (52.6%) thyroid nodules were mild hypoechogenic compared to
thyroid parenchyma, of which 133 (88.0%) were benign and 18 (12.0%) were malignant. A
total of 48 thyroid nodules were marked hypoechogenic, compared to the neck muscles
of which 32 (66.(6)%) were benign and 16 (33.(3)%) were malignant. From 81 (28.2%)
isoechoic nodules 79 (97.5%) were benign, and only 2 (2.5%) were malignant, and all
hyperechoic nodules (7; 2.4%) were benign (Figure 4). Using Spearman correlation, a
negative, statistically significant, weak correlation between Bethesda classification and
thyroid nodule echogenicity was found (rs = −0.187, p = 0.002).
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−

Figure 3. Incidence of cytological findings in thyroid nodules by Bethesda classes.−

Figure 4. Thyroid nodule malignancy depending on nodule echogenicity. Benign nodules (orange)
and malignant nodules (red) are displayed in four ultrasound echogenicity categories.

In the study of 231 thyroid nodules, the maximum diameter was noted, from which
the majority (192; 83.1%) of thyroid nodules were more than 1 cm diameter (>1 cm), and 39
(16.9%) thyroid nodules were less than 1 cm diameter (<1 cm). From 192 thyroid nodules
that were >1 cm diameter, 176 (91.6%) were benign, and 16 (8.4%) were malignant. Of the
39 thyroid nodules that were <1 cm diameter, 26 (66.(6)%) were benign, and 13 (33.(3)%)
were malignant (Figure 5). Using Spearman correlation, it was found that there was a
positive, statistically significant, weak correlation between the Bethesda classification and
the thyroid maximum nodule diameter (rs = 0.283, p <0.001).
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–

Figure 5. Thyroid nodule malignancy depending on the nodule maximal diameter. Benign nodules
are marked with the oblique line pattern and malignant nodules with the check box pattern.

3.3. TIRADS Systems Data Analysis

A summary of thyroid nodules by cytological Bethesda category and L-TIRADS, EU-
TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ACR-TIRADS is shown in Tables 1–4. Most of the thyroid nodules
were in the Bethesda category II or benign 212 (73.4%), although EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS,
ACR-TIRADS categorized them as TIRADS 3 category in 21.1 to 24.6% cases, the L-TIRADS
system reached up to 46.4% cases, showing the superiority of the latter system because of
mild hypoechogenicity interpretation as a benign sign.

Table 1. Summary of L-TIRADS categories by Bethesda classes.

Bethesda Class

I II III IV V VI

L-TIRADS,
n (%)

2 - 2 (0.9) - - - -
3 12 (4.2) 134 (46.4) 5 (1.7) 1 (0.3) - 1 (0.3)

4A 1 (0.3) 53 (18.3) 3 (1.0) 2 (0.7) 5 (1.7) 5 (1.7)
4B 4 (1.4) 16 (5.5) 2 (0.7) - 3 (1.0) 4 (1.4)
4C 2 (0.7) 3 (1.0) 6 (2.1) 1 (0.3) 1 (0.3) 10 (3.5)
5 1 (0.3) 4 (1.4) 1 (0.3) - 1 (0.3) 6 (2.1)

Total, n (%) 20 (6.9) 212 (73.4) 17 (5.9) 4 (1.4) 10 (3.5) 26 (9.0)

Table 2. Summary of EU-TIRADS categories by Bethesda classes.

Bethesda Class

I II III IV V VI

EU-TIRADS,
n (%)

2 - 4 (1.9) - - - -
3 5 (1.7) 66 (22.8) 4 (1.4) 1 (0.3) - 1 (0.3)
4 7 (2.4) 73 (25.3) 2 (0.7) - -
5 8 (2.8) 69 (23.9) 11 (3.8) 3 (1.0) 10 (3.5) 25 (8.7)

Total, n (%) 20 (6.9) 212 (73.4) 17 (5.7) 4 (1.4) 10 (3.5) 26 (9.0)
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Table 3. Summary of K-TIRADS categories by Bethesda classes.

Bethesda Class

I II III IV V VI

K-TIRADS,
n (%)

2 1 (0.3) 17 (5.9) - - - -
3 6 (2.1) 71 (24.6) 3 (1.0) 1 (0.3) - 1 (0.3)
4 5 (1.7) 63 (21.8) 3 (1.0) 1 (0.3) - 1 (0.3)
5 8(2.8) 61 (21.1) 11 (3.8) 2 (0.7) 10(3.5) 24 (8.3)

Total, n (%) 20 (6.9) 212 (73.4) 17 (5.7) 4 (1.4) 10 (3.5) 26 (9.0)

Table 4. Summary of ACR-TIRADS categories by Bethesda classes.

Bethesda Class

I II III IV V VI

ACR-TIRADS,
n (%)

1 1 (0.3) 2 (0.7) - - - -
2 - 5 (1.7) - - - -
3 6 (2.1) 61 (21.1) 3 (1.0) 1 (0.3) - 1 (0.3)
4 5 (1.7) 97 (33.6) 4 (1.4) - 1 (0.3) 1 (0.3)
5 8 (2.8) 47 (16.3) 10 (3.5) 3 (1.0) 9 (3.1) 24 (8.3)

Total, n (%) 20 (6.9) 212 (73.4) 17 (5.7) 4 (1.4) 10 (3.5) 26 (9.0)

Category I or non-diagnostic results were observed in 20 (6.9%) fine needle aspirations,
category III of atypia of undetermined significance were in 17 (5.9%) cases.

IV category or suspicious of follicular neoplasm were in 4 (1.4%) cases, only the L-
TIRADS system did not categorized these nodules as TIRADS 5, and the most accurate
evaluation was performed by EU-TIRADS and ACR-TIRADS systems.

V category or suspicious of malignancy were in 10 (3.5%) cases, and malignant nodules
or category VI were identified in 26 (9.0%) cases. Comparing EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and
ACR-TIRADS that showed similar rates of TIRADS 5 nodules in the Bethesda VI category
(more than 8%), L-TIRADS categorized the Bethesda VI nodules in TIRADS category 4 A
to C, resulting in the reduced sensitivity for TIRADS 5 (2.1%).

Using Pearson correlation, it was found that there was a positive, statistically sig-
nificant, moderate correlation between Bethesda classification and L-TIRADS (r = 0.509,
p < 0.001), as well as between Bethesda classification and EU-TIRADS (r = 0.365; p < 0.001),
between Bethesda classification and K-TIRADS (r = 0.365; p < 0.001), and between Bethesda
classification and ACR-TIRADS (r = 0.384; p < 0.001) systems there was also a positive,
statistically significant, moderately strong correlation.

Table 5 compares the TIRADS systems and the number of benign and malignant
thyroid nodules according to cytology (Bethesda 5 and 6), depending on the TIRADS
category. L-TIRADS showed a markedly increased TIRADS 3 nodules category that was
related to the interpretation of mild hypoechogenicity in these nodules in comparison to
other systems. There was one malignant thyroid nodule in the TIRADS 3 category in all
TIRADS systems. This nodule after check-up was an isoechogenic nodule without any
suspicious ultrasound signs.

Table 6 reflects the comparison between TIRADS systems and percentual risk of
malignancy of TIRADS categories. L-TIRADS showed lesser malignancy risk in the TIRADS
3 category and higher malignancy risk in TIRADS 5 category in comparison to other
TIRADS systems 0.007% and 0.58%, respectively, suggestive of higher diagnostic accuracy
in patient selection for FNA.
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Table 5. Comparison between L-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ACR-TIRADS categories.

Categories
Based on

L-TIRADS
Based on

EU-TIRADS
Based on

K-TIRADS
Based on

ARC-TIRADS

TIRADS 1 benign/malignant - - - 2/0
TIRADS 2 benign/malignant 2/0 4/0 17/0 5/0
TIRADS 3 benign/malignant 140/1 71/1 75/1 65/1

TIRADS 4A * benign/malignant 58/10 75/0 67/1 101/2
TIRADS 4B benign/malignant 18/7 - - -
TIRADS 4C benign/malignant 10/7 - - -
TIRADS 5 benign/malignant 5/7 83/35 74/34 233/36

* 4A EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ACR-TIRADS considered as category 4. Excluded Bethesda I or non-informative
material.

Table 6. Comparison between risk of malignancy (%) of L-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and
ACR-TIRADS categories.

Categories
Based on

L-TIRADS
Based on

EU-TIRADS
Based on

K-TIRADS
Based on

ARC-TIRADS

Risk of malignancy of TIRADS
categories (%)

TIRADS1 - - - 0
TIRADS 2 0 0 0 0
TIRADS 3 0.007 0.013 0.013 0.015

TIRADS 4A * 0.147 0 0.014 0.019
TIRADS 4B 0.28
TIRADS 4C 0.41
TIRADS 5 0.58 0.29 0.31 0.13

* 4A EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ACR-TIRADS considered as category 4.

EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ACR-TIRADS had high sensitivity (SEN = 97.2%), how-
ever L-TIRADS showed higher specificity (SPE = 72.7%) and a better accuracy (ACC = 73.3,
p < 0.001) than other systems—EU-TIRADS (ACC = 47.0, p < 0.001), K-TIRADS (ACC = 53.9,
p < 0.001) and ACR-TIRADS (ACC = 48.0, p < 0.001). All TIRADS systems showed similar
area under the ROC curve, but the L-TIRADS AUC value was better 0.766, followed by
K-TIRADS with an AUC value 0.719 (Table 7, Figure 6).

Table 7. Pooled estimates of the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, accuracy, and area under curve (AUC).

TIRADS System Included Values SEN, % SPE, % PPV, % NPV, % ACC, % 95% CI AUC p-Value

L-TIRADS TIRADS 4A–5 80.6 72.7 29.6 96.3 73.3 0.68–0.84 0.766 <0.0001
EU-TIRADS TIRADS 4–5 97.2 39.9 18.7 99.0 47.0 0.61–0.76 0.686 <0.0001
K-TIRADS TIRADS 4–5 97.2 46.6 20.6 99.2 53.9 0.65–0.79 0.719 <0.0001

ACR-TIRADS TIRADS 4–5 97.2 41.1 19.0 99.0 48.0 0.61–0.76 0.692 <0.0001

 

Figure 6. ROC curve analysis for TIRADS systems. L-TIRADS 4A-5 (blue line), EU-TIRADS 5 (red
line), K-TIRADS 5 (green line), ACR-TIRADS 5 (orange line), reference line (yellow line).
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In the comparison between L-TIRADS and EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ACR TI-
RADS among the 126 thyroid nodules classified as TIRADS 5 by the EU-TIRADS, 23
were downgraded to 4C, 29 were downgraded to 4B, 57 were downgraded to 4A, 4 were
downgraded to TIRADS 3, and 13 were categorized into the same TIRADS category. Among
the 82 thyroid nodules classified as TIRADS 4 by the EU-TIRADS, 74 were downgraded to
TIRADS 3 by L-TIRADS, and 8 were categorized into the same TIRADS category (Table 8).

Table 8. Comparison between the L -TIRADS and EU-TIRADS classifications.

L-TIRADS
EU-TIRADS

Total
2 3 4 5

2 1 1 0 0 2
3 3 74 74 4 155

4A 0 2 8 57 67
4B 0 0 0 29 29
4C 0 0 0 23 23
5 0 0 0 13 13

Total 4 77 82 126 289

A total of 113 thyroid nodules were classified as TIRADS 5 by the K-TIRADS, 23 were
downgraded to 4C, 29 were downgraded to 4B, 48 were downgraded to 4A, 3 were
downgraded to 3, and 13 were categorized into the same TIRADS category. Out of the
32 thyroid nodules classified as TIRADS 4 by the K-TIRADS, 56 were downgraded to
TIRADS 3 by L-TIRADS, and 17 were categorized into the same TIRADS category (Table 9).

Table 9. Comparison between the L -TIRADS and K-TIRADS classifications.

L TIRADS
K-TIRADS

Total
2 3 4 5

2 1 1 0 0 2
3 15 81 56 3 155

4A 2 0 17 48 67
4B 0 0 0 29 29
4C 0 0 0 23 23
5 0 0 0 13 13

Total 18 82 73 113 289

In total, 103 thyroid nodules were classified as TIRADS 5 by the ACR-TIRADS, 23 were
downgraded to 4C, 28 were downgraded to 4B, 34 were downgraded to 4A, 3 were
downgraded to 3, and 12 were categorized into the same TIRADS category. In the group of
the 108 thyroid nodules classified as TIRADS 4 by the ACR-TIRADS, 76 were downgraded
to TIRADS 3 by L-TIRADS, 31 were categorized as TIRADS 4A, 1 was upgraded to TIRADS
4B, and 1 was upgraded to TIRADS 5 (Table 10).

Table 10. Comparison between the L -TIRADS and ACR-TIRADS classifications.

L TIRADS
ACR TIRADS

Total
1 2 3 4 5

2 1 0 1 0 0 2
3 2 5 69 76 3 155

4A 0 0 2 31 34 67
4B 0 0 0 1 28 29
4C 0 0 0 0 23 23
5 0 0 0 1 12 13

Total 3 5 71 108 103 287
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The reliability between L-TIRADS and all three TIRADS systems with Cronbach’s
Alpha was comparable, between L-TIRADS and EU-TIRADS was 0.805, between L-TIRADS
and K-TIRADS was 0.817, and between L-TIRADS and ACR-TIRADS was 0.794, respec-
tively.

4. Discussion

This prospective comparative study includes ultrasound data from 289 thyroid nod-
ules and fine-needle aspirations from 274 patients, with age ranging from 23 to 85 years
(mean 55) and including predominantly women (85.1%), in accordance with the several
studies that also noted a higher prevalence of thyroid nodules in women and noted that
the incidence of thyroid nodules increases after the age of 50 [29,30]. A total of 26 nodules
were proved to be malignant with papillary carcinoma.

Various TIRADS systems (ACR, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, American Thyroid Asso-
ciation etc.) are used to define thyroid nodule risk of malignancy and to select patients
for FNA. All systems are based on thyroid nodule malignancy features evaluation such
as hypoechogenicity, microcalcifications, shape proportions (AP > LL), ill-defined and
irregular margin. For these systems, diagnostic accuracy is similar, with high sensitivity
and low specificity [31,32]. In our study, ACR TIRADS sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV and
diagnostic accuracy were 97.2%; 41.1%, 19.0%; 99.0%, and 48.0%; for K-TIRADS—97.2%;
46.6%; 20.6%; 99.2%, and 53.9%; for EU-TIRADS —97.2%; 39.9%; 18.7%; 99.0%, and 73.3%,
respectively, and these results are similar to other authors’ research results [33–35].

Hypoechogenicity is one of the main but unspecific features of thyroid nodules on
US [36]. The positive predictive value of this feature is weak (PPV and OR ranging from
3.57 to 6.63) [21,37]. In favor of making this pattern more selective, a lower echogenicity
compared to muscle tissue termed “marked hypoechogenicity” has been introduced as a
marker of increased risk of malignancy in solid nodules. It is reported that up to 55% of
benign nodules appear hypoechoic compared to thyroid parenchyma, making nodules not
marked as hypoechogenicity less specific, especially for sub-centimeter size [37]. The goal
of the present study was to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of the current TIRADS system.
It was hypothesized that in accordance with the assumption of a higher malignancy in
markedly hypoechogenic nodules, all remaining hypoechogenic lesions with equal or
higher echogenicity compared to muscle tissue (“non-marked hypoechogenic nodules”)
would not be associated with an increased risk of malignancy and that their classification
as grade 3 would significantly improve the predictive value of the TIRADS classification.

In the L-TIRADS system, which is the Kwak et al. modified version, mild hypoe-
chogenicity is not included in the malignancy features. Mild hypoechogenic thyroid nod-
ules, which do not have any other malignant features, are stratified as thyroid nodules with
low risk of malignancy or TIRADS 3 category nodules, which results in higher specificity
and diagnostic accuracy, 72.7% and 73.3%, respectively, and therefore showed different
performance in comparison to the other systems with remaining high NPV 96.3% and a
comprehensive decrease in sensitivity 80.6%. Based on the cytological response, among the
nodules categorized as L-TIRADS 5, 58% were cytologically malignant (Bethesda 5 and
6), while from the nodules categorized as K-TIRADS, 5–31% were cytologically malignant,
from nodules categorized as EU-TIRADS, 5–29% were cytologically malignant, and from
thyroid nodules that were categorized as ACR-TIRADS 5, only 13% were cytologically
malignant. Comparing EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ACR-TIRADS that showed similar
rates of TIRADS 5 nodules in the Bethesda VI category (more than 8%), L-TIRADS cate-
gorized the Bethesda VI nodules in TIRADS category 4 A to C, resulting in the reduced
sensitivity for TIRADS 5 to only 2.1%. This trade-off of the raised suspicion and lack of clear
categorization of malignancy is compensated by the L-TIRADS system’s high performance
in the TIRADS 3 category with two-times higher true benign nodules (Bethesda 2).

The aim of TIRADS systems is to evaluate thyroid nodule risk of malignancy and to
select patients for FNA. In these TIRADS systems, indications for FNA are based on thyroid
nodule malignancy risk assessment or TIRADS category and size of the nodule [22,24,35].
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Low TIRADS system specificity increases the number of FNA, which results in unnecessary
manipulations, stress, and financial costs for the patients.

Analyzing echogenicity as malignancy risk evaluation criteria, it seems that only 12.0%
of the mild hypoechogenic nodules were malignant, which means that this feature is not
specific by itself, while among the marked hypoechogenic nodules, 66.6% were malignant,
which means that every two out of three marked hypoechogenic nodules are malignant and
this proves that this feature is specific for malignancy. The result of our study shows that
mild hypoechogenicity cannot serve solely as a malignancy risk feature and may increase
FNA rates unnecessarily. From 80 thyroid nodules, in which mild hypoechogenicity was
the only possible malignancy sign, no cytological malignancy (Bethesda 5 and 6) by FNA
was found. This approved the concept of mild hypoechogenicity with lower values to
be considered as a sign of malignancy, as described in several TIRADS systems: ACR TI-
RADS non-marked hypoechogenicity without other signs is classified as TIRADS 3 (mild
suspicious), EU-TIRADS category 4 (intermediate risk) and K-TIRADS also as category 4
(intermediate suspicion) [22–24].

Regarding the size of the nodule—one of three nodules with a diameter less than
1 cm was malignant, but it should be noted that most of the small nodules firstly appear
as relatively hypoechogenic and for these sub-centimeter nodules, FNA biopsy may be
advised only if they have several signs of malignancy.

There were some limitations in our study, such as the examination of the thyroid
gland was performed using two ultrasound machines, and in our study, there were several
ultrasound specialists who performed examination and FNA, which could lead to different
assessments and decisions about FNA of thyroid nodules. Furthermore, some of the
patients had to be excluded from the study due to non-informative results of cytology,
which may be due to imperfect ultrasound control during FNA, as well as changes in image
quality. Lack of histology results in our cohort should be noted as a major limitation.

In conclusion, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ACR-TIRADS showed high sensitiv-
ity, compared to L-TIRADS; however, the specificity and accuracy were higher for the
L-TIRADS system. The main pattern that affected differences was inconsistent hypoe-
chogenicity interpretation, giving accuracy superiority to the systems that raise the malig-
nancy risk with marked hypoechogenicity and at the same time with minor compensation
for sensitivity. This comparative research has highlighted that applying different TIRADS
systems can alter the number of necessary biopsies by categorization of the mild hypoe-
chogenic thyroid nodules as a low malignancy risk pattern.
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Simple Summary: Ultrasound has been used as baseline imaging for thyroid nodules for decades;

nevertheless, no single feature is sensitive or specific enough to exclude or confirm thyroid malignancy.

Therefore, clinical practice and research still focus on less invasive diagnostic patterns to reduce

unnecessary fine-needle aspiration biopsies or surgery. The main advantage of CEUS is the ability to

assess the sequence and intensity of vascular perfusion and hemodynamics in the thyroid nodule,

thus providing real-time characterization of nodule features, and considered a valuable new approach

in the determination of benign vs. malignant nodules. In addition, contrast agents used in CEUS can

help to guide treatment planning for minimally invasive procedures (e.g., ablation) and to provide

accurate follow-up imaging to assess treatment efficacy in both benign and malignant nodules and

associated lymph nodes. Examination protocol has almost reached standardization, although there

are numerous controversies reported about the interpretation of qualitative and quantitative patterns

that would require a systematic approach. This literature and current state review of CEUS in thyroid

nodules address the existing concepts and highlights of the future perspectives.

Abstract: Ultrasound has been established as a baseline imaging technique for thyroid nodules.

The main advantage of adding CEUS is the ability to assess the sequence and intensity of vascular

perfusion and hemodynamics in the thyroid nodule, thus providing real-time characterization of

nodule features, considered a valuable new approach in the determination of benign vs. malignant

nodules. Original studies, reviews and six meta-analyses were included in this article. A total

of 624 studies were retrieved, and 107 were included in the study. As recognized for thyroid

nodule malignancy risk stratification by US, for acceptable accuracy in malignancy a combination of

several CEUS parameters should be applied: hypo-enhancement, heterogeneous, peripheral irregular

enhancement in combination with internal enhancement patterns, and slow wash-in and wash-out

curve lower than in normal thyroid tissue. In contrast, homogeneous, intense enhancement with

smooth rim enhancement and “fast-in and slow-out” are indicative of the benignity of the thyroid

nodule. Even though overlapping features require standardization, with further research, CEUS may

achieve reliable performance in detecting or excluding thyroid cancer. It can also play an operative

role in guiding ablation procedures of benign and malignant thyroid nodules and metastatic lymph

nodes, and providing accurate follow-up imaging to assess treatment efficacy.

Keywords: contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS); thyroid nodules; thyroid cancer; papillary thyroid

cancer; follicular thyroid cancer

1. Introduction

Thyroid nodules are defined as discrete lesions within the thyroid gland that radi-
ologically differ from the surrounding thyroid parenchyma [1]. With the increasingly
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widespread availability and use of diagnostic imaging modalities such as ultrasound (US),
computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission
tomography (PET), thyroid nodules have been more frequently identified [2]. The main
goal of diagnostics in thyroid nodules is to exclude thyroid cancer by differentiating benign
from malignant nodules [3,4]. The prevalence of thyroid nodules detected by ultrasound
has been reported up to 50% in the general population [5], with a malignancy rate of
5–15% [1,6]. Despite the relatively high incidence, thyroid cancer mortality has remained
rather stable over a longer period, with the ten-year relative survival rate reported to be
greater than 90% [7]. The most common type of thyroid cancer is papillary carcinoma,
accounting for 85% of all thyroid malignancies [8].

Due to the high incidence of thyroid nodules, a noninvasive and relatively easily
accessible imaging modality is ultrasound, which has proven to be highly sensitive in the
detection and characterization of different thyroid nodules [9], and is recommended as the
first-line modality to be performed in all patients with suspected thyroid nodules [1,10].
Therefore this review will be dedicated to US. The US appearance of a nodule is crucial
in the management of a patient, most importantly when deciding whether further inves-
tigation with fine-needle aspiration (FNAB) or routine follow-up is necessary [11]. By
maximizing the detection of clinically relevant thyroid lesions and decreasing FNAB of
benign nodules, the best patient outcomes and cost-effectiveness can be achieved due to
reduced overdiagnosis and overtreatment [10].

To date, well known and guideline-approved malignancy US features have been
defined, including solid composition, hypoechoic appearance, calcifications, ill-defined
margins, “taller than wide” configuration, and a lack of “halo” [12]. However, no single fea-
ture is both sensitive and specific enough to exclude or confirm thyroid malignancy [10,13],
for example calcifications can be seen in up to 40.2% of malignant and 22.2% of benign
nodules as reported by Kim et al. [14]. In addition to the conventional B-mode imaging,
color Doppler studies and methods for examining microvascular flow are also utilized
in the evaluation of thyroid nodules, with marked hypervascularity being a commonly
accepted indicator of potential malignancy in certain cases, although many guidelines
recommend not to use vascularization to predict malignancy [15,16]. As such Doppler US
is not recommended as a routine method for US malignancy risk stratification in the EU-
TIRADS guidelines [11], and is also not considered to be a reliable indicator of malignancy
in other guidelines, such as the ACR-TIRADS [17].

Ultrasound is used as the basis for several thyroid nodule risk stratification systems
proposed by the American Thyroid Association (ATA), American College of Radiologists
(ACR), European Thyroid Association (EU-TIRADS), and others, which are in place to
increase the diagnostic confidence of thyroid nodule imaging. A widely used thyroid
imaging reporting and data system (TI-RADS) has achieved good clinical value by improv-
ing the diagnostic accuracy and reducing unnecessary biopsies, and overall has affected
the management of thyroid nodules [18]. However, TI-RADS staging largely depends on
the operator, and several specific imaging features are not universally accepted in evalua-
tion [10,19]. Furthermore, features of atypical benign and malignant nodules, especially
TI-RADS 3 and 4 category, may overlap the routine US and even FNAB appears to prove
half of all biopsied nodules as benign [20], and in up to one third of cases the results of
cytology are inconclusive [2]. Therefore, problem-solving modalities of US have been
introduced in the past two decades such as US elastography (strain elastography and
shear-wave elastography [21,22] and contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS), which have
expanded the ability of conventional US.

The aim of this review was to analyze different aspects of CEUS in thyroid nodules,
including technical considerations, qualitative and quantitative analysis of the following
benign and malignant thyroid lesions: adenoma, goiter, thyroiditis, lymphoma, papillary,
follicular, medullary and anaplastic thyroid cancer, while also providing an overview on
its role in pre- and post-treatment nodule and specific lymph node local assessment.
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2. Materials and Methods

In the present paper a comprehensive literature search of PubMed, Google Scholar
and Scopus databases was conducted with MESH terms: “CEUS or Contrast-Enhanced
Ultrasonography” and “thyroid nodule or thyroid cancer”; to investigate the role of CEUS
in evaluation of efficacy of performed treatment on thyroid nodules and nodal involvement
the MESH terms “CEUS or Contrast-Enhanced Ultrasonography” and “thyroid nodule
or thyroid cancer” and “after treatment” were used. The search was updated from 2010
until June of 2021 and references of the retrieved articles were explored. Original studies,
reviews and 6 meta-analyses were included in this article. A total of 624 studies were
retrieved, and 107 were included in the study. To avoid bias, only studies with histological
reference as the gold standard were included and all of the MESH terms should have been
present in the titles or abstracts.

3. Results

3.1. The Technique of Contrast-Enhanced Ultrasound in Thyroid Imaging

The main advantage of CEUS is the ability to assess the sequence and intensity of
vascular perfusion and hemodynamics in a thyroid nodule, therefore providing real-time
characterization of nodule features after an intravenous bolus injection of a microbubble
contrast agent (CA) [23]. Another advantage of CEUS is a lack of contrast media adverse
effects or nephrotoxicity (1:10,000 vs. 1–12:100 of iodinated contrast agents) [24]. Adverse
effects from CEUS microbubble contrast agents are shown to be sparse, which could
be related to clearly intravascular distribution, and their overall safety is very reliable,
especially when compared to the potential side effects of CT and MR and the use of their
associated contrast agents [25,26].

In CEUS, both qualitative and quantitative evaluation is possible for thyroid nod-
ules [27], and it has been shown by Trimboli et al. to have a good CEUS polled sensitivity
of 85% across different studies and a specificity of 82%; in the recent meta-analysis, positive
and negative predictive values were 83% and 85%, respectively [28].

A typical protocol for thyroid nodules CEUS examination includes low mechanical
index (MI < 0.10) and the focus zone should be placed at the lower portion of the FOV [29]
preferably including the entire nodule and surrounding thyroid tissue in the longitudinal
plane. When the conventional B-mode image is properly adjusted and the CEUS mode
activated, a microbubble contrast agent is injected as an intravenous bolus, generally with
a dose of around 1.0–2.0 mL, followed by 5–10 mL of saline; however, specific amounts of
CA and saline vary between operators and institutions [30–33]. A CEUS timer is started
simultaneously with the injection of the contrast agent, and cine-clips of the scanning
are stored digitally as raw data for 2–3 min before being processed, but the length of
examination differs between sources and institutions, with most authors choosing a time
period of at least 2 min [34,35]. Only one nodule can be evaluated for each injection of
contrast agent.

First evaluation includes qualitative analysis—the presence of enhancement, washout
and comparison to the normal thyroid parenchyma. After acquiring raw data, a more de-
tailed post-processing of the nodule can be carried out using dedicated software, including
quantitative analysis. The mainstay and basis of qualitative analysis include evaluation of
contrast medium entry time in the nodule and peak enhancement, with contrast intensity
being higher, lower or approximately identical to surrounding parenchyma (hyper-, hypo-
or iso-enhancement, respectively), or absent enhancement [36]. The pattern is usually
defined depending on the dynamics of contrast bubbles within the nodule: concentric in
the case of centripetal enhancement (from the periphery) and centrifugal enhancement (to-
wards the periphery). Non-concentric enhancement patterns include diffuse and eccentric
enhancement when the contrast does not exhibit a particular directionality, and peripheral
rim enhancement) [37–39]. Other qualitative indicators include contrast uptake homogene-
ity, with full enhancement, regardless of the enhancement degree, whereas heterogeneous
nodules contain intra-nodular areas with various levels of enhancement; nodule borders
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(clearly differentiated from the surrounding parenchyma, or unclear); morphology (shape
and regularity of form); and nodule size [40]. After contrast uptake, the contrast wash-out
is observed: the timing of the beginning of washout and speed of this process relative to
the surrounding parenchyma [41].

CEUS quantitative analysis is operator dependent: during the post-processing, the
manually drawn region of interest (ROI) is placed within the nodule and surrounding
parenchyma, subsequently generating variable color-coded curves, and most of the fol-
lowing quantitative parameters are automatically calculated and used for the analysis
of the rise time, time to peak (time until peak intensity is reached), wash-in slope, peak
intensity, mean transit time (intensity values are higher than the mean), and area under the
time-intensity curve: all of these parameters can be used to characterize nodules and have
been studied by multiple authors [29,37,42].

Despite the wide applications and interpretation possibilities provided by CEUS, no
single feature is sensitive or specific enough for the determination of malignancy; moreover,
there are no unified standards for quantitative and qualitative studies [27,28,43]. CEUS also
suffers from various limitations that have contributed to the delay of its implementation in
routine clinical practice: firstly technical, secondly interpretative, and finally economical.
From the technical point of view, microbubble contrast agents last only 5–10 minutes, which
shortens the time allowed for investigation, and some other tradeoffs have to be made
regarding image quality in order to increase the lifespan of microbubbles, mainly lowering
the MI, which simultaneously increases image noise [44–46]; in addition, the equipment
requires specific software to perform US with low mechanical index, and together with
extra contrast media costs they bring added expenses. CEUS is also a minimally-invasive
diagnostic manipulation, although not more so than other methods of investigation which
apply intravenous contrast media and are carried out routinely on a mass scale (e.g.,
computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging) with significantly lower adverse
reaction rates for CEUS, described above. Other authors also point out that CEUS depends
on the experience and visual interpretation of the operator [47,48], especially in qualitative
assessment. CEUS examination requires extended examination time, assistance of support
medical personnel, post-procedural patient observation and, as it has not yet been approved
for thyroid in the international guidelines, is not reimbursed in many countries. All of the
above mentioned reasons may limit the wide use of CEUS and decrease its availability in
certain cases.

3.2. CEUS of Thyroid Nodules: Benign vs. Malignant

Histologically normal thyroid parenchyma is rich in micro-vessels and therefore
shows a rapid uniform enhancement after the administration of CA. Thyroid nodules,
however, have a different vascularization pattern, therefore a different presentation on
CEUS [49]. It has been reported that thyroid cancer cells secrete cytokines to stimulate
angiogenesis, therefore increasing vascularization and causing distorted vessel distribution
or arteriovenous fistula [50].

3.2.1. Qualitative Analysis of CEUS Enhancement Patterns

Enhancement patterns for CEUS within thyroid nodules are insufficient for the di-
agnosis of thyroid carcinoma, although several patterns have been described [39]. Some
studies classify CEUS enhancement patterns as low-enhancing, iso-enhancing and high
enhancement, with low enhancement most suggestive of malignancy and sensitivity, with
specificity and accuracy of 82%, 85% and 84%, respectively [51–56]. In a study conducted
by Zhang et al. [57] four contrast enhancement patterns were described as: homogenous,
heterogeneous, ring-enhancement and no enhancement. In this study, there was a sig-
nificant difference between benign and malignant nodules with a p value of <0.001. For
benign nodules, ring enhancement was seen in 83% of cases, homogenous and heteroge-
nous in 7.5%, and no enhancement in 1.9%. As for malignant nodules, 88.2% showed a
heterogeneous enhancement, ring enhancement was observed in 5.9%, and homogenous
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enhancement also in 5.9% of the cases. Ring enhancement correlated with a benign disease,
with a sensitivity and specificity of 83% and 94.1%, respectively. However, heterogeneous
enhancement correlated with a malignant disease with sensitivity and specificity of 88.2%
and 92.5%, respectively [57]. Most malignant nodules contain areas of fibrosis, calcification,
or focal necrosis, which may cause heterogeneous enhancement.

In another similar study by Zhang et al. [39], 120 nodules were characterized using
CEUS in which peripheral and internal enhancement patterns were determined. In contrast
to previous statements, it was concluded that peripheral irregular ring enhancement pattern
on CEUS detects malignancy and improves the diagnostic accuracy of CEUS in combination
with internal enhancement patterns (sensitivity 97.6%, specificity 98.7%). Interestingly
enough, the size of nodules with regular peripheral enhancing rings was significantly
larger than with other types of peripheral rings [39], suggesting that the type of peripheral
ring observed might be related to the size of the thyroid nodule.

In a 2016 study by Zhang et al. [9], 157 thyroid lesions were analyzed with CEUS. There
was a statistically significant difference for the presence of peripheral ring enhancement
and different enhancement patterns in benign and malignant thyroid nodules. Most
malignant nodules (70.37%) were found to have a low enhancement, and the sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy of this CEUS feature to diagnose thyroid cancer were 84.15%,
65.33% and 75.16%, respectively. The irregular peripheral ring pattern on CEUS had
reached a sensitivity of 100%, specificity 94.12% and accuracy of 95% for diagnosing
malignancy. In this study, the pattern of iso-enhancement with focal low-enhancing areas
was also commonly associated with malignancy, with low-enhancing areas corresponding
to interstitial fibrosis, but enhancing areas to malignant cells. Interestingly, the misdiagnosis
rate with the conventional US was 57.33%, but only 34.67% for CEUS. This study also
suggested the size of the lesion impacts the enhancement pattern on CEUS with small
malignant lesions more often presenting as low enhancing, possibly due to an immature
vascular network in microcarcinomas [9].

Pang et al. conducted a study in which regression analysis of CEUS for differentiating
benign vs. malignant nodules showcased that the hypo-enhancement pattern was highly
specific for malignancy [3]. The main reason that thyroid malignant tumors show a low
blood supply is related to the complex neovascularization—once the growth outweighs
neovascularization, necrosis and embolus formation within the tumor leads to hypo-
enhancement on CEUS.

A different approach was taken in a study by Wu et al. where 229 lesions were
analyzed with the conventional US and CEUS and divided into enhancement and non-
enhancement groups as well as divided into two groups of different sizes, <10 mm and
>10 mm. Five indicators were analyzed: arrival time, mode of entrance, echo intensity,
homogeneity, and washout time. Within the subgroup of <10 mm there was a statistically
significant difference between benign and malignant thyroid nodules for arrival time,
mode of entrance and washout time; however, all five [30] indicators showed a statistically
significant difference within the subgroup of >10 mm and the total group. The specificity
for previously mentioned indicators ranged from 90–96% and diagnostic accuracy between
75–82%. As for the non-enhancement pattern, sensitivity and NPV were 95.5% and 95.8%,
respectively [55].

In a recent study by Zhao et al. in 2018 the highest accuracy of 94.02%, sensitivity of
94.74% and specificity of 93.33% was achieved using TI-RADS in combination with CEUS
for differentiation of malignant vs. benign nodules. The most prominent features of nodules
pointing to malignancy on CEUS were low enhancement and rim-like enhancement [58].
In contrast, other authors reported rim-enhancement as a pattern for benign nodules [30].

Several studies suggest that using CEUS and TI-RADS together can help achieve the
highest diagnostic accuracy [35]; for example, in a study by Zhang et al. the diagnostic
accuracy of CEUS alone was 90%, for TI-RADS 90.3% and for the combination of both
96% [59]. Some studies report in addition that using conventional US, CEUS and real time
elastography increases the sensitivity and specificity of all three methods, but elastography
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has often been reported as the most valuable tool [49,60,61]. In a study by Deng et al. the
combination of US, CEUS and acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) markedly improved
the diagnostic accuracy when compared to either combination of two modalities [62]
and, as Sui et al. reported, the accuracy of CEUS alone was 85.32% vs. CEUS and strain
elastography at 95.41% [63] and, according to the recent results [64], the SWE and TIRADS
combination showed improved specificity compared with the TIRADS alone (0.917 vs.
0.896), suggesting that the combination method may be valuable in reducing unnecessary
FNAB in certain patients. We have to keep in mind that several benign entities may show
stiff patterns (e.g., Hashimoto and Riedel’s thyroiditis) and malignancy may appear as soft
lesions (e.g., follicular adenoma, carcinoma, Hurthle cell neoplasia) [65].

3.2.2. Quantitative Analysis of Thyroid Nodules in CEUS

Wang et al. conducted a study using CEUS on 135 patients with histologically proven
thyroid nodules. Binary logistic regression indicated several features suggesting malig-
nancy: slow wash-in, heterogeneous enhancement, ill-defined enhancement border and
fast wash-out rate. The AUC in this study for TI-RADS, CEUS and the combination of both
were 0.806, 0.934 and 0.950, respectively [66].

A similar study was carried out by Xu et al. in which 432 thyroid nodules were
analyzed with CEUS and six suspicious features were pointed out as being specific in
differentiating benign from malignant nodules: slow wash-in (p = 0.001), slow time to
peak (p = 0.002), non-uniform enhancement (p = 0.023), irregular enhancement (p = 0.002),
unclear enhancement boundary (p = 0.012) and no visible ring enhancement (p = 0.004) [34].
As in other studies, CEUS combined with TI-RADS showed better accuracy than any of the
two alone, achieving a sensitivity of 85.66% and specificity of 83.33% [49,67].

In a study conducted by Jiang et al., the diagnostic value of CEUS for thyroid nodules
with calcification was analyzed and the results for differentiating benign vs. malignant
disease were as follows—for conventional US sensitivity and specificity 50% and 77%,
for CEUS 90% and 92%, respectively. Moreover, quantitative analysis of CEUS in thyroid
nodules was performed and revealed that time to enhancement and time to peak were
greater in malignant nodules than benign, but the peak intensity or malignant nodules was
significantly lower than in benign nodules [36].

Hu et al. carried out a study in which CEUS quantitative analysis was used for
suspicious thyroid nodules. Benign thyroid nodules showed identically in slow-out and
hypo-enhancement, but malignant nodules showed a slow-in, identical-out and more
hypo-enhancing appearance compared to normal thyroid parenchyma [37,50].

For a comprehensive summary of existing research on qualitative and quantitative
parameters in CEUS of thyroid nodules, see Table 1.

Table 1. Qualitative and quantitative CEUS parameter research summary.

Author Year Country Nodules Sensitivity Specificity AUC Parameters

Zhang et al. [57] 2010 China 104 0.83 0.85 0.91 Qualitative
Nemec et al. [53] 2012 Austria 42 0.87 0.89 0.83 Quantitative

Cantisani et al. [54] 2013 Italy 53 0.78 0.83 0.87 Qualitative
Giusti et al. [49] 2013 Italy 73 0.86 0.91 0.94 Quantitative
Deng et al. [62] 2014 China 175 0.85 0.90 0.84 Qualitative
Jiang et al. [36] 2015 China 122 0.90 0.92 0.90 Quantitative
Wu et al. [55] 2016 China 229 0.95 0.95 0.77 Qualitative
Sui et al. [63] 2016 China 109 0.82 0.91 0.88 Qualitative

Zhang et al. [9] 2016 China 157 0.88 0.65 - Qualitative
Zhang et al. [39] 2018 China 120 0.98 0.99 - Qualitative

He et al. [30] 2018 China 88 0.79 0.95 - Qualitative
Wang et al. [66] 2018 China 135 - - 0.93 Qualitative/Quantitative
Zhao et al. [58] 2018 China 117 0.89 0.88 0.88 Qualitative

Xu et al. [68] 2019 China 432 0.86 0.83 0.87 Quantitative
Yang et al. [42] 2021 China 64 0.84 0.88 0.92 Quantitative

Yu et al. [69] 2014 Meta-analysis 597 0.85 0.87 0.91 -
Sun et al. [70] 2015 Meta-analysis 1154 nodules 0.88 0.90 0.94 -
Ma et al. [56] 2016 Meta-analysis 1127 patients 0.88 0.90 0.94 -

Zhang et al. [71] 2020 Meta-analysis 4827 nodules 0.87 0.83 0.93 -
Trimboli et al. [28] 2020 Meta-analysis 1515 nodules 0.85 0.82 - -
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3.3. Benign Thyroid Lesions

3.3.1. Thyroid Adenoma

Thyroid adenoma is a benign lesion with morphologically follicular or papillary
architecture [72]. Adenomas may be hormonally active causing hyperthyroidism, also
known as toxic adenomas, or appear inactive [72]. Cytologic features between follicular
adenoma, carcinoma and follicular variants of papillary carcinoma overlap, suggestive of
the difficult differential diagnosis [73], and pathological examination is required [74]. Jiang
et al. conducted a study in which thyroid adenomas were analyzed by CEUS and mainly
presented with a homogenous hyperenhancement; this is due to the fact that adenomas
have a complete capsule with surrounding rich blood supply [36], as they mainly grow
expansively, gradually pushing the arteries and veins towards the periphery of the tumor,
with the continuous growth of new capillaries. Therefore, the contrast agent reaches the
center of the nodule more slowly compared with the normal surrounding tissue and wash-
out is equally slow, displaying a “fast-in and slow-out” imaging pattern (Figure 1). In a
study by Schleder et al. CEUS was used in a preoperative setting to differentiate thyroid
adenoma vs. carcinoma in a total of 101 patients. A statistically significant difference in
microcirculation between adenoma and carcinoma was noted; adenoma was characterized
by no wash-out or wash-out with a persisting edge in the late phase; in contrast, thyroid
carcinomas showed a complete wash-out in the late phase with CEUS sensitivity, specificity,
PPV and NPV of 81%, 92%, 97% and 63%, respectively [75].

Figure 1. Right lobe hypoechoic lesion with halo sign, TIRADS 3, Bethesda 2, Follicular hyperplasia
(a)—B mode hypo-echogenicity of the structure; (b) color Doppler shows hypervascularity in pe-
ripheral part of the lesion; (c) contrast enhancement is predominantly peripheral with smooth ring
enhancement, with areas of rapid and intense vascularization in periphery and slow in the center (d)
and suggestive slow wash-out (e) in comparison to the adjacent parenchyma.
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3.3.2. Nodular Goiter

Multinodular goiter is characterized by an increased volume in the thyroid gland
ranging from uni-nodular to multinodular and cystic enlargement of the gland [76], volume
exceeding 19 mL for women and 25 mL for men as reported in a study by Teng et al. [77].

A study by Jiang et al. analyzed 62 cases of nodular goiter with CEUS and revealed
predominantly homogeneous iso-enhancement due to lack of fibrous capsules and no
difference in vascularization between the nodule and surrounding thyroid parenchyma,
therefore the internal perfusion is similar in nodular goiters and normal thyroid. However,
six cases showed inhomogeneous hypo-enhancement that could be attributed to the devel-
opment pattern of nodular goiter where at the late hyperplasia stage necrosis, liquefaction
and hemorrhage occur [36].

Furthermore, nodular goiter has been described as having regular high enhancing
rings similar to thyroid adenoma aiding the differentiation between benign and malignant
disease by using CEUS [9,75].

In a study conducted by He et al. 35 nodular goiters and 15 nodular goiters with hyper-
plasia were analyzed and various enhancement patterns were observed, most commonly
wash-in and wash-out, similarly to thyroid parenchyma. Interestingly enough, six cases of
nodular goiter in this study were misdiagnosed as malignancy due to an inhomogeneous
low enhancement pattern [30].

3.3.3. Thyroiditis and Lymphoma

Hashimoto’s thyroiditis is a rather common endocrine disorder and is the leading
cause of hypothyroidism in iodine-sufficient parts of the world [78]. The inflammation
in the thyroid gland contributes to a 40–80 times greater risk for developing primary
thyroid lymphoma in comparison with patients without thyroiditis [79]. On ultrasound,
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis background with a heterogeneously decreased thyroid echogenic-
ity and hypervascularity may cause overlap between benign and malignant findings [71].

In 2015 a study on the value of CEUS was analyzed in diagnosing thyroid nodules
coexisting with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. Sixty-two nodules in a study of 48 patients were
evaluated—peak intensity and enhancement pattern showed statistically significant differ-
ences between malignant and benign thyroid nodules and heterogeneous enhancement
was highly suggestive of malignancy in patients with co-existing autoimmune thyroiditis
with sensitivity and specificity of 97.6% and 85.7%, respectively [80].

Moreover, it is also suggested to add CEUS in subacute thyroiditis where lesions are
hypoechoic with irregular margins, suggestive of malignancy, and additionally elastogra-
phy data confirm suspicious stiff areas, while CEUS shows peripheral or iso-enhancement
and would lead to follow-up and conservative treatment instead of surgery.

Another similar study by Yang et al. investigated the diagnostic performance of CEUS
in differentiating primary thyroid lymphoma (PTL) and nodular Hashimoto’s thyroiditis
(NHL) in patients with a known background of autoimmune thyroiditis. Sixty-four thyroid
nodules were analyzed out of which 31 were primary thyroid lymphoma and 33 were
nodular autoimmune thyroiditis. All 64 lesions presented as hypoechoic solid nodules on
conventional US, but PTL was more often associated with mixed vascularity and NHT with
peripheral vascularity on Doppler US. As for CEUS, most PTL lesions presented as hypo-
enhanced, with the centripetal heterogeneous pattern. There were statistically significant
differences between peak intensity and AUC for PTL and NHT. The diagnostic accuracy of
CEUS for diagnosing PTL in patients with autoimmune thyroiditis was around 70.3–75%.
The best results were accomplished if the combination of quantitative parameters, PI, TTP
and AUC ratios, were used and, if combined with CEUS imaging features, showed an
AUROC of 0.92 (95% CI, 0.82–0.97) [42].

In a study conducted by Wei et al. primary thyroid lymphoma was studied in 20 pa-
tients with the conventional US and 10 patients with CEUS. The conventional B mode
ultrasound appearances of PTL were classified and were as follows: all cases were of
hypoechoic appearance, 12 were the diffuse mass type, six of multiple nodular type and
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two cases of mixed type. As for CEUS, 8 out of 10 cases showed a diffuse homogenous
enhancement and two cases were a diffuse heterogeneous enhancement which was linked
to necrosis within the tumor. By performing quantitative analysis on CEUS parameters,
TTP of the primary tumor or affected lymph nodes was longer than that of the ipsilateral
common carotid artery (p = 0.004) [81].

3.4. Thyroid Cancer in CEUS

There are several known subtypes of thyroid cancer, the most commonly described
pattern of malignancy being a low enhancement on CEUS—particularly due to lack of
blood supply and insufficient neovascularization, as well as interstitial fibrosis, especially
in the central parts [41,82]. Qualitative patterns on CEUS suggesting malignancy include
incomplete ring enhancement, heterogeneous enhancement and wash-out in the late phases;
furthermore, such parameters suggestive of malignancy in the quantitative analysis include
polyphasic washout curves, early arrival time and shorter TTP [54] (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Right lobe heterogeneous lesion, TIRADS 4, Bethesda 5, Papillary cancer (a)—B mode hypo-
echogenicity of the structure with cystic components; (b) Color Doppler shows hypervascularity in
one part of the lesion, (c) contrast enhancement is heterogeneous with areas of low vascularization
suggestive of malignancy and (d) confirming quantitative difference within the malignant tumor
parts (yellow—necrotic areas, blue—intense enhancement and slow wash-out curve).

Hornung et al. quantitatively analyzed 22 malignant thyroid nodules with CEUS,
out of which 14 were papillary, seven follicular and one medullary carcinoma. On CEUS
19 out of 22 tumors presented with a significant early arterial irregular vascularization
starting at the periphery, in all 22 cases wash-out in the late arterial phase was present.
AUC representing the amount of CA reaching different regions of the nodule was higher at
the edge than in the center of the tumor. Interestingly, irregular peripheral vascularization
by Power Doppler was only detected in 8 out of 22 patients [50]. Usually, in the literature,
studies are dedicated to papillary carcinoma or are mixed studies with few other subtypes
included.

3.4.1. Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma (PTC)

Papillary carcinoma is the most common histological type of thyroid cancer accounting
for approximately 85% and is often diagnosed in women between the third and fifth
decades of life. The prognosis is excellent with a survival rate of approximately 90% at
20 years [8,83].
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Papillary carcinomas morphologically are usually 2–3 cm in size on average, usually
white and with an invasive appearance, characterized by a central core of fibrovascular
tissue surrounded by cells with crowded oval nuclei [84].

In a study by Jiang et al. 49 papillary carcinomas were analyzed with CEUS; 44 had
microcalcifications, of which 42 had inhomogeneous hypo-enhancement on CEUS [36]. A
similar study by Ma et al. examined papillary carcinomas and found that a low enhance-
ment pattern on CEUS is the most common finding for this type of tumor [52]. The reason
for decreased blood supply in papillary carcinomas may be due to calcified psammoma
bodies that affect tumor angiogenesis [14].

In 2015 a study was conducted by Li et al. where the performance of CEUS in diag-
nosing papillary thyroid microcarcinomas (<1cm in diameter) was studied. The correct
diagnostic rate of CEUS was 85%, sensitivity 88% and specificity 80% for diagnosing micro-
carcinomas in 73 patients, but t0he use of CEUS had no clear advantages for diagnosing
thyroid microcarcinomas as there were no statistically significant differences between
malignant and benign nodules [61]. Furthermore, an interesting study by Gao et al. also
suggests that blood-rich enhancement on CEUS is associated with a non-excellent response
after thyroidectomy in a study on 306 patients with PTC [85].

A quantitative CEUS analysis of 62 patients with PTC was performed by Zhou et al.,
where the correlation between CEUS features and histologically determined micro-vessel
density (MVD) was studied. The main peak intensity of PTC was lower than that of the
surrounding thyroid parenchyma; moreover, a positive correlation was observed between
peak intensity and MVD in PTC suggesting that quantitative analysis of CEUS could help
determine PTC [86].

The correct staging of thyroid cancer through the identification of metastatic lymph
nodes is essential for proper clinical and surgical management, for treatment planning and
prognostic evaluation. Jia Zhan showed that homogeneity, cystic change or calcification,
and above all intensity at peak time, were the three strongest independent predictors for
malignancy in lymph nodes on CEUS [87]. In addition, benign nodes show a centrifugal
progression of enhancement, while a prominent centripetal enhancement is more often
observed in metastatic nodes.

3.4.2. Follicular Thyroid Carcinoma (FTC)

Follicular carcinoma is the second most common thyroid malignancy classically ac-
counting for 10–15% of all thyroid malignancies, though a decrease in incidence has been
reported recently [88]. This cancer is more often diagnosed in women between the fifth
and sixth decades of life. Cumulative incidence of all-cause deaths for FTC was 24% and
45% at 10 and 20 years, respectively, as showcased by Su et al. [89].

In the case of FTC surgical biopsy or excision is usually required to make the diagnosis,
though over 80% of all follicular neoplasms prove to be benign [90]. It has been reported
that for the detection of FTC with the predominantly internal flow, Color Doppler Ultra-
sound (CDUS) can be useful [91], a meta-analysis revealing that sensitivity and specificity
and specificity for CDUS in predicting malignant follicular thyroid neoplasms is 85% and
86%, respectively [91,92]. Lesions showing iso-enhancement with a focal low-enhancement
region should be considered malignant if the inflammatory cause has been excluded [9].

He at al. conducted a study in which only one case of FTC was analyzed with
CEUS showing a fast wash-in and slow wash-out with homogenous intense enhancement
without ring enhancement, similar to that of a follicular adenoma; moreover, on CDUS this
lesion was rich in blood flow. This study reports that CEUS, however, cannot accurately
distinguish between FTC and follicular adenoma as the only pathological diagnostic criteria
for FTC was tumor invasion of the margin or blood vessels [30]. Further research on CEUS
sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing FTC is required.
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3.4.3. Medullary Thyroid Carcinoma (MTC)

Medullary thyroid carcinomas (MTC) are rare tumors accounting for approximately
5% of all thyroid malignancies. MTC arises from parafollicular C cells of the thyroid [93]
which secrete calcitonin and carcinoembryonic antigen. These are also sensitive markers in
the process of MTC diagnosis, follow up and prognosis, but rare cases of calcitonin-negative
MTC have been reported [94] requiring a more complex approach, possibly including CEUS.
MTC can be associated with Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia type 2 (MEN2). It has to be
noted that the prognosis of MTC is markedly worse than that of papillary or follicular
thyroid cancer with 10-year survival being around 74% as reported by a recent study of
140 patients with MTC [95].

In a study by Zhang et al. the value of peripheral enhancement pattern for diagnosing
thyroid cancer was assessed, including two cases of medullary thyroid carcinoma. One of
the cases showed an irregular no-enhancement pattern that is more typical of malignant
lesions, but the other carcinoma showed a regular high-enhancing ring that characterizes
mostly benign lesions. The latter carcinoma was large (>5cm), heterogenous and showed
a well-defined margin and rich blood flow on the conventional US, mimicking a benign
lesion, which contributed to a misdiagnosis; however, such cases are sparsely reported [39].

3.4.4. Anaplastic Thyroid Cancer (ATC)

Anaplastic thyroid cancer is a rare type of thyroid tumor accounting for approximately
2–5% of all thyroid malignancies and is associated with a high mortality rate [94]. The
estimated incidence is around 1–2 cases per million in a year and the peak incidence is
between the sixth and seventh decades of life [96]. Histological variants of ATC include
giant-cell, spindle-cell and squamoid-cell tumors. Up to 20–30% of cases morphologically
show areas of necrosis and hemorrhage [96].

Only one case of ATC scanned with the conventional B mode ultrasound, CD and
CEUS has been reported in the literature by Proiti et al. The diagnosis was confirmed by
FNAB. On the conventional US the lesion showed a heterogeneous hypoechoic structure
with irregular margins and was solitary with a maximum diameter of 3 cm. With CD no
significant internal vascularity was noted, but some peripheral vessels were present. As for
CEUS, a bolus of 4.8 mL of CA was used, the lesion showed an overall markedly reduced
vascularity. Quantitative analysis of CEUS parameters was performed, average TTP index
was 2 and average peak index was 3.4 [96]. Guisti et al. reported that a peak index of
less than 1 and TTP index greater than 1 are characteristic of malignancy [49]. Additional
research is required for further determination of diagnostic patterns for ATC.

For an accuracy comparison of CEUS in benign and malignant thyroid nodules, see
Table 2.

Table 2. CEUS performance in benign and malignant thyroid lesions.

Benign Thyroid Lesions

Thyroid Lesion CEUS Characteristics Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

Thyroid
Adenoma [74]

homogenous hyperenhancement,
“fast-in and slow-out”

no wash-out or wash-out with persisting edge in
the late phase

0.81 0.92 0.97 0.63

Malignant thyroid lesions

Primary thyroid
lymphoma [41]

hypo-enhanced, with centripetal heterogeneous pattern,
lower PI, AUC, TTP than thyroid parenchyma

0.84 0.88 0.87 0.85

Papillary thyroid
carcinoma [35,60]

inhomogeneous hypo-enhancement
lower PI than parenchyma

0.88–0.90 0.8–0.92 0.8 0.93

Pooled

Benign and
malignant [27,97]

histology as reference 0.85–0.88 0.82–0.90 0.83 0.85

PI—peak intensity, TTP—time to peak, AUC—area under the time–intensity curve.
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3.5. CEUS before and after Local Treatment

Thermal ablation has been frequently applied in recent years to reduce the invasive-
ness of treatment in benign thyroid nodules, recurrent thyroid cancer, and metastatic
cervical lymph nodes. For solid and mixed structure nodules, the most commonly used
are the following—laser (LA) and radiofrequency ablation (RFA) [98,99], microwave ab-
lation [100,101], and, lately, high-frequency ultrasound (HIFU) [102,103]. Percutaneous
ethanol injection efficacy is reported based on a proportion of solid and cystic components
and is effective in the treatment of predominantly cystic nodules (>90%) [104]. The primary
outcome of image-guided thermal ablations was associated with a volume reduction ratio
(VRR) at 6, 12, 24, and 36 months of 60%, 66%, 62%, and 53% [28].

CEUS helps to clarify boundaries between viable and nonviable tissue before and after
treatment (Figure 3). This could be helpful in obtaining a more precise and reproducible
measurement of the ablated area right after the ablation procedure and in the follow-up
imaging—early term (3 months) and intermediate-term (6 and 12 months) are suggested
intervals for follow-up with long term monitoring up to 1–2 years, to assess regrowth
and to address the misinterpretation of post-treatment appearances (hypo-echogenicity),
mimicking malignancy in cases of limited history data [105].

Figure 3. Right lobe heterogeneous lesion, TIRADS 3, Bethesda 2, Follicular adenoma, (a) B mode
mildly heterogeneous structure with cystic components; (b) Color Doppler shows hypervascularity
in periphery of the lesion, (c) contrast enhancement is predominantly hyper-vascular and homoge-
neous with minor parts of lower vascularization prior to the ablation treatment; (d) 6 months after
radiofrequency ablation volume reduction by 52% has been reached, and avascular necrotic areas
(black areas) are well delineated within nodule for further treatment planning.
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A recent systematic review reported that regrowth may be a distinct process from
nodule shrinkage; furthermore, it may depend on the nodule behaviour and technical
issues such as operator experience, the lack of treatment of the nodule’s margins related
to the feeding artery or draining vein, and the size and the position of the nodule which
influence the quality of an RFA treatment. Due to the above mentioned difficulties in
performing RFA, CEUS rather than non-enhanced ultrasound may be of particular use in
determining local treatment outcome in cases with thyroid nodules proximal to critical
structures, as well as large thyroid nodules [106–108].

Contrast-enhanced ultrasound can improve ultrasound diagnostic accuracy for cer-
vical lymph nodes staging after papillary thyroid carcinoma diagnosis. It can be useful
for characterizing focal US alterations in patients with suspicions of nodal metastatic in-
volvement, where perfusion defects are a sign of metastatic involvement: poor or absent
vascularization can be identified in widespread metastatic infiltration, corresponding to
areas of necrosis.

4. Discussion

An increase in thyroid nodule prevalence has been recorded in the last few years.
High-resolution ultrasonography is the most important modality for the evaluation of a
thyroid nodule. The latest guidelines have proposed criteria for risk stratification that
categorizes the thyroid nodules and risk of malignancy in TIRADS systems. However,
the differential diagnosis for nodules with intermediate and low suspicion is still diffi-
cult. Conventional ultrasound features such as hypo-echogenicity, irregular margins, a
taller-than-wide shape, a solid internal component and microcalcification are predictive
of non-follicular thyroid carcinoma. CEUS enhancement provides additional significant
patterns for differentiating benign and malignant nodules with intermediate and low
suspicion (5–20% malignancy risk). This risk can increase to 38.5% if the nodule shows
heterogeneous enhancement [109]. With nodular goiter and subacute thyroiditis, a vis-
ible peripheral enhancement may be observed, as they are hyperplastic or atrophic in
architecture. While some cases may present with low enhancement or no enhancement in
subacute thyroiditis, the majority of benign nodules, including adenoma show a tendency
of “fast in and slow out” enhancement, which poses a risk for misdiagnosis. There are
also various meta-analyses [56,69,70], systematic reviews and original articles [35] showing
controversial statements about ring enhancement as predictor of malignancy or feature
of the benign nodule, leaving the community with the question as to whether CEUS in
clinical practice can be associated with any additional benefit. Nevertheless, four meta-
analyses [28,56,69,70] showed that both the sensitivity and specificity of CEUS were more
than 85% and 82%, while PPV and NPV were 83% and 85%, respectively. Although CEUS
exhibits high sensitivity and specificity, there remains a missed diagnosis rate of 12.5% and
a misdiagnosis rate of 13.67% [110]. The present review showed that no isolated CEUS
feature is capable of predicting thyroid malignancy with acceptable diagnostic accuracy.
We have to underline that only a few papers reported on specific CEUS features of certain
subtypes of the tumors such as follicular, medullary and anaplastic cancers. However,
as recognized for thyroid nodule malignancy risk stratification by the US, for acceptable
accuracy in malignancy a combination of several CEUS parameters should be applied:
hypo-enhancement, heterogeneous, peripheral irregular enhancement in combination with
internal enhancement patterns and slow wash-in and wash-out curve lower than in nor-
mal thyroid tissue. In contrast, homogeneous, intense enhancement with smooth rim
enhancement, intense wash-in and slow wash-out are indicative of benignity of the thyroid
nodule. In cases of indeterminate lesions by conventional US and in cases of diagnostic
inconsistencies between CEUS and SWE, combined scores and further fine-needle aspira-
tion biopsy is recommended to improve diagnostic accuracy. Furthermore, many recent
studies suggest that artificial intelligence algorithms increase the accuracy of diagnosing
benign versus malignant thyroid nodules, especially in the TI-RADS 4 and 5 categories,
and help reduce the rate of unnecessary FNAB from 62% to 35% [111–113]. In 2020, Xu
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et al. published a meta-analysis which included 19 papers with 4781 thyroid nodules,
analyzing the performance of Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems performance in
differentiation of malignant thyroid nodules: the deep learning-based system showed a
sensitivity of 87% and a specificity of 85%. The authors concluded that CAD systems could
help, but that experienced radiologists may be superior to CAD systems, especially for
real-time diagnosis [68], highlighting yet another tool that could aid differential diagnosis
in the near future.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, with current further research, CEUS appears to achieve reliable perfor-
mance in detecting or excluding thyroid cancer. It can also play an operative role in guiding
ablation procedures on benign and malignant thyroid nodules and metastatic lymph nodes
and has a promising role in the detection of extra-nodular extension in malignancy and in
the evaluation of treatment response. However, there is a need for a prospective multicenter
study, with a tailored approach by TIRADS categories and histology reference, to define
indication and standardized qualitative techniques and parameters in order to confirm the
usefulness of CEUS.
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Simple Summary: Although pediatric thyroid nodules are uncommon, they need high clinical

expertise and alert since they carry a greater risk of malignancy compared with those presenting

in adults. Since there are no specific ultrasound (US)-based risk stratification systems (RSSs) for

pediatric thyroid nodules, the application of adult-based RSSs in the pediatric population could

represent a step forward in the care of children and adolescents with thyroid nodules. We compared

the diagnostic performance of the main US-based RSSs *i.e., the American College of Radiology

(ACR), European (EU), Korean (K) Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data Systems (TI-RADSs) and

ATA US RSS criteria) for detecting malignant thyroid lesions in pediatric patients. For ACR TI-RADS

and EU-TIRADS, we found a sensitivity of 41.7%, and, for K-TIRADS and ATA US RSS, we found a

sensitivity of 50%. The four US-based RSSs (i.e., ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ATA US

RSS) have suboptimal performance in managing pediatric patients with thyroid nodules, with one-

half of cancers without indication for FNA according to their recommendations. All thyroidologists,

as well as the panelists of next TIRADSs, should be aware of these findings.

Abstract: Neck ultrasound (nUS) is the cornerstone of clinical management of thyroid nodules in

pediatric patients, as well as adults. The current study was carried out to explore and compare the

diagnostic performance of the main US-based risk stratification systems (RSSs) (i.e., the American

College of Radiology (ACR), European (EU), Korean (K) TI-RADSs and ATA US RSS criteria) for

detecting malignant thyroid lesions in pediatric patients. We conducted a retrospective analysis

of consecutive children and adolescents who received a diagnosis of thyroid nodule. We included

subjects with age <19 years having thyroid nodules with benign cytology/histology or final histo-

logical diagnosis. We excluded subjects with (a) a previous malignancy, (b) a history of radiation

exposure, (c) cancer genetic susceptibility syndromes, (d) lymph nodes suspicious for metastases

of thyroid cancer at nUS, (e) a family history of thyroid cancer, or (f) cytologically indeterminate

nodules without histology and nodules with inadequate cytology. We included 41 nodules in 36

patients with median age 15 years (11–17 years). Of the 41 thyroid nodules, 29 (70.7%) were benign

and 12 (29.3%) were malignant. For both ACR TI-RADS and EU-TIRADS, we found a sensitivity of

41.7%. Instead, for both K-TIRADS and ATA US RSS, we found a sensitivity of 50%. The missed
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malignancy rate for ACR-TIRADS and EU-TIRADS was 58.3%, while that for K-TIRADS and ATA

US RSS was 50%. The unnecessary FNA prevalence for ACR TI-RADS and EU-TIRADS was 58.3%,

while that for K-TIRADS and ATA US RSS was 76%. Our findings suggest that the four US-based

RSSs (i.e., ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ATA US RSS) have suboptimal performance

in managing pediatric patients with thyroid nodules, with one-half of cancers without indication for

FNA according to their recommendations.

Keywords: pediatric thyroid nodules; neck ultrasound

1. Introduction

Compared with those of adults, pediatric thyroid nodules have molecular and patho-
logical peculiarities that promoted the development of unique pediatric guidelines [1–3].
The prevalence of ultrasound-detected thyroid nodules varies from 0.5% [4] to 1.6% [5]
in the child population. Although pediatric thyroid nodules are uncommon, they need
high clinical expertise and alert since they carry a greater risk of malignancy compared
with those presenting in adults (22–26% versus 5–10%) [1,6,7]. Moreover, children with
thyroid cancer are more likely than adults to have cervical lymph node metastases, ex-
trathyroidal extension, and pulmonary metastases at the time of diagnosis, as well as
persistence/recurrence of disease [1].

Neck ultrasound (nUS) is the cornerstone of the clinical management of thyroid
nodule in pediatric patients, as well as adults [8–12]. According to the American Thyroid
Association (ATA) guidelines [1], sonographic evaluation of thyroid nodules in children
should be modeled on 2009 ATA guidelines for adults [13]. However, when exploring
thyroid nodules at nUS in childhood, some peculiar aspects should be kept in mind:
first, the fact that the size is a rather questionable parameter in children because thyroid
volume changes with age; second, increased intranodular vascularity is apparently more
common in malignant nodules; third, a diffusely infiltrative form of papillary thyroid
cancer (PTC) is relatively frequent; fourth, the clinical context is of paramount importance
when interpreting sonographic features [1,14,15].

US-based risk stratification systems (RSSs), often referred to as Thyroid Imaging
Reporting and Data Systems (TIRADSs), have been developed to establish a standard
lexicon to describe thyroid nodules, to associate nodules with a malignancy risk class,
and to detect malignant nodules requiring fine-needle aspiration (FNA) [16]. RSSs mainly
apply to PTC [17], since they have a lower performance in the detection of follicular thyroid
carcinoma [18], medullary thyroid carcinoma [19,20], anaplastic thyroid carcinoma [21],
and autonomously functioning thyroid nodules [22]. Moreover, RSSs have been extensively
validated in the adult population [23], but not in children [24] and older adults [25]. Yet,
the clinical context of patients is not considered in RSSs, and whether a patient’s age can
modify their reliability is a matter of debate [25].

Since single thyroid US features are not highly accurate predictors of benign or ma-
lignant etiology of thyroid nodules in children, and specific RSSs for pediatric thyroid
nodules are lacking, the application of adult-based RSSs in the pediatric population could
represent a step forward in the care of children and adolescents with thyroid nodules [6,8].
Specifically, exploring the reliability of RSSs in the management of pediatric nodules could
serve to create standardized diagnostic algorithms for childhood aimed at increasing our
ability to detect thyroid cancer early.

To our knowledge, few studies [11,24] evaluated the diagnostic performance of RSSs
in malignancy risk stratification of pediatric thyroid nodules with discordant results, and
further studies on this topic are mandatory [24].

Therefore, the current study was carried out to explore and compare the diagnostic
performance of the main RSSs (i.e., the American College of Radiology (ACR) [26], Eu-
ropean (EU) [27], Korean (K) [28] TI-RADSs and ATA US RSS criteria [29]) for detecting
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malignant thyroid lesions in pediatric patients, in terms of risk stratification and reliability
in the indication for FNA.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design and Patients

In the current study, the Standards for Reporting Diagnostic Accuracy (STARD) state-
ment was followed [30]. Specifically, we conducted a retrospective analysis of consecutive
children and adolescents who received a diagnosis of thyroid nodule at a single referral
center (i.e., Division of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases, University of Campania “L.
Vanvitelli”—Naples, Italy) from January 2017 to March 2021. We gathered information (i.e.,
demographic, laboratory, imaging, and pathological details) from medical records included
in the hospital database of pediatric patients referred to our multidisciplinary team since
they developed clinical manifestations suspicious for hypothyroidism or thyrotoxicosis or
were investigated for palpable thyroid nodules.

Subjects fulfilling the following criteria were enrolled in the current study: (a) age
<19 years; (b) thyroid nodule(s) with benign cytology/histology or final histological di-
agnosis (i.e., benignity or malignancy); (c) complete data (i.e., hormonal and antibodies
profile including serum calcitonin; at least two clear B-Mode US images for each nodule).

Patients were excluded if they had (a) a previous malignancy, (b) a history of radiation
exposure, (c) cancer genetic susceptibility syndromes, (d) lymph nodes suspicious for
metastases of thyroid cancer at nUS, (e) a family history of thyroid cancer (i.e., at least
one relative), or (f) cytologically indeterminate nodules without histology and nodules
showing inadequate cytology.

The Ethics Committee of the University Hospital “L. Vanvitelli” (Naples, Italy) ap-
proved the study, and written consent was obtained from all the participants.

2.2. Thyroid Ultrasonography

Thyroid ultrasonography was performed by the same experienced operator (S.I.) using
an ultrasound device (MyLabTMSix, Esaote) with a 7–14 MHz wide-band linear transducer.
The color gain was adjusted so that artefacts were prevented. The examination of ultra-
sonographic features of thyroid nodules, along with thyroid vascularity and volume, were
systematically conducted for patients presenting for thyroid assessment to our division.

In the current study, US images were reviewed, and ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS,
K-TIRADS, and ATA US RSS criteria were applied to each nodule for categorization sepa-
rately by two experienced thyroidologists (L.S., G.B.) who were unaware of the nodule’s
cytopathology and histopathology, as well as of laboratory and imaging results. In the case
of discordant US categorization, a consensus with the help of a third reviewer (P.T.) (also
unaware of pathology or any other patient data) was reached.

2.3. Thyroid Nodule Pathology

In the Division of Anatomic Pathology of our institution, all FNAs were reported
according to the revised Italian Consensus for the Classification and Reporting of Thyroid
Cytology [31] and the final pathology (i.e., histology of the thyroid nodule after surgery)
according to the World Health Organization (WHO) book on endocrine tumor classifi-
cation [32]. For our pediatric thyroid nodules, benignity at cytological or histological
exam and malignancy at histopathology were reference standard for the calculation of
the diagnostic performance of US RSSs. Indication to perform FNA of thyroid nodules
was made by the clinician (i.e., endocrinologist or pediatrician) according to US features,
laboratory, other imaging (i.e., scintigraphy, if necessary), individual risk of malignancy,
and patient/family preference. Indeterminate nodules at cytology often underwent surgery,
or they were followed up on the basis of in-house molecular testing results, US features,
and patient/family preference.
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2.4. Statistical Analysis

Continuous variables were described as median and interquartile range (IQR). Cate-
gorical variables were presented as number (percentage). The diagnostic performance of
the main RSSs was expressed through predictivity tests (i.e., sensitivity, specificity, positive
(PPV) and negative (NPV) predictive value, and accuracy, with specific 95% confidence
intervals), which were calculated according to Galen and Gambino [33], and the unneces-
sary FNA prevalence, defined as the number of benign nodules among the FNA-required
nodules. Specifically, we employed assessments of malignant versus benign nodules in
order to be able to report the estimates of accuracy on a lesion basis.

The interobserver agreement was evaluated by Cohen’s kappa statistic, where the
kappa value (k) denotes the strength of agreement and is interpreted as follows: 0–0.2, poor;
0.2–0.4, fair; 0.4–0.6, moderate; 0.6–0.8, good; 0.8–1.0 very good. Statistical significance
was defined as a p-value < 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed by MedCalc software
version 9 (Mariakerke, Belgium).

3. Results

There were 81 thyroid nodules in 71 patients undergoing both nUS and FNA in the
initial database. After applying our exclusion criteria, in our study, we finally included 41
nodules in 36 patients (Figure 1). Twenty-six patients were female (72.2%), and ten patients
were male (27.8%). Median age was 15 years (11–17 years), with the final cohort including
12 prepubertal and 24 postpubertal patients. The nUS indication was the following: au-
toimmune chronic thyroiditis (±hypothyroidism) in 17 patients (47.2%); excluding thyroid
disease in nine patients (25.0%); palpable thyroid nodules (±goiter) in six patients (16.7%);
Graves’ hyperthyroidism in four patients (11.1%). Among the 36 patients, 28 (77.8%) had
a solitary thyroid nodule, and eight patients (22.2%) had multiple thyroid nodules. The
median nodule’ s maximal dimension was 13 mm (10–16 mm). Of the 41 thyroid nodules,
29 (70.7%) were benign (of which six (20.7%) underwent surgery) and 12 (29.3%) were
malignant. Serum calcitonin was negative in all cases.

The interobserver agreement was evaluated by Cohen’s kappa statistic, where the 
–

– – – –

–

7%); Graves’ hyperthyroidism in four patients (11.1%). Among the 36 

thyroid nodules. The median nodule’ s maximal dimension was 13 mm (1 –

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of patient selection. nUS, neck ultrasound; FNA, fine-needle aspiration.

Most cancers were papillary carcinoma (10 (83.3%) of 12, nine conventional variants,
including one multifocal and one follicular variant), followed by follicular carcinoma (two
(16.7%) of 12). Median maximal dimension of malignant thyroid nodules was 10 mm (7–13).
The characteristics of our patients are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of our patients (n = 36).

Characteristics

Age at diagnosis, years (IQR) 15 (11–17)
Females/males (n) 26/10
Reasons to perform nUS
• autoimmune chronic thyroiditis, n (%) 17 (47.2)
• no thyroid disease, n (%) 9 (25)
• palpable thyroid nodules, n (%) 6 (16.7)
• Graves’ hyperthyroidism, n (%) 4 (11.1)
Nodules
• maximal dimension, mm (IQR) 13 (10–16)
• solitary, n (%) 28 (77.8)
• multiple, n (%) 8 (22.2)
Benign nodules/malignant nodules, n (%) 29/12 (70.7/29.3)
• benign with surgery Malignant nodules, 6/29 (20.7)
• maximal dimension, mm (IQR) 10 (7–13)
• PTC, n (%) 10 (83.3)
• FTC, n (%) 2 (16.7)

IQR, interquartile range; nUS, neck ultrasound; mm, millimeter; PTC, papillary thyroid cancer; FTC, follicular
thyroid cancer.

The distribution of thyroid nodules according to the ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-
TIRADS, and ATA US RSS risk levels is summarized in Table 2. The highest number of
nodules (16 of 41 nodules) fell into the intermediate-risk category (i.e., TR4, EU-TIRADS
4, K-TIRADS 4, intermediate suspicion). A 100% cancer prevalence was observed in the
high-risk class (i.e., TR5, EU-TIRADS 5, K-TIRADS 5, high suspicion). While 6/12 (50%) of
cancers were assessed by the highest-risk category (i.e., TR5, EU-TIRADS 5, K-TIRADS 5,
high suspicion), the remaining half were classified as at low or intermediate risk in all US
RSSs.

Table 3 shows the recommended management of nodules in this cohort based on
the ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ATA US RSS criteria. Among 29 benign
nodules, according to ACR TI-RADS and EU-TIRADS criteria, seven (24.1%) would have
undergone FNA, while 22 (75.9%) would have been followed up without FNA. Instead,
among 29 benign nodules, according to K-TIRADS and ATA US RSS criteria, 19 (65.5%)
would have undergone FNA, while 10 (34.5%) would have been followed up without
FNA. According to the ACR TI-RADS and EU-TIRADS criteria, five (41.7%) of the 12
malignant nodules would have undergone FNA, and seven (58.3%) would have been
assigned follow-up without FNA. According to the K-TIRADS and ATA US RSS criteria,
six (50%) of the 12 malignant nodules would have undergone FNA, and six (50%) would
have been assigned follow-up without FNA. The unnecessary FNA prevalence for ACR
TI-RADS and EU-TIRADS was 58.3%, while that for K-TIRADS and ATA US RSS was 76%.

Table 4 resumes the reliability of the four RRSs in correctly indicating FNA. Specifically,
for ACR TI-RADS and EU-TIRADS, we found the following results: sensitivity 41.7%,
specificity 75.9%, PPV 41.7%, NPV 75.9%, and accuracy 65.9%. Instead, for K-TIRADS
and ATA US RSS, we found the following results: sensitivity 50%, specificity 34.5%, PPV
24%, NPV 62.5%, and accuracy 39%. The interobserver agreement in classifying nodules
according to ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ATA US RSS was good with
k-values of 0.7, 0.61, 0.66, and 0.62, respectively (p ≤ 0.002 in all cases).
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Table 2. Distribution of 41 thyroid nodules according to the ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS,
and ATA US RSS risk levels in 36 patients in our cohort.

ACR-TIRADS
Benign

Nodules
(n)

Malignant
Nodules

(n)

Total
Nodules

(n)

Cancer
Prevalence

(%)

• TR1 4 0 4 0
• TR2 4 1 5 20
• TR3 7 3 10 30
• TR4 14 2 16 12.5
• TR5 0 6 6 100

EU-TIRADS

• 2 7 1 8 12.5
• 3 8 3 11 27.3
• 4 14 2 16 12.5
• 5 0 6 6 100

K-TIRADS

• 2 7 1 8 12.5
• 3 8 3 11 27.3
• 4 14 2 16 12.5
• 5 0 6 6 100

ATA US RSS

• benign 0 0 0 0
• very low suspicion 5 0 5 0
• low suspicion 10 4 14 28.6
• intermediate suspicion 14 2 16 12.5
• high suspicion 0 6 6 100

TIRADS, Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System; US RSS, ultrasound-based risk stratification system; ACR,
American College of Radiology; EU, European; K, Korean; ATA, American Thyroid Association.

Table 3. Management of 41 thyroid nodules according to the the ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-
TIRADS, and ATA US RSS criteria in 36 patients in our cohort.

Management Per
ACR TIRADS

Criteria

Benign
Nodules

(n)

Malignant
Nodules

(n)

Total
Nodules

(n)

Cancer
Prevalence

(%)

Unnecessary
FNA Prevalence

(%)

• FNA 7 5 12 41.7 58.3
• Follow-up/no

FNA
22 7 29 24.1

Management per
EU-TIRADS criteria

• FNA 7 5 12 41.7 58.3
• Follow-up/no

FNA
22 7 29 24.1

Management per
K-TIRADS criteria

• FNA 19 6 25 24 76
• Follow-up/no

FNA
10 6 16 37.5

Management per
ATA US RSS criteria

• FNA 19 6 25 24 76
• Follow-up/no

FNA
10 6 16 37.5

TIRADS, Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System; US RSS, ultrasound-based risk stratification system; ACR,
American College of Radiology; EU, European; K, Korean; ATA, American Thyroid Association; FNA, fine-needle
aspiration. The unnecessary FNA prevalence for the diagnosis of thyroid cancer was defined as the number of
benign nodules among the FNA-required nodules.
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Table 4. Reliability of the ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ATA US RSS in correctly
indicating FNA in 41 nodules of 36 patients in our cohort.

Sensitivity (%)
(CI)

Specificity
(%) (CI)

PPV
(%) (CI)

NPV
(%) (CI)

Accuracy
(%)

ACR
TIRADS

41.7
(27–58)

75.9
(60–87)

41.7
(27–58)

75.9
(60–87)

65.9

EU-TIRADS
41.7

(27–58)
75.9

(60–87)
41.7

(60–87)
75.9

(60–87)
65.9

K-TIRADS
50.0

(32–68)
34.5

(0.3–14)
24.0

(11–43)
62.5

(0.3–14)
39.0

ATA US RSS
50.0

(32–68)
34.5

(0.3–14)
24.0

(11–43)
62.5

(0.3–14)
39.0

TIRADS, Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System; US RSS, ultrasound-based risk stratification system; ACR,
American College of Radiology; EU, European; K, Korean; ATA, American Thyroid Association; FNA, fine-needle
aspiration; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; CI, 95% confidence interval.

The clinical and US characteristics of malignant nodules that would not have un-
dergone FNA according to the RRSs are presented in Table 5. Six nodules (ID 1, 2, 4, 5,
6, and 7) would not have been identified using the four RSSs at initial visit, while one
nodule (ID 3) would have undergone FNA according to K-TIRADS and ATA US RSS but
not according to ACR-TIRADS and EU-TIRADS criteria. The median maximal dimension
of these seven malignant nodules was 10 mm (7–12 mm). Five of the seven nodules were
solitary. These were papillary carcinoma in five cases (four with conventional variant,
including one multifocal and one follicular variant) and follicular carcinoma in two cases.
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Table 5. Clinical and US characteristics of proven malignancies not identified with the RSSs (ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ATA US RSS).

ID
Age

(Years) Gender Number Location Composition Echogenicity
Taller Than

Wide
Margin Echogenic

Foci

Maximum
Dimension

(mm)

TI-RADS
Risk Level Cytology Histology

Preexisting
Thyroid
Disease

1 17 F single lower left
pole solid hypoechoic no ill-defined punctate 7 TR5, EU5,

K5, High TIR4 mCPTC no

2 15 M multiple mid right
lobe solid isoechoic no smooth no 10 TR3, EU3,

K3, Low TIR5 CPTC no

3 18 F single isthmus solid hypoechoic no smooth no 13 TR4, EU4 TIR3A FV-PTC ACT

4 17 F single
upper

right lobe

mixed cystic
and
solid

isoechoic no smooth no 7 TR2, EU2,
K2, Low TIR5 CPTC GD

5 7 M multiple mid right
lobe solid isoechoic no smooth no 10 TR3, EU3,

K3, Low TIR3B FTC ACT

6 12 M single upper left
lobe solid isoechoic no smooth no 12 TR3, EU3,

K3, Low TIR3B FTC ACT

7 13 F single
upper

right lobe solid hypoechoic no ill-defined punctate 7 TR5, EU5,
K5, High TIR5 CPTC ACT

TIRADS, Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System; US RSS, ultrasound-based risk stratification system; ACR, American College of Radiology; EU, European; K, Korean; ATA, American Thyroid Association;
FNA, fine-needle aspiration; mCPTC, multifocal conventional papillary thyroid cancer; CPTC, conventional papillary thyroid cancer; ACT, autoimmune chronic thyroiditis; follicular variant of papillary thyroid
cancer; GD, Graves’ disease; FTC, follicular thyroid cancer.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Principal Findings

In our final pediatric cohort, we found a malignancy rate (nearly 30%) similar to
that reported in previous studies of children and higher than that associated with thyroid
nodules in adults [1,6,7]. The risk of malignancy was highest for the high-risk levels of all
four RSSs (i.e., TR5, EU-TIRADS 5, K-TIRADS 5, high suspiscion) with 100% concordance
between the US-based high-risk level and cancer. This finding was roughly in line with
the adult-based estimated risk of malignancy reported in the four RSSs (i.e., >20% ACR-
TIRADS, 26–87% EU-TIRADS, >60% K-TIRADS, and >20% ATA US RSS) [26–29]. Likewise,
regarding the intermediate-risk level (i.e., TR4, EU-TIRADS 4, K-TIRADS 4, intermediate
suspiscion), we found that the malignancy rate of 12.5% for all four RSSs was comparable to
that reported in adults (i.e., 5–20% ACR-TIRADS, 6–17% EU-TIRADS, 15–50% K-TIRADS,
and 10–20% ATA US RSS) [26–29]. Conversely, we found a risk of malignancy of about 30%
associated with low-risk levels of all four RSSs (i.e., TR3, EU-TIRADS 3, K-TIRADS 3, low
suspicion), which was relevant to and higher than that reported in adults (i.e., 5% ACR-
TIRADS, 2–4% EU-TIRADS, 3–15% K-TIRADS, and 5–10% ATA US RSS) [26–29]. Moreover,
a non-negligible risk of malignancy of 12.5–20% was associated with not suspicious/benign
risk levels for ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, and K-TIRADS (i.e., TR2, EU-TIRADS 2, K-
TIRADS 2), which was higher than the rates of adults (i.e., <2% ACR-TIRADS, 0% EU-
TIRADS, and 1–3% K-TIRADS) [26–29]. All this means that, compared to thyroid nodules
in adults, the probability of finding cancer in high- and intermediate-risk levels of the
four RSSs (i.e., ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ATA US RSS) remains high
and is not negligible for not suspicious/benign risk levels per ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS,
and K-TIRADS. These results are in line with what emerged in large studies by Richman
et al. [34], Lee et al. [35], and Martinez-Rios et al. [36], where a significant number of
malignant nodules fell in low-risk RSS categories.

While the majority of cancers (8/12, 66.7%) in our study fell within high- and intermediate-
risk categories per all the four RSSs, as resumed in Table 5, six of the 12 cancers (50%)
would not have undergone FNA at the initial visit according to all the four RSSs. One more
cancer (ID 3) with a maximum dimension of 13 mm and intermediate-risk category would
not have undergone FNA according to ACR-TIRADS and EU-TIRADS criteria. Two PTCs
scored as high-risk lesions per all four RSSs would not have undergone FNA since they
were 7 mm of maximum dimension. One PTC (ID 2) and the two FTCs (ID 5, ID 6) of the
present cohort were scored as low-risk lesions, and, because of their size (<15 mm), FNA
would have not been indicated per all four RSSs. The remaining PTC (ID 4) with maximum
dimension <20 mm (i.e., 7 mm) fell within the not suspicious/benign risk categories per
ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, and K-TIRADS (i.e., TR2, EU-TIRADS 2, K-TIRADS 2) and
low-risk category per ATA US RSS; thus, it would not have undergone FNA.

Therefore, a high missed malignancy rate (~50%) was found in our study when
using ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ATA US RSS. This result is conceptually
comparable to what was reported by the largest study by Richman et al. [34], who found
a 22.1% of missed malignancy rate applying ACR-TIRADS, and by Lee et al. [35], who
found a 19.2% of missed malignancy rate applying K-TIRADS in the group without risk
factors. This issue likely implies that the current RSSs (i.e., ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS,
K-TIRADS, and ATA US RSS) are likely inadequate for guiding FNA of thyroid nodules in
patients younger than 19 years old. In this regard, as already shown for thyroid nodules in
adults [19,20], we can hypothesize that the presence of two FTC cases in our pediatric cohort
would also have increased the missed malignancy rate and, thus, decreased the overall
ability of the four RSSs in detecting malignant nodules. Although a direct comparison with
the adult population is somewhat difficult because the missed malignancy rate is largely
influenced by the proportion of malignant nodules, we found the missed malignancy rate
for the four RSSs to be significantly higher than that reported in the literature relative to
adult patients (i.e., 2.2–9.5%) [24,37]. While this evidence may be acceptable for adult with
thyroid nodules where US-based risk stratification systems are now mainly applied to
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detect clinically important cancers and to avoid waste of resources (conservative approach),
this may not be applied in children and adolescents where the first aim should consist of
early detection of malignant nodules.

One other parameter underlying the diagnostic performance of RSSs is represented by
the unnecessary FNA rate. For management of thyroid nodules in children and adolescents,
this parameter could be less important to improve, as the primary objective is detecting
malignancy. However, we found higher unnecessary FNA rates (i.e., almost 60% for ACR-
TIRADS and EU-TIRADS, and almost 80% for K-TIRADS and ATA US RSS) than recently
reported by Kim et al. [38] for adults (pooled unnecessary FNA rates of ACR-TIRADS,
EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and ATA were 25%, 38%, 55%, and 51%, respectively). The
higher unnecessary FNA rates of K-TIRADS/ATA US RSS than ACR-TIRADS/EU-TIRADS
could also be due to the lower cutoffs for FNA associated with intermediate- and low-
risk categories (i.e., 10 mm and 15 mm, respectively, compared to 15 and 20–25 mm of
ACR-TIRADS and EU-TIRADS) [26–29].

In our cohort, the overall accuracy of the four RSSs in correctly indicating FNA was
quite poor (i.e., ~66% for ACR-TIRADS and EU-TIRADS, ~40% for K-TIRADS and ATA US
RSS). In particular, sensitivity values (i.e., 40–50%), although slightly higher for K-TIRADS
and ATA US RSS, were inadequate to properly detect malignancy in this context, and they
were significantly lower than that reported in adults (74% ACR-TIRADS, 54% EU-TIRADS,
86% K-TIRADS, and 87% ATA US RSS) [23].

All this suggests that, on the one hand, the four RSSs had an excellent yield in high-risk
US nodules but, on the other hand, they should be appropriately modified to detect the
best number of malignancies in children.

4.2. Strengths and Weaknesses

The strengths of our study are the following: (1) to our knowledge, this is the first
comparative study regarding diagnostic performance of the four most used RSSs for
detecting malignant thyroid lesions in pediatric patients; (2) in comparison with the largest
study to date by Richman et al. [31], this study mainly provides data for the management
of small thyroid nodules and cancers (the median nodule’s maximal dimension was 13 mm,
and the median maximal dimension of malignant thyroid nodules was 10 mm). The
limitations of our study should also be discussed. This was a small and monocentric
cohort. However, we strictly selected the cohort by excluding patients with apparent
risk factors of malignancy, so that our results could be mainly applied to the majority of
children and adolescents with sporadic thyroid cancer. Although we included patients with
preexisting autoimmune thyroid disease, the putative role of the autoimmune background
in the development of thyroid cancer in childhood is inconclusive to date [39,40]. This is a
retrospective review of static US images which could result in inherent selection bias by the
reviewers. However, interobserver agreement in scoring nodules according to all four RSSs
was good. Patients with benign cytology could undergo surgical resection in the future,
altering the current results of the current study. However, one-fifth of our benign cases
received surgery and had histological confirmation. Since we did not have complete data
on nUS relative to the vascularity of thyroid nodules, we could not assess this feature and
score our nodules according to AACE/ACE/AME US RSS [41]. Our results mainly refer to
PTC without apparent risk factors.

5. Conclusions

Our findings suggest that the four US-based RSSs (i.e., ACR-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS,
K-TIRADS, and ATA US RSS) have suboptimal performance in managing pediatric patients
with thyroid nodules, with one-half of cancers being without indication for FNA according
to their recommendations. All thyroidologists, endocrinologists, and radiologists, as well
as panelists of later TIRADSs, should be aware of these findings [42].
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Simple Summary: Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data Systems (TIRADS) optimize the selection

of thyroid nodules for cytological examination. There is a question: is the effectiveness of these

systems affected by morphological changes to thyroid parenchyma that are visible in the course

of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (HT)? This question is very important because of the increased risk of

malignancy in thyroid nodules in patients with HT. We investigated widely accepted ultrasound

malignancy risk features with a special consideration of the suspected nodule’s shape in patients

with and without HT. We also validated EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, ACR-TIRADS, and ATA guidelines

in both groups and evaluated the impact of changes in the threshold for nodule’s shape criterion

on the diagnostic value of these TIRADS. The presence of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis did not exert any

significant adverse implications for the efficiency of examined TIRADS. The impact of changes in the

threshold for nodule’s shape criterion was the highest for EU-TIRADS.

Abstract: The aim of the study was to validate thyroid US malignancy features, especially the

nodule’s shape, and selected Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data Systems (EU-TIRADS; K-TIRADS;

ACR-TIRADS, ATA guidelines) in patients with or without Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (HT and non-HT

groups). The study included 1188 nodules (HT: 358, non-HT: 830) with known final diagnoses. We

found that the strongest indications of nodule’s malignancy were microcalcifications (OR: 22.7) in HT

group and irregular margins (OR:13.8) in non-HT group. Solid echostructure and macrocalcifications

were ineffective in patients with HT. The highest accuracy of nodule’s shape criterion was noted on

transverse section, with the cut-off value of anteroposterior to transverse dimension ratio (AP/T)

close to 1.15 in both groups. When round nodules were regarded as suspicious in patients with

HT (the cut-off value of AP/T set to ≥1), it led to a three-fold increase in sensitivity of this feature,

with a disproportionally lower decrease in specificity and similar accuracy. Such a modification was

effective also for cancers other than PTC. The diagnostic effectiveness of analyzed TIRADS in patients

with HT and without HT was similar. Changes in the threshold for AP/T ratio influenced the number

of nodules classified into the category of the highest risk, especially in the case of EU-TIRADS.

Keywords: thyroid; nodule; cancer; ultrasound; Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data Systems (TIRADS)

1. Introduction

Preoperative diagnostics of thyroid nodules is based on two main pillars—ultrasound
imaging (US) and fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNA). The ultrasonographic examination
is mainly used for the assessment of ultrasound malignancy risk features (US malignancy
features), and subsequent qualification of nodules into particular categories of sonographic
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risk stratification systems (SRSs). These systems are usually called TIRADS (Thyroid Imag-
ing Reporting and Data Systems) and they enable a more efficient estimation of the risk of
malignancy (RoM) in nodules than the evaluation of separate US malignancy features. The
most popular SRSs include EU-TIRADS—recommended by European Thyroid Association
(ETA), K-TIRADS—recommended by Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology (KSThR), ACR-
TIRADS—created by American College of Radiology (ACR), and the system recommended
by American Thyroid Association (ATA guidelines) [1–4]. Our analyses, as well as many
reports from other centers, indicate that all these systems not only optimize the selection
of nodules for cytological examination but also help to make clinical decisions in patients
with an equivocal FNA outcome [5–9]. There is, however, some disagreement between
TIRADS systems about the precise definition of particular US malignancy features and
their optimal association. One of the areas of notable difference refers to the definition
of the nodule’s suspicious shape, usually described as ‘more taller than wide’. Not all
SRSs include precise instructions on how to categorize nodules with the anterior-posterior
(AP) dimension equal to the transverse (T) dimension or which thyroid plane should be
used for the shape evaluation. Remarkably, there are reports that suggest a rationale for
adopting a larger than 1.0 threshold for the AP to T ratio [10], and even studies indicating
that the optimal threshold should be <1 [11,12]. There is another important question: is the
effectiveness of the suspected nodule’s shape and other US malignancy features affected by
morphological changes to thyroid parenchyma that are visible in the course of Hashimoto’s
thyroiditis (HT).

HT is the most common autoimmune endocrine disease, as well as the most common
cause of hypothyroidism. This inflammation is characterized by a progressive loss of
thyroid follicular cells and lymphocytic infiltration of the thyroid parenchyma associated
with fibrosis [13,14]. It is usually accompanied by a decrease in the gland’s volume and
several characteristic changes visible on US imaging. The thyroid may be hypoechoic, with
a coarse, heterogeneous parenchymal echotexture, or have the presence of the marginal
abnormality, echogenic septations, multiple discrete hypoechoic micronodules or pseudo-
nodular structures. These features may be present separately or in different sets and make
it difficult to differentiate between thyroid nodules and pseudonodules, and in the former
case—between cancers and benign lesions [15–17]. The latter problem is of particular
importance considering the increased risk of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) in the case
of nodules coexisting with HT [18,19].

Thus, we decided to validate US malignancy features, with a special consideration for
the nodule’s shape, and selected TIRADS systems in patients with or without coexisting
HT (HT and non-HT groups).

2. Results

2.1. Effectiveness of the Assessment of Suspicious Nodule’s Shape in Differentiation between
Benign and Malignant Nodules in HT and non-HT Groups

The usefulness of AP/T ratio assessment in the differentiation between benign nodules
and cancers, as measured with area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC),
was similar in both groups (transverse plane, Z: −0.1893, p = 0.8498; longitudinal plane,
Z: 0.2837, p = 0.7767) (Table 1). When indexes of diagnostic effectiveness were calculated
for the threshold AP > T they were found to be nearly the same in the case of transverse
plane. However, in the case of longitudinal plane the AP > T threshold was ineffective in
patients with HT.
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Table 1. Data on the diagnostic effectiveness of particular thresholds for AP/T ratio in examined groups of nodules (HT
and non-HT). Evaluation of AP/T ratio on transverse and longitudinal planes.

The
Plane

AP/T
Ratio

No./% of
Nodules

Ben./Mal
p

SEN SPC ACC
PPV

(RoM)
NPV LR+

OR
(95% CI)

p

AUC
(95% CI)

p

tr
an

sv
er

se

HT group

AP ≥ T 76/21.2 42/34
<0.0000 39.1 84.5 73.5 44.7 81.2 2.5 3.5 (2.0–6.0)

<0.0001 0.635
(0.565–0.704)

<0.0001AP > T 22/6.1 12/10
0.0170 11.5 95.6 74.7 46.6 76.6 2.6 2.8 (1.2–6.7)

0.0212
AP/T ≥
1.14 max

ACC
11/3.1 4/7

0.0063 8.0 98.5 76.5 63.6 76.9 5.5 5.8 (1.8–5.4)
<0.0001

non-HT group

AP ≥ T 116/14.0 61/55
<0.000 26.4 90.2 74.2 47.4 78.6 2.7 3.3 (2.2–5.0)

<0.0001 0.627
(0.582–0.671)

<0.0001AP > T 52/6.2 28/24
0.0003 11.5 95.5 74.5 46.2 76.3 2.6 2.8 (1.6–4.9)

0.0005
AP/T ≥

1.17
max ACC

28/3.4 10/18
<0.0000 8.7 98.4 75.9 64.3 76.3 5.4 5.8 (1.8–5.4)

<0.0001

lo
n

gi
tu

d
in

al

HT group
AP ≥ T

max ACC 24/6.7 12/12
0.0024 13.8 95.6 75.7 50.0 77.5 3.1 3.5 (1.5–8.0)

<0.0038
0.635

(0.572–0.699)
<0.0001AP > T 9/2.5 7/2

0.8055 2.3 97.4 74.3 22.29 75.6 0.9 0.9 (0.2–4.4)
0.8830

non-HT group
AP ≥ T

max ACC 43/5.2 20/23
<0.0000 11.1 96.8 75.3 53.5 76.5 3.4 3.7 (2.0–7.0)

<0.0001
0.647

(0.603–0.690)
<0.0001AP > T 15/1.8 7/8

0.0108 3.8 98.9 75.1 53.3 75.5 3.1 3.5 (1.3–9.8)
<0.0164

ACC—accuracy, AP—anteroposterior diameter, AUC—area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, Ben.—benign lesion in
histopathological outcome, CI—confidence intervals, HT—Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, LR+—positive likelihood ratio, Mal.—thyroid malig-
nancy in histopathological outcome, NPV—negative predictive value, OR—odds ratio, PPV—positive predictive value, RoM—risk of
malignancy, SEN—sensitivity, SPC—specificity, T—transverse diameter.

When AP > T threshold was replaced with AP ≥ T one, a significant increase in
sensitivity (SEN) was observed in both groups, and that increase was higher in HT group
than in non-HT group. More pronounced changes in HT group were a consequence of the
higher incidence of round nodules with AP = T in that group in comparison with non-HT
group (Table S1). On the transverse plane it was the case for both benign nodules and
cancers. On the longitudinal plane the differences were smaller, insignificant and they were
observed only for cancers. The higher incidence of round cancers on transverse plane was
observed not only for PTC (HT: 27.6% vs. non-HT: 16.3%, p = 0.0408), but also for other
malignant nodules, although insignificantly (HT: 27.3% vs. non-HT: 10.4%, p = 0.1408).
Consequently, the threshold AP ≥ T on transverse plane was the only effective threshold
in HT group for revealing cancers other than PTC, odds ratio (OR): 4.5, CI 95%: 1.3–15.6,
p = 0.0160.

The highest accuracy (ACC) values for the differentiation between benign and malig-
nant nodules were noted in both groups in the case of transverse plane. Maximal accuracy
was reached in HT group with the cut-off value of AP/T ratio set to 1.14, while in non-HT
group—to 1.17 (Figure S1). With those thresholds changes in SEN and specificity (SPC) did
not exceed 4% in both groups when compared with the threshold AP > T, while risk of
malignancy (RoM) of nodules was about 20% higher, and positive likelihood ratio (LR+)
and OR increased twofold (Table 1). There were no significant differences between exam-
ined groups in indexes of diagnostic effectiveness of the suspicious shape when thresholds
optimized for ACC were used.

When the longitudinal plane was used for measurements, the maximal ACC values
were slightly lower than in the case of transverse plane and the optimal cut-off value of
AP/T ratio was found to be AP ≥ T in both groups (Figure S2). Regardless of the adopted
cut-off value, no improvement in ACC values was observed in any of the groups when
the assessment of nodule’s shape was performed on both planes (with positive nodules
defined as those reaching the threshold on any plane) in comparison with the assessment
on a single plane (Table S2).
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There was no significant difference in AUC for nodules <1 cm and larger ones in
either group (Z: 1.0524, p = 0.2926; non-HT: Z: −0.6656, p = 0.5056), but in HT group the
assessment of suspicious shape feature was ineffective in nodules <1 cm (Table S3). In
non-HT group significant differences in the frequency of nodules <1 cm with suspicious
shape between cancers and benign nodules were observed only for the threshold AP ≥ T.

2.2. Effectiveness of the Assessment of Other US Malignancy Features

In non-HT group almost all other US malignancy features, except for pathological
vascularization and rim calcifications, were observed significantly more often in cancers
than in benign nodules (Tables 1 and 2). In the case of HT group, the list of insignificant
features included also solid echostructure, more solid than cystic echostructure, and macro-
calcifications. The logistic regression analysis showed that in HT group the presence of
microcalcifications was the strongest indication of nodule’s malignancy (OR: 22.7), and
that the presence of suspicious margins or marked hypoechogenicity increased the risk of
malignancy at least tenfold. In non-HT group, the strongest index of nodule’s malignancy
was the presence of irregular margins (OR: 13.8).

Table 2. Comparison of the incidence of sonographic features other than suspicious nodule’s shape in HT and non-HT
nodules in relation to the histopathological outcome: benign lesion vs. thyroid malignancy. Results of univariate logistic
regression analysis in both groups.

Sonographic Feature

HT Group Non-HT Group

Ben.
(271)
No/%

Mal.
(87)

No/%
p

OR
(95% CI)

p

Ben.
(622)
No/%

Mal.
(208)
No/%

p

OR
(95% CI)

p

marked
hypoechogenicity *

14/5.2 31/35.6 <0.0001
10.2

(5.1–20.3)
<0.0001

33/5.3 60/28.9 <0.0001
7.2

(4.6–11.5)
0.0001

Hypoechogenicity * 148/54.6 75/86.2 <0.0001
5.2

(2.7–10.0)
<0.0001

365/58.7 178/85.8 <0.0001
4.2 (2.7–6.3)

0.0001

solid echostructure 247/91.1 84/96.6 0.0965
2.7 (0.8–9.3)

0.1094
436/70.1 188/90.4 <0.0001

4.0 (2.5–6.6)
0.0001

more solid than cystic
echostructure

264/97.4 87/100.0 0.2021 - 533/85.7 204/98.1 <0.0001
8.5

(3.1–23.5)
<0.0001

suspicious margins 14/5.2 38/43.7 <0.0001
14.2

(7.2–28.2)
<0.0001

23/3.7 72/34.6 <0.0001
13.8

(8.3–22.8)
<0.0001

microcalcifications 5/1.9 26/29.9 <0.0001
22.7

(8.4–61.4)
<0.0001

17/2.7 38/18.3 <0.0001
8.0

(4.4–14.4)
0.0001

macrocalcifications 19/7.0 5/5.8 0.6817
0.8 (0.3–2.2)

0.6822
43/6.9 40/19.2 <0.0001

3.2 (2.0–5.1)
<0.0001

rim calcifications 7/2.6 4/4.6 0.5549
1.8 (0.5–6.4)

0.3500
20/3.2 8/3.9 0.6627

1.2 (0.5–2.8)
0.6631

pathological
vascularization

37/13.7 13/14.9 0.7628
1.1 (0.6–2.2)

0.7628
119/19.1 48/23.1 0.2192

1.3 (0.9–1.9)
0.2199

*—in the case of nodules with mixed echogenicity the presence of any hypoechoic tissue was considered; Ben.—benign lesion in histopatho-
logical outcome, CI—confidence intervals, OR—odds ratio, HT—Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, Mal.—thyroid malignancy in histopathological
outcome. Data on nodule’s shape criterion are presented in Table 1.

Microcalcifications, irregular margins, marked hypoechogenicity, suspicious shape
and hypoechogenicity were independent features in the differentiation between benign and
malignant nodules in both groups (Table S4). Macrocalcifications and solid echostructure
were such features only in non-HT group.

Benign nodules of HT group were solid significantly more often than those of non-
HT group (91.1% vs. 70.1%, p < 0.0001) and more solid than cystic (97.4% vs. 85.7%,
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p < 0.0001), but they showed pathological vascularization less frequently (13.7% vs. 19.1%,
p < 0.0474). Malignant nodules of HT group contained microcalcifications more often than
cancers of non-HT group (29.9% vs. 18.3%, p < 0.0273), while macrocalcifications were
less frequent (5.8% vs. 19.2%, p < 0.0033). Spongiform echostructure was observed only in
benign nodules of both groups, but it was less common in HT group than in non-HT group
(5/1.9% vs. 46/7.4% respectively, p = 0.0018).

2.3. Comparison of the Effectiveness of Analyzed SRSs

Table 3 shows the distribution of benign and malignant nodules among particular
categories of the examined SRSs for each of previously analyzed thresholds of AP/T ratio
with measurements on transverse plane. In the majority of cases, calculated RoM for
particular categories of analyzed TIRADSs corresponded to expected RoM or differed
by less than 5%. Larger differences (up to 10%) were observed in the case of lower than
expected RoM for category 5 of EU-TIRADS with the threshold AP ≥ T in both groups as
well as higher than expected RoM for category 4 of K-TIRADS, ACR-TIRADS and ATA
guidelines SRS in non-HT group.

All analyzed SRSs showed the highest ACC of distinguishing between benign and
malignant nodules when category 5 was used as a cut-off level, irrespectively of the adopted
threshold of AP/T ratio. Table 4 shows values of indexes describing the effectiveness of
that distinction. System EU-TIRADS, with any of analyzed thresholds of AP/T ratio,
showed the highest SEN and negative predictive value (NPV), but the lowest SPC and
positive predictive value (PPV) (see Table 3). On the other hand, ACR-TIRADS system was
characterized by the lowest SEN and the highest SPC. Generally, we did not find significant
differences in AUC between analyzed SRSs at the same AP/T ratio thresholds. The only
exception was observed in non-HT group, where AUC for ACR-TIRADS was significantly
lower than for other SRSs when the threshold was AP/T ≥ 1.17. No significant differences
were found in the effectiveness any of SRSs between HT and non-HT groups when the
comparison was made at the same AP/T ratio threshold.

When AP > T threshold was replaced with AP ≥ T one, the numbers of nodules
classified into category 5 increased in all SRSs. Accordingly, there was an increase in SEN
of that category (when it was used as a threshold for malignancy) and a decrease in its SPC
and RoM (Tables 3 and 4). In the case of EU-TIRADS that effect was stronger in HT group
than non-HT group. In the former group the number of nodules in category 5 increased by
32.6%, SEN increased by 11.2%, SPC decreased by 11.2% and RoM decreased by 16.1%. In
non-HT group analogous changes were 15.7%, 7.0%, 4.7% and 7.4%, respectively. In other
SRSs the resultant changes in SEN, SPC, RoM and the percentage of nodules classified into
category 5 were similar in both groups (Table S5).

When the AP/T ratio threshold was optimized to obtain the maximal ACC (HT group:
AP/T ≥ 1.14; non-HT group: AP/T ≥ 1.17) the most distinct effects in comparison to
AP > T threshold were observed again in the case of EU-TIRADS. They were especially
visible in non-HT group, where RoM increased by 7.2% and SEN decreased by only
0.8%. AUC value in non-HT group for EU-TIRADS with the threshold AP/T ≥ 1.17 was
significantly higher than for AP > T threshold. No significant difference in AUC was
observed in any other SRSs when AP/T ratio threshold was changed in either group.
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Table 3. Distribution of benign and malignant nodules between particular categories of TIRADS, the comparison of expected
RoM with calculated RoM for each category (TIRADS categories corresponding to the lack of nodules have been omitted,
nodule’s shape evaluated on the transverse plane).

Category of
TIRADS/Guideline

Expected
RoM (PPV)

Calculated RoM (PPV)

HT Group Non-HT Group

AP ≥ T AP > T AP/T ≥ 1.14 AP ≥ T AP > T AP/T ≥ 1.17

EU-TIRADS
2—benign <3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

3—low risk 3–15 4.0 5.1 5.0 7.0 7.5 7.3
4—intermediate risk 15–50 11.8 14.1 15.9 18.2 19.1 19.0

5—high risk >60 51.5 61.4 62.1 54.6 58.5 62.7

K-TIRADS
2—benign 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

3—low suspicion 2–4 5.7 6.5 6.2 7,6 8,3 8,1
4—intermediate 6–17 16.0 17.8 19.9 26.1 27.0 27.8

5—high suspicion 26–87 65.5 74.6 74.6 61.6 67.2 69.7

ACR-TIRADS
1—benign - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2—not suspicious <2 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 4.8 4.8
3—mildly suspicious 5 5.5 6.7 7.1 9.5 10.0 9.6

4—moderately suspicious 5–20 17.7 20.2 21.2 26.1 27.8 28.7
5—highly suspicious >20 65.4 76.8 77.4 63.4 69.7 73.9

ATA guidelines
1—benign <1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2—very low suspicion <3 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 2.5 2.5
3- low suspicion 5–10 5.6 6.5 6.2 9.4 9.4 9.1

4—intermediate suspicion * 10–20 15.7 18.1 19.8 24.9 26.3 26.9
5—high suspicion 70–90 65.9 74.6 75.0 61.0 66.7 69.9

*—included 71 non-hypoechoic nodules with high risk features (including 22 cancers, 8 in HT group and 14 in non-HT group). AP—
anteroposterior diameter, HT—Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, PPV—positive predictive value, RoM—risk of malignancy, T—transverse diameter,
TIRADS—Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data Systems.

Table 4. Data on the diagnostic effectiveness of analyzed SRSs in HT and non-HT groups for the high risk category (nodule’s
shape evaluated on the transverse plane).

Index of Effectiveness
HT Group Non-HT Group

AP ≥ T AP > T AP/T ≥ 1.14 AP ≥ T AP > T AP/T ≥ 1.17

EU-TIRADS
% of nodules 37.4 28.2 25.7 30.2 26.1 24.2

SEN 79.3 71.3 67.8 65.4 61.1 60.6
SPC 76.0 85.6 87.8 81.5 85.5 87.9
ACC 76.8 82.1 83.0 77.5 79.4 81.1
NPV 92.0 90.3 89.5 87.6 86.8 87.0

AUC (CI 95%)
0.798

(0.747–0.849)
0.817

(0.765–0.869)
0.814

(0.762–0.866)
0.779

(0.744–0.814)
0.782

(0.716–0.818)
0.794 a

(0.759–0.830)
K-TIRADS

% of nodules 23.5 18.7 17.6 19.2 15.8 14.7
SEN 63.2 57.5 54.0 47.1 42.3 40.9
SPC 89.3 93.7 94.1 90.2 93.1 94.1
ACC 83.0 84.9 84.4 79.4 80.4 80.7
NPV 88.3 87.3 86.4 83.6 82.8 82.6

AUC (CI 95%)
0.804

(0.749–0.858)
0.808

(0.752–0.764)
0.805

(0.750–0.860)
0.775

(0.740–0.811)
0.775

(0.739–0.811)
0.779

(0.744–0.815)
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Table 4. Cont.

Index of Effectiveness
HT Group Non-HT Group

AP ≥ T AP > T AP/T ≥ 1.14 AP ≥ T AP > T AP/T ≥ 1.17

ACR-TIRADS
% of nodules 21.8 15.6 14.8 16.1 11.9 10.7

SEN 58.6 49.4 47.1 40.9 33.2 31.3
SPC 90.0 95.2 95.6 92.1 95.2 96.1
ACC 82.4 84.1 83.8 79.3 79.6 79.9
NPV 87.1 85.4 84.9 82.3 81.0 80.7

AUC (CI 95%)
0.795

(0.741–0.850)
0.791

(0.735–0.848)
0.787

(0.731–0.844)
0.760

(0.724–0.796)
0.752 c

(0.715–0.788)
0.757 b

(0.070–0.793)
ATA guidelines

% of nodules 23.7 18.7 17.6 20.0 15.9 14.8
SEN 64.4 57.5 54.0 48.1 42.3 41.3
SPC 89.3 93.7 94.1 89.4 92.9 94.1
ACC 83.2 84.9 84.4 79.0 80.2 80.8
NPV 88.6 87.3 86.4 83.7 82.8 82.7

AUC (CI 95%)
0.809

(0.756–0.863)
0.811

(0.756–0.866)
0.811

(0.757–0.865)
0.768

(0.731–0.804)
0.769

(0.732–0.806)
0.776

(0.740–0.812)
a—p < 0.01 vs. EU-TIRADS threshold AP > T. b—p < 0.05 vs. EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS and ATA guidelines (threshold AP/T ≥ 1.17 all).
c—p < 0.05 vs. EU-TIRADS and K-TIRADS (threshold AP > T all). ACC—accuracy, AP—anteroposterior diameter, AUC—area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve, Ben.—benign lesion in histopathological outcome, CI—confidence intervals, HT—Hashimoto’s
thyroiditis, LR+—positive likelihood ratio, Mal.—thyroid malignancy in histopathological outcome, NPV—negative predictive value,
SEN—sensitivity, SPC—specificity, T—transverse diameter, TIRADS—Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data Systems.

3. Discussion

Hashimoto’s thyroiditis is a common thyroid disease, especially in areas of high io-
dine supply. It is usually accompanied by significant changes in the morphology of the
gland that impair the identification of thyroid nodules and the assessment of a nodule’s
US malignancy features. These difficulties are commonly aggravated by the small size
of nodules. Despite these complications, our analysis shows that all four of the most
recognized and strongest US malignancy features (i.e., marked hypoechogenicity, irregular
margins, microcalcifications, and suspicious shape) are effective in distinguishing benign
nodules from cancers in the case of coexisting HT. Other investigators also indicate that the
majority of US malignancy features present similar efficiency in patients with or without
HT [16,20–26]. However, there are some differences. In our study, microcalcifications were
an almost three times stronger indication of malignancy in a nodule in patients with HT
than in those without HT. We believe that this difference is a consequence of increased
prevalence of PTC among cancers in patients with HT. In addition, it is PTC that micro-
calcifications are particularly characteristic of. However, there is no full agreement on
the incidence of various types of calcifications in patients with HT. As with our observa-
tions, Baser et al. (2015) found that macrocalcifications were observed less often in HT
than non-HT patients [22]. Durfee et al. (2014) and Gul et al. (2010) did not find any
significant differences in calcification types between HT and non-HT groups [20,25]. In
addition, Ohmori et al. (2007) even noted an increased incidence of dense calcifications and
decreased incidence of psammoma bodies in thyroid cancer associated with HT compared
to cancers without HT [27]. More concordant is the opinion that the assessment of solid
structure of nodules is not useful in patients with HT [16,23,24,26], as can also be concluded
from our study. That is a consequence of the fact that almost all nodules which accompany
HT are solid, even the benign ones. This may result from their smaller sizes; an influence of
morphological changes induced by HT cannot be excluded either. Observations regarding
suspicious margins are less concordant [16,20,28]. In our study, their assessment was effec-
tive regardless of the presence of HT. Such results can be achieved only if the assessment
is performed by an experienced ultrasonographer. Experience is necessary to avoid the
interpretation of ill-defined pseudonodules as true nodules. Our team is fully aware of
that danger due to our previous studies on the relation between FNA outcomes in patients
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with HT and different ultrasonographic images of thyroid parenchyma, including variants
with pseudonodules [29]. All systems analyzed in our study regard irregular margins
as suspicious. The authors of K-TIRADS underline that ill-defined margins are visible
not only in thyroiditis, but also in infiltrative malignant tumors, but in our opinion the
latter almost always present irregularity in their margins. The problem arises because that
irregularity is frequently very fine, which gives an impression of ill-defined margins.

The most complicated issue related to US malignancy features is the assessment of the
suspicious shape of a nodule. We have shown that thyroid nodules in patients with HT are
round (their AP = T) more often than nodules in patients without HT. When the transverse
plane is used for measurements the above is equally true for benign nodules and cancers,
and in the latter case, not only PTCs but other cancers too. When the longitudinal plane is
used, only cancers are more often round. Consequently, in patients with HT the assessment
of the suspicious shape of a nodule on the transverse plane is effective with both thresholds:
AP > T and AP ≥ T, while on the longitudinal plane only AP ≥ T threshold is effective.
Interestingly, when AP ≥ T threshold is used on the transverse plane the assessment
of the suspicious shape becomes also effective in diagnosis of cancers other than PTC.
Previously, other authors did not find the assessment of suspicious shape to be useful for
diagnosing patients with FTC [30], so that issue should be investigated further. However,
the key question is an equivocal definition of the suspicious shape of a nodule. It is usually
described as ‘more taller than wide’, which in practice in the majority of studies translates
into AP > T threshold, but in some of them into the AP ≥ T one [31]. In the guidelines
and in many reports, there are no precise indications as how to categorize round nodules
or such indications are contradictory. Among SRSs analyzed in our study, EU-TIRADS
identifies the suspicious shape of a nodule as non-oval or round [1]. In contrast, K-TIRADS
defines the suspicious shape as neither round nor oval [2]. Similarly, in ACR-TIRADS the
threshold of AP/T ratio >1, and ATA guidelines use the description ‘more taller than wide
shape’ [3,4]. There is also some controversy over the plane of measurements. K-TIRADS
specifies that AP > T should be observed on a transverse or longitudinal plane, while ACR-
TIRADS and ATA guidelines limit that condition to the transverse plane only. In addition,
EU-TIRADS does not specify the plane of measurements in regard to non-oval shape,
but indicates that the definition of round shape and oval shape demands the respective
conditions (AP = T or AP < T) to be satisfied on both the transverse and longitudinal planes.
One could argue that a nodule that is non-oval on any plane is suspicious according to
EU-TIRADS. However, that way there would be two different regimens of measurements
for non-oval and round shaped nodules, both types regarded as suspicious in EU-TIRADS.

Irrespectively of these differences, our analyzes, like reports from many other centers,
indicate that the assessment of nodule’s suspicious shape is characterized by a very high
SPC [10,30,32,33], with lower SEN, especially on the longitudinal plane [30]. SEN of that
feature on the longitudinal plane reaches values similar to those on the transverse plane
when round nodules are regarded as suspicious too. The inclusion of round nodules into
suspicious category improves SEN on the transverse plane by several times, especially
in patients with HT. It is noteworthy that the effectiveness of the shape assessment is not
improved when the conditions AP > T or AP ≥ T are evaluated on both planes (with
positive feature defined as the condition satisfied on any plane) when compared with
the measurements performed on a single plane. Both our study and other reports [34]
indicate that the assessment on the transverse plane and the longitudinal plane have
similar ACC. However, the nodule’s suspicious shape is very rarely identified on the
longitudinal plane only. Thus, like Kim et al. (2021) we believe that there is no need for the
assessment of a nodule’s shape on both planes and measurements on the transverse plane
are satisfactory [32]. There are some earlier contradictory reports in this regard [35].

The highest ACC of the assessment could be obtained with measurements on the
transverse plane when the threshold for AP/T ratio is close to 1.15 (1.14 in HT group and
1.17 in non-HT group). If such a threshold is used there are moderate changes in SEN and
SPC, but a twofold increase in OR and LR+ is observed when compared to the threshold
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AP > T. A further increase of AP/T threshold to values proposed by Grani et al. (2020)
(AP/T ratio = 1.2) in patients without HT would not improve OR (OR: 4.2 vs. 5.8), and in
patients with HT there would even be a loss of discrimination power of the suspicious
shape feature (incidence of benign nodules with AP/T ≥ 1.2 did not differ significantly
from the incidence of such cancers: 1.1% vs. 3.5%, p = 0.1602) [10]. It is possible that these
differences between our data and the study by Grani are a consequence of the lack of
nodules with indeterminate cytology in the Italian study. In such nodules, US malignancy
features generally have lower effectiveness, due to a lower percentage of PTC among
cancers. On the other hand, Topaloglu et al. (2016) examined patients with nodules
of category III of the Bethesda System for Reporting Thyroid Cytology (BSRTC) and
proposed the threshold for AP/T ratio below one (0.81) [11]. A lower threshold was even
proposed by Huang et al. (2018) while diagnosing papillary microcarcinomas (0.7) [12].
However, those thresholds were established in a different way. They were optimized to
produce maximal SEN and SPC at the same time, but not ACC. When we followed the
same priorities then the threshold (as determined with ROC curve analysis) was 0.92 in
patients with HT (SEN: 43.7%, SPC: 80.1%, ACC: 71.2%, PPV: 41.3%, NPV: 81.6%, OR: 3.1)
and 0.87 in patients without HT: 0.87 (SEN: 46.6%, SPC: 72.5%, ACC: 66.0, PPV: 36.2%,
NPV: 80.2%, OR: 2.3). In HT group these values did not differ significantly from those
obtained for the threshold AP ≥ T. However, in a non-HT group such a low threshold was
unsatisfactory, leading to low SPC and PPV as almost 1/3 of nodules (32.3%) reached that
threshold. This is an important weakness in the case of a US malignancy feature that is key
in assigning nodules into the highest risk category of SRS. In the studies by Topaloglu and
Huang reported SPC values for proposed thresholds were even lower (61.6% and 66.7%,
respectively), and PPV did not exceed 30% (Topaloglu et al.: 29.1%, Huang et al.: missing
data on PPV) [11,12].

We found that in patients with HT the assessment of nodule’s suspicious shape has
low effectiveness in the case of nodules <1 cm. Fukushima et al. (2021) did not find
differences in the effectiveness of that feature between small and larger nodules [30]. Ren
et al. (2015) found it to be even higher in nodules <1 cm, but they did not analyze the
possible influence of HT on that effectiveness [33]. In our group of patients without HT the
AUC value for nodules < 1 cm was also slightly higher than for larger nodules.

For obvious reasons, the use of a precise threshold for AP/T ratio in practice demands
an additional effort from the ultrasonographer. The authors of some reports admitted that
the suspicious shape was determined based on ultrasonographer’s impression instead of
the measurements of nodules’ diameters. Such an assessment makes it difficult to detect
fine abnormalities in a nodule’s shape. As our data indicate, it is worthwhile to perform
proper measurements because even a minor modification of the threshold for nodule’s
suspicious shape may lead to a several-fold change in SEN of that feature and marked
changes in its SPC and RoM. The local experience of a center is especially valuable in this
case, because the reproducibility of the assessment of nodule’s suspicious shape, like other
US malignancy features, is not high [36]. It results not only from technical differences in
measurements (e.g., caused by different positions of a patient, or different pressure exerted
by a probe on the examined area), but also from differences in the epidemiology of thyroid
diseases in examined patients (different incidence of HT, other profile of cancers). Thus, in
our opinion, it could be advisable to determine the optimal threshold for AP/T ratio in
each center individually, to adjust it to its specific situation. It should be noted that while
the discussed changes in the AP/T ratio threshold may lead to a several-fold increase in
SEN, the resultant SEN is still far from satisfactory, similarly to other high risk features
of malignancy.

The results of our study indicate that changes in the threshold of AP/T ratio have
a different impact on the effectiveness of particular SRSs in classification of benign and
malignant nodules. The impact is bigger for EU-TIRADS than for other SRSs. This is a
result of the particular definition of high risk category in EU-TIRADS which is different
from other systems based on similar rules: K-TIRADS and ATA guidelines (ACR-TIRADS
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uses points for US malignancy features unlike all other SRSs). In EU-TIRADS a nodule
with strong risk features does not need to be hypoechoic to be classified into category 5 [1].
Consequently, category 5 of that system directly reflects all effects of categorization of
all round nodules as suspicious. In addition, these effects are larger in HT group than
non-HT group. Similarly, the change of AP > T threshold to a threshold that gives maximal
ACC of the nodule’s shape assessment produces more pronounced effects on category 5 in
EU-TIRADS than in other SRSs. This effect is advantageous as it leads to larger increase in
RoM and SPC of that category. Therefore, in the case of EU-TIRADS there is the greatest
possibility of selecting various thresholds of AP/T ratio in order to optimize SPC (the
threshold close to 1.15) or SEN (AP ≥ T threshold) of that system.

Despite these differences it should be emphasized that all SRSs showed similar effec-
tiveness in distinguishing benign nodules from cancers in patients with HT at the same
thresholds of AP/T ratio. Additionally, there were no significant differences in the effec-
tiveness of those systems in patients with or without HT. Likewise, Wang et al. (2015)
did not find any significant influence of HT on the effectiveness of SRSs (they evaluated
the system proposed by Kwak, ACR-TIRADS and ATA guidelines) [37]. We showed that
EU-TIRADS had the highest SEN with the lowest SPC and ACR-TIRADS had the high-
est SPC with the lowest SEN irrespectively of the threshold used for AP/T ratio or the
presence of HT, which is concordant with other reports [5,37–40]. In both HT and non-HT
patients the calculated RoM of nodules in particular categories of SRSs was generally close
to the expected one. Differences over 5% were observed for category 4 of K-TIRADS,
ACR-TIRADS and ATA guidelines systems, where the risk in non-HT group was higher
than expected. That could be the consequence of a notable fraction of cancers other than
PTC in our material, amounting to 23.1% in non-HT group. These cancers were mainly
FTC and HTC and were usually classified into category 4 of those SRSs (56.3% cancers
other than PTC for K-TIRADS and ATA guidelines, 64.6% for ACR-TIRADS). The higher
percentage of cancers other than PTC was also a probable cause of slightly lower AUC
of those SRSs in non-HT group than in patients with HT. It should be kept in mind that
US malignancy features and SRSs were established mainly on the basis of the ultrasound
image of the most common PTCs [41]. Effectiveness of SRSs could potentially be improved
by the inclusion of elastographic measurements [42,43]. Promising results in this respect
were also obtained in patients with HT [21,44,45].

A limitation of our study is the difference in mean sizes of nodules in patients with
and without HT. The size might affect the US characteristics of thyroid nodules, but small
nodules are typical of HT. The advantage of our study is performing US malignancy feature
evaluation directly prior to biopsy. Therefore, the result of FNA did not influence the
evaluation. The majority of final diagnoses were based on postoperative histopathological
examination. It is an advantage because of the certainty of the final diagnosis but on the
other hand it could be a source of a bias in patient selection. In clinical practice, patients with
HT are usually not referred to surgical treatment. Despite this way of including patients
in the study the distribution of nodules among equivocal and unequivocal categories of
BSRTC was similar in both groups. That is advantageous because there are significant
differences in the usefulness of the assessment of US malignancy features in relation to
nodule’s category of FNA outcome [6]. The adopted way of confirmation of HT diagnosis
may also be regarded as advantageous because of rather rigorous criteria. However, it may
be seen as a limitation in relation to seronegative cases of HT. In our study, patients with a
positive TPOab test dominated, and seronegative patients, in whom HT was confirmed by
its characteristic features in the cytological examination, constituted a very small percentage
of HT group.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Examined Patients

Ultrasound imaging and FNA examinations were performed in a single center, in the
years 2012–2020, in patients referred by endocrinologists from outpatient clinics. The study
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included all nodules classified into the categories II–VI of BSRTC with full ultrasound imag-
ing data, a known result of the postoperative histopathological examination and a known
status of HT presence. The exclusion criteria consisted of previous surgical or radioiodine
treatment, as well as positive neck irradiation history. Because of relatively small number
of nodules assigned to category II in BSRTC with a known result of histopathological
examination in patients with HT, in that group we additionally included all nodules with
full ultrasound imaging data and category II of BSRTC confirmed in at least three FNAs.
The study included 1188 nodules (revealed in 1022 patients), i.e., 358 nodules in patients
with HT (HT group) and 830 nodules in patients without HT (non-HT group) (Table 5). The
differences in the incidence of particular categories of the Bethesda system between groups
HT and non-HT did not exceed 5%. Frequencies of nodules with an equivocal (categories
III–V) FNA outcome were similar in both groups (HT: 50.8% vs. non-HT: 54.1%, p = 0.3018).

Table 5. Data on the diagnostic effectiveness of analyzed SRSs in HT and non-HT groups for the high risk category (nodule’s
shape evaluated on the transverse plane).

Parameter HT Group Non-HT Group p

Number of nodules 358 830
Number of patients 310 712

Age, mean ± SD (years) 55.1 ± 14.0 53.7 ± 13.3 0.1113
No/% of males 12/3.9 94/13.2 <0.0001

Volume of nodules mean ± SD (cm3) 3.17 ± 7.4 7.61 ±16.2 <0.0001
No/% of nodules < 1 cm # 58/16.2% 77/9.3% 0.0006

No/% of cancers 87/24.3 208/25.1 0.7813
No/% of PTCs among cancers 76/87.4 160/76.9 0.0411

Other cancers (No/%)

FTC (4/4.6) FTC (13/6.3), HTC (13/6.3)
HTC (1/1.1) MTC (14/6.7), PDTC (2/1.0)
MTC (5/5.7) AC (2/1.0), ST (2/1.0)

ST (1/1.1)
ANG (1/0.5), FT-UMP

(1/0.5)

category of BSRTC (No/%)

II: 124/34.6 * II: 253/30.5 0.1580
III: 121/33.8 III: 277/33.4 0.8867
IV: 40/11.2 IV: 135/16.2 0.0203
V: 21/5.9 V: 37/4.5 0.2580

VI: 52/14.5 VI: 128/15.4 0.6925

*—including 78 nodules, without the surgical treatment but after three FNAs with all outcomes classified into category II of BSRTC. #—both
cancers and benign nodules <1 cm were more frequent in HT group than non-HT one (34.5% vs. 19.7%, p = 0.0068 and 10.3% vs. 5.8%,
p = 0.0155, respectively). PTC—papillary thyroid carcinoma, MTC—medullary thyroid carcinoma, FTC follicular thyroid carcinoma,
HTC—Hurthle cell thyroid carcinoma, PDTC—poorly differentiated thyroid carcinoma, AC—anaplastic carcinoma, ST—secondary tumor,
ANG—angiosarcoma, FT-UMP—follicular tumor of uncertain malignant potential.

In all patients, the clinical diagnosis of HT was established by an endocrinologist
in the endocrine outpatient clinic on the basis of clinical symptoms, serological tests
(measurement of anti-thyroid antibodies), assessment of serum concentrations of thyroid
stimulating hormone and thyroid hormones, ultrasound examination, as well as cytological
examinations. Because fewer than 30% of patients with HT present all the above-mentioned
HT features [13,14,46], we decided to adopt minimal conditions for the diagnosis of HT.
We assumed that all patients in HT group had to have a clinical diagnosis of HT confirmed
with elevated levels of serum anti-thyroid peroxidase antibodies (TPOab) or characteristic
features of HT in the microscopic examination. On the other hand, patients included in the
non-HT group did not have any hormonal, morphological, or ultrasound features of HT
and they had normal TPOab.

4.2. Analysis of US Malignancy Features

The analysis of US malignancy features was done prospectively. The presence of par-
ticular US malignancy features was assessed by experienced sonographers (four physicians
with over ten years’ experience) directly before FNA, according to a unified pattern that
had been used at our department for many years. We used a computer system dedicated for
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collecting detailed information on examined nodules in a database. The system was created
by one of the authors of the study—MK. On the basis of those data, three diameters of
biopsied nodules were determined as well as the presence of: (1) marked hypoechogenicity
(compared to the echogenicity of the strap muscles); (2) hypoechogenicity (as compared
to the normal thyroid); (3) solid echostructure (>90% solid) (4) more solid than cystic
echostructure (>50% solid); (5) suspicious shape/orientation, assessed on the transverse
and longitudinal planes, interpreted in two variants: AP ≥ T and AP > T; (6) suspicious
margins—irregular (including microlobulated, spiculated, and suggesting extrathyroidal
extension); (7) microcalcifications; (8) macrocalcifications; (9) rim calcifications; (10) patho-
logical vascularization (marked intranodular vascular spots). The presence of spongiform
echostructure (>50% of nodule, without obvious solid areas) was also assessed. The US
examinations were performed with the use of the Aloka Prosound Alpha 7 ultrasound
system, ALOKA co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan with a 7.5–14 MHz linear transducer.

With the use of the set of features specified above, all thyroid nodules were classified
into specific categories of four SRSs: EU-TIRADS [1], K-TIRADS [2], ACR-TIRADS [3],
and the system recommended by ATA [4]. The differences in the interpretation of nodules
with mixed echogenicity between particular SRSs were considered (the presence of any
hypoechoic tissue assessed in EU-TIRADS or predominant echogenicity in other SRSs).
In the case of the ATA guidelines, a modification was applied, because this system does
not cover all nodule’s ultrasound patterns; in particular it lacks patterns in which iso- or
hyperechoic nodules show high malignancy risk features. In total, 71 (6.0%) nodules did
not satisfy the criteria of ATA classification and those nodules corresponded to 22 cancers
(8/9.2% in HT group and 14/6.7% in non-HT group, p = 0.4625). We decided to classify
such nodules into the intermediate suspicion category. That allowed us to compare how all
systems worked in the evaluation of the same set of nodules. We did not identify disrupted
rim calcifications with small extrusive soft tissue component as a separate feature (which is
included in ATA guidelines), but the nodules presenting such an image were treated as
ones with irregular margins which resulted in the same output of the categorization. Two
researchers (DSK and MK) independently assigned all the ultrasound features for TIRADS
score calculation. In the case of discrepancy, the US report was jointly reevaluated and
discussed to confirm its categorization.

4.3. Analyses, Statistical Evaluation

At the first step of the evaluation, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were
determined in both groups and both thyroid planes for AP/T ratio describing nodule’s
shape. The Z test was used to compare the area under the ROC (AUC) value between HT
and non-HT groups. The cut-off values of AP/T ratio that showed the highest accuracy
(ACC) in the classification of benign and malignant lesions were also identified. Odds ratios
(OR) with relative 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) for the established cut-off values were
assessed with the use of logistic regression analysis. The effectiveness of the determined
thresholds as well as the ‘standard’ thresholds: AP > T and AP ≥ T was described with
the use of sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPC), ACC, positive likelihood ratio (LR+) and the
percentage of nodules reaching given threshold. The RoM of those nodules (the proportion
of cancers among all positive nodules, i.e., the positive predictive value—PPV) and the
negative predictive value (NPV) were calculated. Additionally, the effectiveness of all
examined thresholds of AP/T ratio was assessed for nodules <1 cm and larger as well as
for cancers other than PTC.

Next, the incidence of other US malignancy features was assessed in the nodules
classified into HT and non-HT groups in respect to the division of the nodules into benign
lesions and cancers according to the final diagnosis. In the case of nodules of mixed
echogenicity the presence of any hypoechoic tissue was regarded as hypoechogenicity. The
associations between individual US malignancy features and malignancy were evaluated
with the use of logistic regression analysis in both groups. The OR were calculated to
determine the relevance of all potential predictors of the outcome. The incidence of all
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US malignancy features was also compared between benign nodules of HT and non-HT
groups and between malignant nodules in both groups.

Then the distribution of benign and malignant nodules among particular categories of
the examined SRSs was assessed. The efficiency of the systems was compared analyzing
ROC curves and cut-off categories with the highest ACC were identified for each of the
SRSs. Using those cut-off categories SEN, SPC ACC, RoM/PPV, NPV were calculated, as
well as the percentage of positive nodules in both groups. Those analyzes were performed
separately for three variants of AP/T ratio interpretation described above.

The statistical analysis was performed with the Dell Statistica (data analysis software
system), version 13, Dell Inc. (2016), Round Rock, TX, USA. The comparison of frequency
distributions was performed with chi2 test (with modifications appropriate for the number
of analyzed cases). The Kruskal–Wallis test was used for comparing continuous variables
between groups. The value of 0.05 was assumed as the level of significance.

4.4. Microscopic Examination

Biopsies were performed following regular procedures, on nodules with a diameter of
at least 5 mm (and usually over 1 cm) and at least one malignancy risk factor (ultrasono-
graphic or clinical). In most cases, two aspirations of a nodule were done. Smears were
fixed with a 95% ethanol solution and stained with haematoxylin and eosin. The FNA
outcome of each nodule was classified into one of six categories in the BSRTC—category
I: non-diagnostic/unsatisfactory biopsies, category II: benign lesions (BL), category III:
follicular lesion of undetermined significance (FLUS)/atypia of undetermined significance
(AUS), category IV: suspicious for a follicular neoplasm (SFN), category V: suspicious for
malignancy (SM) and category VI: malignant neoplasm (MN) [47,48]. Patients with a FNA
outcome of category IV, V, or VI were routinely referred for thyroid surgery. In the case of a
diagnosis of BL or FLUS/AUS, surgical treatment was performed based on the patient’s
preference or due to the large size of the goiter as well as the presence of other clinical,
ultrasonographic or cytological risk features (especially in the case of AUS diagnosis).

5. Conclusions

The optimal usage of US malignancy features in patients with HT is very important
because of the increased risk of malignancy in thyroid nodules in that group. To reach this
goal, it may be helpful to adjust the threshold for AP/T ratio to the specific characteristics
of nodules found in patients with HT. This specificity consists in more frequent occurrence
of round nodules. In patients with HT, a slight modification of the threshold for AP/T
ratio and regarding round nodules as suspicious leads to a three-fold increase in SEN of
the suspected nodule’s shape feature, with a disproportionally lower decrease in SPC and
similar ACC. Importantly, such a modification is effective also for cancers other than PTC.
In patients without HT there are analogical, yet less marked changes. Thus, the use of
AP ≥ T threshold instead AP > T is justified, especially in patients with HT and in centers
that intend to improve SEN. On the other hand, in centers where, due to the epidemiology
of thyroid diseases, the priority is not an improvement of SEN but maximization of SPC
and PPV, it is rational to use threshold for the AP/T ratio over 1, close to 1.15. It enables a
twofold increase in OR of nodules that reach such a threshold in comparison to the classic
AP > T threshold, with a very low loss of SEN and maximization of ACC. It also could
lead to an even twofold reduction of the number of performed FNA. The assessment of a
nodule’s shape on the transverse plane is sufficient for the effective use of that feature with
any of the analyzed thresholds. The diagnostic effectiveness of EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS,
ACR-TIRADS, and ATA guidelines in patients with HT and without HT is similar. Changes
in the threshold for AP/T ratio modify that effectiveness, and their influence on the
number of nodules classified into the category of the highest risk is the greatest in the case
of EU-TIRADS.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/cancers13194900/s1, Figure S1: ROC curve analysis of the evaluation of AP/T ratio on
transverse plane in HT and non-HT groups; points of maximal ACC indicated on both curves,
Figure S2: ROC curve analysis of the evaluation of AP/T ratio on longitudinal plane in HT and non-
HT groups; points of maximal ACC indicated on both curves, Table S1: Incidence of round nodules
(with anteroposterior diameter equal to transverse diameter) in HT and non-HT group, Table S2:
Data on the diagnostic effectiveness of AP/T ratio evaluation in examined groups of nodules (HT
and non-HT), with the threshold AP ≥ T or AP > T satisfied on any plane (transverse or longitudinal),
Table S3: Data on the diagnostic effectiveness of AP/T ratio evaluation (on transverse plane) in
examined groups of nodules (HT and non-HT), in relation to nodule’s size (largest diameter <1 cm
and ≥1 cm), Table S4: Results of multivariate logistic regression analysis in HT and non-HT groups,
Table S5: Influence of modifications of the threshold for suspicious nodule’s shape (from AP > T to
AP ≥ T and AP/T ≥ 1.14 in HT group or AP/T ≥ 1.17 in non-HT group) on values of SEN, SPC,
RoM and the percentage of nodules in the high risk category (changes expressed as percentage of
values for AP > T threshold).
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Simple Summary: The incidence of thyroid pathologies has been increasing worldwide. Historically,

the detection of thyroid neoplasms relies on medical imaging analysis, depending mainly on the

experience of clinicians. The advent of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques led to a remarkable

progress in image-recognition tasks. AI represents a powerful tool that may facilitate understanding

of thyroid pathologies, but actually, the diagnostic accuracy is uncertain. This article aims to provide

an overview of the basic aspects, limitations and open issues of the AI methods applied to thyroid

images. Medical experts should be familiar with the workflow of AI techniques in order to avoid

misleading outcomes.

Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI) uses mathematical algorithms to perform tasks that require

human cognitive abilities. AI-based methodologies, e.g., machine learning and deep learning, as

well as the recently developed research field of radiomics have noticeable potential to transform

medical diagnostics. AI-based techniques applied to medical imaging allow to detect biological

abnormalities, to diagnostic neoplasms or to predict the response to treatment. Nonetheless, the

diagnostic accuracy of these methods is still a matter of debate. In this article, we first illustrate the

key concepts and workflow characteristics of machine learning, deep learning and radiomics. We

outline considerations regarding data input requirements, differences among these methodologies

and their limitations. Subsequently, a concise overview is presented regarding the application of AI

methods to the evaluation of thyroid images. We developed a critical discussion concerning limits

and open challenges that should be addressed before the translation of AI techniques to the broad

clinical use. Clarification of the pitfalls of AI-based techniques results crucial in order to ensure the

optimal application for each patient.

Keywords: thyroid neoplasm; medical imaging; artificial intelligence; machine learning; deep

learning; radiomics; prediction; diagnosis

1. Introduction

The role of medical imaging in the clinical workflow has noticeably increased from
a mainly diagnostic tool up to a central contribution in early detection, diagnosis, treat-
ment planning and monitoring of diseases [1–4]. Medical imaging provides information
concerning the characteristics of human tissues in a non-invasive, repeatable manner and
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became a routine practice in clinical care [2]. In recent decades, the innovations in this field
concerned both devices, i.e., hardware, and analysis tools used in medical imaging. In the
clinical practice, the main use of medical images corresponds with qualitative assessment
of the anatomical area. Images, in addition, are characterized also by a high quantity
of numerical information and recently, a quantitative evaluation has been developed in
order to identify possible correlations between the numerical data contained in the digital
images and the pathophysiology of the tissue [3]. The quantitative analysis has the aim to
achieve information from standard-of-care images, e.g., ultrasound imaging (US), computer
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography
(PET), which are not easily quantifiable by means of naked-eye observations for clinical
outcomes [5,6].

Analysis of image features in the context of medical imaging is an emerging field of
study but extensive literature already exists [7–9]. In the majority of earlier works, the
image features are analyzed with the aim of detection and diagnosis of abnormal regions
within human tissues [10–12]. These applications are often referred as computer-aided
detection (CADe) and computer-aided diagnosis (CADx) systems [3]. The output of the
CAD analysis is used by the expert clinicians as a second opinion in detecting lesions or
making diagnosis and aims at improving the accuracy of the diagnosis and reducing the
time for image interpretation [6].

Recently, a further detailed extension associated with quantitative analysis of medical
imagines has led to the emergence of radiomics as a new field of medical research [1,2].
Radiomics aims at extracting numerous quantitative descriptors with the purpose of
achieving more useful information of tissue lesion and response of treatment in order to
be used for personalized medicine [1,2,13]. It is worth noticing that standardization of the
procedure is still under development, as thoroughly discussed in [14].

The above-mentioned approaches apply methodologies from the artificial intelligence
(AI) field to achieve a partial or full automation of various steps of the process concerning
the analysis of medical images [6]. Thorough understanding of their working principle is
necessary in order to develop efficient predictive models and personalization treatment.
This review article aims to highlight strengths and limitations of the different AI-based
techniques applied for the evaluation of the pathophysiological state of the thyroid.

2. Artificial Intelligence in Medical Imaging

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a term coined by McCarthy and colleagues [15,16] in
1950s referring to a branch of computer sciences in which mathematical algorithms attempt
to perform tasks that normally require human cognitive abilities [8]. Applications of
AI have witnessed unprecedented growth in recent decades due to the enhancement of
computational power and availability of large dataset. In the medical field, AI can use
complex algorithms to develop models with the scope of improving diagnostic accuracy,
prognosis, and medical image interpretation [17]. We discuss in the following two different
machine learning (ML) methodologies adopted to perform medical imaging analysis.

2.1. Machine Learning

Machine learning (ML), a term first coined by Arthur Samuel [18], is a field of AI in
which the computer is trained to perform tasks by learning from example data and make
predictions based on its exposition to previous samples [4]. In medical imaging analysis,
ML algorithms are crucial components of both CAD systems and radiomics studies.

ML algorithms are generally divided into supervised and unsupervised learning
methods. Supervised learning requires a labelled dataset, i.e., a set of input data with
their corresponding output (labels) that is used to identify a function linking inputs to
outputs [19]. Unsupervised learning operates on an input dataset without the need of
labels. This ML algorithm searches for patterns that can separate input data into subsets
with similar characteristics [7]. In this review article, we focus on supervised learning since
it is the most common approach applied to medical images analysis [20].
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In medical applications, input data include medical images or clinical data, while the
output label can be the differentiation of malignant from benign nodules, the classification
of images into diagnostic categories or the response treatment, e.g., recurrence, survival.
The output of the predictive model leads to a subsequent distinction of ML problems:
classification and regression. In classification tasks, the model performs a decision among
a small and discrete set of choices, i.e., binary classification, e.g., identifying a tumor as
malignant or benign. Regression models refers to the estimation of continuous output
variables, e.g., assessment of disease severity [20].

Historically, ML algorithms were applied in CAD systems for classifications pur-
poses [20]. Subsequently, this method was used as a step of radiomics analysis. In this
section we describe the workflow of the ML algorithm with classification task frequently
encountered in the CAD framework [10,21,22] (Figure 1). A supervised ML model is
composed of two phases, i.e., training and application phase (Figure 1a). In the training
phase, a set of input images with their corresponding class labels are used to train the
predicting model. From the input image, a region of interest (ROI) is delineated manually
or semi-automatically by expert clinicians. Subsequently, a set of image features, e.g.,
morphological and grey level-based features, are extracted. Differently from other methods
that will be discussed subsequently in this work, in ML algorithms of CAD systems, the ex-
traction and selection of image features are performed manually by the expert. It represents
a crucial step in order to identify the significant variables that can be correlated with the
medical endpoint. In CAD applications, the features used in the analysis are those closely
associated with what clinicians use in their diagnosis of the lesions [4]. Subsequently, the
features are entered as input to the ML algorithm to train the model.

Examples of typical feature-based supervised learning algorithms are logistic regres-
sions, support vector machine, random forests and neural networks [23]. As an example of
these feature-based ML algorithms, we focus here on the support vector machine (SVM)
method, which is commonly used in biomedical binary classification problems [17,24].
Overall, SVM (Figure 1b) is a binary classifier that aims to identify the decision boundary,
or hyperplane, that maximizes the separating margin between two classes [4,25].

For instance, let consider N training samples {(xi, yi)}
N
n=1 of input features x and their

corresponding class or label yi ∈ {−1;+1} where yi = −1 indicates the class with malignant
samples and yi = 1 indicates the class with benign samples. In the simplest case, there exists
a function f (x):

f (x) = β·x + β0, (1)

with β and β0—decision boundary parameters such that f (x) ≥ 0 for yi = +1 and f (x) < 0 for
yi = −1.

This means that the training samples from the two classes are separated by the
hyperplane f (x) = β·x + β0 = 0. The margin m, i.e., the distance between a class and the
decision boundary, is set to be inversely proportional to the decision boundary parameter,
i.e., m = 1

‖β‖
.

In order to identify the hyperplane that maximizes the separating margin between the
two classes, SVM solves the following optimization problem that aims to minimize the cost
function J(β, ξ) with respect to β, ξ [24,26]:

min
β, ξ

J(β, ξ) = min
β, ξ

1
2
‖β‖2 + C

N

∑
i=1

ξi (2)

subject to the constraints yi (β·x + β0) ≥ 1 − ξi, ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N. In Equation (2), C > 0 is
a penalty parameter to control the tolerance error ξi allowed for each sample being on the
wrong side of the margin.

From Equation (2), it can be noticed that the minimization of the parameter β increases
the separation between the two classes and improves generalizability of the classifier, while
minimization of second term of Equation (1) improves fitting accuracy [4].
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Subsequently, in the testing phase, the trained classifier is used to characterize new
input data with unknown label (test set).

It is worth pointing out that the decision function of the classifier is fully specified
by the training set, while the test set is only used to evaluate the performance of the
model. On one hand, to obtain a model that well-performs when applied to new data,
the training dataset should be sufficiently large. On the other hand, to obtain robust and
reliable evaluation of the performance of the model, the test set should be sufficiently large.
Frequently, since this condition is difficult to achieve in the medical field by simply splitting
the available data in training and test set, a k-fold cross-validation framework [7] is usually
adopted. K-fold cross validation consists of partitioning the dataset into k subsets of equal
size. The model is trained on (k − 1) datasets while one subset is retained for model test.
The process is repeated k times with each subset used once as test dataset [20]. The overall
performance of the model is then assessed for example as the average performance over
the k repetitions.

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic flowchart of the machine learning model implementation and application for medical images clas-

{(𝒙𝒊, 𝑦𝑖)}𝑛=1𝑁∈ −1 −1

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝛽 ∙ 𝑥 + 𝛽0
β β — ≥

−1

Figure 1. (a) Schematic flowchart of the machine learning model implementation and application for medical images
classification purposes. (b) Example of the support vector machine (SVM) classification with a hyperplane that maximizes
the separating margin m between the two classes.
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Feature-based ML algorithms are suitable for medical image analysis since predictive
models can be developed from small datasets [7]. Moreover, these methods are usually
interpretable and can provide insights on the reasons why a certain class is predicted.
Nonetheless, some initial steps of the process, as the definition of the features to be extracted
from images and the selection of the medical region of interest has to be performed by
experts. In addition, it should be taken into account that all supervised ML methods could
be affected by overfitting, i.e., the predicting model learns exactly the training set but
fails to fit new data from the test set [20]. However, it is possible to mitigate this issue by
adopting a cross-validation set-up and by reducing the number of features used by the
model by means of feature selection methods.

2.2. Deep Learning

Deep learning (DL), a term coined in 1986 by Rina Dechter [27], is a new class of ML
methods developed through the advancement of artificial neural networks which were
considered as artificial representations of the human neural architecture [23]. DL relies on
networks of computational units, i.e., neural units arranged in layers that gradually extract
higher level features from input data, e.g., image. These structures learn discriminative
features from data automatically, allowing to approximate complex nonlinear relationship
with outstanding performance [27,28]. Differently from traditional feature-based ML
approaches, DL is able to achieve diagnosis automation, avoiding human intervention [29].
In medical applications, DL algorithms are implemented for detection and characterization
of tissue lesions as well as for the analysis of disease progression [27,28].

While several DL architectures have been developed, this article focuses on convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs), introduced by LeCun [30]. CNNs are typically applied
for image recognition and computer vision applications because they preserve spatial
relationships in 2D data, and therefore outperform other architectures on image pattern
recognition. More specifically, the input of a CNN is arranged in a grid structure and
processed through convolution and pooling layers that preserve these relationships. The
final layers are typically fully connected and can be conceived as a multi-layer perceptron
classifier on the features automatically extracted by the convolutional part. The network is
trained to identify patterns in a set of labelled training data and the outputs are compared
with the actual labels. During training the network parameters are tuned until the patterns
identified by the network represent good predictions for training data. The network is then
used to make predictions on new data in the test set [31].

Figure 2 shows a typical architecture of CNN developed to perform classification
tasks. The input of the CNN algorithm is represented by numerical data of the selected
ROI from the medical image. Firstly, a convolutional step is considered which contains a
set of filters, e.g., k1 in Figure 2. Thus, a convolution is performed between each filter and
the input of the layer, e.g., image data. A convolution is a space-invariant linear operation
on 2D grids and is equivalent to applying a filter to an image. The filter slides over the
input image, its values are multiplied with the image pixel values and then summed to
determine the value in the corresponding position of the output feature map. An example
of a convolution operation is reported in Figure 3a. The number and size of filters are CNN
hyperparameters and are typically not optimized during training. More and larger filters
lead to more powerful network with more parameters to optimize, which increases the
risk of overfitting [32]. The convolutional process in every convolutional layer is expressed
mathematically as follows:

Xℓ

k = σ
(

Wℓ−1
k ∗ Xℓ−1 + bℓk

)

(3)

where Xℓ

k is the new feature map, σ(·) is an element-wise nonlinear activation function, W is
the filter values, bℓk is a bias parameter and the symbol ∗ indicates a convolutional operator.
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𝑋𝑘ℓ = 𝜎(𝑊𝑘ℓ−1 ∗ 𝑋ℓ−1 + 𝑏𝑘ℓ)𝑋𝑘ℓ is the new feature map, σ(∙) is an element𝑏𝑘ℓ

 

Figure 2. Schematic flowchart of the deep learning model implementation and application for medical images classifica-
tion purposes.

 

𝑓 (𝑥) = max (0, 𝑥)

Figure 3. (a) Numerical example of the functions that compose the CNN architecture: (a) convolution, (b) max pooling, (c)
flattening, (d) softmax function.
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Subsequently, an activation function is applied element-by-element to the calculated
output of the convolution prior to using the map as an input to the next layer of the
network. Rectified linear unit (ReLU) is one of the most used activation functions, and
has been empirically found to accelerate the convergence of the learning procedure [28]. It
is linear for positive inputs, mapping them unchanged to the next layer, while it blocks
negative values. Mathematically, ReLU is expressed as follows [28]:

f (x) = max(0, x) (4)

where x is an activation value achieved from the previous layer.
Some CNN architectures also consider pooling operations, whose effect is to down-

sample the feature maps. This operation considers small regions of the input map and
outputs a single number for each region, e.g., the maximum value as illustrated in Figure 3b.
It reduces the dimensions of the feature map and decreases the number of pixels to be
processed in the next layers of the network [33]. Conceptually, as we progress deeper in
the network, neuron activation values represent progressively higher-level and larger-scale
visual patterns in the input, and therefore require lower spatial resolution.

The final part of the CNN architecture is characterized by a fully connected layer,
i.e., each neural unit of the actual layer is connected to every neural unit in the successive
layer (Figure 2). Firstly, the feature map is flattened into a column vector (Figure 3c) and
then connected to one or more fully connected layers. The output nodes of the last fully
connected layer can be regarded as a vector of unnormalized probabilities [28].

The softmax function is a function applied to the last fully connected layer of the CNN
in order to transform the k real values of the vector into values in the range (0;1) so that
can be assumed as probabilities (Figure 3d). The relation is as follows [28,33]:

σ(z)i =
ezi

∑
K
j=1 ezj

(5)

where the zi values are the elements of the fully connected layer and the denominator
represents the normalization term.

The output layer of the CNN considered is constituted by neural units which indicate
the probabilities for each class.

The analysis of the available literature shows an increasing interest on applying DL
architecture for medical image analysis. It is worth mentioning that for systems in which
the set of visual features is well defined, simpler feature-based ML techniques, such as
SVM algorithms, are easier, more interpretable and more effective [28].

The main limitation to the use of DL consists of the large datasets required to train
the model [34]. Compared with publicly available datasets in other areas, the current
availability of medical US datasets is still limited [34]. To face the data requirements,
several studies [33,35] considered pre-trained CNN architectures developed with trainings
on ImageNet, a large labelled collection of low-resolution color photographs. To date, DL
architectures pre-trained on high resolution medical images are not available. Therefore, a
large dataset of medical images is a mandatory step to enhance CNNs performance [34].

3. Radiomics

Radiomics is an emerging field that uses automated high-throughput extraction algo-
rithms to achieve large amounts (200+) of quantitative features from medical images [1,2].
Radiomics is also indicated as quantitative imaging [36] which can be applied to any image
generated in the clinical setting. It can be performed on subregions of a tumor, metastatic
lesions and in normal tissues. The term feature represents a descriptor of an image, of
tumor or healthy tissue, such as parameters derived from image grayscale intensity or
shape [37].

Radiomics has its roots on computer-aided diagnosis systems [38], although method-
ological workflow and applications are distinct [2]. It concerns the extraction of quantitative
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features from medical images that subsequently are related to biological endpoints and clin-
ical outcomes [39]. Radiomics makes use of digital data stored in those images to develop
diagnostic, predictive or prognostic models to support clinical decisions and optimize
personalized treatment planning. The main difference with CAD systems consists of the
relationship that radiomics has to identify between the current characteristics of the tissue
lesion and its temporal evolution in the perspective of a personalization of the therapy [38].

Radiomics involves several processes, each with its own critical aspects that need to
be taken into account. Two workflows can be implemented to perform radiomic studies in
function of the AI technique adopted (Figure 4): (i) conventional or ML-based radiomics
where the features to be extracted are predefined and (ii) DL-based radiomics where the
features are not predefined but automatically extracted from the underlying data [6,7].

 

Figure 4. Schematic flowchart of radiomics approach. X  represent the feature extracted from the image data. 

–

Figure 4. Schematic flowchart of radiomics approach. Xi represent the feature extracted from the image data.

The main aspects of the conventional radiomics workflow concerns: image acquisi-
tion, data selection, feature extraction and selection and the development of predictive
model [1,36]. From medical image such as US, CT, MR and/or PET images, the region of in-
terest (ROI) is selected and subsequently the lesion is manually segmented, i.e., delineated
with computer-assisted contouring, by an experienced clinician [7]. Subsequently, image
data undergoes preprocessing operations, e.g., gray-level discretization, which enable a
higher reproducibility of results [6]. The extraction of quantitative imaging features in-
volves descriptors of spatial relationships between the various intensity level, heterogeneity
patterns, shape and relations of the tissue lesion with surrounding tissues. A feature selec-
tion procedure is then performed to identify the most relevant predictive features [7,24].
The collection of features which hold prognostic or predictive value represent a feature
signature, frequently indicated also as quantitative imaging biomarkers. The selected
features are then analyzed to develop classified models to predict outcomes either alone or
in combination with additional information, such as demographic, clinical, comorbidity or
genomic data [1,3].
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Segmentation represents a crucial subprocess of radiomics since many extracted
features may depend on the segmented region. In several radiomics studies the ROI is
manually delineated by experts [21,40–42]. A number of algorithms has been developed
for semi-automatic segmentation [22]. Region growing-based algorithm and grey-scale
threshold-based methods are frequent techniques applied for ROI definition. However,
manual delineation by an expert is considered the gold standard though is subjected to inter-
observer variability and is a time-consuming task [37]. To avoid possible bias, evaluation
by multiple clinicians or a combination of multiple algorithms could be considered [43].

Typically, radiomics features are divided into [2,6,44]:

1. Morphological, that are based on the geometric properties of the ROI, e.g.: volume,
maximum surface area, maximum diameter.

2. First-order statistics or histogram based, which describe, through histograms, the
distribution of grayscale intensity without concern for spatial relationships within the
ROI. For instance, calculated features are grey level mean, maximum, minimum and
percentiles.

3. Second-order statistics or textural features, that represent statistical relationship be-
tween the intensity levels of neighboring pixels within the ROI that allow to quantify
image heterogeneity, e.g., absolute gradient, grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)
grey level run-length matrix (GLRLM), grey level size zone matrix (GLSZM) and grey
level distance zone matrix (GLDZM). For instance, GLCM indicates the number of
times the same combination of intensity occurs in two pixels separated by a specific
distance δ in a known direction.

4. Higher-order statistics features, which are computed after the application of mathe-
matical transformation and filters that lead to highlighting repeated patterns, histogram-
oriented patterns or local binary patterns, e.g., wavelet or Fourier transforms.

Accurate definitions of radiomics features are provided in the image biomarker stan-
dardization initiative (IBSI) [14].

The radiomic features are subjected to a subsequent feature selection to prevent over-
fitting, improve learning accuracy and reduce computation time. The selection process
should eliminate unreliable, not informative or redundant features. The selection methods
can be divided into three classes: (i) filter methods which asses the usefulness of a given
feature with various statistical tests for their correlation with the outcome variable [2,7];
(ii) wrapper method which uses an external classifier algorithm to score different sub-
sets of features based on their classification performance; (iii) embedded method where
the selection is intrinsic to the model training, i.e., features are selected to optimize the
performance of the implemented learning algorithm. Filter methods are simple and compu-
tationally efficient, but consider features as independent and any interaction between them
is ignored [24]. Wrapper methods reduce the risk of overfitting but are computationally
intensive [7,24]. Embedded methods are computationally more efficient since the selection
procedure is part of the training process [7,24]. A frequent embedded algorithm with
good performance used in radiomics studies is the least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator (LASSO) [7,24].

Subsequently, the selected features are used to implement a mathematical model in
order to predict the established medical endpoints. Regarding the choice of modelling
methodology, the identification of a suitable method depends on several factors as sample
size or study endpoint [36]. It is advantageous to include in the model information beyond
radiomics, e.g., clinical data and/or other “-omic” information, e.g., genomic data [45].
The integration of data from multiple sources, e.g., medical imaging, disease risk factors,
therapy procedures and follow up data, in the mathematical model will facilitate the
development of a personalized treatment.

As previously mentioned, the target of the radiomics studies can be either a present
characteristic, e.g., tumor phenotype, or a future prediction, e.g., treatment response.
Usually, radiomics studies make use of the feature-based ML algorithms that are also
considered in CAD systems. By means of feature-based ML methods, the relationship
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between input data, e.g., selected radiomics features and target outcome, is determined by
means of training examples. SVM is one of the most successfully applied algorithms.

DL-based radiomics allows to automatically extract imaging features and achieve the
predicted outcome. In fact, the different components of the DL architecture perform all the
processing steps described in the ML-based model, including feature extraction, selection
and predicting model implementation. CNNs is the most common architecture used in
radiomics studies and its characteristics have been previously described in Section 2.2.

Validation is a crucial component of the workflow of both conventional and DL-based
radiomics. Ideally, the trained model should be tested in cross-validation or on an external,
independent dataset before being applied on the new dataset [38].

4. AI and Radiomics in Thyroid Diseases

Ultrasound imaging is the recommended method for early detection and diagnosis
of thyroid lesions due to its economy, effectivity and absence of radiation [46–49]. It is
widely accepted as the first imaging modality for thyroid disease, for instance by American
and European associations of endocrinology [50]. AI applications in the medical field are
of increasing interest since they represent a possible approach to reduce the number of
invasive clinical procedures [36].

Mainly, AI algorithms have been implemented for the classification of thyroid nodules,
i.e., differentiating among benign or malignant state [9,10,21,22,33,41,51–56]. The outcomes
of these studies are compared with the diagnosis of radiologists with different levels of
experience. Research comparing the diagnostic ability between feature-based ML and DL
algorithms is limited in the literature, but interesting outcomes are provided in [22]. Overall,
an improvement emerged in terms of both specificity and accuracy in DL studies [57,58]
with respect to feature-based ML classical applications [22], mostly determined by the
capacity of DL of capturing complex patterns. In some studies [57–59], DL algorithms show
accuracy values in line with those of radiologists. In addition, Jin et al. [20] also pointed
out that the use of AI algorithms was useful to junior radiologists allowing a noticeable
improvement of their diagnostic performance, reaching values of accuracy similar to those
of intermediate-level radiologists. Studies of interest concerning the application of feature-
based ML methods and DL algorithms are described in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Tables
were organized according to the publication time, in a decreasing order.

Table 1. Machine learning (ML)-based studies.

Study Description Cohort Method Performance

Zhao et al., 2021
[21]

Classification
106 patients SVM

Accuracy: 82%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 91%

US Specificity: 78%

Park et al., 2019
[22]

Classification
286 patients SVM

Accuracy: 75.9%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 90.4%

US Specificity: 58.8%

Zhang et al., 2019
[51]

Classification
826 patients SVM

Accuracy: 83%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 86.1%

US Specificity: 82.7%

Yoo et al., 2018
[41]

Classification
50 patients SVM

Accuracy: 84.6%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 80%

US Specificity: 88.1%

Chang et al., 2016
[10]

Classification
118 patients SVM

Accuracy: 98.3%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: N/A

US Specificity: N/A

Abbreviations: US—ultrasound; SVM—support vector machine; N/A—not available.
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Table 2. Deep learning (DL) studies.

Study Description Cohort Method Performance

Kim et al., 2021
[59]

Malignancy risk thyroid modules 757 patients CNN
Accuracy: 85.1%
Sensitivity: 81.8%
Specificity: 86.1%

Wu et al., 2021
[52]

Classification
1396 patients CNN

Accuracy: 82%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 85%

US Specificity: 78%

Jin et al., 2020
[11]

Classification
695 patients CNN

Accuracy: 80.3%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 80.6%

US Specificity: 80.1%

Liang et al., 2020
[9]

Classification
221 patients CNN

Accuracy: 75%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 84.9%

US Specificity: 69%

Buda et al., 2019
[57]

Nodule detection
1230 patients CNN

Accuracy: N/A
Predict malignancy Sensitivity: 87%

Risk level stratification Specificity: 52%

Ko et al., 2019
[54]

Classification
519 patients CNN

Accuracy: 87.3%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 90%

US Specificity: 82%

Park et al., 2019
[22]

Classification
286 patients CNN

Accuracy: 86%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity:91%

US Specificity: 80%

Wang et al., 2019
[33]

Classification
276 patients CNN

Accuracy: 90.3%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 90.5%

US Specificity: 89.91%

Li et al., 2018
[55]

Classification
17 627 patients CNN

Accuracy: 86%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 84%

US Specificity: 87%

Chi et al., 2017
[58]

Classification
592 patients CNN

Accuracy: 96.3%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 82.8%

US Specificity: 99.3%

Ma et al., 2017
[56]

Classification
4782 patients CNN

Accuracy: 83%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 82.4%

US Specificity: 84.9%

Abbreviations: US—ultrasound; CNN—convolutional neural network; N/A—not available.

Radiomics is considered a promising method to be encompassed in the pipeline of
precision medicine on the basis of specific characteristics of the patient [2]. Whilst the first
AI approach to the medical imaging, i.e., CAD system, is focused on the differentiation
among benign and malignant thyroid lesions, radiomics extends the analysis to prognosis
and response to treatment evaluation [1]. In fact, [42,60,61] implemented radiomics models
that analyze the risk stratification and predict the aggressiveness of the thyroid carcinoma
with high values of accuracy, i.e., roughly 85 percent. Radiomics analysis has the potential
to determine tumor phenotypes or the presence of gene mutations [62,63]. Furthermore,
several studies have investigated by means of radiomic features the occurrence of metas-
tases [64] or disease-free survival [65]. It also emerged that radiomics studies aimed at
performing classification tasks regarding the nature of thyroid nodules are characterized
by minor accuracy with respect to classical ML approach [66]. It is worth pointing out that
although radiomics has been applied for several anatomical areas, research concerning
thyroid lesions is relatively limited. Studies of interest concerning radiomics applications
for thyroid lesions are described in Table 3, organized according to the publication time, in
a decreasing order.
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Table 3. Radiomics studies.

Study Description Cohort Method Performance

Park et al., 2021
[60]

Classification:
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules

730 features extracted and 66 selected
US

1609 patients ML-based radiomics

Accuracy: 77.8%
Sensitivity: 70.6%
Specificity: 79.8%

Peng et al., 2021
[67]

Classification
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules

US
8339 patients DL-based radiomics

Accuracy: 89.1%
Sensitivity: 94.9%
Specificity: 81.2%

Wang et al., 2021
[42]

Evaluation of extrathyroidal extension (ETE) in patients with papillary thyroid carcinoma;
479 features extracted; 10 features selected

US
132 patients ML-based radiomics

Accuracy: 83%
Sensitivity: 65%
Specificity: 74%

Wei et al., 2021
[61]

Evaluation of extrathyroidal extension (ETE) in patients with papillary thyroid carcinoma
MRI

102 patients ML-based radiomics
Accuracy: 79%
Sensitivity: 75%
Specificity: 80%

Zhao et al., 2021
[21]

Classification
106 patients ML-based radiomics

Accuracy: 75.5%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 69.7%

US Specificity: 78.1%

Guo et al., 2020
[64]

Prediction of thyroid cartilage invasion from Laryngeal and hypopharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma;
1029 features extracted; 30 features selected

CT images
265 patients ML-based radiomics

Accuracy: 90%
Sensitivity: 80.2%
Specificity: 88.3%

Kwon et al., 2020
[62]

Predict the presence or absence of BRAF proto-oncogene, serine/threonine kinase (BRAF) mutation in papillary
thyroid cancer

US
96 patients ML-based radiomics

Accuracy: 64.3%
Sensitivity: 66.8%
Specificity: 61.8%

Wang et al., 2020
[66]

Classification
1040 patients ML-based radiomics

Accuracy: 66.8%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 51.2%

US Specificity: 75.8%

Zhou et al., 2020
[40]

Classification
1734 patients DL-based radiomics

Accuracy: 97%
Benign/malignant thyroid nodules Sensitivity: 89.5%

US Specificity: 84.1%

Gu et al., 2019
[63]

Evaluating immunohistochemical characteristics in patients with suspected thyroid nodules
CT images

103 patients ML-based radiomics
Accuracy: 84%
Sensitivity: 93%
Specificity: 73%

Park et al., 2019
[65]

Estimate disease free survival rate in patients with papillary thyroid carcinoma;
768 patients ML-based radiomics

Accuracy: 77%
730 features extracted and 40 selected Sensitivity: N/A

US Specificity: N/A

Abbreviations: US—ultrasound; MRI—magnetic resonance imaging; CT—computer tomography; ML—machine learning; DL—deep learning; N/A—not available.
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5. Discussion

Medical images provide a comprehensive view of the tumor and its environment, and
they can be used to improve the diagnostic accuracy of early lesions, to classify benign from
malignant tissues and to define risk and improve therapy [43,68]. Imaging is a non-invasive
method and with no risk of the infections or the complications that accompany biopsies [2].
In recent decades, images have been converted into quantitative data and subsequently
analyzed with AI tools.

Intratumoral heterogeneity and modifications over time are common features of
neoplasms [43]. Samples of tumor acquired through biopsy may fail to represent the
variations within the tumor. In addition, AI methods, analyzing the overall image of
the lesion, have the potential to capture tumor heterogeneity and could represent an
intermediate step between imaging and biopsy [28,36]. Nonetheless, it is worth pointing out
that AI systems learn on a case-by-case basis. AI algorithms are implemented considering
gold standards of pathological diagnosis that are hard to identify in every patient, due
to inter-variability among subjects. Moreover, as it emerged from the overview of the AI
methods, the predicting model is developed on the basis of a finite training dataset. Thus,
since human tissues are characterized by high heterogeneity and variability inter- and intra-
subjects, no finite training set can fully represent the variety of cases that might occur in
the clinical practice. Extensive research is still required to improve the generalizability and
accuracy of AI-based models. From this perspective, the standalone use of AI applications
for diagnosis should be still avoided in the clinical practice. In fact, to this date, several
studies [7,20,28,43] recommend that the lesion evaluation should be achieved from a
combination between the clinician evaluation and ML or DL outcome. Moreover, it is
worth noticing that most AI-based studies focused on thyroid pathologies are performed
using retrospectively collected data [9,11,33,40,42,51,55,60–63,65–67]. Conversely, studies
that prospectively evaluate AI predictive models concerning thyroid disease diagnosis
are limited in the literature [22,41]. In retrospective studies, cohorts are selected among
patients with definitive diagnosis achieved mainly through histopathological examination.
As highlighted by Wu et al. [69], evaluations should include more prospective studies
on medical AI models to reduce risk of overfitting and enhance accuracy of the clinical
outcomes.

AI methods are based on the analysis of image features in order to develop predic-
tive models. Differentiating benign and malignant thyroid nodule is mainly achieved
from ML-based studies. The most used US features adopted by ML algorithms for thy-
roid investigations were size, shape, margin, composition echogenicity, as defined by the
thyroid imaging reporting and data system (TI-RADS) classification [10,21,22,51]. Ac-
cording to an analysis of the available literature, the TI-RADS approach allows a good
discrimination among benign and malignant thyroid nodules. However, the inclusion of
additional features, e.g., calcifications, internal content, can represent a factor that improves
accuracy [70].

Radiomics studies were applied also to other thyroid pathologies, e.g., extrathyroidal
extension (ETE) in patients with papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) [42,61], thyroid carti-
lage invasion from laryngeal and hypopharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma [64]. In these
studies, the extracted features derive from morphological, first order statistics, textural
and higher order statistics groups. Wang and colleagues [42] highlighted that improve-
ment of ETE diagnosis is achieved when features related to PTC heterogeneity are taken
into account. Similarly, in [64] Guo et al. studied thyroid cartilage invasion from laryn-
geal and hypopharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma and showed that tumor invasiveness
can be investigated considering features related to tumor heterogeneity. Furthermore,
Kwon et al. [62] highlight that BRAF mutation may be investigated with histogram-based
and textural features that reflect echogenicity and heterogeneity of the region of interest,
respectively.
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Several studies also performed comparison between the performance of AI-based
models and that of expert clinicians. The available data in literature mostly report that the
performance of DL algorithms is similar to that of healthcare professionals. As discussed
by [20,67], AI applications may improve the accuracy of thyroid diagnosis diseases, es-
pecially for junior radiologists. In fact, interpretation of medical images highly depends
on the experience level of clinicians. For instance, for junior radiologists the sensitivity is
reported in a range between 40 percent and 100 percent while the specificity spans between
50 percent and 100 percent. It was observed that the use of AI algorithms to achieve a
second opinion on the characterization of thyroid lesions can improve the accuracy of
junior radiologists from roughly 82 percent to 87 percent [67]. Moreover, Peng and co-
workers [67] highlighted that taking into account the outcomes of AI as a second opinion
has reduced fine needle aspiration procedures by 27 percent and the number of missed
malignancies of roughly 2 percent.

Furthermore, the experience level of the clinicians has an important impact also on
the performance of the AI-based methods. The input data of the AI algorithms is the ROI
selected by the expert. It is commonly accepted that image acquisition and segmentation
are critical subprocesses due to inter-operator variability. Recent studies [8,28] suggest that
semi- or fully automated methods could improve algorithm performance, but currently the
manual segmentation performed by experts continues to be the main method adopted. For
instance, most of the ML-based studies applied to the thyroid are performed considering a
manual segmentation of the ROI [21,41]. In addition, the ML-based investigations reported
in [10,22] have introduced a semi-automatic method that is characterized by an initial
automatic selection of a box region and subsequently by a manual contouring performed
by expert clinicians. Conversely, the studies that applied DL algorithms to thyroid imaging
considered a manual selected box around the region under investigation [9,11,52,54]. Fur-
thermore, it is worth pointing out that radiomics studies are based on a manual contouring
along the borders of the thyroid tumor [60–62] or slightly within the borders of the tumor
to avoid artifacts [64].

To date, most studies highlight that the main limitation of AI algorithms is the reduced
dataset used for predictive model development and validation. Ideally, independent
training and validation datasets, composed of data images achieved with different US
equipment and from multiple centers, i.e., multicenter training cohorts, allow to optimally
develop the predicting model, avoiding overfitting and enhancing generalizability and
model performance [67].

For instance, in radiomics studies, Gilies and coworkers [43] provide an empirical rule
concerning the size of the dataset in order to avoid overfitting. It is suggested that almost
10–15 patients are needed for each examined radiomic feature. Thus, also features selection
represents a crucial step during the evaluation.

AI methods represent a powerful approach that in future may assist clinicians in
diagnostic decisions [22,71], while combined with other “-omic” data as occur in radiomics
analysis may improve the risk factor analysis for personalized estimation of disease-free
survival. As mentioned, AI methods could be also applied to contribute to treatment
planning. For instance, radiomics combined with other clinical parameters may help to
predict which patients are likely to have a satisfactory response to emerging therapies as
high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU), that allows the thermal tissue treatment and the
consequent reduction in thyroid nodule volume by directing energy inside the target zone
with non-invasive instruments [72–74].

Several efforts are performed to increase the availability of open access database of
labeled medical images that will help to train the predictive models developed with AI
techniques. However, pitfalls and limitations associated with the AI approach should be
considered, especially related to the difficulty to achieve a generalizable model in order to
ensure optimal application for each patient.

With regard to the application of the AI in the daily practice of the clinical medicine,
beyond the hype around these technologies, the financial investment is pouring and
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brand-new products started flowing into the market. As of early 2020, there were 64 FDA-
approved AI-ML medical device and algorithms, many of which are already integrated
into clinical care. Remarkably, 21 were related to Radiology [75]. Nonetheless, recent
literature reviews report that the impact is still minimal as the majority of the AI-ML
studies are retrospective in nature, deviate from existing reporting standards and often
outline proof-of-concept approach [76].

From the pure clinical standpoint, all these findings should be interpreted according
to the routine clinical practice. In fact, US is recognized as the most relevant imaging
procedure for the assessment of thyroid nodule and almost all thyroid patients are man-
aged according to US features of their thyroid gland. This worldwide diffused approach
is based on the high sensitivity and specificity of US in discriminating malignant from
benign thyroid lesions. Further improvement of US performance by AI remains however
desirable [77,78]. In addition, a not negligible number of thyroid goiters are incidentally
discovered during other imaging evaluations (i.e., CT, MR, PET/CT) of patients with
non-thyroid indication [79]. While the performance of these imaging procedures is poor
or suboptimal to identify malignant and benign nodules among adrenal thyroid inciden-
talomas, a significant effort should be made in the future to improve their capability to
initially select patients requiring an urgent or not endocrinological evaluation combined
with in-office US examination.

6. Conclusions

The evaluation of images has a central role in the clinical workflow. It is worth
highlighting that image interpretation requires deductive reasoning, using knowledge
of pathological processes, integration from prior examination and investigations and
consultation with other physicians. To date, AI techniques can be an integral part of the
procedure, but cannot emulate the overall process.

A further approach to improve the assessment of medical images can be represented
by the integration of AI-based models with mixed reality tools. The authors retain that
in-depth analysis should be performed to analyze the potential of mixed reality within the
diagnostic workflow.
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Simple Summary: The risk of thyroid nodules harbouring cancer has been evaluated, in adults,

using specific ultrasound criteria. However, it is unclear whether such evaluation can be translated in

paediatric patients. In this study, we tested the effectiveness of three known risk evaluation systems

in children with thyroid nodules and with a history of radiation exposure. We found that these

systems are reliable in confirming or ruling out cancer in most cases, except when evaluating very

small nodules (<1 cm). For these reasons, these risk criteria should be adopted to account for the

reduced size of malignant lesions when evaluating paediatric subjects.

Abstract: Thyroid nodule ultrasound-based risk stratification systems (US-RSSs) have been success-

fully used in adults to predict the likelihood of malignancies. However, their applicability to the

paediatric population is unclear, especially in children with a history of radiation exposure, who

are at a higher cancer risk. We tested the efficacy of three US-RSSs in this setting by retrospectively

applying three classification systems (ACR-TIRADS, ATA and EU-TIRADS) to all paediatric patients

referred for thyroid nodules and with a radiation exposure history. We compared the results with a

reference standard (pathology or 36-month follow-up); sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative

predictive values (PPV and NPV) and accuracy were calculated. A total of 52 patients were included;

fourteen of them (27%) had papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) at the final histology. No significant

differences across the US-RSSs were detected; specificity (range 95–97%) and NPV (range 88–93%)

were particularly elevated. However, ACR-TIRADS, ATA and EU-TIRADS did not indicate the

need for a biopsy in six (42.8%), seven (50%) and eight (57%) cases of PTC; in five cases, this lack of

indication was due to a small (<1 cm) nodule size. In conclusion, US-RSSs show a high NPV and

specificity in paediatric patients, whereas the cytology indication could be improved by reconsidering

the dimensional criterion.

Keywords: thyroid nodules; paediatrics; radiotherapy; risk assessment; ultrasonography; DTC

1. Introduction

Thyroid nodules are fairly uncommon among paediatric subjects [1]. However, when-
ever a thyroid lesion is identified in children and teenagers, it does bear a higher likelihood
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of malignancy, which can be as high as 20–25%, when compared with the adult coun-
terpart (5%) [2,3]. Some risk factors may increase the probability of developing thyroid
nodules in children, including iodine deficiency, prior radiation exposure and several
genetic syndromes.

In particular, childhood cancer survivors who were treated for their non-thyroidal
primary malignancy with radiation therapy (RT) represent a population at risk. This group
includes survivors of Hodgkin lymphoma, leukaemia, neuroblastoma and central nervous
system tumours [2,4,5]. In fact, the history of malignancy and the radiation exposure can
represent synergic factors for the development of a second malignant neoplasm, particularly
differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) [6–8].

Neck ultrasonography is the first-line imaging procedure, which is able to identify
and classify the risk of the thyroid nodules [9–11]. Adult-based neck US risk stratification
systems (RSSs) have been developed in recent years to integrate the US features in an
effort to improve diagnostic accuracy and as an aid in the stratification of the risk of
malignancy [9,12,13].

However, few studies are available about the reliability of these systems in paediatric
age, and conflicting results have been reported about the accuracy of the adult US-RSSs.

In particular, little can be said about the efficacy of US-RSSs when it comes to strat-
ifying the risk of malignancy in patients with a history of previous radiotherapy for
oncological reasons who need a strict follow-up after the identification of thyroid nod-
ules [7,14]. This could bear particular relevance considering that an early identification
of DTC could avoid a more advanced presentation that, in paediatric patients, can imply
extrathyroidal extension and metastases.

The most recent guidelines seem to be concordant in considering those patients at
high risk of developing DTCs with thyroid nodules and a previous history of irradiation
regardless of the neck ultrasonography features and dimensions. Indeed, while fine-needle
aspiration cytology (FNA) can be generally recommended in adults with nodules sized
at least 1 cm, in the paediatric population, this procedure is indicated even for small
nodules [9,15]. Current US-RSSs do not include young age and previous history of RT
as risk factors [16]. Indeed, whether the RSS reliability is concordant with the one that is
generally reported remains to be clarified [17].

The aim of our study was to: (1) evaluate the diagnostic performance of the principal
neck US classification systems (ACR-TIRADS, ATA and EU-TIRADS) in a selected paedi-
atric population of patients previously treated with radiotherapy, (2) test the malignancy
prevalence of each category delineated by US-RSSs and (3) evaluate whether these neck US
systems are able to correctly select nodules for FNA.

2. Materials and Methods

We retrospectively analysed all paediatric patients consecutively referred to our centre
(Galliera Hospital) for FNA of a thyroid nodule between 1 January 2012 and 31 December
2017. Before FNA, all patients underwent thyroid US and were tested for TSH, free-T4,
free-T3 and calcitonin. Additionally, thyroid scintigraphy (TS) was performed only in the
case of suppressed TSH levels [2]. Patients were excluded only if US data had not been
retrieved in the local picture archiving and communication system (PACS). Then, only
patients with thyroid nodules and previously treated with radiotherapy (RT) for primary
paediatric non-thyroidal tumours were included in our study. The institutional review
board (Comitato Etico Regionale Liguria, Registration Number: 326/2020-DB id 10315)
approved this retrospective study.

2.1. Neck Ultrasonography

Thyroid US was performed using a LOGIQ S8 (General Electric Medical Systems)
with a 9 to 15 MHz linear probe. All imaging procedures were performed in combination
with a clinical visit by 3 expert physicians (A.P., G.B., M.M.). For all patients, a greyscale
and colour Doppler imaging data were acquired.
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2.2. Ultrasound Risk Stratification Systems

All thyroid nodules were retrospectively risk stratified according to the principal
US-RSSs (i.e., ACR-TIRADS, ATA and EU-TIRADS). Indications for FNA were ascertained
depending on risk classes identified by each US-RSS. More in general, FNA could be
indicated depending on US features and nodule dimensions.

2.3. Imaging Review and Interpretation

Neck US images we retrieved from the PACS and then visually analysed by 2 re-
viewers (AP, PT) unaware of patients’ data and final outcome. The inter- and intra-reader
variabilities in identifying the classes of each US-RSS were previously tested in a different
set of 30 paediatric patients with thyroid nodules and showed excellent agreement (Cohen’s
κ, 0.82 [95% CI, 0.68–0.91]). In case of interpretation disagreement, the final diagnosis was
achieved after a consensus meeting with a third expert (GB).

For statistical purposes, each thyroid nodule with US features corresponding to the last
class of each US-RSS (i.e., EU-TIRADS 5, ACR-TIRAD5 and ATA High-risk) was regarded
as positive. Prevalence of malignancy was calculated as the percent of nodules in each
class that were confirmed as DTC at the final histology.

2.4. Reference Standard

Cytology according to the Italian consensus of cytopathology was adopted as the gold
standard. The first edition, used until 2014, considered 5 classes, with a single indeterminate
category, while the second edition included 6 classes, of which 2 were indeterminate [18,19].
However, for all these patients, a US follow-up of at least 36 months was available. In case
of surgery, histopathology of the resected nodule represented the standard of trough.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values (PPV and NPV) and
accuracy were calculated for each system. Differences in categorical variables between
groups were analysed using the chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test as appropriate.

The prevalence of malignancy was calculated as the ratio between the number of
DTCs in each class and the total number of DTCs.

The proportion of FNA that would not have been indicated by the various systems in
patients with a diagnosis of DTC was compared using the pairwise chi-square test.

3. Results

During the study period, we evaluated 259 paediatric patients with thyroid nodules
who had undergone neck US at our department. Out of these patients, 52 were selected
for the present study according to our inclusion criteria (Figure 1), and their principal
characteristics are summarised in Table 1.

 

≥

≥

≥

Figure 1. Flow chart illustrating the selection of the patients.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the patients.

Variable Subjects Included (n = 52)

Sex

Female, n. (%) 32 (61.5)

Male, n. (%) 20 (38.5)

Age on nodule diagnosis, median (IQR), years 17 (15–18)

<15 years, n. (%) 11 (21.1)

≥15 years, n. (%) 41 (78.9)

Age on irradiation, median (IQR), year 5 (3–7)

<5 years, n. (%) 24 (46.1)

≥5 years, n. (%) 28 (53.9)

Time from RT to thyroid nodule diagnosis median (IQR), year 11 (8–14)

<10 years, n. (%) 16 (30.8)

≥10 years, n. (%) 36 (69.2)

Nodule dimensions, median (IQR), mm 13 (11–22)

<10 mm, n. (%) 7 (13.4)

10–15 mm, n. (%) 26 (50.0)

16–20 mm, n. (%) 5 (9.6)

>20 mm, n. (%) 16 (30.7)

Thyroid cytology *

Tir 2, n. (%) 36 (69.2)

Tir 3, n. (%) 2 (3.8)

Tir 3b, n.(%) 2 (3.8)

Tir 4, n. (%) 3 (5.7)

Tir 5, n. (%) 9 (17.3)

Thyroidectomy

Yes, n. (%) 19 (36.5)

No, n. (%) 33 (63.5)

Pathology

Papillary thyroid carcinoma, n. (%) 14 (73.)

Follicular thyroid carcinoma, n. (%) 0 (0)

Follicular hyperplasia 4 (21.0)

Follicular adenoma 1 (5.3)

Age on DTC diagnosis, median (IQR), years 15 (14–18)

<15 years, no. (%) 4 (28.5)

≥15 years, no. (%) 10 (71.5)

Time from RT to DTC diagnosis, median (IQR), year 11 (10–12)

<10 years, no. (%) 3 (21.4)

≥10 years, no. (%) 10 (78.6)
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Table 1. Cont.

Variable Subjects Included (n = 52)

Clinico-pathological classification **

T1, no. (%) 12 (85.7)

T2, no. (%) 2 (14.3)

N0, no. (%) 5 (35.7)

N1a, no. (%) 7 (50.0)

N1b, no. (%) 2 (14.3)

M0, no. (%) 14 (100)
Legend: * According to the Italian Consensus Working Group [reference]. ** This feature included all histopatho-
logical findings and pre-surgical imaging. IQR: Interquartile range, RT: radiation treatment, DTC: differentiated
thyroid carcinoma.

Among these 52 patients, 19 underwent surgery because of a symptomatic nodular
goitre (n = 3), indeterminate cytology (n = 4) and cytology suspicious (n = 3) or consistent
with DTC (n = 9). Finally, 14 papillary cancers (27%) were histologically confirmed (Table 1).

The diagnostic performances of each US-RSS in terms of sensitivity, specificity, positive
and negative predictive values (PPV and NPV) and accuracy in identifying DTCs are
summarised in Table 2. No significant differences across these systems were observed.

Table 2. Diagnostic performances of the US-RSSs.

US-RSSs ACR-TIRADS EU-TIRADS ATA
p-VALUE (ACR vs.

EU TIRADS)
p-VALUE (ACR

TIRADS vs. ATA)
p-VALUE (EU

TIRADS vs. ATA)

Sensitivity 71% 71% 64% 0.66 0.4 0.68

Specificity 97% 95% 95% 0.56 0.56 1

NPV 91% 90% 88% 0.69 0.47 0.75

PPV 91% 83% 82% 0.53 0.47 0.92

Accuracy 91% 88% 87% 0.87 0.83 0.72

Legend US-RSSs: Ultra-sound risk stratification systems, ACR: American college of radiology. TI-RADS: Thyroid imaging reporting
and data system, EU: European thyroid association, ATA: American thyroid association, NPV: negative predictive value, PPV: positive
predictive value.

When benign nodules were evaluated according to the three US-RSSs, the principal
classes in which they were included were EU-TIRADS 3 by EU-TIRADS, TR3 by ACR-
TIRADS and “Low suspicion” by ATA.

When PTCs were considered, the most represented classes were EU-TIRADS 5 by
EU-TIRADS (71.4%), TR5 by ACR-TIRADS (71.4%) and “High suspicion” by ATA (64.2%).

A statistical comparison showed no significant differences in the benign lesion and
PTC distributions among the three systems (Figure 2).

At evaluation of the risk of malignancy of each category of the various US-RSSs, we
found that EU-TIRADS 5, TR5 and ATA High suspicion presented a DTC percentage of 71,
71 and 64, respectively (Table 3). Conversely, no DTCs were found in the lowest categories.

When FNA indication in patients subsequently diagnosed with papillary thyroid
cancer on histopathology was analysed according to the US-RSSs, EU-TIRADS missed
eight cases (57%), ACR TIRADS six (42.8%) cases and ATA seven cases (50%) (Figure 3). The
lack of indication for FNA was principally related (five patients) to the small dimensions
(<1 cm) of the malignant thyroid nodules.
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Figure 2. Distribution of benign and malignant thyroid nodules among the categories of the three
US-RSSs.
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Table 3. Frequency of malignancy according to the various US-RSSs.

Category Prevalence of Malignancy

EU-TIRADS

EU-TIRADS 2 0%

EU-TIRADS 3 4/14 (29%)

EU-TIRADS 4 0%

EU-TIRADS 4 10/14 (71%)

ACR TIRADS

TR 1 0%

TR 2 0%

TR 3 1/14 (7%)

TR 4 3/14 (22%)

TR 5 10/14 (71%)

ATA

Benign 0%

Very low 0%

Low 4/14 (29%)

Intermediate 1/14 (7%)

High 9/14 (64%)

 

Figure 3. Indication for fine-needle aspiration (FNA) cytology in papillary thyroid cancers according
to the criteria set by the 3 US-RSSs.

4. Discussion

The pivotal role of neck ultrasonography in the identification and evaluation of the
malignant potential of thyroid nodules, as well as in FNA guiding, has been recognised in
the most recent paediatric guidelines [20,21]. Strikingly however, no specific US features to
tell apart benign from malignant nodules have been identified, and no dedicated scoring
system has been proposed [2]. Some papers have investigated the role of US-RSSs in the
paediatric population with conflicting results [22,23]. To our knowledge, this is the first
study testing US-RSSs in a selected population of paediatric patients with a history of neck
radiation exposure.
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In our population, a little less than one third of the radiotherapy-treated patients
had developed a DTC; this result is well in line with the data reported in the existing
literature [24,25].

Moreover, in this particular setting of patients in which FNA is “a priori” indicated
due to the high prevalence of malignancy, we showed that the different US-RSSs can
rule out DTCs, having a high NPV ranging from 89 (ATA) up to 91% (ACR TIRADS).
Indeed, this finding, similar to that reported in a recent paper comparing the two American
systems (i.e., ATA and ACR TIRADS) [23], may have a particular impact on the ability
to monitor these subjects at increased risk with reliable, non-invasive procedures. In
particular, by contributing to sparing futile and repeated invasive procedures, it can help
in reducing stress and anxiety for patients who have been previously heavily pre-treated
for non-thyroidal cancer.

We found that, by considering the highest category of each system as positive and
the remaining ones as negative, the specificity is very high (from 95 to 97%), with a very
low number of false positive US findings. Our data, in this regard, are concordant with
a recent meta-analysis by Kim et al. showing that, by using the same interpretation, the
pooled specificity of ACR TIRADS in paediatric patients is 97% [26]. On the contrary, the
prevalence of DTC within the thyroid nodules classified in the highest categories is even
higher than that reported by Kim and colleagues, ranging from 64 for ATA to 71% for ACR
TIRADS, without significant differences among the US-RSSs. Generally, we found that all
US stratification systems are reliable methods to identify DTCs, and that their diagnostic
performances are adequate and higher than those reported by the meta-analysis by Kim
et al. [26]. This discrepancy could be related to the higher prevalence of malignancy in
the irradiated population and to the histopathology which is exclusively papillary thyroid
cancer (PTC). Indeed, a large part of the studies considered in this meta-analysis [22,23,27]
excluded patients with a history of radiation exposure and included patients with thyroid
cancer other than PTC (10%) for which the US-RSSs are often not reliable enough [17,28].

When we analysed the ability of the three US-RSSs in identifying which thyroid
nodule should be investigated by means of FNA, we found that, by rigorously applying
the dimensional criteria, all three systems did not provide a proper indication for FNA in
more than 40% of DTC patients (from 43 to 57%). Indeed, no significant differences were
observed among the three systems. This finding supports the yet unproved indication for
FNA in these particular patients with micronodules (i.e., <1 cm) reported in the most recent
guidelines [2]. Indeed, there is some evidence that childhood cancer survivors tend to have,
on average, smaller thyroid tumours [29]. In addition, it must be underlined that three out
of five patients with DTCs smaller than 1 cm already showed loco-regional lymph node
involvement (i.e., two with N1a, and one with N1b). This aggressive biological behaviour
of small DTCs, which is expected in paediatric patients, should be carefully considered in
the drafting of dedicated US paediatric risk stratification systems.

Some limitations should be underlined. First, the retrospective nature of this study
may be associated with selection biases that could have affected our results. However, the
DTC prevalence and the time from irradiation to DTC onset are in agreement with those
estimates by the ATA guidelines [2]. Second, the sample size and the number of DTCs were
limited; however, this is the first study evaluating the role of US-RSSs in paediatric patients
with a well-known history of irradiation exposure, and overall, the number of patients
included in this study is in line with others evaluating non-irradiated patients [23,27,30].
Finally, only for 19 out of 52 patients was a histopathological confirmation available.
However, for all patients, cytological results and at least 3 years of clinical and US follow-
up were available.

5. Conclusions

We found that the American and European US-RSSs have a high NPV and specificity
in detecting DTCs, having the possibility to rule out malignancy even in this particular
subgroup of high-risk patients. In addition, the DTC prevalence among the highest system
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categories was very high, achieving 71%. However, according to all three of the afore-
mentioned US-RSSs, the majority of PTCs would not be selected for FNA. This result is
related to the size cut-offs proposed by US-RSSs for indicating FNA rather than US features.
Both users of thyroid US-RSSs and panellists of the next TIRADSs should be aware of the
present findings.
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Simple Summary: In Germany, thyroid nodules can be detected by ultrasound examinations in over

30% of the adult population, mainly as a result of prolonged nutritive iodine deficiency. Although

only a small proportion of the nodules are malignant, it is important to have a reliable examination

method that not only can detect these few thyroid carcinomas with a high degree of certainty, but

also not be unnecessarily invasive for the much larger number of benign nodules. Ultrasound is the

method of choice, and ultrasound-based risk stratification systems are important tools in clinical care.

However, many different systems have been introduced within the last decade. The aim of this study

was to evaluate five common ultrasound risk stratification systems for their diagnostic accuracy of

thyroid nodules from an area with long history of iodine deficiency.

Abstract: Germany has a long history of insufficient iodine supply and thyroid nodules occur in

over 30% of the adult population, the vast majority of which are benign. Non-invasive diagnostics

remain challenging, and ultrasound-based risk stratification systems are essential for selecting lesions

requiring further clarification. However, no recommendation can yet be made about which system

performs the best for iodine deficiency areas. In a German multicenter approach, 1211 thyroid

nodules from 849 consecutive patients with cytological or histopathological results were enrolled.

Scintigraphically hyperfunctioning lesions were excluded. Ultrasound features were prospectively

recorded, and the resulting classifications according to five risk stratification systems were retrospec-

tively determined. Observations determined 1022 benign and 189 malignant lesions. The diagnostic

accuracies were 0.79, 0.78, 0.70, 0.82, and 0.79 for Kwak Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System

(Kwak-TIRADS), American College of Radiology (ACR) TI-RADS, European Thyroid Association

(EU)-TIRADS, Korean-TIRADS, and American Thyroid Association (ATA) Guidelines, respectively.

Receiver Operating Curves revealed Areas under the Curve of 0.803, 0.795, 0.800, 0.805, and 0.801,

respectively. According to the ATA Guidelines, 135 thyroid nodules (11.1%) could not be classified.

Kwak-TIRADS, ACR TI-RADS, and Korean-TIRADS outperformed EU-TIRADS and ATA Guidelines

and therefore can be primarily recommended for non-autonomously functioning lesions in areas

with a history of iodine deficiency.
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1. Introduction

Iodine deficiency is a well-known risk factor in the development of nodular thyroid
disease [1]. Although nutritive iodine supply in the German population has improved in
the recent years, Germany has a long history of iodine deficiency and the requirements of
the World Health Organization (WHO) have not yet been fully met [2–5]. The prevalence of
thyroid nodules (TNs) ranges from 12.5% in young men to over 80% in older women [6–9].
Since the vast majority of the detected TNs are benign, the diagnostic challenge is to reliably
detect malignant nodules while avoiding unnecessary interventions for benign lesions [10].

Thyroid ultrasound (US) is a non-invasive, cost-effective, and accurate method for
detecting and describing TNs [11]. It is also the method of choice for assessing and select-
ing TNs for further diagnostic procedures such as fine-needle cytology (FNC) to rule-out
malignancy [12–14]. During the last decade, several international societies have published
different US-based risk stratification systems (RSSs, Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data
System, TIRADS) based on US features and lesion size. The aim was to improve diag-
nostic performance of thyroid US, to reduce unnecessary interventions, and to provide a
standardized terminology for physicians [12,13,15–18]. In 2011, Kwak et al. published a
TIRADS (Kwak-TIRADS) to detect suspicious malignant features: microcalcifications, solid
composition, hypoechogenicity, a taller-than-wide shape, and an irregular/microlobulated
margin [19]. In 2016, The Korean Thyroid Association/Korean Society of Thyroid Radi-
ology (KTA/KSThR) proposed a pattern-based RSS (Korean-TIRADS) based on solidity
and echogenicity with additional suspicious features (microcalcifications, non-parallel
orientation, and spiculated/microlobulated margins) [20]. In 2015, The American Thyroid
Association (ATA) announced a pattern-based, five-tier RSS with different risks of malig-
nancy [21]. Similar to the Korean-TIRADS, the European Thyroid Association (ETA) in
2017 proposed a pattern-based five-tier RSS (EU-TIRADS) with US features showing a high
probability of malignancy (irregular shape and margins, marked hypoechogenicity, solidity,
and microcalcifications) [22]. Simultaneously, the American College of Radiology (ACR)
published the scoring-based ACR TI-RADS [18].

Recently, several studies were carried out to compare the diagnostic performance of
different US-based RSSs [13,14,17,23–30]. Although it is known that hyperfunctioning TNs
have a very high probability of being benign and need no further diagnosis [31], none of
these studies took the functional status of the TNs into account. Furthermore, in a previous
study, our group demonstrated that a relevant proportion of hyperfunctioning TNs were
classified as intermediate risk or high risk according to Kwak-TIRADS [32].

The aim of this study was to compare the diagnostic performance of five established
US RSSs for non-autonomously functioning TNs in iodine deficiency.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients and Ethics

Since 2012, an increasing number of physicians specializing in thyroid diagnostics have
been in constant communication regarding the diagnostic assessment of TNs, organized
in the “German TIRADS Study Group” (GTSG). In recent years, seven institutions set
up a continuously growing multicenter database containing the imaging and clinical
data of over 2000 consecutive TNs. US features were recorded prospectively in real
time immediately after the US examinations (see Section 2.2). Out of this pool, patients
recorded between January 2012 and August 2020 were considered for the study. Their
cases were consecutively recorded without influencing the treatment course, which was
conducted according to guideline-based clinical decisions by the respective sites. Since
August 2020, the rating of the RSSs was retrospectively conducted based on prospectively
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documented US features. Observers were blinded to the clinical results such as cytological
and histopathological findings. Communication between the observers regarding difficult
cases was, and is, consistently performed to reduce interobserver bias [33].

The inclusion criteria consisted of hypofunctioning or indifferent TNs on thyroid
scintigraphy and the availability of cytological (FNC) or histopathological (surgery) di-
agnoses. Bethesda II lesions were considered benign. Scintigraphically hyperfunctioning
TNs and those without scintigraphy as well as FNC findings outside Bethesda category II
without histopathological evaluation were excluded. Scintigraphy scans were conducted
according to the European guideline using 99 m-technetium-pertechnetate [31].

Recorded data comprised institution site, age, gender, number of TNs per patient,
lesion size in three dimensions (crania–caudal, ventral–dorsal, medial–lateral), lesion
functionality on scintigram, US features and RSS classifications (see Section 2.2), cytological
findings according to the Bethesda System [34], and histopathological results.

The multicentric data collection was conducted according to the guidelines of the
Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty of
the University Hospital of Duisburg–Essen, Germany (ID: 16-7022-BO).

2.2. Ultrasound Examinations

US examinations were carried out according to the respective local standards with an
emphasis on high-resolution, state-of-the-art image quality, and acquisition in transversal
and sagittal orientation. Therefore, examination parameters, such as patient positioning,
frequency, focus number and focus positioning, zoom, depth, gain, virtual convex mode,
crossbeam mode, harmonic imaging modes, and breath-hold techniques were adapted to
individual patient and nodule–specific requirements.

The following US devices were used:

• A Mindray DC-6 (Mindray Medical International Limited, Shenzhen, China) and
Esaote MyLab 40 (Esaote SpA, Genova, Italy) equipped with a 10- and 12-MHz small
parts probe;

• Hitachi EUB 5000 G (Hitachi Ltd., Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a 5–10 MHz
linear probe;

• Hitachi HI VISION Avius (Hitachi Ltd., Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a
5–10 MHz linear probe; and

• GE LOGIQ E9 (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) equipped with a 10–15 MHz
linear probe.

The following US features were recorded:

• Composition: solid, <10, 10–50, 50–90, >90% cystic, spongiform;
• Echogenicity: (marked) hypoechoic, isoechoic, hyperechoic, completely cystic;
• Margin: sharp/smooth, macrolobulated, microlobulated, irregular, ill-defined, ex-

trathyroidal extension (ETE);
• Calcifications/spots: none, colloidal-cystic associated spots, macrocalcifications, rim

calcifications, rim calcifications with small extrusive soft tissue component (SESTC),
microcalcifications; and

• Shape: taller-than-wide (TTW), non-TTW, round.

Of these features, all TNs were classified according to the five RSSs: Kwak-TIRADS [19],
ACR TI-RADS [18], EU-TIRADS [22], ATA Guidelines [21], and Korean-TIRADS [20].

2.3. Data Analyses and Statistics

Data were recorded on Excel software (Version 14.7.3, Microsoft Corporation, Red-
mond, WA, USA) and transferred to SPSS Statistics software (International Business Ma-
chines Corporation, Version 26.0, New York, NY, USA) for statistical analyses. Fisher’s
exact test was conducted to evaluate group differences for ordinal values (e.g., US features).
A Student’s t test was performed to investigate the differences among groups with nor-
mally distributed metric values (e.g., TSH-level, lesion size). For each RSS, calculations
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were made for positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), sensitivity,
specificity, diagnostic accuracy (ACC), positive likelihood ratio (LHR+), negative likelihood
ratio (LHR-), diagnostic odds ratio (DOR), receiver operating curves (ROCs), and area
under the curve (AUC). The AUC values were compared using a Hanley and McNeil test
on MedCalc software (Version 20.009, Ostend, Belgium). If RSSs classifications were not
applicable (N/A), the respective TN was not included in the analyses.

Cutoff values between benign and malignant for performance calculations were
defined at 4c, TR5, 5, high, and high for Kwak-TIRADS, ACR TI-RADS, EU-TIRADS,
Korean-TIRADS, and ATA Guidelines, respectively. For each test, p < 0.05 was consid-
ered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Patient Data and Clinical Characteristics of the Thyroid Nodules

A total of 1211 TNs in 849 patients (604 females, 71.1%; 249 males, 28.9%; aged
51 ± 14 years) were included in this study. The majority of the lesions were benign
(N = 1022, 84.4%). Malignant lesions were diagnosed in 189 (15.6%) cases, of which 102
(54.0%) were carcinomas: papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) containing 19 (10.1%) papillary
thyroid microcarcinomas (PTMC) and 43 (22.8%) follicular variants of PTC (FVPTCs),
10 (5.3%) follicular thyroid carcinomas (FTCs), 7 (3.7%) medullary thyroid carcinomas
(MTCs), 5 (2.6%) poorly differentiated thyroid carcinomas (PDTCs), 1 (0.5%) anaplastic
thyroid carcinoma (ATC), 1 (0.5%) metastasis of a colorectal cancer (CRC), and 1 (0.5%)
manifestation of a Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL).

Histopathological and cytological results were available for 731 (60.4%) and 776
(64.1%) lesions, respectively. In total, 480 (39.6%) TNs were diagnosed as benign by
cytology (Bethesda II) only. For 296 (24.4%) lesions, cytological and histopathological
results were available. In 142 cases, Bethesda III/IV results were found on cytological
examinations. The rate of malignancy in these TNs was 15.5% (Table 1).

Table 1. Histopathological results of thyroid nodules (TNs) with fine-needle cytology (FNC) and surgery.

Bethesda Classifications [34]
All (N = 296)

N (%)
Benign (N = 227)

N (% of All)
Malignant (N = 69)

N (% of All)

I—Nondiagnostic or Unsatisfactory 60 (20.3) 47 (78.3) 13 (21.7)
II—Benign 59 (19.9) 52 (88.1) 7 (11.9)

III/IV—AUS, FLUS, FN, suspicion for a FN 142 (48.0) 120 (84.5) 22 (15.5)
V—Suspicious for Malignancy 17 (5.7) 8 (47.1) 9 (52.9)

VI—Malignant 18 (6.1) 0 (0.0) 18 (100.0)

Abbreviations: AUS—Atypia of Undetermined Significance; FLUS—Follicular Lesion of Undetermined Significance; FN—Follicular Neoplasm.

The mean size (largest diameter) of the TNs was 26 ± 13 mm. Since in Germany thyroid
scintigraphy is only regularly performed (irrespective of the TSH level) on TNs ≥ 10 mm,
only eight (0.7%) TNs measured < 10 mm and 14 (1.1%) lesions showed a size of 10 mm.
These were resected along with other lesions and their RSS classifications as well as scintig-
raphy findings were retrospectively assessed (with blinded histopathological results). The
benign lesions were larger and more frequently hypofunctioning in the present study
population (Table 2).

Table 2. Scintigraphy results and lesion sizes.

Scintigraphy and
Lesion Size

All (N = 1211)
N (%)/Mean ± SD

Benign (N = 1022)
N (%)/Mean ± SD

Malignant (N = 189)
N (%)/Mean ± SD

p-Value

Scintigraphy 1211 (100.0) 1022 (100.0) 189 (100.0)
0.001Indifferent 199 (16.4) 152 (14.9) 47 (24.9)

Hypofunctioning 1012 (83.6) 870 (85.1) 142 (75.1)
TN Size (mm) 26 ± 13 27 ± 13 19 ± 12 <0.001

Abbreviations: SD—Standard Deviation; TN—Thyroid Nodule.
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3.2. Ultrasound Features

US features that were documented for malignant and benign TNs are displayed in
Table 3. Over 75% of the included carcinomas showed at least one of the following features:
a solid composition, (marked) hypoechogenicity, and micro- or macrocalcifications, respec-
tively. In contrast, over 75% of the benign lesions were characterized by sharp/smooth
margins, non-TTW shape, missing calcifications, or demonstrating only colloidal-cystic
associated spots. The sensitivity (specificity) of solid composition, hypochogenicity or
marked hypoechogenicity, irregular or microlobulated shape, microcalcifications, and TTW
for the detection of malignant TNs were 81.5% (47.6%), 84.7% (51.8%), 47.6% (92.2%), 55.0%
(81.5%), and 33.3% (85.2%), respectively. The ACC values for solid components, (marked)
hypoechogenicity, microlobulated or irregular margins, microcalcifications, and TTW were
52.8%, 56.9%, 85.3%, 77.3%, and 77.1%, respectively.

Table 3. Ultrasound (US) features in relation to cytological and histopathological results.

US Features
All (N = 1211)

N (%)
Benign (N = 1022)

N (%)
Malignant (N = 189)

N (%)
p-Value

Composition

Solid 696 (57.5) 536 (52.4) 154 (81.5) <0.001
<10% cystic 296 (24.4) 273 (26.7) 19 (10.1) <0.001

10–50% cystic 160 (13.2) 148 (14.5) 12 (6.3) 0.002
50–90% cystic 27 (2.2) 24 (2.3) 3 (1.6) 0.788
>90% cystic 16 (1.3) 16 (1.6) 0 (0.0) 0.154
Spongiform 26 (2.1) 25 (2.4) 1 (0.5) 0.106

Echogenicity

Hypo 530 (43.8) 419 (41.0) 102 (54.0) <0.001
Marked hypo 132 (10.9) 74 (7.2) 58 (30.7) <0.001

Iso 534 (44.1) 505 (49.4) 28 (14.8) <0.001
Hyper 8 (0.7) 7 (0.7) 1 (0.5) >0.999

Completely cystic 17 (1.4) 17 (1.7) 0 (0.0) 0.092

Margin

Sharp/smooth 936 (77.3) 858 (84.0) 69 (36.5) <0.001
Macrolobulated 43 (3.6) 40 (3.9) 2 (1.1) 0.05
Microlobulated 42 (3.4) 27 (2.6) 15 (7.9) <0.001

Irregular 127 (10.5) 52 (5.1) 75 (39.7) <0.001
Ill-defined 66 (5.5) 42 (4.1) 24 (12.7) <0.001

ETE 7 (0.6) 3 (0.3) 4 (2.1) <0.001

Calcifications

None 742 (61.3) 660 (64.6) 75 (39.7) <0.001
Colloidal 157 (13.0) 147 (14.4) 9 (4.8) <0.001

Macro 155 (12.8) 102 (9.9) 42 (22.2) <0.001
Rim 17 (1.4) 12 (1.2) 5 (2.6) <0.001

Rim with SESTC 10 (0.8) 6 (0.6) 4 (2.1) <0.001
Micro 289 (23.9) 189 (18.5) 104 (55.0) <0.001

Shape

TTW 214 (17.7) 151 (14.8) 63 (33.3) <0.001
Non-TTW 980 (80.9) 857 (83.9) 113 (59.8) <0.001

Round 27 (2.2) 14 (1.4) 13 (6.9) <0.001

Abbreviations: US—Ultrasound; ACC—Diagnostic Accuracy; ETE—Extrathyroidal Extension; SESTC—Small Extrusive Soft Tissue
Component; TTW—Taller Than Wide.

3.3. Risk Stratification Systems

All TNs were classifiable according to Kwak-TIRADS, ACR TI-RADS, and Korean-
TIRADS. A total of 3 (0.2%, 1 malignant) and 135 (11.1%, 16 malignant) TNs could not
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be classified using EU-TIRADS and ATA Guidelines, respectively (Figure 1). The RSS
classification results are displayed in Figure 2.

–– –– –– ––
––

 

Figure 1. Examples of thyroid nodules (TNs) that could not be classified according to American Thyroid Association (ATA)
Guidelines. (A1) (transversal)/(A2) (sagittal): Solid isoechoic papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) with irregular margins (A2,
white triangle markers). (B1) (transversal)/(B2) (sagittal): Mainly solid isoechoic benign (Bethesda II) thyroid nodule (TN)
with taller-than-wide (TTW) shape.

 

–– ––
–– –– ––

– – – – –

– – – – –

– – – – –

– – – – –

– – – – ––

– – – – –

– – – – –

Figure 2. Performance of the risk stratification systems (RSSs). Abbreviations: TNs—Thyroid Nodules; ACR—American
College of Radiology; EU—European Union; ATA—American Thyroid Association; RSS—Risk Stratification System.
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The PPV, NPV, Sensitivity, Specificity, and diagnostic accuracy ranged between 32.0%
(EU-TIRADS) and 44.9% (Korean-TIRADS), 93.0% (ACR TI-RADS) and 95.6% (EU-TIRADS),
67.7% (ACR TI-RADS) and 83.5% (EU-TIRADS), 67.3% (EU-TIRADS) and 84.7% (Korean-
TIRADS), and 69.8% (EU-TIRADS) and 82.0% (Korean-TIRADS), respectively (Table 4).

Table 4. Diagnostic performance parameters of the ultrasound risk stratification system (RSSs) for the differentiation
between benign and malignant thyroid nodules (TNs).

Diagnostic Parameters
Kwak-

TIRADS
ACR

TI-RADS
EU-

TIRADS
Korean-

TIRADS
ATA

Guidelines

Cut-off
(benign vs. malignant)

4c TR5 5 high high

PPV 0.4 0.38 0.32 0.45 0.42
(CI-95) (0.36–0.43) (0.35–0.42) (0.30–0.34) (0.41–0.49) (0.38–0.46)

NPV 0.94 0.93 0.96 0.93 0.95
(CI-95) (0.92–0.95) (0.92–0.94) (0.94–0.97) (0.92–0.94) (0.93–0.96)

Sensitivity 0.7 0.68 0.84 0.67 0.77
(CI-95) (0.64–0.76) (0.61–0.74) (0.78–0.88) (0.60–0.73) (0.70–0.83)

Specificity 0.8 0.8 0.67 0.85 0.8
(CI-95) (0.78–0.82) (0.77–0.82) (0.64–0.70) (0.82–0.87) (0.77–0.82)

ACC 0.79 0.78 0.7 0.82 0.79
(CI-95) (0.76–0.81) (0.75–0.80) (0.67–0.72) (0.79–0.84) (0.77–0.82)

LHR+ 3.54 3.34 2.55 4.4 3.79
(CI-95) (3.04–4.13) (2.86–3.91) (2.29–2.84) (3.69–5.25) (3.23–4.42)

LHR- 0.37 0.41 0.25 0.39 0.29
(CI-95) (0.30–0.46) (0.33–0.50) (0.18–0.34) (0.32–0.48) (0.22–0.38)

DOR 9.58 8.26 10.4 11.37 13.08
(CI-95) (6.78–13.57) (5.88–11.62) (6.93–15.62) (8.03–16.11) (8.87–19.30)

Abbreviations: RSS—Risk Stratification Systems; PPV—Positive Predictive Value; CI-95—95% Confidence Intervals; NPV—Negative
Predictive Value; ACC—Diagnostic Accuracy; LHR+—Positive Likelihood ratio; LHR—Negative Likelihood ratio; DOR—Diagnostic Odds
Ratio; TIRADS/TI-RADS—Thyroid Imaging and Reporting Data System; ATA—American Thyroid Association. Thyroid nodules (TNs)
that were not classifiable (N/A) are not included.

The ROCs of the investigated RSSs are shown in Figure 3. The AUC values were
0.803 (95% Confidence Intervals: 0.765–0.840), 0.795 (0.759–0.831), 0.800 (0.765–0.834), 0.805
(0.768–0.842), and 0.801 (0.765–0.837) for Kwak-TIRADS, ACR TI-RADS, EU-TIRADS,
Korean-TIRADS, and ATA Guidelines, respectively. There were no differences in the AUC
values (Table 5).

Table 5. Comparison of Area under the Curve (AUC) values between the investigated risk stratifica-
tion systems (RSSs) via Hanley and McNeil Test *.

RSSs
Kwak-

TIRADS
ACR

TI-RADS
EU-

TIRADS
Korean-

TIRADS
ATA

Guidelines

Kwak-TIRADS - p = 0.760 p = 0.909 p = 0.941 p = 0.939
ACR TI-RADS p = 0.760 - p = 0.844 p = 0.702 p = 0.814

EU-TIRADS p = 0.909 p = 0.844 - p = 0.849 p = 0.969
Korean-TIRADS p = 0.941 p = 0.702 p = 0.849 - p = 0.879
ATA Guidelines p = 0.939 p = 0.814 p = 0.969 p = 0.879 -

Abbreviations: RSS—Risk Stratification System; TIRADS/TI-RADS —Thyroid Imaging Reporting
and Data System; ACR—American College of Radiology; EU—European Union; ATA—American
Thyroid Association. * Thyroid nodules (TNs) that were not classifiable (N/A) are not included.
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Figure 3. Receiver Operating Curves (ROCs) of the risk stratification systems (RSSs) *. * Thyroid
nodules (TNs) that were not classifiable (N/A) are not included.

4. Discussion

One of the most dynamic fields in clinical thyroid research is the sonographic risk
stratification of thyroid nodules. US devices are ubiquitous, and the procedure is a patient-
friendly, cost-effective, and repeatable approach that has no side effects. Many different
RSSs have been published in the recent years, and in the present study the diagnostic per-
formances of five important ultrasound-based risk stratification systems (Kwak-TIRADS,
ACR TI-RADS, EU-TIRADS, Korean-TIRADS, and ATA Guidelines) were evaluated in a
population that has a high prevalence of TNs due to a long history of iodine deficiency [7,8].

Since 2012, the German TIRADS Study Group has been recording consecutive thyroid
nodule cases from seven German institutions where there is a growing number of partic-
ipating members. In this manner, a large database was built. Constant communication
regarding difficult cases and the recent literature was conducted to achieve high perfor-
mance levels in the application of RSSs and to reduce interobserver variability among
the operators [33]. With the present multicenter trial, the group reported the first ex-
tensive German dataset regarding the diagnostic performance of five US-based RSSs for
non-autonomous TNs.

Because the study focused on TNs that had been invasively diagnosed according to
the clinical decision of the treating physicians, the preselected lesions (no hyperfunctioning
TN, cytology or histopathology demanded) did not accurately represent the underlying
patient population of Germany. Thus, malignant lesions were overrepresented: 15.5%
in comparison to their natural incidence of <5% [35]. However, the data also contained
TNs that had not been referred to the surgeons primarily for histopathological evaluation
but had been resected as part of other surgical indications in multinodular goiters. This
mitigates selection bias in favor of a higher classifications of the RSSs.

Meta-analyses are proposing sensitivities (specificities) for the detection of malignancy
of 73–87% (53–56%), 63–78% (55–62%), 51–66% (79–83%), 40–54% (80–88%), and 27–53%
(77–97%) for solid composition, hypoechogenicity, irregular margins, microcalcifications,
and TTW shape, respectively [36–38].The calculated sensitivities and specificities for these
US features in the current study were in good concordance with those in the literature.
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Diagnostic accuracies ranged between 52.8% (solid composition) and 85.3% (microlobulated
or irregular margins).

The diagnostic accuracy of EU-TIRADS (69.8%) was inferior to that of Kwak-TIRADS
(78.6%), ACR TI-RADS (77.9%), or Korean-TIRADS (82.0%), because of the relatively high
number of EU5 classifications. ATA Guidelines showed a comparably high accuracy of
79.3% but a remarkable number of TNs (11.1%) were N/A. The ATA Guidelines provided
an atlas that was primarily pattern-based, which was missing clear definition for isoechoic
TNs with suspicious further US features. This problem has already been described in
previous studies [33]. However, N/A TNs were excluded from the diagnostic performance
calculations. Based on these results, Kwak-TIRADS, ACR TI-RADS, and Korean-TIRADS
outperformed EU-TIRADS and ATA Guidelines in the study population, despite the AUC
values on ROCs of all five RSSs being very similar (between 0.795 and 0.805) without
significant differences (N/A TNs excluded). The diagnostic performance parameters were
in concordance with the results of current meta-analyses (Table 6). Wei et al. reported
a pooled sensitivity of 79% and a pooled specificity of 71% for mixed TIRADS studies.
Pooled sensitivity (specificity) values of 98% (55%), 54–82% (53–90%), 66–74% (64–91%),
55–86% (28–95%), and 74–87% (31–88%) were published for Kwak-TIRADS, EU-TIRADS,
ACR TI-RADS, Korean-TIRADS, and ATA guidelines, respectively. However, the cut-off
values between benign and malignant lesions were partly different among the respective
meta-analyses.

Table 6. Overview of meta-analyses regarding the diagnostic performance of ultrasound risk stratification systems (RSSs)
for thyroid nodules (TNs).

Author, Year
No of

Studies
(TNs)

RSSs
Sensitivity

Pooled
(CI-95)

Specificity
Pooled
(CI-95)

LHR+
Pooled
(CI-95)

LHR-
Pooled
(CI-95)

DOR
Pooled
(CI-95)

AUC
on ROC

Wei et al.,
2016 [39]

12
(10,437)

mixed 0.79 0.71 6.62 0.2 35.2
0.918TIRADS (0.77–0.81) (0.70–0.72) (4.39–9.99) (0.14–0.29) (19.5–63.4)

Migda et al.,
2018 [40]

6
(10,926) Kwak

0.98 0.55 2.67 0.05 51
0.938(0.98–0.99) (0.54–0.56) (1.69–4.20) (0.04–0.07) (15.2–170.8)

Kim et al.,
2020 [41]

29 (33,748)

ACR
0.66 0.91 0.89

(0.56–0.75) (0.87–0.94)

ATA
0.74 0.88 0.9

(0.62–0.84) (0.82–0.93)

Korean
0.55 0.95 0.88

(0.38–0.70) (0.90–0.98)

EU
0.82 0.9 0.91

(0.71–0.89) (0.77–0.96)

Kim et al.,
2020 [42]

34
(37,585)

ACR
0.7 0.89

(0.61–0.79) (0.85–0.92)

Korean
0.64 0.93

(0.58–0.70) (0.91–0.95)

EU
0.78 0.89

(0.64–0.88) (0.77–95)

Castellana et al.,
2020 [43]

12
(18,750)

ACR
0.74 0.64 1.9 0.4 4.9

(0.61–0.83) (0.56–0.70) (1.6–2.3) (0.3–0.6) (3.1–7.7)

ATA
0.87 0.31 1.2 0.4 3.1

(0.75–0.94) (0.24–0.40) (1.0–1.4) (0.2–0.7) (1.3–7.1)

EU
0.54 0.53 1.4 0.6 2.2

(0.51–0.57) (0.51–0.55) (1.0–1.8) (0.4–1.0) (0.9–5.1)

Korean
0.86 0.28 1.2 0.5 2.5

(0.73–0.94) (0.20–0.38) (1.0–1.4) (0.2–1.0) (1.1–5.5)

Abbreviations: RSSs—Risk Stratification Systems; TNs—Thyroid Nodules; LHR+—Positive Likelihood Ratio; LHR—-Negative Likelihood
Ratio; DOR—Diagnostic Odds Ratio; AUC—Area Under The Curve; ROC—Receiver Operating Curves; CI-95—95% Confidence Intervals;
TIRADS—Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System; ACR—American College of Radiology; EU—European Union; ATA—American
Thyroid Association.
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Considering the data from former iodine deficiency areas specifically, Dobruch-
Sobczak et al. observed a sensitivity of 93.4% and a specificity of 54.6% for EU-TIRADS
with a cut-off for EU5 in a Polish multicenter study containing 842 TNs (229 malignant) [44].
In a smaller study population from Austria (N = 195), EU-TIRADS, Kwak-TIRADS, ATA
Guidelines, and French-TIRADS were assessed suitable for the differentiation between
benign and malignant TNs. The authors found a sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of
45% with a cut-off of two or more positive US criteria. However, this was only true for the
45 included PTCs, but not for the eight FTCs [29]. In the present study, a large variety of
different malignant lesions were observed, containing 54.0% PTC, 5.3% FTC, 3.7% MTC,
2.6% PDTC, 0.5% ATC, and 1% other cancer types. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge,
the current data provide the most comprehensive results from an area with history of
iodine deficiency. In a recently published Italian real-life setting study (single-center, retro-
spective, observational) that included 6474 cytologically investigated TNs and comprised
five different RSSs, inferior sensitivities (50.1–94.5%), PPV (7.7–11.5%), and AUC values in
ROC analyses (0.606–0.632) were reported [45]. Among other reasons, such as a different
history of iodine supply between Germany and Italy [46], the superior performance of the
RSSs in the current study may be due to the exclusion of non-autonomously functioning
lesions. In a previous study, the GTSG revealed that a relevant number of hyperfunctioning
TNs showed high-risk US patterns [32]. Scintigraphically guided preselection can therefore
be recommended to improve the US-based risk stratification of TNs.

Further clinical examination data revealed larger sizes and a higher frequency of
scintigraphically hypofunctioning lesions for benign compared to malignant TNs. However,
since the decision for or against cytological or histopathological clarification of a TN was
carried out as a comprehensive clinical decision, the data were affected by a selection
bias after considering several additional findings such as laboratory results and disease-
related symptoms. Therefore, over 80% of the lesions were hypofunctioning in the study
population. The data showed a high sensitivity (75.1%) but a very low specificity (14.9%)
for the hypofunctional feature for detecting malignant lesions. Due to this selection bias
(especially the exclusion of hyperfunctioning lesions) these diagnostic parameters did not
display the findings in a clinical routine. However, the majority of the malignant TNs
showed up as hypofunctioning on scintigraphy scans, which was in accordance with the
literature [47].

The multicentric study design allowed a patient enrolled in the study to be managed
by different approaches during clinical practice. It needs to be underlined that this could
have affected the results. Since only TNs that were characterized by scintigraphy were
included, less than 1% of the TNs measured were < 10 mm. However, it is known that
lesions < 10 mm can be detected as hyperfunctioning on scintigraphy and can be reliably
assessed by I-124 positron emission tomography (PET)/US fusion imaging even in unfa-
vorable localizations [47–49]. Furthermore, TIRADS have been proven to perform well in
TNs < 10 mm [50].

So far, no uniform RSS has been established worldwide, although work has recently
begun on a new international US-based RSS for TN. With the participation of several
scientific societies, the so-called I-TIRADS will be proposed and established internationally
as a uniform evidence-based system. Currently, different working groups are investigating
individual ultrasound criteria [51]. In addition, promising data already exist regarding
the use of artificial intelligence (AI) to identify ultrasound patterns. This technique could
significantly reduce interobserver variability and account for regional differences such as
site-typical normal findings via variable databases [52]. Another important pillar in the
evaluation of TNs is related to the aforementioned topics: the establishment of (automated)
structured reporting (SR). It is already well advanced in other diagnostic examination
procedures such as mammography or prostate MRI as well as in professional study proto-
cols [53,54]. Concepts for the implementation of AI pattern detection and SR in the field of
thyroid US have already been proposed. In particular, the generation of automated findings
from manually acquired ultrasound image data has the potential to provide considerable
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time savings for medical staff and may thus also have health and economic relevance for
regions with a high prevalence of thyroid disease [55–57].

5. Conclusions

Kwak-TIRADS, ACR TI-RADS, Korean-TIRADS, and ATA Guidelines revealed high
performance levels with diagnostic accuracies of about 80% and AUC values of approx-
imately 0.8 without significant differences. However, over 10% of the TNs were not
classifiable according to ATA Guidelines. The diagnostic performance of EU-TIRADS was
slightly inferior in comparison with the aforementioned ultrasound risk stratification sys-
tems for thyroid nodules. Therefore, Kwak-TIRADS, ACR TI-RADS, and Korean-TIRADS
can be preferentially recommended in areas with a history of iodine deficiency. Scinti-
graphic preselection to exclude hyperfunctioning nodules may improve the performance
of ultrasound-based risk stratification systems.
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Simple Summary: The aim of this review is to provide the reader with a comprehensive overview

of thyroid imaging and reporting data systems used for thyroid nodules, so as to understand how

nodules are scored with all existing systems. Both ultrasound based risk stratification systems and

indications for fine-needle aspirations are described. Systems are compared by analyzing their

strengths and weaknesses. Studies show satisfactory sensitivities and specificities for the diagnosis

of malignancy for all systems, and none of them have shown a real significant advantage over the

others in terms of raw diagnostic value. Interobserver agreement is also very similar for all systems,

fairly adequate to robust. Dimensional cut-offs for fine-needle aspiration are quite similar and all

RSSs seem to reduce effectively the number of unnecessary FNAs. Merging all existing systems in a

common international one is desirable.

Abstract: Since 2009, thyroid imaging reporting and data systems (TI-RADS) have been playing an

increasing role in the field of thyroid nodules (TN) imaging. Their common aims are to provide

sonologists of varied medical specialties and clinicians with an ultrasound (US) based malignancy

risk stratification score and to guide decision making of fine-needle aspiration (FNA). Schematically,

all TI-RADSs scores can be classified as either pattern-based or point-based approaches. The main

strengths of these systems are their ability (i) to homogenize US TN descriptions among operators,

(ii) to facilitate and shorten communication on the malignancy risk of TN between sonologists and

clinicians, (iii) to provide quantitative ranges of malignancy risk assessment with high sensitivity and

negative predictive values, and (iv) to reduce the number of unnecessary FNAs. Their weaknesses are

(i) the remaining inter-observer discrepancies and (ii) their insufficient sensitivity for the diagnosis of

follicular cancers and follicular variant of papillary cancers. Most common pitfalls are degenerating

shrinking nodules and confusion between individual and coalescent nodules. The benefits of all

TI-RADSs far outweigh their shortcomings, explaining their rising use, but the necessity to improve

and merge the different existing systems remains.

Keywords: thyroid; nodule; risk stratification; TI-RADS; fine-needle aspiration

1. Introduction

Risk stratification systems (RSSs) have two main aims. The first one is to homogenize
the results of thyroid ultrasound (US) reports, by using a quantitative cancer risk estimation
approach, in order to facilitate communication between practitioners and with the patients.
Ambiguities of qualitative descriptions such as “multinodular goiter to be confronted with
biological tests” are reduced and allow for a quick understanding of the risk level of a
thyroid nodule. The second one is to provide guidelines regarding the indications for
fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNA). There again, the limitation of subjectivity for this
decision is crucial for patients to hope to get homogenized care.
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Some of these systems, but not all, have incorporated a lexicon and even more rarely
a standardized report. At least the former seems mandatory to increase inter-observer
description agreement.

However, all RSSs tend to base the whole stratification and decision making process
solely on US criteria and nodular size, whereas obviously many other factors should,
and are, integrated when accomplishing these tasks. Among these are patient’s age and
sex; age of the disease; family history of thyroid cancer; personal history of cervical
irradiation; clinical symptoms such as dysphonia, dysphagia, or dyspnea; nodular location;
number of nodules; and presence of suspicious cervical lymph nodes. Thus, a more
thorough algorithm, also including laboratory tests such as TSH and calcitonin and thyroid
scintigraphy when deemed adapted, may be sought in the future. This review will describe
present RSSs, their strengths, weaknesses, and pitfalls via a comprehensive analysis of the
literature and make some suggestions for the future.

1.1. Description of Present RSSs

Several national and international professional organizations have developed US-
based risk-stratification systems. They are often referred to as thyroid imaging reporting
and data systems, or TIRADS, terms derived from those used for breast cancer imaging.
Some societies have chosen to stay with their own name to refer to their system (e.g., the
American Thyroid Association). RSSs assign thyroid nodules to categories characterized
by increasing risk ranges for cancer, based on the presence or not of specific US features.
Two of the eight RSSs described below, ACR- and C-TIRADS, are point-based systems and
the six others are pattern-based. Pattern-based scoring consists of recognizing a grouping
of US features in a single figure, whereas point-based scoring systems consist of summing
points that have been formerly attributed to US features.

1.1.1. Chilean TIRADS (2009)

Historically, it was the first TIRADS to be published [1]. Ten US patterns were de-
fined, called colloid 1 to 3 (TIRADS 2), pseudo-nodule (TIRADS 3), simple neoplastic, De
Quervain and suspicious neoplastic patterns (TIRADS 4A), malignant A (TIRADS 4B),
B, and C patterns (TIRADS 5). TIRADS 2 corresponded to anechoic with hyperechoic
spots, nonvascularized lesions, or to nonencapsulated, mixed isoechoic with hyperechoic
spots lesions and to spongiform nodules. TIRADS 3 nodules referred to hyper, iso, or hy-
poechoic, partially encapsulated nodules with peripheral vascularization, in Hashimoto’s
thyroiditis. TIRADS 4A nodules were solid or mixed hyper, iso, or hypoechoic nodules,
with a thin capsule, or hypoechoic lesion with ill-defined borders but without calcifications
or hyper, iso, or hypoechoic, hypervascularized, encapsulated nodules with a thick cap-
sule, containing calcifications (coarse or microcalcifications). TIRADS 4B corresponded
to hypoechoic, nonencapsulated nodules, with irregular shape and margins, penetrating
vessels, and with or without calcifications, and TIRADS 5 referred to iso or hypoechoic,
nonencapsulated nodules with multiple peripheral microcalcifications and hypervascular-
ization or nonencapsulated, isoechoic mixed hypervascularized nodules with or without
calcifications, without hyperechoic spots. The TIRADS classification was evaluated in a
sample of 1097 nodules (benign: 703; follicular lesions: 238; and carcinoma: 156), among
which all nodules with a malignant FNAB result were submitted to surgery, benign ones
by FNAB were followed, and in the group of patients with indeterminate or follicular
lesions, 31% were operated on, and the rest followed. Sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and accuracy were 88, 49, 49, 88,
and 94%, respectively.

In 2016, in a study on 210 patients with 502 nodules, the same team found a 99.6%
sensitivity, a 74.35% specificity, an 82.1% PPV, and a 99.4% NPV [2].
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1.1.2. BTA Classification (British Thyroid Association) (2014)

In 2014 the British Thyroid Association guidelines for the management of thyroid can-
cer were introduced [3]. The BTA system classifies the thyroid US features in 5 categories
at increasing risk of malignancy, from U1 (normal thyroid gland) to U5 (very suspicious
lesion). The U2 (benign) category is characterized by isoechoic or mildly hyperechoic nod-
ules with halo, cystic change with or without “ring down sign,” microcystic or spongiform
appearance, peripheral eggshell calcification, or peripheral vascularity. The U3 (inde-
terminate/equivocal) category comprises homogeneous, hyperechoic (markedly), solid
nodules with halo (follicular lesion); hypoechoic nodules with equivocal echogenic foci
cystic change; or mixed/central vascularity. The U4 (suspicious) category is characterized
by solid hypoechoic or very hypoechoic nodules with disrupted peripheral calcification and
hypoechoic lobulated outline. The U5 (malignant) category comprises solid hypoechoic
nodules with lobulated or irregular outline and with or without microcalcification or globu-
lar calcification. Other U5 malignant features are intranodular vascularity, taller-than-wide
shape, and characteristic associated lymphadenopathy.

In 2020, a retrospective observational study was carried out among 1465 patients.
Thyroid surgery was performed in 129 patients, of which malignancy was seen in 35 (27.1%).
The proportions of patients with cancer in U1–U5 categories were 0%, 13.6%, 30.4%, 40%,
and 100%, respectively [4]. In another study of 73 consecutive patients with 17 histological
confirmed malignant nodules, it was found that the sensitivity and NPV of BTA-U score in
detecting and predicting malignancy were 100%, whereas the specificity and PPV were
34% and 32%, respectively [5].

1.1.3. AACE (American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists) Grading System (2016)

In 2016 the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE), American
College of Endocrinology (ACE) and Associazione Medici Endocrinologi (AME) Medical
Guidelines for Clinical Practice for the Diagnosis and Management of Thyroid Nodules [6]
were released. These included recommendations on reporting, an illustrated atlas, and an
assessment of the malignancy risk of all US features, including Doppler and elastography
and suggested a 3-tier RSS subdivided into low, intermediate, and high risks. Low risk
nodules corresponded to cystic and spongiform ones and intermediate risk nodules to
mildly hypoechoic and isoechoic ones with no features of high suspicion. The latter
included marked hypoechogenicity, spiculated or lobulated margins, microcalcifications,
taller-than-wide shape, extrathyroidal growth, and/or a pathologic lymph node.

In 2017, a study on 859 FNAs from 598 patients showed that 88.5% and 74.9% of low
and intermediate risk nodules, respectively, were cytologically benign, whereas 84.6% of
high risk nodules had a moderate-to-elevated risk of malignancy or were malignant [7].

1.1.4. ATA (American Thyroid Association) Grading System (2016)

In 2016, the American Thyroid Association Management Guidelines for Adult Patients
with Thyroid Nodules and Differentiated Thyroid Cancer were published [8]. The RSS
was composed of 5 categories ranging from benign to high suspicion. Irregular margins
(infiltrative, microlobulated), microcalcifications, taller than wide shape, rim calcifications
with small extrusive soft tissue component, and evidence of extra-thyroidal extension were
considered highly suspicious in hypoechoic nodules, and, on the contrary, cystic nodules
were classified as benign and spongiform nodules as very low suspicion. Low suspicion
and intermediate suspicion nodules depended on their echogenicity and composition
(hypoechoic solid-intermediate suspicion and isoechoic solid or partially cystic-low suspi-
cion). The ATA risk assessment was validated in a prospective study on 206 nodules [9].
Malignancy rates determined by cytology/surgical pathology were 100%, 11%, 8%, and 2%
in high, intermediate, low, and very low classes, respectively, which were closely aligned
with ATA malignancy risk estimates (high 70–90%, intermediate 10–20%, low 5–10%, and
very low 3%).
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1.1.5. K-TIRADS (Korean-TIRADS) (2016)

The last published version of the Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology was issued
in 2016 [10], including a detailed lexicon, an RSS, and management recommendations.
The main specificities of the lexicon were to detail definitions of composition and of
hyperechoic foci. Composition can be solid, predominantly solid, or cystic (with a 50%
cut-off) or (entirely) cystic (meaning no solid portion). Hyperechoic foci can correspond
either to microcalcifications when measuring 1 mm or less and located in the solid portion,
or to colloid when located in the cystic portion and generating comet-tail artifacts. The
RSS ranges from 1 to 5, 1 corresponding to the absence of nodule. It is based on both
composition and echogenicity. Pure cysts and spongiform nodules are scored as K-TIRADS
2 (benign). Iso/hyperechoic nodules and partially cystic nodules are classified as K-
TIRADS 3 (low suspicion) in the absence of features of high suspicion and as K-TIRADS
4 (intermediate suspicion) if there is any suspect feature, likewise solid hypoechoic nodules
without features of high suspicion. Solid hypoechoic nodules with any suspicious features
(microcalcification, nonparallel orientation, spiculated/microlobulated margins) are K-
TIRADS 5 (high suspicion).

Its diagnostic value has been evaluated in a prospective multicenter study on 902 nod-
ules [11]. The calculated malignancy risk in K-TIRADS categories 5, 4, 3, and 2 nodules was
73.4, 19.0, 3.5, and 0.0%, respectively. The sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy
for malignancy were 95.5, 58.6, 44.5, 96.9, and 69.5%, respectively.

1.1.6. EU-TIRADS (European-TIRADS) (2017)

Published in 2017, the European Thyroid Association (ETA) guidelines include a
lexicon, a standardized report, an RSS, and management recommendations [12]. The
lexicon incorporates illustrations and the report a drawing example used to locate nodules
simply and precisely. The RSS ranges from 1 to 5, with 1 corresponding to no nodule.
EU-TIRADS 2 correspond to purely cystic and spongiform nodules. EU-TIRADS 3 are
isoechoic nodules with no features of high suspicion and EU-TIRADS 4 mildly hypoechoic
nodules also with no such features, knowing that here the presence of a mildly hypoechoic
zone, even in minority, is sufficient to classify the nodule as intermediate risk. Features of
high suspicion are marked hypoechogenicity, microcalcifications, taller-than-wide shape,
spiculated/microlobulated margins, and the presence of at least one of these categorizes
the nodule as EU-TIRADS 5.

A multicenter retrospective validation study on 1058 nodules using final histology
as a gold standard found a cancer rate within or close to the given range described in
the EU-TIRADS guidelines and a satisfactory diagnostic value with 93% sensitivity and
97% NPV [13]. A meta-analysis published in 2020 including seven studies and evaluating
5672 nodules showed that the prevalence of malignancy in each EU-TIRADS class was
0.5%, 5.9%, 21.4%, and 76.1%, from class 2 to 5 respectively. The sensitivity, specificity, PPV,
and NPV of EU-TIRADS class 5 for the detection of malignancy were 83.5%, 84.3%, 76.1%,
and 85.4%, respectively [14].

1.1.7. ACR-TIRADS (American College of Radiology-TIRADS) (2017)

The lexicon was issued in 2015 [15] and the RSS and management recommendations
in 2017 [16]. In contrast to most other RSSs, the ACR-TIRADS is point-based, considering
five US categories, which are composition, echogenicity, shape, margin, and echogenic
foci. In each category, US features are attributed a certain number of points ranging from
0 to 3. Summing the points allows one to obtain the final classification of the nodule,
which goes from 1 to 5, with 1 corresponding to benign, 2 to not suspicious, 3 to mildly
suspicious, 4 to moderately suspicious, and 5 to highly suspicious. Features attributing
1 point are mixed composition, isoechogenicity, and macrocalcifications. Solid composition,
hypoechogenicity, irregular margins, and peripheral calcifications correspond to 2 points.
Marked hypoechogenicity, a taller-than-wide shape, extra-thyroidal extension, and all
punctate echogenic foci give 3 points.
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In a retrospective study on 100 nodules, sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were
92% (95% CI: 68%, 98%), 44% (95% CI: 33%, 56%), and 52% (95% CI: 40%, 63%), respec-
tively [17]. In a multi-institutional study aiming to analyze thyroid nodule risk stratification
on 3422 nodules including 352 carcinomas, 2948 (86.1%) had risk levels that were within
1% of the TIRADS risk thresholds defined in the guidelines. Of the 474 nodules that were
more than 1% outside these thresholds, 88.0% (417/474) had a risk level that was below
the TIRADS threshold [18]. In a systematic review and meta-analysis on 31,552 nodules,
the pooled sensitivity and specificity were 89% (95% CI 81–93%) and 70% (95% CI 60–78%),
respectively. The calculated area under summary ROC was 0.86 (95% CI 0.83–0.89) [19].

1.1.8. C-TIRADS (Chinese-TIRADS) (2020)

Realizing that in China, as many as ten versions of TIRADS had been used in different
hospitals nationwide, causing a lot of confusion, the Chinese-TIRADS, in line with China’s
national conditions and medical status, was established based on literature review, expert
consensus, and multicenter data provided by the Chinese Artificial Intelligence Alliance
for Thyroid and Breast Ultrasound [20]. It includes a terminology section and a score. The
score ranges from 1 to 5, 1 corresponding to the absence of nodule. Each US feature is
attributed a number of points ranging from −1 to 1 and the points are summed. Vertical
orientation, solid composition, markedly hypoechoic, microcalcifications, ill-defined and
irregular margins, and extra-thyroidal extension each are attributed 1 point, whereas comet-
tail artifacts correspond to −1. The sum corresponds to the C-TIRADS score: 1, no nodule;
2, benign (−1 point); 3, probably benign (0 point); 4A, low suspicion (1 point); 4B, moderate
suspicion (2 points); 4C, high suspicion (3–4 points); 5, highly suggestive of malignancy
(5 points). The corresponding expected malignancy risks are 0, 0, ≤2, 2–10, 10–50, 50–90,
and ≥90%, respectively. C-TIRADS 6 corresponds to a proven malignancy.

A multicentric retrospective validation study on 2141 thyroid nodules that were neither
cystic nor spongiform was simultaneously published [21]. It was designed to determine
which of three methods, namely regression equation, weighting, and counting would be
the most suitable to determine the malignant risk of thyroid nodules. The counting value
of positive and negative ultrasound features was retained to define the C-TIRADS. The
malignancy risk of each TIRADS score was in agreement with what was predicted in the
guidelines.

1.2. Pattern-Based and Point Based Systems

Two of the eight RSSs described above, ACR- and C-TIRADS, are point-based systems
and the six others are pattern-based. Of note, however, another point-based system was
published in 2011, sometimes referred as “Kwak-TIRADS”, and has gained acceptance in
some parts of South Korea, in China, and other countries or regions [22]. The TI-RADS
scores ranged from 1 to 5, with 1 corresponding to no nodule, 2 and 3 to benign and
probably benign with no suspicious US features, and then 4a, 4b, 4c, and 5 to 1, 2, 3, or 4
and 5 suspicious US features, respectively. In a retrospective study on 1000 patients [23], a
significant association was found between the TI-RADS score and Bethesda classification
(p < 0.001). Most individuals with TI-RADS 2 or 3 had Bethesda 2 result (95.5% and 92.5%,
respectively). Among those classified as TI-RADS 4C and 5, most presented Bethesda
6 (68.2% and 91.3%, respectively; p < 0.001). The proportion of malignancies among
TI-RADS 2 was 0.8%, and TI-RADS 3 was 1.7%. Among those classified as TI-RADS 4A,
proportion of malignancies was 16.0%, 43.2% in 4B, 72.7% in 4C, and 91.3% among TI-RADS
5 (p < 0.001), showing clear association between TI-RADS and FNA results.

Pattern-based scoring consists of recognizing a grouping of US features. It is the basis
of most RSSs. Pattern-based systems have the advantage of quickness and pedagogy, in the
way that they easily show and transmit patterns which are frequently encountered in daily
practice. For instance, the pattern of an EU-TIRADS 3 [12] is a nodule with oval shape,
regular margins, and isoechoic solid component. It describes common aspects of thyroid
nodules and simplifies reality as it groups various patterns into a single recognizable one.
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However, here also lies its disadvantage as it may sometimes go too far in simplifying.
For example, a nodule with taller-than-wide shape is considered as high risk by the EU-
TIRADS, regardless of its echogenicity and composition, although its malignancy risk
would rather be intermediate. The K-TIRADS tries to overcome this problem by dividing
the intermediate category into two, depending on echogenicity and composition [10].

Point-based scoring systems consist of summing points that have been formerly
attributed to US features. It is the core of the ACR-TIRADS and of the C-TIRADS. The
advantages are that all existing US features can be included and that the system can easily
be modified with experience and virtually tested. A disadvantage is the necessity of
learning by heart the number of points of each feature and having to sum them for every
nodule, which can be quite time consuming if these are numerous and or if the workload
is very intense. Another disadvantage is that the point assignment to each US feature
is basically arbitrary. Interestingly, the ACR-TIRADS has been the attempt of a revision
using artificial intelligence (AI) [24]. A genetic AI algorithm was applied to a training set
of 1325 nodules and to create an optimized scoring system. This AI TI-RADS assigned
new point values for eight features, including a simplified scheme for some categories. For
example, only assigning points to solid nodules and eliminating point assignments to other
composition features represented one such modification.

Direct implementation of the calculation algorithm in US machines could significantly
simplify the use of both point-based and pattern-based RSSs.

1.3. Other Similarities and Differences

The aims of RSSs are identical: provide the highest possible diagnostic accuracy
and reduce the number of unnecessary FNAs. All RSSs stratify the risk of malignancy
with a qualitative approach ranging from normal to high risk linked to quantitative risk
ranges appreciated by clinical studies. However, they differ by the number of classes used,
the features defined as highly suspicious and the use of composition and ETE for risk
stratification (Table 1).

Table 1. Comparison of some specificities of existent risk stratification systems (RSSs). Note: ETE = extra-thyroidal extension;
RSS = risk stratification system.

RSS
Number

of Classes
Meaning of
TIRADS 1

Pattern or
Point-Based

RSS
Features of High Suspicion

Composition
Included in

the RSS

ETE
Included in

the RSS

Chilean
TIRADS

6
TIRADS

4 divided into
2 subclasses

Normal
examination

Pattern

Irregular margins
Irregular shape

Multiple peripheral
microcalcifications
Penetrating vessels

Yes No

Kwak-
TIRADS

5
TIRADS

4 divided into
3 subclasses

No nodule Point

Marked
hypoechogenicity
Irregular margins
Microcalcifications

Taller than wide

No No

BTA 5 Normal Pattern

In a solid hypoechoic nodule:
Irregular margins

Microcalcifications Globular
calcifications
Intranodular
vascularity

Taller than wide
Lymphadenopathy

Yes No
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Table 1. Cont.

RSS
Number

of Classes
Meaning of
TIRADS 1

Pattern or
Point-Based

RSS
Features of High Suspicion

Composition
Included in

the RSS

ETE
Included in

the RSS

AACE 3 Low risk Pattern

Marked
hypoechogenicity
Irregular margins
Microcalcifications
Taller-than-wide

Extrathyroidal growth
Pathologic lymph node.

No Yes

ATA 5 Benign Pattern

In a solid hypoechoic nodule:
Irregular margins
Microcalcifications

Taller than wide
Rim calcifications with small

extrusive soft tissue
component

Extra-thyroidal extension

Yes Yes

K-
TIRADS

5
Absence of

nodule
Pattern

In a solid hypoechoic nodule:
Irregular margins

Microcalcification Nonparallel
orientation

Yes No

EU-
TIRADS

5
Absence of
significant

nodule
Pattern

Marked
hypoechogenicity
Irregular margins
Microcalcifications

Taller than wide

No No

ACR-
TIRADS

5 Benign Point

Marked
hypoechogenicity

All punctate
echogenic foci

Taller-than-wide
Extra-thyroidal

extension

Yes Yes

C-
TIRADS

5
TIRADS

4 divided into
3 subclasses

No nodule Point

Markedly
hypoechogenicity

Ill-defined and
irregular margins Vertical

orientation
Solid composition
Microcalcifications

Extra-thyroidal
extension

Yes Yes

For abbreviations of the names of the RSSs, please refer to Section 1.1. Note: ETE = extra-thyroidal extension; RSS = risk stratification system.

1.3.1. Lexicon

Lexicons have many similarities, in particular regarding the categories (composition,
echogenicity, shape, margins) and terms that have been chosen to describe nodules. In
particular, the taller-than-wide shape has a common definition. However, significant
differences exist:

Echogenicity: the EU-TIRADS considers that even a small hypoechoic part is suffi-
cient to classify the nodule as hypoechoic, whereas K-TIRADS and ACR-TIRADS define
the echogenicity of the nodule by its predominant one in heterogeneous nodules. The
correctness of the definition of the K-TIRADSs seems to have been confirmed in a report
on 2255 nodules, with a retrospective design [25]. Finally, the term markedly hypoechoic
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applies in the K-TIRADS as more or of equivalent hypoechogenicity to the strap muscles
and in the other systems only as more hypoechoic than strap muscles.

Composition: this not taken into account in the EU-TIRADS. The 2016 Korean Society
of Thyroid Radiology–Korean Thyroid Association guidelines recommend the use of solid
composition for nodules with no obvious cystic change even considering that nodules with
minimal cystic changes (<10%) do not have a high malignancy risk. By the ACR-TIRADS,
cystic changes are considered as significant if they represent at least 50% in volume.

Hyperechoic foci: the EU- and K-TIRADS differentiate the ones which are located
in the cystic part of the nodule (with a comet-tail artifact in the K-TIRADS), in favor
of benignity, opposite to the one in the solid part, whereas the ACR-TIRADS does not
discriminate between the two.

1.3.2. Classification

The lowest grade has different definitions from one RSS to another: in K- and EU-
TIRADS, class 1 corresponds to a normal examination whereas it means benign for the
ACR-TIRADS, very low suspicion for the ATA, and low risk for the AACE system. The
number of classes varies from 3 in the AACE to 4 for the ATA and 5 for most other systems.

1.3.3. Patterns

Spongiform and purely cystic nodules are universally recognized as benign or at
very low risk. Microcalcifications, taller-than-wide shape, marked hypoechogenicity, and
irregular margins are also widely considered as weighing a high risk of malignancy. How-
ever, the K-TIRADS and the ATA system consider that these features as high risk only
in solid hypoechoic nodules, whereas they are considered to be so in all nodules for the
EU-TIRADS and AACE/ACE/AME system. In the ACR-TIRADS, a taller-than-wide shape,
very hypoechoic and punctate echogenic foci are attributed 3 points but irregular margins
only 2. Risk stratification differences are illustrated on Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. Longitudinal (left picture) and transverse (right picture) of an oval shaped, isoechoic nodule of mixed composition
with hyperechoic spots located at the bottom of microcystic cavities. The nodule measures 11 × 9 × 7 mm. Classification:
Chilean-TIRADS 2, Kwak-TIRADS 4a, BTA U3, AACE Class 2, ATA not classifiable as being of mixed composition with
hyperechoic spots, K-TIRADS 4, EU-TIRADS 3, ACR-TIRADS 4, C-TIRADS 4A. Note: magnification × 3; scale bar:
1 cm/unit; TIRADS = Thyroid Imaging and Reporting Data System.
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1.4. Raw Diagnostic Values in Comparative Studies (before Applying Size Cut-Offs for the
Decision to Perform FNA)

Many studies have attempted to compare the systems with each other. In particular, a
comparison was performed between the BTA, AACE, and ATA RSSs [26]. The conclusions
were that classification systems had elevated positive predictive value of malignancy
in high-risk classes. ATA and AACE/ACE/AME systems were effective for ruling-out
indication to FNA in low US risk nodules. A similar diagnostic accuracy and a substantial
inter-observer agreement was provided by the 3- and the 5-category classifications.

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses are available. In a study including 10,437 thy-
roid nodules and 12 studies on different TIRADS, a pooled sensitivity of 0.79 and a pooled
specificity of 0.71 were found [27]. Subgroup analyses showed that the most important
factor of heterogeneity in studies was the final diagnostic references (histological and
cytological standards or only histological results). In the report by Kim et al. [28], a total of
29 articles including 33,748 thyroid nodules met the eligibility criteria and were included
in the analysis. The report concluded that the overall diagnostic performance of the four
US-based risk stratification systems (ACR, ATA, K, and EU-TIRADS) was comparable.
However, most of these studies used cytology as a gold standard and eliminated indetermi-
nate ones of the assessment, thus introducing a significant recruitment bias. An interesting
report used histology as a gold standard while comparing the ACR- and EU-TIRADS [29].
It was found that ACR-TIRADS and EU-TIRADS score had similar and satisfactory accu-
racy values for predicting thyroid malignancy (AUC: 0.835 for ACR-TIRADS vs. 0.827 for
EU-TIRADS).

Thus, up to now, no RSS has shown a real significant advantage over the others in
terms of raw diagnostic value.

1.5. Inter-Observer Agreement

One of the main aims of the TIRADS was to improve interobserver discrepancies
in the description of US features. Yime et al. reported that the concordance rate of
nodules classified as high- or intermediate-suspicion was high (84.1–100%), but low or
mildly-suspicious nodules exhibited relatively low concordance (63.8–83.8%) between the
K-TIRADS, ATA, and ACR-TIRADS [30].

In a blinded multicenter study [31], thyroid nodules were classified according to
AACE/ACE/AME, EU-TIRADS, ATA, and ACR-TIRADS US classifications. Intra- and
interobserver agreement was calculated using cross-tabulation expressed as mean Cohen’s
Kappa (K-coefficient). It was judged that intraobserver reproducibility for thyroid nodule
US reporting and US classification systems appears fairly adequate, while the interobserver
agreement between different centers is lower than in single-center trials. Reporting and
rating ability of thyroid US examiners still appeared inconsistent.

The impact of radiologist experience was evaluated for the ACR-TIRADS [32]. Three
experienced and three less experienced radiologists assessed 150 thyroid nodules using
the TI-RADS lexicon. Concordance was significantly higher for less experienced readers
in identifying margins (84.3% vs. 67.4%), echogenic foci (76.9% vs. 69.3%), comet tail
artifact (89.6% vs. 79.2%), and punctate echogenic foci (85.3% vs. 75.5%), and lower for
peripheral rim calcifications (95.0% vs. 97.8 %), but was not different for the remaining
categories and features. However, the overall TI-RADS level and recommendation for FNA
were unaffected, supporting the robustness of the TI-RADS lexicon and its continued use
in practice.

In a study comparing Kwak, ACR, and EU-TIRADS and ATA system [33], it was found
that after a first session and a consensus reading, interobserver agreement (IA) significantly
increased but did not affect the diagnostic accuracy. Interobserver agreement and diagnostic
accuracy were very similar for the four investigated risk stratification systems.

Finally, in a study comparing Kwak- and EU-TIRADS [34], it was found that the
interobserver agreement (Cohen’s κ) was 0.52 and 0.67 for Kwak-TIRADS and EU-TIRADS,
respectively, and rated as substantial.
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The synthesis of all these reports leads to believe that interobserver agreement is very
similar for all systems: fairly adequate to robust. However, it may be better for high- or
intermediate-suspicion nodules than for lower mildly-suspicious ones. Moreover, while
intraobserver reproducibility for thyroid nodule US reporting and US classification systems
appears fairly adequate, the interobserver agreement between different centers may be
lower than previously assessed in single-center trials. Thus, and unfortunately, it seems
that despite what was expected, reporting and rating ability of thyroid US examiners is
not much better for classification systems than it is for individual US features. Dedicated
training is necessary and proven to be able to achieve this goal.

2. Indications for FNA and Diagnostic Values of RSSs after Applying Size Cut-Offs
for FNA

2.1. Dimensional Cut-Offs

Each US risk-stratification system has set its own cut-offs for guiding fine needle
aspiration cytology indications (Table 2).

Table 2. Size cut-offs for performing FNA recommended by each RSS.

RSS
TIRADS 2

or Very Low Risk
TIRADS 3

or Low Risk
TIRADS 4

or Intermediate Risk
TIRADS 5

or High Risk
Small Nodules

< 10 mm

Chilean
TIRADS

No FNA or
follow-up

FNA (no cut-off) or
follow-up

FNA
(no cut-off)

FNA
(no cut-off)

FNA if >3–4 mm
and feasible

Kwak-TIRADS No FNA No FNA
TIRADS 4a: ≥25 mm
TIRADS 4B: 15 mm

TIRADS 4 C and 5:
≥10 mm

No FNA

BTA No FNA All nodules All nodules All nodules -

AACE No FNA
≥20 mm and

growing lesion or
risk factors

≥20 mm ≥10 mm

<5 mm no FNA
5–10 mm FNA if
clinical or US risk

factors or PP

ATA
≥20 mm or
observation

≥15 mm ≥10 mm ≥10 mm
5–10 mm FNA if
clinical or US risk

factors or PP

K-TIRADS ≥20 mm ≥15 mm ≥10 mm ≥10 mm
≥5 mm

selective cases

EU-TIRADS No FNA >20 mm >15 mm >10 mm
FNA or active

surveillance, PP

ACR-TIRADS No FNA ≥25 mm ≥15 mm ≥10 mm No FNA

C-TIRADS No FNA No FNA ≥15 mm ≥10 mm US risk factors

Note: PP = patient’s preference.

For BTA guidelines [3], US appearances that are indicative of a benign nodule (U1–U2)
should be regarded as reassuring not requiring FNA, unless the patient has a statistically
high risk of malignancy (i.e., age less than 20 or older than 60 years; firmness of the nodule
on palpation; rapid growth; fixation to adjacent structures; vocal cord paralysis; regional
lymphadenopathy; history of neck irradiation; family history of thyroid cancer). US
guided FNA is indicated for all U3–5 nodules (i.e., equivocal, indeterminate or suspicious
of malignancy nodules), independent of their size. Cytologically benign nodules with
indeterminate or suspicious US features should undergo repeat FNA for confirmation, due
to the significant rate of malignancy. Nodules with FDG uptake should be investigated
with FNA unless the patient has limited life-expectancy.

AACE guidelines [6] recommend FNA for high US risk thyroid lesions ≥10 mm and
intermediate US risk thyroid lesions >20 mm. For low US risk thyroid lesions, FNA is
recommended only when size is >20 mm and increasing or associated with a risk history
and before thyroid surgery or minimally invasive ablation therapy. These guidelines high-
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light that nodules <5 mm should be monitored with US, rather than biopsied, irrespective
of their sonographic appearance, in light of the low clinical risk. For nodules measuring
5–10 mm, FNA sampling or watchful waiting can either be considered according to the
clinical setting and patient preference. US-guided FNA is recommended for subcapsular
or paratracheal nodules, suspicious lymph nodes or suspicion of extrathyroidal spread,
positive personal or family history of thyroid cancer, or coexistent suspicious clinical find-
ings (e.g., dysphonia). A retrospective series on 859 FNA from 598 patients showed that
moderate-to-elevated risk of malignancy (i.e., Bethesda III to VI categories) [35] lesions
would have been missed for 13 out of 17 nodules, if intermediate risk nodules <20 mm
had been excluded from FNAC, of which 11 were malignant at definitive histology [7].
Cytological confirmation of diagnosis would have been missed in 8 out of 26 cases of
high-risk lesion <10 mm if a watchful waiting attitude has been chose over FNA sampling.

ATA guidelines [8] recommend FNA for nodules ≥10 mm in greatest dimension with
high and intermediate suspicion US pattern, ≥15 mm in case of low suspicion US pattern,
and ≥20 mm in greatest dimension with very low suspicion US pattern (e.g., spongiform).
Alternatively, observation without FNAC is also stated as a reasonable option. FNA is not
required for purely cystic nodules.

The 2016 revised Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology Consensus Statement and
Recommendations [10] stated that FNA should be restricted to K-TIRADS 2 spongiform
nodules ≥ 20 mm, K-TIRADS 3 ≥ 15 mm, K-TIRADS 4 or 5 ≥ 10 mm, and in selective cases
of K-TIRADS 5 > 5 mm. Applying cut-off of ≥10 mm for K-TIRADS categories 4 or 5 and
≥15 mm for K-TIRADS 3, the negative predictive value was 94.3% according to a study
where 85.5% of the malignant tumors were papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) [36], meaning
less than 6% of missed carcinomas.

Because the false negative rate of an initial benign findings of FNA could be relatively
high (11.3–56.6%) for thyroid nodules with suspicious US features [10], FNA should be
repeated in these cases within 6–12 months after the initial FNAC.

The European Thyroid Association Guidelines [12] stated that FNA should usually
be performed only for nodules EU-TIRADS 3 > 20 mm, EU-TIRADS 4 > 15 mm, and
Eu-TIRADS 5 > 10 mm. Patients with highly suspicious EU-TIRADS 5 nodule < 10 mm can
have the choice between active surveillance or immediate FNAC if surgery is decided.

Regarding EU-TIRADS 3 nodule, it should be pointed out that entirely solid isoechoic
nodules can correspond to follicular cancer or a follicular variant of PTC [36] in <4% of
cases. As a consequence, few carcinomas will be missed after applying FNA cut-off for
EU-TIRADS 3 nodules.

The ACR committee [16] recommends FNA for TI-RADS 5 nodules (7 points or more)
≥ 10 mm, for TI-RADS 4 nodules (4 to 6 points) ≥ 15 mm, for TI-RADS 3 nodules (3 points)
≥ 25 mm. FNA is not indicated for TI-RADS 1 (0 point) and TI-RADS 2 (2 points) nodules
regardless of their size. The 10 mm size-threshold to indicate FNA for highly suspicious
nodules is consistent with most other guidelines. However the ACR thresholds for mildly
and moderately suspicious nodules (25 mm and 15 mm respectively) are higher than the
cut-offs advocated by the ATA and the Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology. Rational
for the ACR cut-offs relies on the one hand, on the discrepancy regarding the size of PTC
at definitive histology (26.5 ± 10.7 mm) and the size on ultrasound (19.7 ± 11.7 mm) on
a retrospective series including 205 PTC [36]. However, all series reporting outcome of
thyroid cancers are based on the size of resected specimen. On the other hand the ACR
cut-offs rely on a slight decrease in 10-year thyroid cancer-specific survival for nodules
≥30 mm [37].

The Chinese Guidelines for US Malignancy Risk Stratification of Thyroid [20] does
not recommend FNA for TIRADS 2 and 3 nodules but recommend FNA for TIRADS 4A
nodules > 15 mm. FNA is recommended for TIRADS 4B or 4C or 5 nodules > 10 mm. In
case of parameters predictors of poor prognosis of PTC such as multifocality, or nodule(s)
immediately adjacent to the trachea or recurrent laryngeal nerve, then US-guided FNA can
be considered if the nodule is TIRADS 4A > 10 mm or TIRADS 4B or 4C or 5 > 5 mm. If
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TIRADS 4B or 4C nodules <5 mm are multiple, or are immediately adjacent to the capsule,
trachea, or the recurrent laryngeal nerve, then biopsy is required by comprehensively
considering the skills of the doctor and the anxiety level of the patient. For patients with
familial thyroid carcinoma or history of radiation exposure during childhood, the size
threshold for FNA can be appropriately reduced. These guidelines recommend taking
into account the patient’s personal preference and anxiety level to determine if FNA is
appropriate in each specific case.

Apart from the BTA classification system, which had not defined size cut-offs for
the selection of nodules that should be submitted to FNA, most US RSS agree on the
threshold of 10 mm for indicating FNA in highly suspicious nodule, although some RSS
(AACE, KThRS) recommend FNA for nodules between 5 and 10 mm in selected cases and
systematically for Chinese TIRADS. The threshold for indicating FNA for intermediate-
risk nodule varies from 10 mm for the ATA classification system and the K-TIRADS, to
15 mm for the ACR classification system and the EU-TIRADS and even 20 mm for the
AACE classification system. A low threshold of 5 mm for intermediate risk nodules is
only recommended by the Chinese TIRADS. The threshold for indicating FNA for low
suspicion nodule varies from 15 mm for ATA classification system, K-TIRADS and Chinese
TIRADS, to 20 mm for EU-TIRADS and even 25 mm for ACR TIRADS. Most RSS do not
recommend FNAC for very low suspicion nodules, i.e., AACE (FNAC can be performed in
selective cases), ATA, ACR classification systems, EU-TIRADS, and Chinese TIRADS. Only
K-TIRADS and ATA guidelines retain FNA indication for spongiform or partially cystic
nodules ≥ 20 mm.

2.2. Diagnostic Value after Applying Cut-Offs: Decision Guidance, Avoided FNAs, and
Missed Carcinomas

Different retrospective series demonstrated that a very small proportion of thyroid
cancers are missed after applying size cut-offs for FNA of the ACR committee. This would
decrease with lower cut-offs, but create a substantial increase in the number of benign
nodules that would be explored. A series showed that 13 cancers (11 PTC, one follicular
and one medullary thyroid cancer) among nodules measuring 15–25 mm, would have been
missed if FNA would have not been performed for the 874 nodules measuring less than
25 mm included in this series [38]. Middleton et al. showed, in a series of 3822 nodules
Bethesda II or VI, that among 352 malignant nodules (303 were histologically confirmed),
40 nodules would have received a recommendation for no further evaluation, among which
were 16 malignant nodules ≥10 mm [38].

A recent meta-analysis [39], including 12 studies [7,13,26,40–48] representing 18,750 nod-
ules, evaluated the ability of 5 US RSSs (AACE, ACR, ATA, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS) for the
appropriate selection of thyroid nodules for FNA. Diagnostic odds ratio, representing the
test performance and corresponding to the odds of the FNA being indicated in a malignant
nodule compared to the odds of the FNA being indicated in a benign one, were calculated
for each US RSS. Keeping in mind that data on AACE and EU-TIRADS were sparse, di-
agnostic odd ratio was higher for ACR-TIRADS in comparison with the other systems.
The higher discriminative power was related to a higher ability of ACR-TIRADS to select
malignant nodules for FNA, while no difference was found for benign nodules. This cannot
be explained by the size cut-offs for FNA in intermediate- and high-risk-nodules, given
that it is similar to that of the other US RSSs. However, fewer nodules will probably be
classified as intermediate- or high suspicious than in other systems, because of the point-
based pattern of this RSS. As intermediate risk nodules are frequent, this could explain the
advantage of the ACR-TIRADS over the other systems.

For example, in the series of Xu et al. [43], comparing the diagnostic value of three
RSS (i.e., ACR-, EU- and K-TIRADS) in 2465 thyroid nodules, the rate of unnecessary
FNA was lowest with the ACR-TIRADS (17.3%), followed by ETA-TIRADS (25.2%), and
K-TIRADS (32.1%). Among nodules not submitted to FNA, 33.1%, 37.7%, and 38.2%
thyroid cancers would be missed by the same TI-RADS, respectively. Finally, after applying
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adequate FNA cut-offs of each of these TI-RADS, 62.6%, 54.6%, and 43.9% FNAC were
avoided, respectively.

In the work by Grani et al. [44] that prospectively compared the performances of five
internationally endorsed sonographic classification systems (those of the ATA, the AACE,
the ACR, the ETA, and the KSThR) in 477 patients, application of the systems’ FNA criteria
would have reduced the number of biopsies performed by 17.1% to 53.4% (17.1% for
K-TIRADS, 30.7% for EU-TIRADS, 34.9% for AACE, 43.8% for ATA, and 53.4% for ACR
TIRADS). The percentage of missed carcinomas was low comprised between 2.2% for ACR
TIRADS and 4.1% for ATA.

In the work of Yoon et al. [49] comparing the diagnostic performance of US-guided
FNAC criteria for detecting malignant thyroid nodules in ACR TI-RADS and EU-TIRADS,
the percentage of unnecessary FNAC was estimated at 53% for the EU-TIRADS and 28%
for the ACR-TIRADS.

As a conclusion, all RSSs seem to reduce effectively the number of unnecessary FNAs.
However, this is at the cost of temporarily missing a significant proportion of carcinomas.
Their diagnosis will be postponed until they eventually grow and are then diagnosed
after they reach the cut-off threshold defined for FNA according to their US risk category.
Most of the time, this strategy implies no significant loss of chance for the patient. This is
due to the statistical predominance of papillary carcinomas of low and intermediate risks
among all thyroid cancers. However, looking for lymph node or extra-thyroidal extension,
including clinical factors such as age, sex, personal and family history with risk factors of
thyroid cancer, tumor growth rate, and also serum calcitonin whenever judged relevant
is critical for making the right decision to prevent missing more aggressive carcinomas.
Thus, the recommendation for no further evaluation, as specifically formulated in the ACR-
TIRADS, should be considered with caution and put into perspective including clinical
and biological data.

3. Weaknesses of TIRADSs

3.1. Insufficient Sensitivity for the Diagnosis of Follicular Thyroid Carcinoma and Follicular
Variant of PTC

While historically the follicular variant of PTC (FVPTC) was considered a diagnostic
pitfall of US, this notion was not confirmed in a report published in 2018 on 34 cases [50].
The K-TIRADS score was 3, 4, and 5 in 5.9%, 2.9%, and 91.2%, respectively. Thus, the false
negative rate does not seem to exceed 6%.

In a study on 45 follicular thyroid carcinomas (FTCs) from 45 consecutive patients, with
a median tumor diameter of 32 mm, an ovoid isoechoic nodule with or without lobulated
margins was the most frequent presentation [51]. When FTCs were classified according to
RSSs, the most common categories were intermediate and high risk, though 1 out of 3 cases
was not classifiable. FTCs were classified as high risk/high suspicion/malignant in 11% to
74% of cases, with a statistically significant difference among the systems. More specifically,
26.7% were classified as EU-TIRADS 3 but all submitted to FNA due to their size and 2.2%
and 26.7% were classified as ACR-TIRADS 2 and 3, respectively and among these 25% were
not submitted to FNA, also due to size cut-offs. To conclude, in FTCs cases, the RSSs false
negative rate seems persistently higher than for FVPTCs, around 25%. Clinicians should
be aware of this, especially in the era of thermal ablation, to try to avoid treating such
nodules by alternatives to surgery. More specifically, exclusively solid isoechoic and mildly
hypoechoic nodules should always be considered with caution.

3.2. Insufficient Specificity to Rule-Out Autonomously Functioning/Hot Thyroid Nodules
from FNA

Autonomously functioning thyroid nodules (AFTN) account for 5–10% of palpable
lesions and are very rarely malignant. In a study on 87 AFTNs from 85 consecutive patients
who had undergone US, scintigraphy, and thyroid function evaluation, AFTNs were reclas-
sified according to AACE/ACE/AME, ACR-TIRADS, ATA, BTA, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS,
and TIRADS [52]. An ovoid isoechoic nodule with median diameter of 22 mm (range 10–59)
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was the most frequent US presentation. When AFTNs were reclassified according to US
RSSs, the most common categories were low and intermediate risk. AFTNs were assessed
as being at high risk/high suspicion/malignant in 1–9%, with good agreement among
AACE/ACE/AME, ATA, EU-TIRADS, K-TIRADS, and TIRADS. Remarkably, FNA was
indicated in 27–90% of AFTNs. It was concluded that ultrasound RSSs prompt inappro-
priate FNA in a significant number of patients with AFTN. The management strategy of
thyroid nodules being essentially based on US risk stratification and size cut-offs, it could
be considered that, depending on the RSS used, 2.7% to 9% of all nodules should have been
excluded from FNA.

However, the reverse strategy of submitting all TNs to scintigraphy to exclude an
AFTN before US exploration would drastically augment the costs with no diagnostic gain
in, at least, 90% of all nodules.

3.3. High Rates of Nodules Classified at Intermediate Risk (Usually TI-RADS 4)

Based on the high negative predictive value of all RSSs, it could be considered that
FNA could be avoided for most nodules classified as low risk, especially for those of mixed
composition. At the opposite end, the high positive predictive value of high-risk categories
prompt the indication for FNA in most cases if the size is over 10 mm, knowing these
represent a minority of all nodules.

Conversely, the indication for FNA in intermediate risk nodules is still a matter of
concern. Indeed, these nodules represent a substantial part of all nodules discovered during
US thyroid imaging and even a more substantial part of those referred for FNA. Using
the ATA US pattern risk assessment, nodules were classified as intermediate risk in 31%
of cases [9]. Regarding the AACE, 56.9% were considered at intermediate risk in another
report [7]. In a study on 305 nodules with final histology as gold standard, it was shown
that ACR-TIRADS 4 nodules represented 28.8% of all nodules and EU-TIRADS 4 category
22% [29]. Finally, in a study with a prospective design with cytological examination as
a gold standard on 4550 nodules [53], the rate of TIRADS 4A nodules (equivalent to
EU-TIRADS 4) was 44.5%.

Thus, the main difficulty in significantly and appropriately reducing the indications
for FNA is the high rate of intermediate risk nodules. Research has been performed to
improve the low specificity of the category for the diagnostic of malignancy by using
either Doppler or elastography. In a report on 80 nodules, no significant differences were
observed in elasticity score or strain ratio between benign and malignant nodules [54]. 18F-
FDG PET/CT could be a more useful tool to discriminate intermediate risk nodules [55].
18F-FDG PET/CT showed 85.7% sensitivity and 41.4% specificity. Thus, 18F-FDG PET/CT
may have a role in stratifying the cancer risk of thyroid nodules with an intermediate
ultrasound assessment. More specifically, thyroid lesions classified as EU-TIRADS 4
without 18F-FDG uptake could be ruled out from further examination. Further prospective
and cost-effectiveness studies are however needed.

3.4. Thyroid Diffuse Masses

All RSSs have been studied and developed for nodules. However, it is unclear whether
diffuse thyroid masses have been taken into account in those systems. These are most of
the time responsible for pressure symptoms with a rapid development. The most common
US presentation is a hypoechoic mass invading one lobe or all the thyroid gland. It is
usually hypoechoic, with poorly defined margins. Vascularity and stiffness are variable
and they can be accompanied or not by suspect cervical lymph nodes. The following main
aspects should be considered:

• First, several etiological hypotheses should always be mentioned in the US report,
including anaplastic carcinoma, lymphoma, metastases from non-thyroidal origin,
and large differentiated papillary and follicular carcinomas. Riedel’s thyroiditis could
be added to this list. In this case, marked hypoechogenicity and absorption of the US
beam, absence of vascularity, and high stiffness are relatively characteristic features.
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• The context helps refining the hypotheses. Knowledge of a prior renal cell carcinoma
is for instance in favor of a metastasis and rapid development in an elderly subject
with severe pressure symptoms in favor of an anaplastic carcinoma.

• Core-needle biopsy or surgical biopsy, depending on the center’s habits, should
systematically be added to FNA, due to its low diagnostic power in this situation.

• Quick referral to a tertiary care center is advised.

3.5. Absence of Validation in Large Non-Specialized Medical Communities

One of the main issues in adopting RSSs in daily life is the limited evidence regarding
their diagnostic value when applied by non-specialized teams, most of the available
literature on the subject being produced by expert centers. Studies carried out outside the
specialized world of thyroid imaging without dedicated US machines are necessary to
confirm the real world efficiency of all RSSs.

4. Pitfalls

4.1. Shrinking Nodules

Nodules with a cystic or hemorrhagic component can evolve by shrinking. Risk
factors for such evolution include abundant blood supply, non-smooth margin of the
internal solid portion, and a spongiform internal content [56]. The process can be of
variable length, sometimes lasting for years, but frequently leads to ambiguous US features
mimicking malignancy. Such nodules often harbor a taller-than-wide shape, marked
hypoechogenicity or some hyperechoic spots and can easily be classified at high risk of
malignancy, whatever the RSS used. Some sonographic imaging features, such as regular
eggshell calcifications, peripheral hypoechoic or hypoechoic rim, posterior shadowing,
and absence of intranodular vascularization have been described [57] to help diagnosing
this pattern, named “mummified thyroid syndrome” and later on “degenerating thyroid
nodules” [58]. Knowledge, if available, of previous images showing the thyroid nodule
shrinkage over time is useful for reaching the correct final diagnosis. In case of doubt, FNA
of such suspicious thyroid nodules and sonographic follow-up contribute to establishing
the final diagnosis of benign thyroid findings. The cytology is mainly composed of thick
colloid and macrophages and the cytopathologist should be informed of the hypothesis.
Otherwise, the result could be considered as non-diagnostic instead of representative of
the lesion [59].

4.2. Subacute Thyroiditis

Subacute thyroiditis can also mimic malignancy by US, because frequently display-
ing a taller-than-wide shape and marked hypoechogenicity. However, the existence of
spontaneous thyroid pain, low TSH, and elevated serum inflammatory markers frequently
allows the diagnosis. On the US point of view, it has been shown that the lesions have
poorly defined margins that can help differentiating from a carcinoma [60]. In case of
persistent doubt, it is advised to proceed to FNA if TSH is normal, or to scintigraphy if
TSH is low, which will show an absence of tracer uptake. US follow-up is also advised,
showing progressive regression of the hypoechoic zone and absence of a true nodule that
could also have been hidden initially by the marked hypoechogenicity of the lesions.

4.3. Confusion or Absence of Clear Distinction between Nodular Disease and Hyperplasia

Hyperplasia of the follicular epithelium is the most common morphological change
in the thyroid seen by the pathologist [61]. The manifestation of this process is the goiter
(diffuse or nodular hyperplasia). The US features range from a simple isoechoic enlarge-
ment of the thyroid gland to multiple coalescent isoechoic nodules, usually of small size
individually with no or poor definite margins. This pattern is very frequent in regions of
endemic goiter. Solely did the EU-TIRADS address this issue, but it should be included in
the future in RSSs, because of its very low risk of malignancy and of the feeble interest of
FNA, that may even lead to false positive results [62].
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5. Suggestions for the Future

5.1. Absence of Classification for TNs Treated with Thermal Ablation

Thermal ablation, especially laser and radiofrequency (RFA), is of increasing use
in the treatment of benign thyroid nodules and is considered as a possible alternative
to surgery [63]. In a systematic review, it has been shown that RFA induces a volume
reduction ratio ranging between 66.9% and 97.9% three years after the procedure [59].
These treatments induce important changes in the US features of nodules that can mimic
malignancy. Nodules turn solid and hypoechoic, even markedly hypoechoic, sometimes
with irregular margins and calcifications [64]. As radiofrequency is of frequent use for
liver tumors, the LI-RADS Treatment Response (LR-TR) algorithm was introduced in 2017
to assist radiologists in assessing hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) response following
locoregional therapy [65]. A comparable addendum should be part of future thyroid RSSs.

5.2. Incorporating in the Algorithm the Number of Nodules Especially If They Belong to the
Same Category

Different studies demonstrated that a single nodule increases the risk of malignancy
compared to multiple nodules [29,66]. Moreover, this parameter has high inter-observer
agreement and is easy to implement. Taking into account in the algorithm of future US
RSSs the number of nodules to decrease the estimated risk of malignancy, especially if all
are low to intermediate risk nodules, could be valuable.

5.3. Taking into Account Age, Sex, Time Since Discovery, Results of Previous FNAs

Many risk factors for thyroid nodules malignancy have been suggested, such as
patient age, sex, nodule size, and composition, but our understanding of the specific risk
attributable to these is not precisely known. An interesting study [66] demonstrated in
20 001 thyroid nodules evaluated by FNA from 1995 to 2017 a significant increased risk of
malignancy for patient age >52, male sex, nodule size with growing risk from 20 mm until
more than 40 mm in comparison with nodules less than 20 mm. On the opposite side, cystic
content (at least 25% of the nodule) was associated with a decreased risk of malignancy
compared with predominantly solid nodule, as well as the presence of additional nodules
with lowest risk for greater than 4 nodules. Interestingly, a free online calculator was
constructed to provide malignancy-risk estimates based on these variables.

5.4. Taking into Account the Serum Value of TSH (to Exclude a AFTN) and Calcitonin (to Detect a
Medullary Cancer), When Available

Serum TSH should be measured during the initial evaluation of a patient with one or
more thyroid nodule(s). If the serum TSH is low, a radionuclide (preferably 123I) thyroid
scan should be performed to exclude AFTN from FNAC and to explore the etiology of
hyperthyroidism, provided that there is no evidence of Graves’ disease. In case of normal
serum TSH value, there are no US features correlated with autonomous nodules [67,68].
The cost-effectiveness of submitting all nodules to a thyroid scan to avoid unnecessary
FNA for AFTN is questioned.

Calcitonin may detect C-cell hyperplasia and medullary thyroid cancer (MTC). How-
ever, most guidelines cannot recommend for or against routine calcitonin measurement
in patients with thyroid nodules. A recent review [69] demonstrated that calcitonin has
good sensitivity and specificity to diagnose MTC and could be useful when available in the
evaluation of thyroid nodules. The literature and the experience show that for a calcitonin
level over 100 pg/mL nodule larger than 1 cm are MTC. For levels below 100 ng/L and
that in nodules larger than 1 cm the systematic calcitonin measurement does not bring a
clear advantage for the diagnosis, especially if at low or intermediate US risk. However, the
value of routine testing in patients with thyroid nodules remains questionable, due to the
low prevalence of MTC, and whether routine calcitonin testing improves prognosis in MTC
patients remains unclear. In clinical practice, situations associated with false positivity of
calcitonin tests (e.g., renal insufficiency, treatment with proton pump inhibitor, obesity) and
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the correlation of calcitonin value with the nodule volume should be taken into account for
the interpretation of the result. Calcitonin measurement remains mandatory in case active
surveillance of EU-TIRADS 5 nodules or proven microcarcinomas is considered and before
surgery or thermal ablation. Regardless, the heterogeneous US presentation of MTC [70]
and the low sensitivity of FNA in detecting MTC [71] has to be taken into account during
the clinical practice.

5.5. D Vascularity

Advanced ultrasound techniques may improve the risk estimation and could be used
more extensively. For example, Borlea et al. [72] demonstrated that adding 4D vascularity
to the French TIRADS score proved beneficial for predicting the malignancy risk and may
add important knowledge in uncertain situations.

An international team has been set up and is currently working on a global new
TIRADS, to be called I-TIRADS for International TIRADS. It will include a lexicon, an RSS,
and recommendations for FNA and follow-up. Maybe some of these suggestions could
be taken into account to create this new version. The pitfalls they imply are detailed in
Table 3.

Table 3. Current pitfalls of most known risk stratification systems (RSSs) of thyroid nodules and
recommendations to improve these.

Current Pitfalls of Existent RSSs
Variables Not Taken into Account for
Risk Stratification

Suggested Correction

Modifications of nodules treated by thermal
ablation are classified as highly suspect

Incorporate a treatment response (TR)
algorithm

The number of nodules is an independent
predictor of the malignancy risk

Add the number of nodules in the risk
stratification algorithm, especially if they look
all alike and are of low or intermediate risk

Some clinical variables and previous results of
FNA(s) are predictors of the malignancy risk

Incorporate age, sex, time since discovery,
results of previous FNAs in the risk
stratification algorithm

TSH and serum calcitonin are predictors of the
malignancy risk

Incorporate TSH and serum calcitonin in the
risk stratification algorithm

Complementary tools not used in most RSSs,
such as vascularity and elastography

At least, incorporate these in the lexicon, to
allow comparative studies on the subject

6. Conclusions

The different US RSSs introduced since the late 2000s have facilitated the effective
interpretation and communication of thyroid US findings among physicians and cytopathol-
ogists and with the patient. On the whole, there are similarities among the different RSS
regarding the lexicons used and the categorization of nodules, although differences and
specificities remain. Diagnostic performance and efficacy of FNA performed according
to the different RSS vary, mainly influenced by different size cut-offs and partially by
different risk categorizations of nodules. Understanding the strengths and weakness of the
different RSSs will help to improve each system and may provide the basis for an ultimate
international standardization. Efforts should be made to merge the different systems uti-
lized around the world with the ultimate aim of eliminating unnecessary thyroid biopsies
without jeopardizing the detection of clinically significant malignancies.
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Simple Summary: Ultrasound (US) is the preferred imaging modality for thyroid nodule evaluation.

Accurate US assessment of thyroid lesions can help decrease unwarranted FNA procedures of benign

nodules. Several thyroid nodule risk classification systems that focus on US features have been

published. Some of them highlight simple US patterns, while others rely on the presence of multiple

US features to categorize thyroid nodules. The current review offers an evaluation of different US

system, combining them with the use of fine needle aspiration and the cytological classification

systems.

Abstract: The increasing application of ultrasound (US) in recent years has led to a greater number

of thyroid nodule diagnoses. Consequently, the number of fine needle aspirations performed to

evaluate these lesions has increased. Although the majority of thyroid nodules are benign, identifying

methods to define specific lesions and tailor risk of malignancy has become vital. Some of the tools

employed to stratify thyroid nodule risk include clinical factors, thyroid US findings, and reporting

systems for thyroid cytopathology. Establishing high concordance between US features and cytologic

diagnoses might help reduce healthcare costs by diminishing unnecessary thyroid procedures and

treatment. This review aims to review radiology US classification systems that influence the practice

of thyroid cytology.

Keywords: thyroid; classification system; follicular neoplasm; ultrasound classification system; TIRAD

1. Introduction

Thyroid nodules are common in adults. In recent years, the incidence rate of thyroid
cancer has increased, as has the rate of thyroidectomy [1,2]. However, the overall mortality
for thyroid malignancy during this time period showed no significant changes. The increase
in diagnosing thyroid lesions is partly attributed to improvements in imaging technology
and increased use of imaging, which leads to higher rates of thyroid nodule detection [3–5].
As a result, finer needle aspiration (FNA) biopsies and, accordingly, a higher incidence of
subclinical thyroid cancer has risen. FNA is the first and perhaps most important minimally
invasive diagnostic tool employed in the evaluation of thyroid nodules [6–11]. Around
70% of thyroid nodules are benign, with only 5–10% reported to be malignant [1,2]. The
remaining 20–25% of thyroid lesions comprise grey zone indeterminate proliferations that
include either benign or malignant lesions, for which morphological discrimination alone
is not always possible. These aspects raised concerns over the costs and morbidity linked
with the management of patients with thyroid nodules. On the whole, it often leads to
unnecessary surgical resections and drives up healthcare cost. It stands to reason that a
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more refined and accurate approach to the management of thyroid lesions needs to start
from an accurate initial workup including US evaluation, avoiding the over-diagnosis of
low-risk lesions [2–6].

According to the American Thyroid Association (ATA), ultrasound (US) is the main
and preferred imaging modality for thyroid nodule evaluation [7]. Accurate US assessment
of thyroid lesions can help decrease unwarranted FNA procedures of benign nodules.
Several thyroid nodule risk classification systems that focus on US features have already
been published. Some of them highlight only simple US patterns, while others rely on
the presence of multiple US features to categorize thyroid nodules. In 2009, Horvath et al.
proposed a Thyroid Imaging, Reporting and Data System (TIRADS) [12] (Table 1) accepted
and then proposed by the American College of Radiology (ACR) and based upon the
distribution of US features in five categories (composition, echogenicity, shape, margin,
and echogenic foci) [13,14]. The TIRADS reporting system has notably been modeled after
the 2009 Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BIRADS) [15].

Table 1. Summary of the main features of ultrasound-based thyroid nodule systems.

ACR-TIRADS Korean System UK BTA System

TR 1
0 points
Benign

K-TIRADS 1: no nodule U1: No nodule

TR 2
2 points

no suspicious
K-TIRADS 2: Benign

U2: Benign
hyperechoic or isoechoic with a halo
cystic change with ring-down artifact (colloid)

• microcystic or spongiform appearance
• peripheral egg-shell calcification
• peripheral vascularity

TR 3
3 points

Mildly suspicious

K-TIRADS 3: Low
partially cystic/isohyperechoic with

no suspicious features

U3: Indeterminate
solid homogenous markedly hyperechoic nodule with halo
(follicular lesions)

• hypoechoic with equivocal echogenic foci or cystic
change

• mixed or central vascularity

TR 4
TR4a = 4
TR4b = 5
TR4c = 6

from 4 to 6 points
Moderately suspicious

K-TIRADS 4: Intermediate
as for K-TIRADS 3 but with any

suspicious features or as for
K-TIRADS 5 without suspicious

features

U4: Suspicious
solid hypoechoic (compared with thyroid)

• solid very hypoechoic (compared with strap muscles)
• hypoechoic with disrupted peripheral calcification
• lobulated outline

TR 5 > 7 points
Highly suspicious

K-TIRADS 5: High
solid hypoechoic nodule with any

suspicious feature

U5 Malignant
solid hypoechoic with a lobulated or irregular outline and
microcalcification

• papillary carcinoma
• solid hypoechoic with a lobulated or irregular outline

and globular calcification
• medullary carcinoma
• intranodular vascularity
• taller than wide axially (AP > ML)
• characteristic associated lymphadenopathy

American College of Radiology Thyroid Imaging, Reporting and Data System (ACR-TIRADS); K-TIRADS: Korean Tirads; UK BTA TIRADS:
United Kingdom British Thyroid Association TIRADS. TR = TI-RADS; AP = anteroposterio; ML = mediolateral.
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In 2015, Grant et al. published a thyroid ultrasound reporting lexicon in which all
thyroid nodules were classified on the basis of TIRADS categories which, in turn, not
only defined their risk of malignancy but offered evidence-based recommendations to
manage thyroid nodules based on their size and sonographic features [5]. After the first
Korean version of the TIRADS system by Kwak et al. [14], Shin et al. (2016) subsequently
proposed a revised Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology (KSThR) consensus statement
with recommendations in which specific sonographic features were used to stratify the
risk of thyroid nodules into four categories [8]. According to the published literature, the
Korean-TIRADS has been successfully used for US evaluation of thyroid nodules in order
to stratify the need for these nodules to undergo FNA (Table 1).

The 2015 ATA guideline includes a detailed description of sonographic features,
categorizing thyroid nodules that utilize one of the described patterns [7]. The most
suspicious US features include margins, microcalcifications, “taller-than-wide” shape”, rim
calcifications, and evidence of extrathyroidal extension. Specifically, the ATA defined and
identified five categories: (1) Benign (ROM < 1%); (2) very low suspicion (ROM < 3% in
lesions ≥ 20 mm); (3) low suspicion (ROM 5–10% in lesions ≥ 15 mm); (4) Intermediate
suspicion (ROM 10–20% in lesions ≥10 mm); and (5) high suspicion (ROM 70–90% in
lesions ≥ 10 mm).

Furthermore, the European Thyroid Association (ETA) TIRADS, which includes five
categories, was published in 2017 by Russ et al., with the main purpose of identifying
thyroid malignancies while maintaining both high negative predictive value and sensi-
tivity [16]. Since then, several similar systems have been promoted including the recom-
mendations from the American Association of Clinical Endocrinology (AACE), American
College of Endocrinology (ACE), Associazione Medici Endocrinologi (AME), as well as
comprehensive cancer network guidelines [17–19].

The current article reviews these different US classification systems and the influence
they have on the practice of thyroid cytology.

2. Overview of ACR-TIRADS

In an attempt to stratify the risk of thyroid cancer utilizing US features, the TIRADS
imaging risk stratification system was proposed by Horvath et al. from Chile in 2009 and
further modified by Kwak et al. from Seoul in 2011 [12,14]. TIRADS is now accepted by
the ACR and has been described in a paper published by the ACR TIRADS Committee [5].

The ACR-TIRADS is designed to reduce the number of unnecessary FNA procedures
performed for benign thyroid nodules with an objective to increase the diagnostic efficacy of
evaluating thyroid nodules. The idea behind this system is to codify all thyroid lesions into
diagnostic US categories. Specifically, five different US characteristics of a thyroid nodule
are evaluated, including: (a) composition, (b) echogenicity, (c) shape, (d) margin, and (e)
echogenic foci (Table 2). Points are assigned to each of these US features. For composition,
the values are as follows: cystic or spongiform = 0, mixed solid-cystic = 1, and solid = 2.
For echogenicity, they are anechoic = 0, isoechoic or hyperechoic = 1, hypoechoic = 2,
and very hypoechoic = 3. For shape, wider-than-tall = 0, whilst taller-than-wide = 3.
Margins are classified as follows: smooth or ill-defined = 0, irregular or lobulated = 2, and
extrathyroidal extension = 3. The echogenic foci are classified as: none or comet-tail = 0,
macrocalcifications = 1, peripheral or rim calcifications = 2, and punctate = 3. Points are
totaled by adding single selections from the five nodular characteristics and they are then
used to classify thyroid nodules into TIRADS categories as follow: TR1 = Benign (requires
no FNA), TR2 = not suspicious for malignancy (requires no FNA-Figure 1), TR3 = mildly
suspicious (FNA if ≥2.5 cm and follow if ≥1.5 cm), TR4 = moderately suspicious (FNA if
≥1.5 cm and follow if ≥1.0 cm-Figure 2), and TR5 = highly suspicious (FNA if ≥1.0 cm
and follow if ≥0.5 cm-Figure 3). Concerning TR4, there was a further subclassification
including TR4a with one malignant sign and possibly benign; TR4b with two malignant
signs and possible malignant; TR4c with three or four malignant signs and highly possible
malignant. Furthermore, the TIRAD Committee underlined the risk of malignancy (ROM)
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for each category as follows: 2% or less for TR1 and TR2, 2.1–5% for TR3, 5.1–20% for TR4,
and greater than 20% for TR5. As indicated, the categories along with thyroid nodule size
help determine recommendations for FNA and follow-up management.

Table 2. Criteria adopted for the definition of the TIRADS system score categories.

Criteria Definitions

Composition

Cystic = 0
Spongiform = 0

Mixed solid and cystic = 1
Solid = 2

Echogenecity

Anechoic = 0
Hyperechoic or isoechoic = 1

Hypoechoic = 2
Very hypoechoic = 3

Shape
Wider-than-tall = 0

Taller-than-wide = 3

Margins

Smooth = 0
Ill-defined = 0

Lobulated or irregular = 2
Extrathyroid extension = 3

Echogenic foci

None or large comet-tail artifacts = 0
Macrocalcifications = 1

Peripheral calcifications = 2
Punctate echogenic foci = 3

 

Figure 1. Ultrasound features from a thyroid nodule (50 mm size) resulting into a score 2 (solid and
cystic plus hyperechoic-isoechoic) belonging to TR 2. The lesion was diagnosed as adenomatous
goiter.
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Figure 2. Ultrasound features from a thyroid nodule (15 mm size) resulting into a score 5 (solid,
hypechoic with a calcification) belonging to TR 4. The lesion was diagnosed as Follicular nodule.

 

Figure 3. Ultrasound features from a thyroid nodule (15 mm size) resulting into a score 7 belonging
to TR 5 (solid, very hypoechoic, lobulated). The lesion was diagnosed as Follicular nodule.

The novelty of ACR-TIRADS is the method of scoring both echogenic foci and cal-
cifications, which are additive features given more weight than in other systems. Some
authors have suggested modifying TIRADS [13,20–24]. Park et al. established a new system
with 12 characteristics even though its application proved to be difficult, [13] and Kwak
et al. proposed a more practical classification system including only five US features [14].
Several studies have evaluated the efficacy of ACR-TIRADS [20–24]. Among the others,
Koseoglu et al. documented that in a series of 2847 patients who underwent FNA of their
thyroid lesions ACR-TIRADS was able to classify 98.8% as benign nodules with only a
minimal number of malignant lesions classified as TR2 and TR3 [20]. Ha et al. compared
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seven society guidelines, of which ACR-TIRADS resulted in the lowest rate (25.3%) of
unnecessary thyroid FNA procedures [21].

3. TIRADS Challenges and Pitfalls

The implementation and adoption of any new classification system are likely to
present some challenges [2–6]. For ACR-TIRADS, such issues were mostly due to education,
workflow, and interpretation of this reporting system. An initial step in the global adoption
of a unique classification such as TIRADS is the education and training of sonographers to
recognize the relevant US features. In general, a report of a thyroid nodule that received US
examination should be structured and written in order to avoid colorful descriptive terms.
Tappouni et al. suggested an algorithmic approach to stratify thyroid nodules, further
aiding radiologists to discriminate benign from suspicious nodules [4].

As documented by Eze et al., FNA-induced reactive changes in thyroid nodules can
appear worrisome and may include features such as atypical nuclei, hemorrhage, infarction,
fibrinoid necrosis, fibrosis, cystic degeneration, pseudocapsular invasion, and squamous
metaplasia that may resemble suspicious imaging findings, resulting in incorrectly classify-
ing a previously aspirated thyroid nodule as TIRADS 4a [22]. Such FNA-induced changes
may explain a subset of false-positive TIRADS cases, in which subsequent surgical resection
of these surgeries is negative (so-called vanishing tumors).

4. Results from Applying TIRADS

Various studies have evaluated the prediction of thyroid malignancy using TIRADS [25–39]
(Table 3). Shayganfar et al. studied 239 thyroid nodules combining TIRADS and FNA
outcome using the Bethesda System for Reporting Thyroid Cytopathology (TBSRTC) [25].
The BSRTC includes six diagnostic categories including: bon-diagnostic (I); benign and
bon-beoplastic (II); atypia of undetermined significance or follicular lesion of undetermined
significance (AUS/FLUS) (III); follicular neoplasm or suspicious for follicular neoplasm
(FN/SFN) (IV); suspicious for malignancy (SM) (V); and malignant (VI) [9]. In their study,
the Bethesda system documented that thyroid nodules with TIRADS > 4 and a diameter
lower than 12 mm were highly suspicious for malignancy, with a sensitivity of 91.7%
and specificity of 52.8%. They found an inverse relationship between nodular size and
malignancy risk [25].

Table 3. prediction of thyroid malignancy using TIRADS in some of the proposed studies.
.

Series
N◦

Cases
Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

Diagnostic
Accuracy

ROM (Ranged According to
the Cytologic Categories)

Shayganfar [25] 239 91.7% 52.8% / / / 0−25%

Barbosa [26] 140 95.3% 84.6% 87% 94% 90.2% 20−92.9%

Zhang [27] 319 86.7% 91.4% 75.6% 95.3% 96% 0−90.5%

Maia [28] 242 80% 84% 71% 90% 66.7% 8.7%−77%

Rocha [29] 143 80.4% 94% 52.4% 95% / 0−72%

Chaigeau [30] 602 95%% / 77.6% 55% / 20−100%

Rahal [32] 1000 / / / / / 16−92%

Grani [33] 502 83.3% 56.2% 12.8% 97.8% / 2−20%

Wu [39] 346 96% 53% 76% 89% 79%

PPV: positive predictive value, NPV = negative predictive value; ROM = risk of malignancy

Barbosa et al. analyzed the correlation of ACR-TIRADS and ATA guidelines in the evalu-
ation of 140 indeterminate thyroid lesions [26]. According to their study, the combination of
US classification, ACR-TIRADS, and ATA along with TBSRTC is useful for detecting benign
lesions in Bethesda III nodules and malignant lesions in Bethesda IV/V nodules. The ROM
increased according to US suspicion categories (p < 0.001) for both US classifications (i.e.,
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TIRADS and ATA). Whilst thyroid nodules with the lowest TIRADS categories had 95.3%
sensitivity and 94% negative predictive value (NPV), the highest TIRADS categories were
significantly associated with cancer.

Several other studies have also evaluated the use of US patterns to stratify the risk
of malignancy for indeterminate thyroid lesions. Grani et al. studied 49 indeterminate
lesions combined with TIRADS and ATA systems. They concluded that nodules classified
as TIRADS 3 or as having a very low suspicion could be followed-up with FNA, whilst
TIRADS 4c nodules had a high positive predictive value (PPV) of 71% with a suggestion
for surgical procedure [33]. Moreover, Maia et al. studied 136 indeterminate thyroid
lesions combining TIRADS with TBSRTC [28]. They found that Bethesda III nodules with a
TIRADS 3 and 4a had high sensitivity (80%) and NPV (90%), implying that conservative
management was adequate. On the other hand, thyroid nodules scored as TIRAD 4c and
5 with Bethesda IV and V had a high ROM at 75% and 76.9%, respectively. Rocha et al.
investigated 143 indeterminate thyroid lesions, classified as Bethesda III and IV, who were
referred to surgery and they hey found a ROM ranging from 0% to 72% [29]. Chaigneau
et al. studied 602 indeterminate thyroid nodules classified as TIRADS score 3, 4a, 4b, and 5
with different ROM as 20.5%, 29%, 63.4%, and 100%, respectively [30].

Friedrich-Rust et al. demonstrated promising results in a study including three ob-
servers for 114 thyroid nodules [34]. They found that the interobserver agreement was
only fair for TIRADS categories 2–5 (Cohen kappa-ck = 0.27, p = 0.000001) and TIRADS
categories 2/3 versus 4/5 (ck = 0.25, p = 0.0020). The NPV was 92–100% for TIRADS cate-
gories 4 and 5 in the same study. Valderrabano et al. [31] and Barbosa et al. [26] concluded
that there were no differences in the prevalence of malignancy between indeterminate nod-
ules with low or intermediate ATA suspicious patterns, confirming that hypoechogenicity
alone did not seem to improve the risk stratification of indeterminate lesions. In contrast,
any additional suspicious US feature significantly increases the risk of malignancy of the
indeterminate nodules. Rahal et al. assessed a significant association between TIRADS out-
come and TBSRTC (p < 0.001) in the evaluation of 1000 retrospective thyroid nodules [32].
Benign Bethesda results (95.5%) had been classified as TIRADS 2 or 3, whilst among those
classified as TIRADS 4c and 5, the majority belonged to Bethesda VI (68.2% and 91.3%,
respectively). Furthermore, among TIRADS 4a–c and 5, the proportion of malignancy
was 16%, 43.2%, 72.7%, and 91.3%, respectively. Hence, this study supports the role of
TIRADS for the correct assessment and management of thyroid nodules [32]. Zhang et al.
studied 319 thyroid nodules combining TIRADS classification and the contrast-enhanced
ultrasound (CEUS) enhancement pattern of thyroid nodules concluding that the accuracy
in the diagnosis was 96% especially for TIRADS class-4 thyroid nodules [27].

Grani et al. assessed the performance of five internationally endorsed sonographic
classification systems [33]. They included 502 cases classified with both the Italian classifica-
tion system and TBSRTC. The application of the FNA criteria systems reduced the number
of biopsies performed by 17.1% to 53.4% for the Italian and TBSRTC, respectively. Among
the sonographic risk stratification systems, ACR-TIRADS allowed the largest reduction
of biopsies (more than 50%) and the lowest false negative rate (2.2%). Middleton et al., in
a multi-institutional reevaluation of thyroid nodules, found that TIRADS was favorably
comparable with the ATA and the Korean society of thyroid radiology classifications in
reducing the number of biopsies [35].

Other controversial areas for TIRADS include microcarcinoma, growth of nodules,
number of nodules to be aspirated and the evaluation of cervical nodes [6]. A paper by
Tessler et al. also discussed these issues [6]. Concerning the performance of FNAs for
subcentimeter nodules, the ACR-TIRADS agree with other guidelines in limiting FNA of
nodules smaller than 1 cm, even if they are highly suspicious. Nevertheless, due to the
possibility of active surveillance, ablation, or lobectomy for microcarcinoma, an FNA may
be performed.

The committee defined the number of nodules to be biopsied [6]. They recommended
one targets no more than two nodules defined by the most worrisome TIRADS. Among the
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criteria, size should be one of the primary criteria for FNA. Furthermore, the evaluation
of cervical lymph nodes is a vital part of every thyroid sonographic examination, and it
should be recommended for suspicious nodes.

Another point of discussion is represented by the growth of nodules [6]. The ACR-
TIRADS defines a significant enlargement when there is a 20% increase in at least two
nodular dimensions and a minimal increase of 2 mm, or a 50% or greater increase in
volume, compared with the immediately previous US evaluation [6].

Yang et al. discussed the role of ARC-TIRADS in triaging thyroid follicular cells
with papillary-like nuclear features obtained by FNA in order to evaluate the extent of
surgery [37]. They found that ACR TI-RADS can be combined with morphology, including
NIFTP among cytological diagnoses.

In another paper, Yang et al. studied 179 cases including 72 (40.2%) noninvasive
follicular thyroid neoplasm with papillary-like nuclear features (NIFTP), 37 (20.7%) en-
capsulated FVPTC with invasion (EFVPTC), and 70 (39.1%) infiltrative FVPTC (IFVPTC)
without a capsule [38]. They underlined that either NIFTPs or minimally invasive EFVPTC
have a circumscribed oval/round border and a hypoechoic rim, and hypervascularity with
Doppler. On the other hand, the ultrasound findings for IFVPTCs found at least one of the
malignant gray-scale features: markedly hypoechoic, taller-than-wide, microcalcifications,
or blurred margins.

Wu studied the same correlation with TIRAD, including 346 thyroid FNAC. They
found an overall 0.465 r-value between TI-RADS scores and TBSRTC categories. Further-
more, the comparative analysis between TBSRTC and TIRADS showed that sensitivity,
specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy are 96%, 53%, 76%, 89%, 79% for TI-RADS vs. 100%,
93%, 96%, 100%, 97% for TBSRTC, respectively (p = 0.038) [39].

5. Other Thyroid Nodule Ultrasound Scoring Systems

Lee et al. assessed the accuracy of rendering a US diagnosis for benign and ma-
lignant solid thyroid nodules using a different classification system comprised of five
categories [36] (Table 2). These categories included: malignant, suspicious for malignancy,
borderline, probably benign, and benign. The criteria, used for fitting the nodules into
the different categories, focused on their hypoechogenicity, nodular margins, microcalcifi-
cations, a “taller-than-wider” shape, and associated regional lymphadenopathy. In their
series of 103 thyroid lesions, Lee et al. demonstrated that this novel thyroid US system
had 86% sensitivity, 95% specificity, 91% positive, and 92% negative predictive values,
as well as 92% diagnostic accuracy in discriminating benign from malignant lesions [36].
Nonetheless, the suspicious for malignancy US category had a low diagnostic accuracy
value, whilst all malignant US nodules were confirmed to be correctly categorized.

The British Thyroid Association (BTA) in 2014 provided guidelines for US scoring
of thyroid nodules (BTA-U score) to assist in the management of thyroid cancer [40].
Briefly, it allows for stratifying thyroid nodules as benign, suspicious, or malignant based
on ultrasound appearances termed U1-U5. They include five categories as U1 (normal
parenchyma; U2 (benign); U3 (indeterminate); U4 (suspicious); and U5 (malignant). The
categories are linked with different management. In fact, U2 nodules do not require FNA or
follow-up imaging in the absence of concerning clinical features. The assignation of U3-U5
to nodules require FNA with further management based on resultant cytology, radiology
and clinical findings. The US features should be combined with the cytological evaluation
and the diagnostic categories. The Royal College of Pathologists in 2009 recommended
the subdivision of the Thy-3 (indeterminate) category into Thy-3a (atypia) and Thy-3f
(follicular neoplasm) [41,42].

Weller et al. studied 73 consecutive cases evaluated by five sonographers [40]. Their
results suggested that there was substantial inter-observer agreement, culminating in 100%
sensitivity and negative predictive value, with low specificity (32%) and specificity (34%).
On the other hand, a study by Brophy et al. using the BTA system on 151 indeterminate
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thyroid lesions (Thy3) found no statistically significant differences in the ROM between
Thy3a and Thy3f [42].

Ulisse et al. combined the Italian system for classifying thyroid nodules with the
TIRADS scoring system in a series of 70 thyroid lesions classified as indeterminate lesions
(TIR3A or TIR3B) [43]. The authors reported a different rate of malignancy between TIR3A
(13%) and TIR3B (44.5%). They also subclassified their patients into three subgroups show-
ing low (8.3%), indeterminate (21.4%), and high (80%) risk of malignancy. Adoption of the
second edition of the Italian cytologic classification system has offered better stratification
of malignant risk for indeterminate thyroid lesions [11]. This finding was corroborated
by Chng et al. using the BTA system and TIRADS, confirming that the risk of malignancy
increased from TIRADS 4A (14.3%), TIRADS 4B (23.1%), TIRADS 4C (87.5%), and TIRADS
5 (100%) [44].

The KSThR published their first recommendation in 2011 for utilizing an US-based
diagnosis to assist with the management of thyroid nodules [14]. Subsequently in 2016,
a taskforce revised these Korean recommendations [8]. Of note, their changes included
revising the US malignancy risk stratification system for thyroid nodules now known
as the Korean Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System (K-TIRADS), adding a risk
stratification system of cervical lymph nodes on the basis of US and computed tomography
(CT) features, and recommendations for image-guided ablation of benign thyroid nodules.
Their data included a detailed analysis of thyroid nodules encompassing: (1) internal
composition (solid, predominantly solid, cystic, predominantly cystic); (2) echogenicity
(marked hypoechogenicity, mild hypoechogenicity, isoechogenicity, hyperechogenicity);
(3) shape (round to oval, irregular); (4) orientation (parallel, non-parallel); (5) margin
(smooth, spiculated, ill-defined); (6) calcification (microcalcification, macrocalcification,
rim calcification); (7) halo (present or absent); (8) spongiform (present or not); (9) colloid
(present or not); and (10) vascularity (from type 1 to 4). Using this score, the system defines
five categories including no nodule, benign category with a <3% ROM, low suspicious
category with a 3–15% ROM, intermediate suspicion with a 15–50% ROM, and high
suspicion category with >60% ROM [45].

6. Conclusions

The adoption of an ultrasound (US) system for classifying thyroid nodules is useful
for tailoring the diagnostic approach when evaluating these lesions and combining their
workup with FNA biopsy [45–48]. Accurate categorization of thyroid nodules based on an
US classification system, irrespective of whether it is the ACR-TIRADS or an alternative
system, may help physicians in predicting their ROM and thus rationalize adequate man-
agement. Furthermore, combined analysis including TIRADS in concert with the patient’s
age, gender, clinical findings, and thyroid nodule size is essential in determining the pre-
FNA ROM. Even if TIRADS or another related US-based system demonstrates satisfactory
sensitivity in detecting malignant thyroid nodules, it is unlikely going to replace FNA, as
the latter remains the gold standard to define the nature of these nodules, especially when
cytomorphology is combined with ancillary molecular testing for indeterminate lesions.
However, when TIRADS is combined with US-guided FNA this has been shown to greatly
improve the accuracy of diagnosing malignant thyroid nodules.
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Simple Summary: Ultrasound (US)-guided minimally-invasive techniques, such as radiofrequency

ablation (RFA) have emerged as an alternative treatment to surgery for benign and malignant thyroid

nodules. Based on a systematic literature search, here we report the long-term outcomes of thyroid

RFA. Available data show that US-guided RFA significantly reduced benign thyroid nodules and

destroyed most PTMC, and this was generally maintained for at least 5 years after the initial treatment.

Further studies addressing the risk of regrowth in patients with benign thyroid nodules, as well as

the risk of recurrence in patients with PTMC are needed.

Abstract: Background: US-guided minimally-invasive techniques, such as radiofrequency ablation

(RFA) have emerged as an alternative treatment for benign and malignant thyroid nodules. This

systematic review aims to provide an overview on the long-term outcomes of US-guided RFA

in patients with benign and malignant thyroid nodules. Methods: We systematically searched

PubMed/MEDLINE, EMBASE, and Scopus to identify articles reporting the outcomes of thyroid

RFA after a follow-up of at least 3 years. Results: A total of 20 studies met the inclusion criteria and

were included in the review. In patients with benign thyroid nodules, RFA significantly reduced

nodule volume and this was generally maintained for the following 5 years. However, a small but

not negligible proportion of nodules regrew and some of them required further treatments over time.

In patients with malignant nodules, RFA has been used not only to treat differentiated thyroid cancer

(DTC) neck recurrences, but also to treat papillary thyroid microcarcinoma (PTMC). In most patients

with PTMC, RFA led to complete disappearance of the tumor. When it was compared to surgery,

RFA was not inferior in terms of oncologic efficacy but it had a lower complication rate. However,

RFA did not allow for final pathology, disease staging and accurate risk stratification. Conclusions:

US-guided RFA significantly reduces benign thyroid nodules and destroys most PTMC, and this is

generally maintained for at least 5 years after the initial treatment. Further studies addressing the

risk of regrowths in patients with benign thyroid nodules, as well as the risk of recurrence in patients

with PTMC are needed.

Keywords: US-guided minimally invasive techniques; radiofrequency ablation; RFA; benign thyroid

nodules; thyroid cancer; DTC recurrences; PTMC; long term; follow-up; regrowth
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1. Introduction

Since the 80s, ultrasound (US) has played an increasingly important role in thyroid
nodule assessment [1]. Beside thyroid nodule diagnosis, US has also been used for thera-
peutic purposes. In the last decade, US-guided minimally invasive techniques have been
introduced into clinical practice as an alternative treatment for benign thyroid nodules
as well as selected cases of differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) [2–6]—such as neck re-
currences or cases of low risk disease. These techniques go far beyond ethanol ablation,
which has been the first technique to be introduced in the 90s [7], and they include laser,
radiofrequency and microwave ablation, as well as HIFU [8]. A recent European survey
on the use of US-guided minimally invasive techniques for thyroid nodules [9] showed
that today RFA is the most frequently chosen, and so far it has been the most thoroughly
assessed one.

US-guided RFA is an outpatient procedure, which is generally performed under local
anesthesia [10,11]. It requires the US-guided insertion of a probe through the skin of the
neck into the thyroid nodule. The probe tip generates heat which induces rapid heating and
destruction of the target zone (i.e., one part of the nodule). Then, in order to treat an entire
nodule, RFA is usually performed with the moving-shot technique, whereby the probe tip
is sequentially moved from the medial to the lateral parts of the nodule, while it is slowly
withdrawn towards the surface. Treatment is accompanied by the formation of coagulative
necrosis, and over time, by fibrotic changes and progressive nodule shrinkage [5,11].

Several studies have demonstrated that this procedure is safe and effective, as it
induces a significant reduction of benign thyroid nodule volume with improvement of
local symptoms and cosmetic concerns [12,13], while in case of low-risk thyroid cancer, it is
able to destroy the entire target zone [14–17]. In addition, in case of DTC neck recurrences
or papillary thyroid microcarcinoma (PTMC), RFA has a similar efficacy and lower rate
of complications than surgery [18–20]. Based on this background, accumulating evidence
suggests that US-guided RFA could be used as a first line therapy not only for benign
thyroid nodules but also for low-risk thyroid cancer.

Last year, one of the main focuses of the original articles that were published on
thyroid RFA were its long-term outcomes [3,16,17,20–23], namely the volume reduction
ratio and/or regrowths in patients with benign nodules and the recurrence rates in patients
with malignant ones. Based on this, the aim of this systematic review was to provide an
overview on these long-term outcomes of US-guided RFA in patients with either benign or
malignant thyroid nodules, as well as to discuss its strengths and limitations.

2. Materials and Methods

The aim of this systematic review was to describe RFA long-term outcomes. Our
primary outcome measure was volume reduction ratio. Our secondary outcome measures
were regrowths in benign nodules and recurrence rates in malignant nodules. Based on the
available literature on this topic, RFA long-term follow-up has been defined as a period of
at least 3 years [24].

This systematic review was conducted following the PRISMA checklist. We conducted
a systematic literature search on PubMed/Medline, EMBASE, Scopus to select all the
studies reporting the follow-up of patients treated with RFA. The query included the terms
“Radiofrequency”, “RFA”, “Thyroid” and “Follow-up”. To expand our search, references
of the retrieved articles were also screened for other data. Further literature search was
done based on these result and from the PubMed option “Related Articles”. The search
was last updated on 28 February 2021.

Figure 1 shows the stepwise procedure for study selection. We retrieved a total of
421 results. Studies were examined and selected for inclusion independently by two in-
vestigators (S.B. and A.P.) and a third one (R.C.) was consulted in case of controversy.
Investigators were not blinded to authors, institutions, journals, or interventions while
selecting studies. Inclusion criteria were as follows: (i) original studies; (ii) thyroid RFA;
(iii) follow-up of at least three years. Exclusion criteria of studies were as follows: (i) studies
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not written in English; (ii) wrong publication types (reviews, meta-analysis, study pro-
tocols, case reports, letters, errata, conference proceedings, book chapters); (iii) wrong
population (i.e., RFA performed on other tissues and organs); (iv) wrong outcome (i.e.,
follow-up shorter than three years). Studies were also excluded if relevant information
regarding the study design or outcomes was unclear or if there was any doubt regarding
duplicate publications. At the end of our qualitative analysis, we identified 20 studies. The
paper by Kim et al. was included in our analysis because initial follow-up after RFA was
37.7 ± 10.8 months [18].
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Figure 1. Stepwise procedure for study selection.

In order to assess the risk of bias of the included studies, we used the Cochrane
Collaboration tool, namely the RoBANS [24]. Two authors (S.B. and B.F.) independently
extracted data on study design, patient characteristics, RFA technique, volume reduction
ratio, and follow-up and assessed risk of bias of included studies. Disagreements were
resolved through discussion. The RoBANS assesses six domains of bias, specifically (D1)
bias due to selection of participants, (D2) bias due to confounding variables, (D3) bias due
to measurement of intervention, (D4) bias due to blinding of outcome assessment, (D5)
incomplete outcome data follow-up, (D6) selective outcome reporting. In case of D1 we
took into account if age, sex, nodule volume and cytology/pathology were specified. In
case of D2 we took into account if RFA technique, number of RFA, and energy delivered
were specified, in case of D3 we took into account if volume reduction ratio was specified,
in case of D5 we took into account the number (proportion) of patient that were seen during
follow-up. Traffic-light plots of risk of bias were designed using the robvis visualization
tool [25].
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3. Results

3.1. Long-Term Outcomes of RFA on Benign Thyroid Nodules

We identified a total of nine articles reporting the outcomes of RFA on benign thyroid
nodules after a follow-up of at least three years (Tables 1 and 2). Eight studies were
retrospective and one study was prospective. Overall, these studies showed that RFA-
induced volume reduction ratio ranged between 66.9% and 97.9% after three years from the
procedure. Regrowth was observed in 4.1–24.1% of nodules. Bias assessment is reported in
Figure 2.
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nodules. Risk of bias was classified as low (+) (pale yellow), unclear (-) (orange) or high (x) (brown).
Risk of bias was based on the judgement of domains D1–D6. D1 is for selection of participants;
D2 is for confounding variables; D3 is for measurement of intervention (VRR); D4 is for blinding
of outcome assessment; D5 is for incomplete outcome data during follow-up; D6 is for selective
outcome reporting. Risk of bias was judged unclear in D2 when number of RFA sessions or energy
delivered were not specified. Risk of bias was judged high in D5 when the number of patients seen
at specific follow-up time points was not specified. Risk of bias was judged unclear in D5 when the
number of patients was lower than 80% of patients enrolled. Risk of bias in D6 was based on D5.

Table 1. Main findings of studies on RFA long-term outcomes in patients with benign thyroid nodules.

Study Main Findings

Lim 2013 [26]
RFA was effective in reducing nodule volume and nodule-related problems such as symptoms and cosmetic concerns
(mean VRR was 93.4% at last follow-up). Regrowth rate was 5.6%.

Ha 2013 [27]
RFA reduced nodule volume by 87.2% at last follow-up and it did not affect thyroid function in patients with previous
lobectomy.

Jung 2018 [28]
Nodule volume was reduced by 80.3% after 1 year (n = 276) and by 95.3% after 5 years (n = 6). Solidity and applied
energy predicted final volume reduction.

Sim 2017 [29] RFA reduced nodule volume by 97.9% at last follow-up. Regrowth was observed in 24.1% of the nodules.

Deandrea 2019 [30]
The VRR that was found at 1 year (63% in 197/215 patients) was maintained at 5 years (67% in 71/215 patients). The
best results were obtained in nodules with baseline volume < 10 mL. A total of 4.1% of nodules regrew.

Aldea Martinez 2019 [31] RFA reduced nodule volume by 76.8% after 3 years (in 24/24 patients).
Hong 2019 [32] RFA reduced nodule volume by 92.1% at last follow-up in children and adolescents with no complications.

Bernardi 2020 [21]
After propensity score matching, RFA was associated with greater 5-year VRR (75% vs. 56%) and technique efficacy
(82% vs. 66%), as well as lower regrowth (17% vs. 34%) and retreatment rate (14% vs. 32%) as compared to LA. Young
age, large volume, low 1-year VRR, and low energy delivered were associated with retreatments.

Bernardi 2021 [22]
RFA reduced nodule volume by 79% after 5 years (in 78/78 patients). IAR was significantly associated with technique
efficacy, VRR, and the likelihood of retreatment but not with regrowth. IAR cut-off were >49% for technique efficacy
and >73% for no retreatment.

IAR initial ablation ratio, LA is for laser ablation, RFA is for radiofrequency ablation, VRR is for volume reduction ratio.
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Table 2. Main characteristics of studies on RFA long-term outcomes in patients with benign thyroid nodules.

Study Design Patients/Nodules *
Age
(yrs)

Sex
(F%)

Volume
(mL)

Diameter
(mm)

RFA
(n)

Energy
(J/mL)

VRR
(%)

Follow-Up
(Months)

Lim 2013 [26] Retrospective 111/126
37.9 ± 10.6

(9–69)
91

9.8 ± 8.5
(2–43)

33 ± 10
(20–60)

1–6
2936 ± 1995
(271–9943)

93.5 ± 11.7
(17–100)

49.4 ± 13.6
(36–81)

Ha 2013 [27] Retrospective 11/14
44.2

(30–64)
100

9.7 ± 36.3
(0.9–57.6)

29 ± 24
(15–60)

n.s n.s. 87.2
43.7 ± 30.7

(7–92)

Jung 2018 [28] Prospective 276/276
46.3 ± 12.8

(15–79)
88

14.2 ± 13.2
(1.1–80.8)

38 ± 11
(19–80)

1–2
4161 ± 2993
(656–22,031)

95.3 ± 4.3
(88.5–100)

60

Sim 2017 [29] Retrospective 52/54
44.1 ± 13.2

(20–78)
91

14 ± 12.7
(3.1–56.6)

38 ± 11
(19–77)

1–? n.s. 97.9
39.4 ± 21.7

(13–87)
Deandrea 2019
[30]

Retrospective 215/215
66#

(60–88)
85

20.9#
(15–33)

n.s. 1
2210#

(1400–3080)
66.9# 60

Aldea Martinez
2019 [31]

Prospective 24/24 50.2 ± 13.6 83
36.3 ± 59.8
(0.7–231.6)

n.s. 1–? 1180 ± 716 76.8 ± 15.9 36

Hong 2019 [32] Retrospective 15/15
15.7 ± 2.3

(12–19)
71

14.6 ± 13.3
(1.6–49.8)

37 ± 11
(20–56)

1–5
3153 ± 2065
(782–7504)

92.1 ± 11.4
36.9 ± 21.7

(6–69)
Bernardi 2020
[21]

Retrospective 216/216
57#

(17–87)
75

17.2#
(0.4–179)

n.s. 1
1398#

(176–2410)
77.1#

(−34.5–100)
60

Bernardi 2021
[33]

Retrospective 78/82
59.5#

(18–86)
76

11.3#
(0.4–54.6)

23.5#
(17.3–30.1)

1 n.s. 79 60

Continuous variables are reported as mean ± SD [min—max] or median# [min—max]. “n” is for number, “n.s.” is for not specified, VRR is for volume reduction ratio (at last follow-up). # Median values, * The
number of patients/nodules refers to the groups treated with RFA (before matching).
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The first retrospective study of this series was that of Lim et al. [26], who reported
the outcomes of thyroid RFA on 111 patients (with 126 benign non-functioning nodules)
after a follow-up duration of at least 3 years (mean follow-up length was 49.4 months,
range 36–81 months). After a mean number of 2.2 ± 1.4 sessions, the Authors found that
nodule volume was reduced by 70%, 90%, 90%, 90%, and 93.5% after 6 months, 1 year,
2 years, 3 years, and at last follow-up. This was associated with a significant amelioration
of local symptoms and cosmetic concerns. Baseline nodule volume and solidity were
independently associated with final volume reduction. Regrowth rate (i.e., an increase in
nodule volume > 50% as compared with previous US examination) was 5.6%. Complication
rate was 3.6% (4/111 patients), and they included voice change, brachial plexus injury,
bruising and vomiting. The authors concluded that RFA is a safe and effective method and
it can be used as a non-surgical treatment for patients with non-functioning benign thyroid
nodules [26].

The subsequent studies confirmed most of these findings [26,28,30,31]. In particular,
the efficacy and safety of RFA for the treatment of benign thyroid nodules have been
confirmed by a prospective study [28] reporting RFA outcomes on 276 patients (with
276 nodules) treated on average with 1.3 sessions and followed for 46 months (range
15–79). In this study, nodule volume was reduced by 80%, 89%, 92%, and 95%, after 1, 2, 3,
and 4 years from the procedure. Solidity and energy delivered were independent factors
that predicted the final volume reduction. The overall complication rate was 5.1% (major
complication rate was 1.1%), while side-effects occurred in 4.7% of the patients [28].

Contrary to the first studies evaluating the effects of multiple RFA sessions, Deandrea
et al. reported the outcomes of one single session of RFA on 215 patients (with 215 nodules)
followed for at least 3 years, showing that nodule volume was reduced by 67% at last
follow-up. In this study, the nodules with a baseline volume < 10 mL showed the best
response as their volume was reduced by 81% at last follow-up. This was associated
with a significant amelioration of symptom and cosmetic scores. Regrowth, which was
defined according to Lim et al. [26], occurred in 4.1% of nodules. There were no major
complications, but only minor occurrences and side-effects, whose rates were 8.8% and
10%. Minor occurrences included hypotension, swelling, bruising, neck pain, fever and
cough [30].

Other studies have extended these findings, showing that RFA does not modify
thyroid function even in patients with previous lobectomy [34], such that the authors
concluded that it can be considered as a first-line treatment for symptomatic benign thyroid
nodules in order to preserve thyroid function. In addition, it has also been shown that RFA
is effective and safe for non-functioning thyroid nodules in children and adolescents [32].

As opposed to the first long-term follow-up studies that focused primarily on the
efficacy and safety of the technique, the most recent ones have brought up the issue of
retreatment and regrowth [21,22,29], as defined by a recent proposal for standardization of
terminology and reporting criteria [35]. Based on this proposal, nodule regrowth should be
defined as a ≥50% increase compared to the minimum recorded volume measured at a
given follow-up time point [35]. In the work by Sim et al., 52 patients (54 nodules) were
followed for 39 months (range 13–87 months) after thyroid RFA. Mean volume reduction
ratio (VRR) after the first procedure was 77% and 97.9% at last follow-up. Complication
rate was 3.6% and side effect rate was 3.6%. In this study, 24.1% of the nodules regrew
after a mean time of approximately 40 months, as assessed by the new definition [35]. The
authors suggested that it is the residual vital volume increase what may cause/precede
regrowth [29].

Consistent with these findings, we have recently evaluated the 5-year outcomes of
one RFA and compared it to laser ablation (LA) in a cohort of 406 patients, 216 of whom
were treated with RFA and the remaining 190 with LA [21]. It has to be noted that in this
study, all patients were followed for at least five years after the procedure. Overall, RFA
significantly reduced nodule volume, which decreased by 72%, 75%, 76%, 76% and 77%
after 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years after the ablation. Regrowth was observed in 20% of patients
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treated with RFA (43/216), however only 12% of the patients were retreated, due to the
fact that regrowth is not always associated with symptom relapse. After propensity score
matching analysis, RFA was associated with greater volume reduction ratio (75% vs. 56%),
technique efficacy (82% vs. 66%), as well as lower regrowth (17% vs. 34%) and retreatment
rate (14% vs. 32%) as compared to LA. On logistic regression model analyses, energy
delivered was the only parameter that was associated with technique inefficacy (cut-off
was 1360 J/mL) and with regrowth (but the low AUC did not allow to elaborate any
cut-off). Younger age, larger baseline volume, lower amount of energy (cut-off 918 J/mL)
were associated with likelihood of retreatment [21].

Given that in the aforementioned work, we could not identify predictors of regrowth,
we evaluated if the initial ablation ratio (IAR), which is a semiquantitative index that
measures the amount of the ablated area, could predict regrowth [22]. For this reason, we
analysed RFA outcomes on 78 patients (82 nodules) that were followed for 5 years after
the procedure. Technique efficacy (i.e., volume reduction > 50% after 1 year) was achieved
in 92% of patients, 23% of nodules regrew and 12% of nodules were retreated. Median
IAR was 83%. IAR was significantly associated with technique efficacy, VRR, and with the
likelihood of retreatment, but not with nodule regrowth [22]. In particular, an IAR > 49%
was a good predictor of technique efficacy and an IAR > 73% was a good predictor of no
retreatment in the five years following the procedure [22].

3.2. Long-Term Outcomes of RFA on Malignant Thyroid Nodules

We identified a total of 11 articles reporting the outcomes of RFA on malignant
thyroid nodules after a follow-up of at least 3 years (Tables 3–5). All these studies were
retrospective. Five studies evaluated RFA outcomes on differentiated thyroid cancer
(DTC) neck recurrences, while the remaining six studies evaluated it on papillary thyroid
microcarcinomas (PTMC), low risk papillary carcinoma, and small follicular neoplasms.
Overall, these studies showed that RFA-induced volume reduction ratio ranged between
81.2% and 99.5% in DTC neck recurrences, between 98.5% and 100% in PTMC, and that it
was 99.5% in follicular neoplasms. With respect to local recurrences, they ranged between
6.25% and 27% in DTC neck recurrences, and 0% and 4% in PTMC. Bias assessment is
reported in Figure 3.

Table 3. Main findings of studies on RFA long-term outcomes in patients with malignant thyroid nodules.

Study Main Findings

DTC Neck Tecurrences
Monchik 2006 [36] No recurrent disease was detected at the treatment site in 14/16 patients.

Kim 2015 [18]
After IPTW adjustement, the 3-year recurrence-free survival rate after RFA was comparable to surgery (92.6% vs.
92.2%).

Choi 2019 [19] After PSM, the recurrence-free survival rate after RFA was comparable to surgery (98% vs. 95%).

Chung 2019 [37]
RFA reduced DTC recurrences by 99.5% at 5 years and 91.3% of them disappeared. Local recurrences were seen in 27%
of patients.

Chung 2021 [38] RFA reduced nodule volume by 81.2% and made disappear 124/172 recurrences (72.1%) after 48 months.
Small Follicular Neoplasm

Ha 2017 [34] RFA reduced the volume of follicular neoplasms by 99.5% after 5 years. 8 out of 10 lesions (80%) disappeared.
Low-Risk Papillary Carcinomas/PTMC

Kim 2017 [14]
RFA reduced the volume of papillary carcinoma by 98.5%. 4 out of 6 lesions (66.7%) disappeared. There were no
recurrences.

Lim 2019 [15]
RFA led to complete disappearance of 91.4% of PTMC, and the remaining PTMC did not regrow. There were no
recurrences.

Zhang 2020 [20]
RFA was not inferior to surgery in terms of recurrences (1.1% vs. 1.3%). The surgery group had a higher complication
rate and a lower quality of life than the RFA group.

Cho 2020 [17]
RFA resulted in complete disappearance of all ablated tumors, with no local tumor progression, no lymph-node or
distant metastases. 3 patients developed 4 new cancers (4%).

Yan 2021 [16]
VRR was 98%. A total of 88.4% of tumors disappeared. Local tumor progression rate was 3.62%. Recurrence rate was
3.4%.

DTC is for differentiated thyroid cancer, IPTW is for inverse probability of treatment weights, PSM is for propensity score matching, PTMC
is for papillary thyroid microcarcinoma, RFA is for radiofrequency ablation, VRR is for volume reduction ratio.
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Table 4. Studies on RFA long-term outcomes in patients with DTC neck recurrences.

Study Design Patients/Nodules *
Age
(yrs)

Sex (F%) Volume (mL)
Diameter

(mm)
RFA
(n)

E
(J/mL)

VRR
(%)

Recur-Rence
Follow-Up
(Months)

DTC Neck Recurrences

Monchik 2006 [36] Retrospective 16/16
53

(28–84)
75 n.s.

17
(8–40)

1–6 n.s. n.s.
1/16

(6.25%)
40.7

(10–68)

Kim 2015 [18]
Retrospective
(vs. surgery)

27/36 42.4 ± 10.3 74 n.s. 21.1 ± 1.01 1–2 n.s.
98.4 ± 6.2
(77–100)

3/26
(11.5%)

37.7 ± 10.2

Choi 2019 [19]
Retrospective
(vs. surgery)

96/115 47.4 ± 14.1 72 n.s 10 ± 8 1–3 n.s. n.s.
12/96

(12.5%)
76.9 ± 23

Chung 2019 [37] Retrospective 29/46
51.8 ± 15
(21–84)

59
0.25 ± 0.4
(0.001–2.3)

8.4 ± 4.7
(3.1–21)

1–3 n.s.
99.5 ± 2.9
(81–100)

8/29
(27%)

80 ± 17.3
(60–114)

Chung 2021 [38] Retrospective 119/172
50.7 ± 16
(14–83)

72
0.4 ± 1.4

(0.001–12.6)
9 ± 6
(3–41)

1–5 n.s. 81.2 ± 55.7 n.s.
47.9 ± 35.4

(6–128)

Continuous variables are reported as mean ± SD [min–max]. DTC is for differentiated thyroid cancer, “n” is for number, “n.s.” is for not specified, RFA is for radiofrequency ablation, VRR is for volume reduction
ratio (at last follow-up). * The number of patients/nodules refers to the groups treated with RFA (before matching).

Table 5. Studies on RFA long-term outcomes in patients with low-risk thyroid cancers.

Study Design Patients/Nodules *
Age
(yrs)

Sex (F%) Volume (mL)
Diameter

(mm)
RFA (n)

E
(J/mL)

VRR
(%)

Recur-rence
Follow-Up
(Months)

Small Follicular Neoplasm
Ha
2017 [34]

Retrospective 10/10
45 ± 10.5
(27–74)

100
0.6 ± 0.4
(0.2–1.6)

14 ± 3
(10–19)

1–2
9245 ± 5409

(3976–19,332)
99.5 ± 1
(97–100)

0/10
(0%)

66.4 ± 5.1
(60–76)

Low-Risk Papillary Carcinomas/PTMC
Kim
2017 [14]

Retrospective 6/6
72

(64–79)
66

0.3 ± 0.2
(0.05–0.4)

9.2
(6–13)

1–2 n.s.
98.5 ± 3.3
(92–100)

0/6
(0%)

48.5 ± 12.3
(36–65)

Lim
2019 [15]

Retrospective 133/152
46 ± 12
(19–79)

85.7
0.03 ± 0.04
(0.001–0.3)

4.3 ± 1.4
(3–10)

1–2
3169 ± 1423
(600–11,550)

100
0/133
(0%)

39 ± 25
(6–104)

Zhang
2020 [20]

Retrospective
(vs surgery)

94/94 45 ± 10.8 74.5 0.17 ± 0.23 6.14 ± 2.54 1 n.s. n.s.
1/94

(1.1%)
64.2 ± 2.8

Cho
2020 [17]

Retrospective 74/84 46 ± 12 89
0.02

(0.001–0.23)
4

(3–9.9)
1–2

185,237
(13,088–4,716,379)

100
3/74
(4%)

72 ± 18
(60–124)

Yan
2021 [16]

Retrospective 414/414
43.6 ± 9.8

(18–73)
78

0.09 ± 0.08
(0.001–0.5)

5.22 ± 1.59
(2–10)

1–? n.s.
98.8 ± 6.4
(50–100)

15/414
(3.62%)

42.1 ± 11.9
(24–69)

Continuous variables are reported as mean ± SD [min–max]. “n” is for number, “n.s.” is for not specified, PTMC is for papillary thyroid microcarcinoma, RFA is for radiofrequency ablation, VRR is for volume
reduction ratio (at last follow-up). * The number of patients/nodules refers to the groups treated with RFA (before matching).
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patients seen at specific follow-up time points was not specified, but it was judged unclear if shorter 
follow-up time was > 3 years. Risk of bias in D6 was based on D5. 

Figure 3. Bias assessment of studies on RFA long-term outcomes in patients with malignant thyroid
nodule. Risk of bias was classified as low (+) (pale yellow), unclear (-) (orange) or high (x) (brown).
Risk of bias was based on the judgement of domains D1-D6. D1 is for selection of participants;
D2 is for confounding variables; D3 is for measurement of intervention (VRR); D4 is for blinding
of outcome assessment; D5 is for incomplete outcome data during follow-up; D6 is for selective
outcome reporting. Risk of bias was judged unclear in D1 when histology was not specified. Risk of
bias was judged unclear in D2 when energy delivered was not specified. Risk of bias was judged
unclear in D3 when VRR was not specified. Risk of bias was judged high in D5 when the number of
patients seen at specific follow-up time points was not specified, but it was judged unclear if shorter
follow-up time was >3 years. Risk of bias in D6 was based on D5.

The use of RFA for the treatment of DTC neck recurrences dates back to the early
2000s [39], and it remains the only indication for thyroid RFA by some authoritative
guidelines [40]. In 2006, Monchik et al. reported the outcomes of one or more RFA
sessions on DTC neck recurrences in 16 patients that were followed for 41 months (range
10–68 months), showing that only one patient presented with a new recurrence in the neck.
RFA caused laryngeal nerve injury in one patient and a 5-mm skin burn in another, as
well as neck swelling and regional discomfort [36]. The authors concluded that RFA was
a promising alternative to surgical treatment of DTC recurrence in patients with difficult
reoperations [36]. Almost a decade after, Chung et al. confirmed that RFA is an effective
and safe method for local control of DTC recurrences, as they reported that RFA reduced
tumor volume by 99.5% and it induced its disappearance in 91.3% of patients after a mean
follow-up of 80 months (range 60–114 months), with no delayed complications [37]. Local
recurrences were seen in 27% of patients (8/29) and distant metastases in 6.9% of patients
(2/29). Recently, the same authors have demonstrated that in DTC recurrences invading the
airways [38], RFA reduced tumor volume by 81.2%, leading to its complete disappearance
in 72% of the cases with an overall complication rate of 21.4%. The rate of volume reduction,
tumor disappearance and complications were different as those reported previously, due to
the inclusion of patients who were treated for curative and palliative purposes for recurrent
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tumors which were more likely to adhere or invade critical adjacent structures, increasing
the complications rate during RFA [38].

A few papers have compared the efficacy and safety of RFA to surgery in the treatment
of DTC neck recurrences. In particular, in the first study evaluating recurrences smaller
than 2 cm, a total of 27 patients were treated with RFA, which induced a 98.4% volume
reduction ratio and made 86% of lesions disappear. Overall, 12.5% of patients had a
recurrence after 38 months. Recurrence free-survival rate was 93% and 88% at 1 and
3-year follow-up. After IPTW adjustement, 24 patients treated with RFA were compared to
40 patients treated with surgery and in the end the overall survival rate, as well as the 1-
and 3-year recurrence-free survival rates, did not differ between groups, after a follow-up
of almost 3 years (32 months) [18]. More recently, 96 patients with DTC neck recurrences
were followed for 77 months after being treated with RFA. A total of 11.2% of them had
a recurrence. The 3-year and 6-year recurrence-free survival rate was 91% and 89%. A
subgroup of 70 patients was compared to 70 patients surgically treated. In this study, the
recurrence-free survival rates were comparable between these groups, but the surgery
group had a significantly higher rate of hypocalcemia [19].

Only very recently has RFA been used to treat low-risk PTMC. In the first study
reporting RFA outcomes on low-risk small papillary thyroid carcinomas after a long-term
follow-up, 66.7% lesions (4 out of 6) completely disappeared, while the remaining ones
exhibited only small calcified residues [14]. No recurrences were reported after a mean follo-
up of 4 years. More recently, in a cohort of 139 patients with 152 PTMC, RFA completely
destroyed as many as 91.4% of ablated PTMC, while the remaining ones did not display
any sign of regrowth after a mean follow-up duration of 39 months (6–104 months) [15].
When looking at the patients of this cohort with follow-up data of more than 5 years,
74 patients with 84 PTMC were selected for a subsequent study [17]. In these patients, RFA
led to complete disappearance of all PTMC. There was no local tumor progression and
no lymphnode or distant metastasis. There were four new PTMC in three patients in the
remaining thyroid gland, which were ablated by RFA. The rate of minor complications was
4.1% (two hematomas and one first-degree skin burn) and that of major complications was
1.4% (one case of voice change) [17]. Likewise, in a cohort of 414 patients with unifocal
PTMC, Yan et al. have recently demonstrated that RFA effectively reduced the target
lesion by 98.8% and destroyed it in 88.4% of cases with no significant complications after a
follow-up of 42 ± 12 months. In this study, the overall rate of local tumor progression was
3.62% (one persistent PTMC, four lymph node metastasis and 10 cases of new PTMC) [16].
It has to be noted that in a study retrospectively comparing RFA to surgery in case of
unifocal PTMC, the Authors did not found any difference in terms of oncologic outcomes
after 5 years of follow-up, but surgery took longer, had a longer hospitalization time, and
was costlier than RFA [20].

4. Discussion

4.1. The Use of RFA to Treat Benign Thyroid Nodules

The advent of thyroid thermal ablations is likely to significantly change our con-
ventional approach to thyroid nodules. In case of a benign thyroid nodule, patients are
generally referred to surgery when they complain of symptoms or cosmetic concerns,
while they are followed by US in case they do not. Thyroid thermal ablations, and RFA,
represent a new therapeutic alternative in this conventional dichotomous scenario [3].
Randomized clinical trials have shown that RFA significantly reduces thyroid nodule
volume and relieves from nodule-related clinical problems, such as local symptoms and
cosmetic concerns [12,13]. The procedure does not affect thyroid function in euthyroid
patients, and it is safe and extremely well tolerated. Our systematic review shows that RFA
induces a volume reduction ratio ranging between 66.9% and 97.9% after 3 years from the
procedure. Altogether, these data support the use of RFA to treat benign thyroid nodules,
particularly when the target is a single, cold, benign, and symptomatic nodule [5,6,41].
Today, several scientific societies have included the use of minimally invasive techniques
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among the therapeutic options for symptomatic benign thyroid nodules [4,6,42]. In this
new scenario, where observation, surgery and RFA are all viable options, we believe that
RFA and surgery are not overlapping techniques, but they should be used to treat different
types of nodules as well as different patients. Surgery for example is more effective than
one RFA session for treating autonomously functioning nodules or very large nodules [10]
(i.e., nodules with volumes > 20 mL). On the other hand, surgery may be unnecessary for
treating small but symptomatic benign thyroid nodules that can be effectively managed
with an outpatient procedure. This distinction applies also to the other minimally invasive
technique, namely laser and microwave ablation or high-intensity focused ultrasound,
whose choice depends also on local availability and physician expertise.

In case of benign thyroid nodules, one of the main differences between surgery and
RFA is that surgery removes the entire nodule, while RFA reduces it (whereby it reduces
patient symptoms). The follow-up studies that have been summarized in this review
demonstrate that nodule volume reduction induced by RFA is generally maintained for
(at least) 5 years. However, patients should be informed that in the vast majority of
the cases a relatively small nodule persists. Some of the studies reviewed have tried to
identify predictors of initial volume reduction and retreatment after RFA. These studies
have demonstrated that baseline nodule volume, solidity, and applied energy predicted
final volume reduction (and the likelihood of any retreatment). Deandrea et al. observed
that the best response occurred in nodules with a volume < 10 mL, which were reduced by
82% and remained stable over time. By contrast, nodules with a volume between 10 and
20 mL and with a volume >20 mL were reduced by 75% and 65% respectively [30]. This is
consistent with the study by Lim et al., where patients with nodules < 10 mL were treated
with 1.7 RFA sessions, while patients with nodules between 10 and 20 mL were treated with
2.8 RFA sessions and patients with nodules > 20 mL were treated with 3.8 RFA sessions [26].
In our multicenter retrospective study, where RFA reduced nodule volume by 72% and
77% after 1 and 5 years from the procedure, and 12% of patients were retreated [21], large
baseline volume was significantly associated with the likelihood of being retreated [21]. Of
note, in this work, the baseline volume cut-off that predicted retreatment after RFA was
22.1 mL but it had an area under the curve indicating poor accuracy. By contrast, we found
that a 1-year volume reduction <66% was a better predictor of nodule retreatment over
time [21].

Energy delivered is another parameter that correlates with the volume reduction of
benign thyroid nodules (as well as retreatments) [28,43–45]. In our multicenter study, an
amount of energy delivered of 1360 J/mL was a moderately accurate predictor of technique
efficacy (i.e., volume reduction > 50% after 1 year) and an amount of energy < 918 J/mL
was a good predictor of retreatment in the five years following the procedure [21]. Our
data are consistent with the recent observation that delivering 756 J/mL, 1311 J/mL, 2109
J/mL was associated with a 50%, 75%, and 95% likelihood of technique efficacy [45].

Recent studies have shown that also the initial ablation ratio (IAR) [46] or the resid-
ual vital ratio (RVR) [47] might help predict volume reduction and/or retreatment after
RFA [22,33,46,47]. The IAR is a semiquantitative index that measures the amount of abla-
tion after 1–3 months from RFA and it is calculated as follows: IAR = (ablated volume/total
volume) × 100 [46]. It has been shown that an IAR > 49% is a good predictor of technique
efficacy and an IAR > 73% is a good predictor of no retreatment in the five years that
follow the first procedure [22]. On the other hand, the RVR is a similar index that takes into
account the viable volume instead of the ablated volume and it is calculated as follows:
RVR = (viable volume/total volume) × 100 [33]. As opposed to the IAR, the greater the
RVR the lower the likelihood of technique efficacy and the higher the likelihood of being
retreated. We have recently found that a RVR > 73% was a moderately accurate predictor
of technique inefficacy (i.e., volume reduction < 50% after 1 year) and a RVR > 60% was a
good predictor of being retreated in the five years that follow the first procedure [33].

In contrast, the issue that remains to be fully understood is nodule regrowth [48,49].
There are several reasons that might explain such difficulty. First of all, nodule regrowth
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has been defined in different ways, which makes the existing follow-up studies difficult to
compare. In addition, the majority of these studies have incomplete follow-ups, leading
to an under or overestimate of regrowth. According to Mauri et al., regrowth is a ≥50%
nodule volume increase compared to the minimum recorded volume measured at a given
follow-up time point [35]. Taking into account this definition, regrowth seems to occur in
20% of patients treated with RFA after 5 years from initial treatment [21,29]. However, we
do not know yet if this definition is too broad and might include regrowths that will never
become clinically relevant problems. Second, most of the parameters related to volume
reduction and retreatment (i.e., baseline volume, energy, IAR) have failed to predict nodule
regrowth, apart from the RVR [47].

These data suggest that regrowth may be a distinct process from nodule shrinkage,
and there might be other factors accounting for it, such as additional patient characteristics
(ethnicity and iodine status for instance), as well as the nodule behaviour and/or technical
issues. These technical issues include the operator experience, the lack of treatment of
the nodule’s margins [29,48] or the lack of treatment of the feeding artery [50] and the
draining vein, the latter of which is usually located at the nodule margins. Also the size
and the position of the nodule influence the quality of an RFA treatment, given that the
moving-shot technique (i.e., the probe repositioning) is tailored to the patient nodule and
in large nodules or nodules whose location is close to critical structures it is difficult to
treat the entire nodule [47]. In these cases, contrast-enhanced rather than non-enhanced
ultrasound might provide useful information on the treatment outcome [51,52]. Additional
classifiers based not only on clinical and US features, but also on molecular markers [53]
and artificial intelligence might help predict treatment response as well as nodule behaviour
over time [54].

4.2. The Use of RFA to Treat Differentiated Thyroid Cancer

The use of RFA is recommended by current guidelines in patients with suspected
structural DTC neck recurrences [4,40]. In this circumstance, the use of RFA has been
associated with volume reductions ranging from 55% to 95% and complete disappearance
of metastatic foci in 40–90% of cases [36,55]. The few long-term follow-up studies that
are available demonstrate that RFA is a promising alternative to surgical treatment in this
setting, and this is confirmed by the fact that RFA and surgery have shown comparable
recurrence-free survival rates [19].

By contrast, the use of RFA to treat PTMC or low-risk thyroid carcinoma has only
recently been explored. The possibility to treat with RFA patients with PTMC or low-
risk thyroid carcinoma unable or unwilling to undergo surgery has been introduced for
the first time by the 2017 Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology guidelines [4]. Available
studies show that when RFA is used to treat PTMC, it can effectively destroy the entire
nodule, such that after 5 years from the procedure the ablation site reliably and consistently
demonstrates no evidence of viable tumor [17]. In addition, Zhang et al. have recently
shown that recurrence rates did not differ between RFA and surgery and that RFA had a
lower complication rate and a higher quality of life than surgery [20]. Based on this ground,
RFA could become a third therapeutic option in a scenario where the choices are either
active surveillance or surgery.

The basic goals of initial therapy for patients with differentiated thyroid cancer are
not only to improve overall and disease-specific survival and reduce the risk of persis-
tent/recurrent disease, but also to permit accurate disease staging and risk stratification [40].
Surgery is the only approach that can remove the primary tumor and permit accurate stag-
ing and risk stratification of the disease [40].

Nevertheless, the ATA guidelines have recently introduced the possibility of chosing
an active surveillance approach in case of patients with very low risk tumors, such as
PTMC without clinically evident metastases or local invasion and no cytologic/genetic
evidence of aggressive disease [40]. This is based on the observation that loco-regional
recurrence rates, distant recurrence rates, and mortality rates do not differ between patients
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with PTMC who underwent surgery and those who were only followed up [40]. Ito et al.
followed 1235 patients with PTMC for an average 5–6 years (up to 15 years), and 1.5% of
them showed lymph node metastases, 3.5% showed progression to clinical disease, 4.6%
showed tumor size enlargement [56], indicating that PTMC have an indolent nature.

Having said that, if RFA became a third option for PTMC, it would have some
limitations/drawbacks. As compared to surgery, for example, RFA does not allow for
identification of additional foci of PTMC as well as micrometastases in the central neck
compartment [3]. As compared to active surveillance, on the other hand, if patients with
PTMC were treated with RFA, it is not entirely clear how to monitor them, given that
during active surveillance, the primary biomarker to signal that surgical intervention is
warranted is the change in size of the primary tumor [23]. On this ground, we believe that
studies on larger cohorts of patients followed for a longer period of time are needed to
understand if the risk of disease recurrence and metastatic spread after RFA will not differ
from surgery or the active surveillance approach [23].

4.3. What Do the Guidelines State about the Use of RFA

Based on some of these and other pioneering studies, several authoritative interna-
tional societies have included RFA among the treatment modalities for thyroid nodule
management and/or have established specific recommendations for the use of RFA.

In 2016, the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) introduced
the possibility to use laser or radiofrequency ablation for the treatment of solid or complex
thyroid nodules that progressively enlarge or are symptomatic or cause cosmetic concerns,
after repeating fine-needle aspiration for cytology confirmation [42]. On the other hand, in
the same years, the American Thyroid Associations (ATA) suggested the use of RFA only
in case of structural neck recurrences of DTC (particularly in case of lesions measuring
> 10 mm), in high-risk surgical patients or patients refusing additional surgery [40]. Here
RFA was also taken into account in case of liver, lung, and bone metastases in patients
iodine-refractory metastatic DTC [40].

A few scientific societies and national working groups have developed also specific
practice guidelines on the use of thermal ablations for the treatment of thyroid nodules.
The principal and most recent statements have been issued by the following groups: the
Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology (KSThR) [4], the Italian working group on minimally
invasive treatments of the thyroid (MITT) [5], interdisciplinary working groups of German
and Austrian professional associations [57,58], and the European Thyroid Association
(ETA) [6,59]. The principal indication is the treatment of non-functioning benign nodules
that are symptomatic, although the use of RFA can be taken into account in case of au-
tonomously functioning thyroid nodules when radioiodine or surgery are contraindicated
or unwanted. The Korean and Austrian statements include also the treatment of local
recurrences of iodine-refractory thyroid carcinoma, while the use of RFA in “low-risk”
papillary PTMC is taken into account by the KSThR as well as by the ETA [59], while it
remains an area “under discussion” [58] for the Austrian working group.

As far as benign thyroid nodules are concerned, this systematic review shows that
the best RFA results have been generally obtained in nodules with baseline volume
< 10–20 mL [21,26,30]. Therefore, we believe that RFA should be used to treat prefer-
entially symptomatic benign lesions if their volume does not exceed 20–30 mL (unless they
are cystic or predominantly cystic). Our results highlight also that the best RFA results have
been generally obtained when energy delivered was >1300 J/mL. Therefore, guidelines
should emphasize the importance of energy delivered as a key to successful treatment.

As far as malignant thyroid nodules are concerned, our systematic review show that
recurrence-free survival rates do not differ between RFA and surgery in patients with DTC
recurrences, which is in line with the concept that RFA can be used to treat DTC recurrences
in patients in high-risk surgical patients or patients refusing additional surgery. On the
other hand, we believe that further (and longer) studies are needed before extending RFA
to “low-risk” papillary microcarcinomas. In particular, the lack of definite histopathological
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information in the absence of diagnostic surgery will represent a significant impediment to
its use in this setting.

4.4. Strenghts and Limitations

This systematic review addresses what is currently seen as an open question [58],
namely the regrowth/recurrence rates in the long-term follow-up after RFA. The limitations
include the fact that regrowth has been defined in many ways, studies are heterogeneous in
terms of number of treatments and energy delivered, and -most importantly- the majority
of them has incomplete follow-ups and in many cases the number of patients seen over
time is not specified.

5. Conclusions

Current scientific literature indicates that RFA is an effective treatment of benign
thyroid nodules. The ideal target appears to be a single, cold, benign, and symptomatic
thyroid nodule, with a baseline volume below 20 mL. In this nodule, RFA should deliver
more than 1300 J/mL, in order to achieve a satisfactory volume reduction and avoid
retreatments in the following 5 years. Nodule regrowth remains poorly understood, and
patients should be followed after initial procedure. RFA represents a therapeutic option
in patients with DTC neck recurrences that have a high surgical risk, or refuse additional
surgery. On the other hand, it might become a treatment for PTMC in the future, particularly
once the issue of accurate staging and risk stratification of the disease as well as removal of
micrometastases have been resolved.
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Simple Summary: Fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) with measurement of thyroglobulin

concentrations obtained through aspiration (FNA-Tg) is routinely used for the diagnosis of metastatic

lymph nodes (LNs) from differentiated thyroid carcinomas. However, some areas of uncertainty

remain, including the optimal FNA-Tg cutoff and its interpretation based on ultrasound (US) features.

In this study, we evaluated the appropriate strategies for interpreting FNAC and FNA-Tg results

based on the sonographic features of LNs. We confirmed that the malignancy rate of LNs found

to be malignant by FNAC or elevated FNA-Tg was sufficiently high to be diagnosed as metastasis,

regardless of the sonographic features. The malignancy rate of LNs with indeterminate or benign

FNAC findings and low FNA-Tg were stratified according to their sonographic features. We propose

a diagnostic algorithm, based on combined FNAC, FNA-Tg, and US features of LNs, for diagnosing

metastatic LNs of differentiated thyroid carcinomas.

Abstract: We aimed to evaluate appropriate strategies for interpreting fine-needle aspiration cytology

(FNAC) and thyroglobulin concentrations obtained through aspiration (FNA-Tg) results based on the

sonographic features of lymph nodes (LNs). Consecutive patients who underwent ultrasound-guided

FNAC and FNA-Tg for metastatic LNs from differentiated thyroid carcinomas (DTCs) from January

2014 to December 2018 were reviewed retrospectively. LNs were categorized sonographically as

suspicious, indeterminate, or benign. The optimal FNA-Tg cutoff for metastatic LNs was evaluated

preoperatively, after lobectomy, and after total thyroidectomy. The diagnostic performances of FNA-

Tg, FNAC, and their combination were analyzed based on the sonographic features of LNs. The

malignancy rates of LNs were analyzed based on the sonographic features, FNAC, and FNA-Tg

results. Of the 1543 LNs analyzed, 528 were benign, whereas 1015 were malignant. FNA-Tg increased

the sensitivity and accuracy of FNAC for LNs. The malignancy rate of LNs found to be malignant

by FNAC or elevated FNA-Tg ranged from 82% to 100%, regardless of the sonographic features.

The malignancy rate of LNs with indeterminate or benign FNAC findings and low FNA-Tg were

stratified according to their sonographic features. We propose a diagnostic algorithm, based on

combined FNAC, FNA-Tg, and ultrasound features of LNs, for diagnosing metastatic LNs of DTCs.

Keywords: papillary thyroid carcinoma; neoplasm metastasis; ultrasonography; biopsy; fine-

needle; thyroglobulin
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1. Introduction

Patients with differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC) have an excellent prognosis.
However, despite their relatively indolent clinical and biological behaviors, DTCs are
frequently associated with cervical lymph node (LN) metastases at the time of diagnosis
or during the postoperative follow-up period [1]. Accurate diagnosis of LN metastasis is
important for patients with DTCs, with likely LN involvement taken into consideration
when deciding whether to perform neck dissection or not and when predicting the patient
prognosis. Particularly, lateral LN metastasis increases the risk of locoregional recurrence
and decreases the rate of tumor-free survival among patients with PTC [2]. Thus, detection
of lateral LN metastases during the initial operation is important for reducing reoperation
rates and complications of reoperation [3].

Ultrasound (US)-guided fine aspiration cytology (FNAC) is the most useful technique
for diagnosing nodal metastases, although inadequate cellularity or nonrepresentative
sampling precludes diagnosis in up to 20% of specimens, including small metastatic lesions
or those with partial involvement or cystic changes [4–6]. The diagnostic yield of FNA
could improve by directly measuring the thyroglobulin (Tg) concentration in the washout
fluid of the fine-needle aspirate (FNA-Tg) [7]. Current guidelines recommend that patients
with DTC undergo biopsy of sonographically suspicious LNs to obtain cytology results
and determine the FNA-Tg concentration [8–10].

Although FNA-Tg is important in assessing lesions suspected of being recurrent or
metastatic, some areas of uncertainty remain, including the optimal FNA-Tg cutoff and
its interpretation based on US features. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to
determine the optimal FNA-Tg cutoff detecting malignant LNs based on the patient’s
surgical status, compare the diagnostic performance of this cutoff with that of FNAC based
on the US features of LNs, and propose a diagnostic algorithm to detect metastatic LNs of
DTCs using combined FNAC, FNA-Tg, and US features of LNs.

2. Results

2.1. Study Population

A total of 1543 LNs in 1173 patients were included in our study. Of these 1543 LNs,
528 (34.2%) were benign and 1015 (65.8%) were metastatic, including 997 from classic-type
papillary thyroid carcinoma, 15 from follicular variant papillary thyroid carcinoma, and
3 from follicular carcinoma. Of the 1543 LNs, 865 (56.0%) were obtained preoperatively,
63 (4.1%) were obtained after hemithyroidectomy, and 615 (39.9%) were obtained after
total thyroidectomy. LN characteristics according to the final diagnosis are shown in
Table 1. The mean FNA-Tg level was 45,266.8 ± 191,378.6 ng/mL for metastatic LNs
and 21.3 ± 465.7 ng/mL for benign LNs. The mean serum Tg concentration was also
significantly higher in patients with metastatic LNs than in those with benign LNs.

2.2. Optimal FNA-Tg Cutoff Values

Boxplots showing the distribution of FNA-Tg levels in the benign and metastatic
LNs obtained preoperatively, after lobectomy, and after total thyroidectomy are shown
in Figure 1. The median FNA-Tg levels for metastatic and benign LNs were 3005 and
0.16 ng/mL, 1760 and 0.08 ng/mL, and 890 and 0.08 ng/mL in patients preoperatively,
after lobectomy, and after total thyroidectomy, respectively.

The optimal FNA-Tg cutoff for detecting metastatic LNs were determined using the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. The optimal cutoff for LNs obtained
preoperatively, after lobectomy, and after total thyroidectomy FNA-Tg were 8.3, 0.97, and
1.1 ng/mL, respectively, with area under the curve of 0.962, 0.958, and 0.974, respectively
(Figure 2).
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients and lymph nodes.

Characteristic Benign Metastatic p-Value

No. of patients 418 755

Age (years) 50.8 ± 13.2 49.4 ± 14.7 0.003

Sex
Male

Female
107 (25.6%)
311 (74.4%)

266 (35.2%)
489 (64.8%)

0.0004

No. of nodules 528 1015

Preoperative
evaluation
Lobectomy

Total thyroidectomy

261 (49.4%)
18 (3.4%)

249 (47.2%)

604 (59.5%)
45 (4.4%)

366 (36.1%)
0.0001

Sonographic
diagnosis

Benign
Indeterminate

Suspicious

78 (14.8%)
371 (70.2%)
79 (15.0%)

2 (0.2%)
143 (14.1%)
870 (85.7%)

<0.0001

Size
Short axis diameter
Longest diameter

0.5 ± 0.2
1.1 ± 0.5

0.6 ± 0.5
1.1 ± 0.7

<0.0001
0.242

FNA cytology
Benign

Malignant
Indeterminate

472 (89.4%)
1 (0.2%)

55 (10.4%)

92 (9.1%)
804 (79.2%)
119 (11.7%)

<0.0001

FNA-Tg, ng/mL 21.3 ± 465.7 45,266.8 ± 191,378.6 <0.0001

Serum Tg, ng/mL 9.2 ± 34.8 37.9 ± 201.0 0.001

FNA, fine-needle aspiration; Tg, thyroglobulin.

2.3. Comparison of the Diagnostic Performance of FNAC, FNA-Tg, and Combined FNAC
and FNA-Tg

Table 2 compares the diagnostic performances of FNAC and combined FNAC and
FNA-Tg according to the sonographic features of LNs. Only 2 of the 80 sonographically
benign LNs were diagnosed as metastatic.

The positive predictive values of FNAC and FNA-Tg were 99.8–100% and 97.5–100%,
respectively. Combined FNA-Tg to FNAC increases sensitivity of FNAC in the diagnosis
of metastatic LNs, regardless of US features of LNs (p ≤ 0.004). Their specificities did not
differ significantly (p ≥ 0.059). The negative predictive value of FNAC for LNs with cystic
change, suspicious LNs without cystic change, and indeterminate LNs were 1.5%, 47.2%,
and 86.7%, respectively. The combination of FNA-Tg and FNAC improved these values to
50%, 74.0%, and 95.6%, respectively.
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Figure 1. The distribution of FNA-Tg in benign and metastatic LNs obtained preoperatively, after
lobectomy, and after total thyroidectomy. Boxplots represent median (line within box), 25th percentile
(lower hinge) and its lower adjacent value (lower adjacent line), 75th percentile (upper hinge) and its
upper adjacent value (upper adjacent line), and outside values (dots). FNA, fine-needle aspiration;
LN, lymph node; Tg, thyroglobulin.

≤
≥

Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic curves for FNA-Tg measurements in patients assessed preoperatively (a), after
lobectomy (b), and after total thyroidectomy (c). The areas under the curves were 0.962, 0.958, and 0.974, respectively and
p < 0.001; FNA, fine-needle aspiration; Tg, thyroglobulin.

Only one lesion was a false-positive on FNAC, with surgery confirming that this
lesion was a suture granuloma with a foreign body reaction. There are nine LNs with
false-positive results on FNA-Tg. Eight of nine LNs were obtained at the preoperative
evaluation, and the false-positive result of FNA-Tg may be associated with elevated serum
Tg levels in some preoperative patients with thyroid cancer.
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Table 2. Diagnostic performances of fine-needle aspiration and thyroglobulin measurements for the diagnosis of lymph node metastases according to sonographic features.

Variables
Suspicious LN with Cystic Changes Suspicious LN without Cystic Changes Indeterminate Lymph Nodes

FNAC FNA-Tg Combined FNAC FNA-Tg Combined FNAC FNA-Tg Combined

Sensitivity
70.9 (161/227)

[64.6–76.7]
99.6 * (226/227)

[97.6–9.99]
99.6 † (226/227)

[97.6–9.99)
86.6 (557/643)

[83.8–89.2]
91.0 * (585/643)

[88.5–93.1]
96.1 † (618/643)

[94.3–97.5]
60.1 (86/143)

[51.6–68.2]
81.8 * (117/143)

[74.5–87.8]
88.1 † (126/143)

[81.7–92.9]

Specificity
100 (1/1)
[2.5–100]

100 (1/1)
[2.5–100]

100 (1/1)
[2.5–100]

98.7 (77/78)
[93.1–100]

92.3 (72/78)
[84.0–97.1]

91.0 (71/78)
[82.4–96.3]

100 (371/371)
[99.0–100]

99.2 (368/371)
[97.7–99.8]

99.1 (368/371)
[97.7–99.8]

PPV
100 (161/161)

[100–100]
100 (226/226)

[100–100]
100 (226/226)

[100–100]
99.8 (557/558)

[98.8–100]
99.0 (585/591)

[97.8–99.5]
98.9 (618/625)

[97.8–99.4]
100 (86/86)
[100–100]

97.5 (117/120)
[92.7–99.2]

97.7 (126/129)
[93.1–99.2]

NPV
1.5 (1/67)
[1.2–1.8]

50 (1/2)
[12.4–87.6]

50 (1/2)
[12.4–87.6]

47.2 (77/163)
[42.3–52.2]

55.4 (72/130)
[49.1–61.5]

74.0 (71/96)
[65.8–80.8]

86.7 (371/428)
[84.2–88.8]

93.4 (368/394)
[90.9–95.3]

95.6 (368/385)
[93.3–97.1]

Diagnostic
accuracy

71.1 (162/228)
[64.7–96.9]

99.6 * (227/228)
[97.6–100]

99.6 † (227/228)
[97.6–100]

87.9 (634/721)
[85.3–90.2]

91.1 (657/721)
[88.8–93.1]

95.6 † (689/721)
[93.8–96.9]

88.9 (457/514)
[85.9–91.5]

94.4 * (485/514)
[92.0–96.2]

96.1 † (494/514)
[94.1–97.6]

False-positive 0 (0/161) 0 (0/226) 0 (0/226) 0.2% (1/558) 1% (6/591) 1.1% (7/625) 0 (0/86) 2.5% (3/120) 2.3% (3/129)

False-negative 1.5% (1/67) 50% (1/2) 50% (1/2) 52.8% (86/163) 44.6% (58/130) 26% (25/96) 13.3% (57/428) 6.6% (26/394) 4.4% (17/385)

Data are percentage with proportion in parentheses and 95% confidence index in brackets unless otherwise indicated. Cutoff for Tg-FNA were 8.3 µg/L preoperatively, 0.97 µg/L following lobectomy, and
1.1 µg/L following total thyroidectomy. * p < 0.025 for comparisons of FNAC and FNA-Tg. † p < 0.025 for comparisons of FNAC and combined FNAC and FNA-Tg. LN, lymph node; FNA, fine-needle aspiration;
Tg, thyroglobulin; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value.
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There was only a single false-negative case on FNAC and FNA-Tg for LNs with cystic
change, which was likely caused by mistargeting of the LN during FNA. For suspicious
LNs without cystic change and indeterminate LNs, FNAC showed false-negative results
of 52.8% and 13.3%, respectively. Combination of FNA-Tg and FNAC reduced these
false-negative rates to 26% and 4.44%, respectively.

2.4. Malignancy Rates of LNs Based on Sonographic Features, FNAC, and FNA-Tg

Table 3 shows the malignancy rate of FNAC according to sonographic features, as
well as the FNA-Tg results of the LNs. Of the 805 LNs diagnosed as malignant by FNAC,
804 (99.9%) were metastatic LNs with the malignancy rate ranging from 97.1% to 100%.
The malignancy rates of LNs with elevated FNA-Tg were higher than 87.0%, regardless
of FNAC or sonographic feature of LNs. The malignancy rate of LNs with cytologically
indeterminate results and low FNA-Tg was 8.9–46.7%. The malignancy rates of LNs
with cytologically benign results and low FNA-Tg with sonographically suspicious and
indeterminate were 22.9% and 3.8%, respectively.

Table 3. Malignancy rate of lymph nodes (LNs) according to the sonographic feature, fine-needle aspiration cytology results,
and washout thyroglobulin levels.

FNA Result Sonographic Feature of LN
Malignancy Rate

Total FNA-Tg > Cutoff FNA-Tg < Cutoff

Malignant
Suspicious

Indeterminate
99.9% (718/719)

100% (86/86)
100% (685/685)
100% (77/77)

97.1% (33/34)
100% (9/9)

Benign
Suspicious

Indeterminate
45.7% (59/129)
9.1% (33/363)

87.0% (40/46)
87.0% (20/23)

22.9% (19/83)
3.8% (13/340)

Indeterminate
Suspicious

Indeterminate
92.1% (93/101)
36.9% (24/65)

100% (86/86)
100% (20/20)

46.7% (7/15)
8.9% (4/45)

Cutoff values for Tg-FNA were 8.3 µg/L preoperatively, 0.97 µg/L after lobectomy, and 1.1 µg/L after total thyroidectomy. FNA, fine-needle
aspiration; LN, lymph node; Tg, thyroglobulin.

3. Discussion

This study showed that the optimal cutoffs for LNs obtained preoperatively, after
lobectomy, and after total thyroidectomy FNA-Tg were 8.3, 0.97, and 1.1 µg/L. Adding
FNA-Tg to FNAC improved the sensitivity and accuracy for the diagnosis of LNs that
were sonographically indeterminate and suspicious. The analysis of malignancy rates of
LNs based on their sonographic features, FNAC results, and FNA-Tg cutoff resulted in
stratification of the risk of malignancy. Based on these results, we propose an algorithm,
based on a combination of FNAC, FNA-Tg, and US features of LNs, for the diagnosis of
metastatic LNs of DTCs.

Tg is a glycoprotein produced specifically by the follicular cells of the thyroid, regard-
less of whether the cells are benign or malignant [11]. This association of Tg concentration
with thyroid follicular cells allows for the postoperative monitoring and diagnosis of
metastatic LNs in patients with DTCs. Although FNA-Tg has been found to improve
the evaluation of suspicious LNs in DTC patients, the cutoff for FNA-Tg varies among
studies [7,12–21]. Serum Tg is a potential source of bias because Tg in the peripheral blood
can contaminate aspirated fluid during FNA [12,22]. Because serum Tg is associated with
the presence of follicular cells and tumor burden, even when not indicative of pathological
status [23,24], FNA-Tg cutoff should reflect the surgical status of patients and the presence
of residual thyroid tissue. Although the FNA-Tg cutoffs have been determined for de-
tecting metastatic LNs, previous studies have been limited by small numbers of included
participants [12,17,18,22,25] or because they did not consider the patients’ surgical sta-
tus [13,19]. Thus, the present study determined separate FNA-Tg cutoff preoperatively,
after lobectomy, and after total thyroidectomy in a large study population. The optimal
FNA-Tg cutoff was higher for patients evaluated preoperatively (8.3 µg/L) than after
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surgery, which was consistent with previous studies [16,21,22,25], but was similar after
lobectomy (0.97 µg/L) and after total thyroidectomy (1.1 µg/L).

The cystic appearance of LNs is a characteristic finding of metastatic DTC. Cystic
metastatic LNs have shown high false-negative rates on FNAC, which can be reduced by
the addition of FNA-Tg measurements [13,14,26]. However, the ability of FNA-Tg for the
diagnosis of sonographically suspicious LNs without cystic changes or indeterminate LNs
has not been investigated. Metastatic LNs with suspicious features on US are distinguished
by gross tumor cell implantation, whereas metastatic LNs with indeterminate sonographic
features are likely to contain micrometastases that are not large enough to produce any
characteristic changes on US [8]. Consequently, the diagnostic performances of FNAC and
FNA-Tg may differ according to the sonographic appearance of LNs. In our study, we
found that adding FNA-Tg increased the sensitivity and accuracy of FNAC in the diagnosis
of sonographically suspicious and indeterminate LNs. These results are consistent with
findings showing that FNA-Tg increased the accuracy of the diagnosis of LNs without
suspicious features [14]. By contrast, another study reported that FNA-Tg did not enhance
the ability of diagnosing LNs without suspicious features, suggesting that FNA-Tg is not
useful for diagnosing LNs without suspicious features [13]. This discrepancy may be a
result of the application of the same cutoff for pre- and postoperative patients in that study.

The malignancy rates of LNs were analyzed based on the sonographic features, FNAC
results, and FNA-Tg cutoff, resulting in the development of the diagnostic algorithm shown
in Figure 3. First, because sonographically benign LNs have a very low malignancy rate
(2.5%), FNA is not recommended. This is consistent with several current guidelines [8–10].
Sonographically suspicious and indeterminate LNs with cytologically malignant or with
elevated FNA-Tg can be diagnosed as metastatic LNs. The malignancy rates of LNs with
cytologically indeterminate or benign results and low FNA-Tg were further stratified
according to the sonographic features of LNs. Re-aspiration is recommended for LNs
with cytologically indeterminate results and low FNA-Tg, because the malignancy rate
ranges from 8.9% to 46.7%. LNs with cytologically benign results, low FNA-Tg, and
sonographically indeterminate characteristics should undergo observation because of their
low malignancy rates of 3.8%. However, if these LNs have suspicious sonographic findings,
re-aspiration is recommended because their malignancy rate is 22.9%.

 

Figure 3. Diagram showing the algorithm for the diagnosis and management of metastatic LNs from DTC. DTC, differenti-
ated thyroid carcinoma; FNA, fine-needle aspiration; LN, lymph node; Tg, thyroglobulin; US, ultrasound.
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One of the limitations of the present study was its retrospective design. In addition,
although our study included large numbers of patients and LNs, all patients were recruited
at a single tertiary referral center. This could result in selection bias among the study
population. It should also be noted that different devices for measuring FNA-Tg among
institutions and tissue samples obtained by FNA can contain variable cell content and that
diluting volumes of saline may not always precisely correspond to 1 mL. Therefore, our
cutoff may not be applicable to patients from other institutions, and it may be difficult
to compare results from different studies. Finally, there may have been interobserver
variability in categorizing LNs as benign, indeterminate, and suspicious based on US.
Prospective, multicenter studies would help to validate the generalizability of our findings.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Patient Selection

This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of our
institution approval (No. 2020-1508, 24 February 2020), and patient consent was waived
due to retrospective study. Consecutive patients who had undergone US-guided FNA of
LNs with measurement of FNA-Tg at our institution from January 2014 to December 2018
were included. Patients were included if they (i) were diagnosed with DTC and (ii) had
metastatic LNs at final diagnosis. Patients were excluded if (i) they were not diagnosed
with DTC, (ii) LNs were diagnosed as metastatic from other malignancies, (iii) evaluated
lesions were not LNs, or (iv) they did not undergo subsequent surgical resection or follow-
up imaging for at least 1 year. Finally, 1543 LNs from 1174 patients were included in the
study population (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Flowchart showing the study population.
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4.2. US and US-FNA

All patients underwent US examination of the neck using the HDI 5000 or IU22
scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA, USA) with a 12.5-MHz linear phased-
array transducer. US-guided FNA of suspicious or indeterminate LNs, regardless of their
size, was performed by radiologists. Sonographically benign LNs were defined by the
presence of echogenic hilum or hilar vascularity in the absence of suspicious findings.
Sonographically suspicious LNs were diagnosed if any of the following features was
present: calcification, cystic change, hyperechogenicity, or peripheral or diffuse increased
vascularity on color Doppler imaging. Sonographically indeterminate LNs did not have
benign or suspicious LN imaging features (neither echogenic hilum nor hilar vascularity in
the absence of suspicious findings), according to the Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology
guidelines. Sonographically benign LNs were examined at the clinician’s request, mainly
because of their enlarged size.

FNA was performed under US guidance with the free hand technique using a 23-gauge
needle connected to a 10-mL syringe. FNA specimens were prepared from direct smears
or liquid-based cytology. The specimen was smeared onto a slide and immediately fixed
in 95% ethanol using the direct smear method. With the liquid-based cytology method,
specimens were prepared using the ThinPrep 2000 Processor (Hologic Co., Marlborough,
MA, USA). The same needle and syringe were rinsed with 1 mL normal saline, and Tg
was measured in the washout fluid (FNA-Tg). If aspirates were serous fluid, Tg was
measured in this fluid without adding saline [18,27]. Cytology findings were interpreted
by cytopathologists specialized in thyroid cytology. The cytology results were grouped
into three categories: malignant, benign, and indeterminate [15].

4.3. Measurement of Tg

Serum Tg and FNA-Tg were measured using the immunoradiometric method (Tg-PluS
RIA kit; BRAHMS AG, Henningsdorf, Germany) with a functional sensitivity (coefficient
of variation of 20%) of 0.2 µg/L and an analytical sensitivity of 0.08 µg/L.

4.4. Reference Standard

LNs were finally diagnosed as metastatic if they showed malignant FNA cytology
satisfying at least one of the following criteria: (i) confirmation based on the surgical
specimen, (ii) subsequent repeat FNA or core-needle biopsy, or (iii) follow-up with imaging
after more than 1 year. LNs with benign or indeterminate FNA cytology and deemed free
of metastatic disease by the same criteria were finally diagnosed as benign.

4.5. Statistical Analysis

Continuous variables were compared by Student’s t-tests, and categorical variables
by the chi-square or Fisher’s exact test. Optimal FNA-Tg cutoff concentrations deter-
mining malignant LNs were evaluated preoperatively, after lobectomy, and after total
thyroidectomy by ROC curve analysis and maximization of the Youden index (sensitivity +
specificity − 1).

The diagnostic performances of FNAC, FNA-Tg, and their combination, including
their sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy, according to the sonographic character-
istic of LNs, were compared by McNemar’s test. Associations were considered statistically
significant at an α level of 0.025 (0.05/2); i.e., using a Bonferroni correction due to multiple
comparisons issue. The malignancy rates of LNs were analyzed based on their sonographic
features, FNAC results, and FNA-Tg cutoff.

All statistical analyses were performed using SAS, version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary,
NC, USA) and MedCalc version 19.1 (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium).

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, measuring FNA-Tg is useful for improving the detection of metastatic
LNs from DTCs, regardless of their sonographic features. The evaluation of these metastatic
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LNs based on FNA-guided biopsy should include needle-wash Tg measurements. We
propose a diagnostic algorithm for the diagnosis of metastatic LNs from DTCs. This
algorithm, which includes FNAC, FNA-Tg, and US features of LNs, is applicable to most
patients with this disease.
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Simple Summary: The risk of thyroid malignancy assessment may include certain ultrasound

features. The analysis is lacking for the differentiation of follicular thyroid adenomas and cancers

(FTAs and FTCs). Our meta-analysis aimed to identify sonographic features suggesting malignancy

in the case of follicular lesions, potentially differentiating FTA and FTC. Based on twenty studies

describing sonographic features of 10,215 nodules, we found that the most crucial feature associated

with an increased risk of FTC were tumor protrusion (odds ratios—OR = 10.19), microcalcifications

or mixed type of calcifications: 6.09, irregular margins: 5.11, marked hypoechogenicity: 4.59, and

irregular shape: 3.6.

Abstract: Certain ultrasound features are associated with an increased risk of thyroid malignancy.

However, they were studied mainly in papillary thyroid cancers (PTCs); these results cannot be

simply extrapolated for the differentiation of follicular thyroid adenomas and cancers (FTAs and

FTCs). The aim of our study was to perform a meta-analysis to identify sonographic features

suggesting malignancy in the case of follicular lesions, potentially differentiating FTA and FTC.

We searched thirteen databases from January 2006 to December 2020 to find all relevant, full-text

journal articles written in English. Analyses assessed the accuracy of malignancy detection in case of

follicular lesions, potentially differentiating FTA and FTC included the odds ratio (OR), sensitivity,

specificity, positive and negative predictive values. A random-effects model was used to summarize

collected data. Twenty studies describing sonographic features of 10,215 nodules met the inclusion

criteria. The highest overall ORs to increase the risk of malignancy were calculated for tumor

protrusion (OR = 10.19; 95% confidence interval: 2.62–39.71), microcalcifications or mixed type of

calcifications (coexisting micro and macrocalcifications): 6.09 (3.22–11.50), irregular margins: 5.11

(2.90–8.99), marked hypoechogenicity: 4.59 (3.23–6.54), and irregular shape: 3.6 (1.19–10.92). The

most crucial feature associated with an increased risk of FTC is capsule protrusion, followed by the

presence of calcifications, irrespectively of their type.

Keywords: thyroid; ultrasonography; follicular neoplasm; follicular lesion of unknown significance;

follicular thyroid cancer
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1. Introduction

Ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) is a widely used procedure
and a gold standard for the evaluation of thyroid nodules [1]. However, despite its utility,
it has certain limitations, particularly when it comes to follicular lesions [2]. Then the
cytological diagnosis is often consistent with “atypia of undetermined significance” (AUS)
or “follicular lesion of undetermined significance” (FLUS), the III diagnostic category of
the Bethesda System for Reporting Thyroid Cytopathology, or IV diagnostic category being
follicular neoplasm or suspicion of follicular neoplasm [3]. The malignancy risk for the III
category is estimated at 10–30%, while it is slightly higher in the IV category, being equal
to 25–40% [3]. However, the risk may differ according to the population studied, i.e., in
previously iodine-deficient countries, the estimated malignancy risk for these categories
may be 2.4–5.2% and 8.2–19%, respectively [4]. Therefore, it is of considerable significance
to find accessible tools or criteria that would allow distinguishing between benign and
malignant lesions in case of inconclusive biopsy results. The estimation of the malignancy
risk preoperatively is of enormous importance as it allows doctors to decide on surgical
treatment or follow-up.

Despite increasing accessibility of novel imaging methods, e.g., positron emission to-
mography with computed tomography, they were not demonstrated to result in a dramatic
reduction of unnecessary thyroidectomies performed among patients with FNAB Bethesda
IV category. Another option is the identification of particular genetic markers obtained
from cytological material [2]. However, results of genetic studies so far have not yielded
satisfactory sensitivity and specificity while still being an invasive procedure, considerably
expensive, and not widely available [5]. Unlike them, thyroid ultrasound is nowadays a
routine examination, which is quick, non-invasive, cheap, and reproducible [6]. Ultrasound
features could potentially be used to stratify the risk of malignancy in Bethesda III and
IV categories. According to the results of several research and meta-analyses, there are
certain ultrasound features associated with increased risk of malignancy [7,8]. Among
them, the most useful were “taller than wide shape”, decreased elasticity, irregular margins,
microcalcifications, lack of halo, and hypoechogenicity [7,9,10]. However, these concern
mainly the most common type of thyroid neoplasm-papillary thyroid cancer (PTC), i.e.,
two large meta-analyses by Brito et al. and Wolinski et al. took into account all types of
thyroid cancer, but with definite predominance (84% and 89%, respectively) of PTC [7,9].
Still, little is known about the features of other thyroid cancer types, i.e., follicular (FTC)
or medullary thyroid cancer (MTC). We hypothesize that conclusions drawn from meta-
analyses taking into account in majority PTCs cannot be extrapolated and used for the
estimation of malignancy risk of FTCs or MTCs. There was one meta-analysis published
to date, aiming to summarize the characteristics of the ultrasound picture of MTCs [11].
However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there has been no meta-analysis concern-
ing ultrasound features indicating FTC. It has already been observed that PTCs and FTCs
differ in terms of size, contour” and echogenicity of the lesion evaluated preoperatively by
conventional ultrasonography [12]. There were only a few studies devoted to sonographic
characteristics of FTC [13–15]. Other studies report the sonographic features of thyroid
lesions according to the exact histopathological diagnosis, instead of only distinguishing
between benign and malignant lesions, and include, among other FTCs and follicular
thyroid adenomas (FTAs). However, they represent a limited number of follicular lesions;
indicated sonographic features vary greatly and may not be useful in the differentiation of
follicular lesions [16–19]. Another promising method potentially differentiating FTA and
FTC are elastography and tridimensional Doppler [20,21]. Our study aimed to perform a
meta-analysis of so far conducted studies and identify sonographic features suggesting
malignancy in the case of follicular lesions, potentially differentiating FTA and FTC.
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2. Results

After a complete systematic review was performed, 20 studies met the inclusion
criteria. They covered analyses of 10,215 nodules. The search results and steps of selection
are shown in the flowchart (Figure 1 and Table 1). The overall odds ratios for particular
features giving a risk of FTC varied from 1.44 to 10.19 (Table 2 and Figure 2).

Figure 1. Methodological flow diagram of the meta-analysis for sonographic features differentiating
follicular thyroid cancer from follicular adenoma utility.

Table 1. The list of included studies.

Author Year
Number

of Nodules (FTC/FTA);
Malignancy Rate (%)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Seo HS et al. [15] 2009 126 (66/60) 52.4
Sillery JC et al. [13] 2010 102 (50/52); 49.0
Lee EK et al. [22] 2012 110 (33/77); 30.0
Lai X et al. [23] 2013 111 (37/74); 33.3

Lee KH et al. [24] 2013 75 (11/64); 14.7
Lee SH et al. [25] 2013 66 (16/50), 24.2

Pompili G et al. [26] 2013 102 (14/88); 13.7
Kamran SC et al. [27] 2013 7348 (927/6421); 12.6
Tutuncu J et al. [28] 2014 88 (6/82); 6.8
Cordes M et al. [12] 2014 57 (24/33); 42.1
Yoon JH et al. [29] 2014 177 (25/152); 14.1
Zhang JZ et al. [14] 2014 88 (36/52); 40.9
Cordes M et al. [30] 2016 200 (100/100); 50
Jeong SH et al. [31] 2016 178 (22/156); 12.4

Kobayashi K et al. [32] 2016 531 (184/347); 34.7
Yang GCH et al. [33] 2016 279 (6/273); 2.2

Kuru B.et al. [34] 2018 139 (51/88). 36.7
Kim M et al. [35] 2018 160 (50/110); 31.3
Kuo TC et al. [36] 2020 188 (49/139); 26.1
Liu BJ et al. [37] 2020 90 (28/62); 31.1

1-Tumor protrusion; 2-Microcalcifications or mixed type (coexisting micro- and macrocalcifications); 3-Irregular margins; 4-
Hypoechogenicity or marked hypoechogenicity; 5-Irregular shape; 6-Lack of halo or presence of thick halo; 7-Macrocalcifications, eggshell
or rim calcifications; 8-All types of calcifications; 9-Solitary nodule; 10-Taller than wide; 11-Solid or mainly solid structure; 12-Size over 4
cm; 13-Heterogenous echostructure; 14-Doppler pattern three or more. FTC: follicular thyroid cancer; FTA: follicular thyroid adenoma.
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Table 2. Overall specificity, sensitivity, negative prognostic value (NPV), and positive predictive value (PPV) for sonographic
features differentiating follicular thyroid cancer from follicular adenoma utility and their overall odds ratios (OR) with their
95% confidence intervals (95% CI).

Sonographic Feature
OR

(95% CI)
Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI)

PPV
(95% CI)

NPV
(95% CI)

Tumor protrusion
Table S1

10.19
(2.62–39.71)

0.06
(0.03–0.09)

1.00
(0.99–1.00)

0.96
(0.7–1.00)

0.64
(0.61–0.68)

Microcalcifications
or mixed type (coexisting micro-

and macrocalcifications)
Table S2

6.09
(3.22–11.5)

0.10
(0.03–0.19)

0.97
(0.95–0.99)

0.53
(0.19–0.86)

0.78
(0.69–0.85)

Irregular margins
Table S3

5.11
(2.9–8.99)

0.24
(0.13–0.37)

0.94
(0.90–0.96)

0.53
(0.34–0.71)

0.80
(0.74–0.86)

Hypoechogenicity or marked hypoechogenicity
Table S4

4.59
(3.23–6.54)

0.74
(0.6–0.86)

0.63
(0.53–0.73)

0.44
(0.35–0.53)

0.87
(0.81–0.92)

Irregular shape
Table S5

3.6
(1.19–10.92)

0.13
(0.04–0.26)

0.97
(0.92–0.99)

0.60
(0.38–0.8)

0.75
(0.63–0.86)

Lack of halo
or presence of thick halo

Table S6

3.34
(1.95–5.73)

0.70
(0.64–0.76)

0.63
(0.43–0.82)

0.46
(0.29–0.63)

0.83
(0.75–0.90)

Macrocalcifications, eggshell
or rim calcifications

Table S7

3.28
(1.69–6.35)

0.21
(0.14–0.29)

0.92
(0.89–0.95)

0.44
(0.22–0.67)

0.79
(0.68–0.88)

All types of calcifications
Table S8

3.26
(2.20–4.83)

0.35
(0.27–0.43)

0.88
(0.82–0.92)

0.54
(0.39–0.69)

0.76
(0.69–0.83)

Solitary nodule
Table S9

2.72
(1.26–5.86)

0.74
(0.27–1.00)

0.48
(0.17–0.80)

0.38
(0.20–0.58)

0.83
(0.51–1.00)

Taller than wide
Table S10

2.52
(1.02–6.19)

0.03
(0.00–0.10)

0.98
(0.97–1.00)

0.41
(0.14–0.70)

0.72
(0.58–0.84)

Solid or mainly solid structure
Table S11

2.3
(1.27–4.17)

0.93
(0.87–0.97)

0.18
(0.08–0.31)

0.28
(0.20–0.37)

0.9
(0.81–0.96)

Size over 4 cm
Table S12

1.73
(0.99–3.00)

0.19
(0.11–0.30)

0.89
(0.83–0.94)

0.47
(0.17–0.77)

0.69
(0.51–0.84)

Heterogenous echostructure
Table S13

1.53
(1.02–2.30)

0.69
(0.33–0.96)

0.53
(0.41–0.65)

0.4
(0.16–0.67)

0.82
(0.63–0.96)

Doppler pattern 3 or more
Table S14

1.44
(0.76–2.74)

0.60
(0.29–0.88)

0.48
(0.23–0.74)

0.28
(0.10–0.51)

0.80
(0.61–0.94)

Specificity to predict FTC for individual features varied from 18% to 100%, and the
sensitivity ranged from 3% to 93%. Negative predictive value (NPV) was 64% to 90%, and
positive predictive value (PPV) was 28% to 96% (Table 2 and Figure 2). All tables in the
Supplementary files present the pooled estimates of sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and
odds ratios obtained from the bivariate model.

The highest overall odds ratio in increasing the risk of malignancy was calculated for
tumor protrusion odds ratio (OR) (95% confidence interval (CI)) = 10.19 (2.62–39.71), micro-
calcifications or mix type of calcifications (micro and macrocalcifications): 6.09 (3.22–11.50),
irregular margins: 5.11 (2.90–8.99), marked hypoechogenicity: 4.59 (3.23–6.54), and irreg-
ular shape: 3.60 (1.19–10.92). The lowest OR was characteristic for a Doppler pattern of
three or more: 1.44 (0.76–2.74).

The highest overall sensitivity with its 95% CI was 93% (87–97%) for solid or mainly
solid structure, and the lowest was for taller than wide size: 3% (0–10%). The highest
specificity was 100% (99–100%) for tumor protrusion, and the lowest was for solid or
mainly solid structure: 18% (6–31%). Accordingly, the highest PPV was 96% (70–100%)
for tumor protrusion; the lowest was for solid or mainly solid structure 28% (20–37%) and
for a Doppler pattern of three or more 28% (10–51%). Furthermore, the highest NPV was
90% (81–96%) for solid or mainly solid structure, and the lowest was for tumor protrusion:
64% (61–68%). Table 2 and all Tables in the Supplementary files show detailed calculations
of OR, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV for all analyzed features with their overall
summaries, tests of heterogeneity, and Egger’s asymmetry tests.
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Figure 2. The graphic presentation of overall specificity, sensitivity, negative prognostic value (NPV), and positive predictive
value (PPV) for sonographic features differentiating follicular thyroid cancer from follicular adenoma utility and their
overall odds ratios (OR) with their 95% confidence intervals (95% CI).
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Patients finally diagnosed with FTC were more than 10 times more likely to have
a tumor protrusion (Figure 3)—OR (95% CI): 10.19 (2.62–39.71) (Tables S2 and S13a,b).
The analysis included 633 patients and the group proved to be homogenous (test for
heterogeneity: I2 = 0.0%, p = 0.4350. The specificity (95% CI) of this feature reached 1.00
(0.99–1.00) with low sensitivity (95% CI) of 0.06 (0.03–0.09).

 

Figure 3. The result of ultrasound examination demonstrating thyroid lesion, which turned out to be
follicular cancer on histopathological examination. The lesion presents tumor protrusion, irregular
margins, microcalcifications, and heterogeneous echostructure.

The analysis of microcalcifications or mixed type (coexisting micro and macrocalci-
fications) was based on nine publications covering 1199 patients (Tables S1a,b and S2).
No recent studies were located, and the group proved to be homogeneous (test for het-
erogeneity: I2 = 0%, p-value = 0.5494) and publication bias was not reported (Egger’s
p-value = 0.0800). Summary OR, presented as an overall OR (95% CI) = 6.09 (3.22–11.50),
meaning that cancer patients are more than six times more likely to have a positive mi-
crocalcifications or mixed type (coexisting micro and macrocalcifications) than those with
adenoma. There was relatively low overall sensitivity (95% CI) = 0.10 (0.03–0.19) and
overall PPV (95% CI) = 0.53 (0.19–0.86) but quite high overall specificity (95% CI) = 0.97
(0.95–0.99) and overall NPV (95% CI) = 0.78 (0.69–0.88). Overall sensitivity and specificity
determined jointly in the hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic (HSROC)
model was similar and amounted to overall sensitivity (95% CI) = 0.1 (0.04–0.21), overall
specificity (95% CI) = 0.98 (0.95–0.99).

For irregular margins, initially, the analysis covered 14 papers and a total of 1721 patients
(Tables S2 and S8a,b). Studies were distributed symmetrically (Egger’s p-value = 0.0980).
Strong study heterogeneity was detected (I2 = 75.3%. p < 0.0001) which resolved after
excluding four outlier studies. As a result, outliers were identified based on sensitivity
analysis and funnel plot inspection. After removal of the outlier, the group was more
homogeneous (I2 = 36.59%, p = 0.1156) and based on 1227 patients. Originally overall
OR (95% CI) was 3.49 (1.66–7.35) and after exclusion of the indicated study, the summary
OR increased to the value of overall OR (95% CI) = 5.11 (2.90–8.99). Overall sensitivity
(95% CI) was quite low = 0.24 (0.13–0.37) and overall NPV (95% CI) = 0.80 (0.74–0.86) and
overall specificity (95% CI) was high = 0.94 (0.90–0.96) and overall PPV (95% CI) was = 0.53
(0.34–0.71). High specificity and quite low sensitivity were also confirmed by the HSROC
curve analysis: overall specificity (95% CI) = 0.94 (0.89–0.96), HSROC overall sensitivity
(95% CI) = 0.24 (0.15–0.37).
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For hypo- and markedly hypoechogenic structure, initially, the analysis covered
16 papers and a total of 1864 patients (Tables S2 and S4a,b). Studies were distributed sym-
metrically (Egger’s p-value = 0.2811). Strong study heterogeneity was detected (I2 = 68.1%,
p < 0.0001) which resolved after excluding two outlier studies. As a result, outliers
were identified based on sensitivity analysis and funnel plot inspection. After removal
of the outlier, the group was more homogeneous (I2 = 34.96%, p = 0.0955) and based
on 1610 patients. Originally overall OR (95% CI) was 3.69 (2.30–5.92) and after exclu-
sion of the indicated study, the summary OR increased slightly to the value of overall
OR (95% CI) = 4.59 (3.23–6.54). High overall sensitivity (95% CI) = 0.74 (0.60–0.86) and
overall NPV (95% CI) = 0.87 (0.81–0.92) and quite high overall specificity (95% CI) = 0.63
(0.53–0.73) and overall PPV (95% CI) = 0.44 (0.35–0.53). High sensitivity and specificity val-
ues were also confirmed by the HSROC curve analysis: overall sensitivity (95% CI) = 0.74
(0.62–0.84), HSROC overall specificity (95% CI) = 0.63 (0.53–0.73).

3. Discussion

The incidence of differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) has risen considerably over the
past few decades. It is attributed mostly to the increasing rate of PTC, which constitutes
the primary histological type of thyroid cancer [4]. The exact data on the changing rate
of FTC is unavailable. However, American studies demonstrated an increase of 30% in
the follow-up period from 1980 to 2009 [38]. On the other hand, the incidence of FTC was
found to be reduced with the introduction of the iodination program in the previously
iodine-deficient areas [39]. However, it may still account for up to 20% of differentiated
thyroid cancers in the regions previously affected by iodine deficiency, constituting an
important clinical problem.

The issue of sonographic features of malignancy has been covered in a few large
meta-analyses. Brito et al., in their meta-analysis covering 31 studies including 18,288 focal
lesions, indicated that the best predictor of malignancy was the shape of the lesion; “taller
than wide” lesions were 11 times more likely to be diagnosed with thyroid cancer than
those oval or round. The second important ultrasound feature that was most strongly
associated with malignancy risk was the presence of microcalcifications (OR = 6.8) [9]. The
size of the lesion did not correlate importantly with malignancy risk. On the other hand,
the authors indicated that spongiform appearance and the presence of a cystic component
were significantly associated with the benignity of a lesion. In another meta-analysis by
Campanella et al., again, the shape of the lesion was found to correlate with malignancy
risk (OR = 10.2). Other but less suspected features were lack of halo, presence of microcalci-
fications, and irregular borders [10]. According to recent European Thyroid Association
guidelines, lesions presenting at least one of the following features: shape different than
oval, irregular borders, microcalcifications, and deep hypoechogenicity, were at the highest
malignancy risk, equal to 26–87%. The more malignancy features are present in the lesion,
the highest malignancy risk is. This approach allows for the identification of thyroid cancer
with high specificity at the level of 83–84% and moderate sensitivity equal to 26–59% [40].
Moreover, incomplete calcified capsule, thick halo, dominant central vascularization, and
decreased elasticity of the lesion, increase the risk of moderately suspected lesions. On the
other hand, thin halo, cystic component, comet-tail artifacts, peripheral vascularization,
and high elasticity of the lesion were found to decrease malignancy risk. The results of
a meta-analysis, including only prospective studies with histopathological verification
previously performed by our team, were consistent with the findings as the most critical
ultrasound feature associated with the highest malignancy risk (OR = 13.7) was the lesion
shape [7]. Further essential features most strongly suggesting malignant character were
decreased elasticity, irregular margins, and presence of microcalcifications. However, one
must remember that in all of the mentioned meta-analyses, the predominant type of ma-
lignant lesions were PTCs. Moreover, many studies do not provide information on the
histopathological type of thyroid cancer. In the studies in which the final histopathology is
given, 89% of cancers were PTCs [7]. Thus, it is not clear whether the conclusions from these
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studies can be extrapolated on other types of thyroid cancers, i.e., follicular of medullary
type. To the best of our knowledge, our research constitutes the first meta-analysis aiming
to compare sonographic features differentiating FTC from follicular thyroid adenoma.

Our meta-analysis demonstrated that the sonographic feature the most strongly in-
creasing the risk of FTC, but not underlined in the previous studies, was capsule protrusion.
Although only two studies took into account this feature, it turned out to be the substan-
tial differentiating factor between FTA and FTC, with an OR at the level of 10.19 [13,32].
Capsule protrusion towards the surrounding structures with or without visible capsule
disruption can be considered as a risk factor for the extrathyroidal extension, which is
equal to 61% in these subjects, while 31% for macroscopic invasion [40].

Many studies have identified the presence of calcifications as malignancy predictors.
While microcalcifications are one of the features significantly associated with the diagnosis
of PTC, our results demonstrated that malignancy of follicular lesion might be suggested by
the presence of not only microcalcifications but also mixed calcifications of a different type.
In our meta-analysis, the presence of entirely macrocalcifications (>1 mm) was associated
with a moderate risk of FTC with ORs between 2–3. Quite similar results were obtained
by Kunt et al., where authors aimed to identify the risk factors of malignancy in a group
of nodules preoperatively diagnosed as suspicion of FTC, and intranodular calcifications
increased by about three times the relative risk of malignancy when present [41]. The
diagnostic utility of calcifications in the case of FTC is limited by its low sensitivity. In
the study by Sillery et al. comparing the distribution of particular sonographic variables
in 52 FTAs vs. 50 FTCs, the feature occurred only in 14% of FTCs [13]. However, the
absence of calcifications may have a negative predictive value. In the study by Zhang
et al., over 90% of FTAs did not present calcifications, while the diagnosis of FTC was more
frequently associated with the presence of calcifications (not only microcalcifications but
also macrocalcifications and peripheral type). Still, this was not a sensitive feature, as in
55.5% of FTCs, calcifications were absent [14]. In a Chinese group, punctuate calcifications
were more prevalent in FTCs (40.5%) compared to 13.5% of FTAs [23]. In the study by
Kuo et al., either type of calcification was present in about one-third of FTCs, compared
to only 3.6% of FTAs [36], while Liu et al. noted that macrocalcifications were the type of
calcifications most importantly differentiating FTCs from FTAs, with specificity equal to
90.3% [37].

Another essential feature confirmed to be associated with FTC risk was a solid charac-
ter of a lesion as well as heterogeneous and hypoechogenic echostructure. Hypoechogenic-
ity was the most frequent ultrasound feature, occurring in 82% of FTCs reported by
Sillery et al. [13]. In another study, by Chng et al., evaluating lesions diagnosed as follic-
ular neoplasm on cytology, hypoechogenicity was present in 74.3% of FTCs vs. 51.4%
of FTAs [42], and 64.9% vs. 39.2%, respectively in a group by Lai et al. [23]. The latter
group also reported that the absence of cystic component was more frequently associated
with FTC than FTA (78.4% vs. 54.1%) [23]. Predominant (>50%) cystic component was a
predictor of benignity and presence of FTA in the group by Sillery et al. [13]. Authors ex-
plain that hypoechogenicity and lack of cystic degeneration might be a consequence of the
rapidity of growth of the tumor cells, resulting in a disturbed formation of follicles, more
typical for malignant lesions [13]. In another study by Zhang et al., a previous observation
was confirmed that cystic component was significantly more frequent prevalent in FTAs,
while in all of the studied 36 FTCs, a cystic component comprised less than 25% of the
nodule volume [14]. Another FTC feature confirmed in this study was hypoechogenicity,
while other echogenicity shades were more typical of FTAs. Most FTCs (83.3%) presented
with heterogeneous echogenicity, while 80.8% of FTAs characterized by homogeneous
echotexture. Authors demonstrated that a predominantly solid pattern, a heterogeneous
echogenicity, and presence of calcifications were factors independently associated with the
risk of FTC. The observations were consistent with the results obtained by Seo et al. [15].
Their logistic regression analysis demonstrated that predominantly solid character, mixed
echotexture, and presence of microcalcifications or rim calcifications significantly increased
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the relative risk for FTC. However, neither Kuo et al. nor Liu et al. found significant
difference in terms of nodule composition between FTAs and FTCs [36,37]. In addition,
Liu et al. demonstrated that FTCs are more often hypoechogenic, while FTAs isoechogenic
or presenting mixed echogenicity [37].

Irregular (microlobulated or spiculated) margins [40] increased the malignancy rate
by 2.92, according to our results. The study by Maia et al. aiming to evaluate the value of
ultrasound retrospectively to predict malignancy in indeterminate thyroid nodules by cy-
tology confirmed this observation. Multivariate analysis revealed that borders irregularity
on sonographic examination predicted malignancy risk in indeterminate thyroid nodules
with 76.9% accuracy [43]. In another study by Chng et al., evaluating lesions diagnosed
as follicular neoplasm on cytology, irregular margins were found to be present in 20% of
FTCs but no FTA [42]. The irregular margin was also one of the features more prevalent
in FTCs (21.6%) vs. 1.4% FTAs in a group by Lai et al. [23]. Both Liu et al. and Kuo et al.
found that spiculated, lobulated, or irregular margins were significantly more prevalent in
FTCs, while FTAs presented with a rather smooth contour [36,37].

The characteristic “taller than wide” shape of a lesion, so strongly associated with
malignancy rate if PTCs are concerned, does not seem to play an important role in the case
of FTCs. Our results demonstrated that OR for this feature was equal to 2.81. In another
study by Chng et al., evaluating lesions diagnosed as follicular neoplasm on cytology and
taller than wide morphology was not very frequent in FTCs (17.1%) but occurred rarer in
FTAs (0.9%) [42]. In the studies by Liu et al. and Kuo et al., the taller than wide shape was
not a very important feature useful in differentiation between FTAs and FTCs [36,37].

An OR between 2–3 was yielded for lack of halo or presence of thick halo and solitary
lesions. Our conclusions about the halo sign are consistent with the risk factors for thyroid
malignancy in general. Recent European Thyroid Association Guidelines indicate that a
thin halo decreases the malignancy risk by about three-times (OR = 0.3), while thick or lack
of halo increase the malignancy risk, with ORs equal to 3.4 and 7.1, respectively [10,40,44].
Halo was not present in 64% of FTCs in a group reported by Sillery et al. [13], being
the second (after hypoechogenicity) most common feature associated with the malignant
follicular lesion. The presence of halo sign may be attributed to the preserved capsule of
FTA, which continuity is a feature allowing pathologists to differentiate between FTA and
FTC. The presence of a thin halo was almost three times more frequently observed in FTAs
in comparison to FTCs in a study by Zhang et al., while incomplete or unevenly thick halo
was a feature significantly more frequently occurring in FTCs [14]. In the Chinese study,
the authors also noticed the almost twice more common absence of halo in FTC patients
(67.6%) vs. the FTA group (36.5%) [23].

Less important feature suggesting the malignant character of follicular lesions in our
meta-analysis was size > 4 cm. The median volume of FTC (11.75 mL) was larger than FTA
(5.95 mL) in the study by Sillery et al. [13]. Previous studies comparing ultrasound features
of lesions eventually diagnosed as PTC or FTC demonstrated that FTCs were significantly
greater than PTCs [12,45]. This may be explained by the hypothesis also supported by
some genetic studies [46], that FTC may result from the transformation from FTA and
by the difficulties in cytological detection of malignant features in small FTC tumors [12].
Other studies did not report a significant difference in terms of size between FTAs and
FTCs [36,37].

One of the less useful features of FTCs in our meta-analysis was the presence of central
vascularization. The vascularization pattern on the Color Doppler examination was not a
helpful feature in the differentiation of FTC and FTA by Sillery et al. [13]. In another study
comparing ultrasound features of 37 FTCs with 74 FTAs, the incidence of intranodular
vascularization did not differ significantly between the two groups [23]. This feature was
also of limited value in the prediction of malignancy in the case of PTCs [7]. However,
the reported results are not entirely consistent, as Kunt et al. indicated that intranodular
vascularization (Doppler pattern three for a peripheral ring of flow and a small-to-moderate
amount of internal flow, and four for extensive internal flow with or without a peripheral
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ring) [47], as the most useful predictor of malignancy with an OR at the level of 14.7, which
is in contrast to our and previous observations [41].

Once sonoelastography was introduced to thyroid diagnostics, it raised hopes that
it would be of value in presurgical and non-invasive differentiation of follicular lesions.
Fukunari et al. analyzed 56 follicular lesions. Out of 51 FTAs, 48 (94.1%) presented
with normal elasticity, while all FTCs demonstrated a characteristic pattern of elasticity,
corresponding with an elastic central part and a stiff peripheral region. The authors
concluded that sonoelastography might reflect the differences in the histopathological
structure of follicular lesions and might be helpful in differentiation between benign and
malignant follicular lesions. Another communication from this research group resulted in
the conclusion that over 70% of FTCs present with such a sonoelastographic pattern [48].
Another paper by Rago et al. also postulated the potential usefulness of sonoelastography
in the presurgical prediction of the character of thyroid lesions, in which cytological
examination yielded inconclusive results [49]. However, future studies did not confirm
the previous findings and usefulness of sonoelastography of differentiation of follicular
lesions. As there was only one full-text paper encompassing the sonoelastographic picture
of follicular lesions, we were not able to include this feature in our meta-analysis. In the
study by Liu et al., the speed of shear waves propagation on sonoelastographic examination
was greater for FTCs if compared to FTAs [37].

The most crucial feature associated with an increased risk of FTC is capsule protrusion,
followed by the presence of calcifications, irrespectively of their type. The most important
ultrasound malignancy risk factors for PTC were rather taller than wide (ORs = 13.7, 11.4,
and 10.15), which was only the tenth feature in our analysis for FTC with an OR = 2.52.
However, microcalcifications and irregular margins seem to be common malignancy ultra-
sound features both for FTC and PTC [7,9,50].

Currently, due to the inconsistency of ultrasound terminology and to enable easier
risk of malignancy determination for thyroid nodules ultrasound assessment, there are
many risk stratification models comprising conventional ultrasound and elastography
characteristics. They enable a better combined evaluation of thyroid nodules and are con-
sidered an important step in endocrinology [40,51–55]. Although helpful in the assessment
of cytologically equivocal thyroid nodules, according to some studies [56], they may have
limited clinical values for risk stratification of intermediate cytological results according to
the others [57]. Therefore, there is still a need for research in this field.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Search Strategy

We carried out the meta-analysis following the guidelines formulated in the Cochrane
Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions and the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [58]. We searched PubMed,
MEDLINE, Academic Search Complete, CINAHL Complete, CINAHL, Scopus, Cochrane,
Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition, Web of Knowledge, MasterFILE Premier,
Health Source-Consumer Edition, Agricola, Dentistry and Oral Science Source databases
from January 2006 up to December 2020 to find all relevant, full-text journal articles written
in English.

We included studies, regardless of their sample size, with the investigation of the
association between one or more ultrasound feature and the risk of follicular thyroid
malignancy, which did not have any restriction criteria for the inclusion of detected nodules
in the study, such as nodule size or thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) levels [10]. We
considered histopathological diagnosis after surgery to be the gold standard reference test
and included only studies considering the histopathological result of FTA and FTC as the
exclusive diagnoses, as well as within an analysis of different thyroid histopathological
diagnoses. Studies were excluded if focusing only on particular subgroups of patients such
as pediatric patients only, with a prior history of thyroid cancer or were clearly exposed
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to known risk factors for thyroid cancer, e.g., Chernobyl survivors or particular types of
nodules (e.g., palpable, less than 1 cm, pure cystic or solid, etc.) [7,9,50].

The search strategy included Medical Subject Headings terms and keywords: “thyroid
and (“follicular cancer” or “follicular carcinoma” or “follicular neoplasm” or “follicular
adenoma” or “follicular nodule”) and (ultrasound or ultrasonography or elastography or
“color doppler” or “power doppler”)”. Reference lists of all the selected articles, previous
meta-analyses, and reviews were hand-searched for any additional articles.

4.2. Data Extraction

Two authors (M.B. and E.J.S.) independently selected papers, which fulfilled the
inclusion criteria and extracted data for the outcomes using a standardized data extraction
form. Relevant data included articles assessing echogenicity, calcifications, presence of
a “halo”, size, shape, protrusion, margins, Doppler pattern, solitarity, and structure of
nodules. Another author (E.S.P.) rechecked the extracted data.

4.3. Assessment of Methodological Quality

The risk of bias in the included studies was independently assessed by two authors
(MB and ESP by the Cochrane risk of bias tool [20]. As recommended for diagnostic
accuracy-test studies, the revised Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2
(QUADAS-2) tool was also used. All included studies were assessed using the Newcastle-
Ottawa Scale [59]. Studies with a result of seven stars or more were included.

4.4. Statistical Analysis

Analyses assessing the accuracy of malignancy detection in case of follicular lesions,
potentially differentiating FTA and FTC included the odds ratio (OR), sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive values (PPV), and negative predictive values (NPV). A random-effects
model described by DerSimonian and Laird was used to summarize collected data.

In the first stage, we calculated ORs and assessed studies’ heterogeneity and publica-
tion bias. Statistical heterogeneity between the studies was examined using Cochrane’s Q
statistics and I2 statistics. The publication bias was explored by visual inspection of funnel
plots, and asymmetry was tested formally with Egger’s regression test [60,61]. Furthermore,
a sensitivity analysis was performed for parameters showing significant heterogeneity. In
the case of high heterogeneity (i.e., I2 > 50% and p < 0.05), outlying studies were identified.
The meta-analysis was repeated to confirm the obtained results, excluding outliers and
the overall OR, and the heterogeneity test results were given again. In the event of a zero
outcome, continuity correction was performed by adding a correction factor of 0.5.

In the second stage, after outliers exclusion, based on the number of true positive
(TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) results univariates of
sensitivity, specificity, Negative Predictive Value (NPV), and Positive Predictive Value (PPV)
with 95% confidence intervals were estimated using the exact binomial Clopper-Pearson
method. In the meta-analysis, the pooled estimation was calculated after Freeman-Tukey
Double Arcsine Transformation to stabilize the variances [62]. Additionally, for the analysis
of traits that were based on more research and met the assumptions of the HSROC model
(currently recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration), bivariate meta-analyses were
performed to jointly models both sensitivity and specificity.

The significance level p = 0.05 was assumed in all analyzes. The analysis of the odds
ratio was carried out in the PQStat v1.6.6 program, while the results regarding sensitivity,
specificity, PPV, and NPV were obtained in the Stata v14 package, using the metaprop and
metandi functions.
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5. Conclusions

In conclusion, sonographic features associated with the malignancy of follicular lesions
are distinct from those widely reported for all thyroid cancers, of which the predominant
histological type is PTC. The most crucial feature associated with an increased risk of FTC
is capsule protrusion, followed by the presence of calcifications, irrespective of their type.
Less specific but more frequent are the irregular shape of the lesion, solid character of
the lesion, and hypoechogenicity. On the other hand, a high probability of a diagnosis
of FTA is suggested by an oval or round shape of the lesion and the presence of a cystic
component. Less specific features suggesting benign lesions are a lack of calcifications and
a visible halo.
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malignancy for lack of halo or presence of thick halo with 95% confidence intervals and forest plots,
Table S6b: The number of patients with true positive (TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP),
and true negative (TN) results presenting the estimates of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV with 95% confidence intervals of each study for
lack of halo or presence of thick halo, Table S7a: The results of odds rations (OR) of each study in
increasing the risk of nodule malignancy when macrocalcifications, eggshell or rim calcifications are
present in the ultrasound with 95% confidence intervals and forest plots, Table S7b: The number of
patients with true positive (TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP), and true negative (TN) results
presenting the estimates of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative
predictive value (NPV with 95% confidence intervals of each study for macrocalcifications, eggshell
or rim calcifications in the ultrasound, Table S8a: The results of odds rations (OR) of each study in
increasing the risk of nodule malignancy when any type of calcifications is present in the ultrasound
with 95% confidence intervals and forest plots, Table S8b: The number of patients with true positive
(TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP), and true negative (TN) results presenting the estimates
of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV with
95% confidence intervals of each study for all types of calcifications in the ultrasound, Table S9a: The
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results of odds rations (OR) of each study in increasing the risk of nodule malignancy for solitary
nodule with 95% confidence intervals and forest plots, Table S9b: The number of patients with true
positive (TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP), and true negative (TN) results presenting the
estimates of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value
(NPV with 95% confidence intervals of each study for solitary nodule, Table S10a: The results of
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feature in the ultrasound with 95% confidence intervals and forest plots, Table S10b: The number of
patients with true positive (TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP), and true negative (TN) results
presenting the estimates of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative
predictive value (NPV with 95% confidence intervals of each study for taller than wide feature in the
ultrasound, Table S11a: The results of odds rations (OR) of each study in increasing the risk of nodule
malignancy for solid or mainly solid structure with 95% confidence intervals and forest plots, Table
S11b: The number of patients with true positive (TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP), and
true negative (TN) results presenting the estimates of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value
(PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV with 95% confidence intervals of each study for solid or
mainly solid structure, Table S12a: The results of odds rations (OR) of each study in increasing the
risk of nodule malignancy for size over 4 cm with 95% confidence intervals and forest plots, Table
S12b: The number of patients with true positive (TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP), and
true negative (TN) results presenting the estimates of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value
(PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV with 95% confidence intervals of each study for size over
4 cm, Table S13a: The results of odds rations (OR) of each study in increasing the risk of nodule
malignancy for heterogeoenous echostructure in the ultrasound with 95% confidence intervals and
forest plots, Table S13b: The number of patients with true positive (TP), false negative (FN), false
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Ultrasound (US) is an essential in-office imaging procedure used for evaluating thy-
roid nodules. This Special Issue entitled “Risk Stratification of Thyroid Nodule: From
Ultrasound Features to TIRADS” published in Cancers allows us to improve the informa-
tion about US and US-based risk stratification systems used for the assessment of thyroid
nodules. Neck and thyroid US has been widely used during the last two to three decades
and several significant developments have been reported in terms of the performance of
US to detect thyroid cancer [1]. After an initial phase in which most clinicians used single
US parameters in clinical practice, several international societies in the field of thyroid
diseases have developed specific US-based systems (i.e., Thyroid Imaging Reporting And
Data Systems, TIRADS) to improve the performance of US operators and standardize
their terminology [2]. The latter represents a non-negligible advancement that eminent
cytologists have also involved in the management of thyroid nodules [3]. Obviously, fur-
ther efforts still are needed to achieve the optimal performance of US and TIRADSs, and
the present Special Issue will contribute to these efforts. If how to discriminate benign
from malignant lesions among the indeterminate nodules is still a matter of debate, the
meta-analysis by Borowczyk et al. [4] reports interesting findings about the US differ-
ences between follicular adenoma and follicular carcinoma. The presence of Hashimoto’s
thyroiditis is a potential pitfall when assessing thyroid nodules with US and the paper
by Słowińska-Klencka et al. [5] analyzes the impact of changes in the threshold for the
nodule’s shape criterion in four TIRADSs. Thermal ablation of benign thyroid nodules can
represent another pitfall when we face previously treated patients and this was addressed
by Bernardi et al. [6]. Other specific data have been reported about the role of contrast-
enhanced US [7], grading of hypogenicity [8], assessment of neck lymph-nodes [9], and the
potential future impacts of artificial intelligence on the thyroid field [10]. Moreover, how
particular thyroid nodules, such as autonomously functioning nodules, may be put in the
TIRADSs categories are reported by Seifert et al. [11]. Finally, the performance of TIRADSs
in detecting thyroid cancer in a pediatric population was assessed by Scappaticcio et al. [12]
and Piccardo et al. [13]. Overall, ultrasound is increasingly a necessary and essential tool in
order to manage patients with thyroid nodules [14] and these new advancements can be
useful in clinical practice.
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